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Abstract
The thesis is concerned with the application of robust controller synthesis and analysis tools
to a rotary-wing aircraft: the Bell 205 teetering-rotor helicopter.
The Hoc loop-shaping approach is central to the work and two main issues concerned with
its application will be considered. Firstly, the construction of diagonal (structured) and non
diagonal (unstructured) weighting functions will be considered. Secondly, the analysis of the
implications of different weighting function structures in the controller implementation.
A two stage cross-comparative analysis of a series of 1 Dof (Degree of Freedom) and 2 Dof
controllers synthesized with both diagonal and non-diagonal weights using the Hoo loopshaping technique will be presented for square and non-square multi input multi output,
unstable, non-minimum phase and ill-conditioned models of the helicopter.
Handling qualities of each control law augmented system will be assessed quantitatively and
qualitatively. A quantitative analysis, in view of the specifications in ADS-33E, will be given
based on a combination of flight data from in-flight tested controllers and, desk-top simula
tions run on a fully augmented 12 Dof nonlinear helicopter model provided by QinetiQ, UK.
A qualitative analysis will be given based on the pilot comments compiled (in view of the
Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating scale) from the evaluated in-flight control laws.
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Notation and Symbols
R

field of real numbers

C

field of complex numbers

F

field of either real or complex numbers

& i(A )

i-th singular value of A

a (A )

the largest singular value of A

<z(A)

the smallest singular value of A

(A )

k

condition number

rj(A)

the number of right-half plane poles

A~

shorthand for A T(—s)

prefix I t

real rational, e.g. TIHoo , 7 ^ 2

AT

transpose of matrix A

A '1

inverse of matrix A

A*

complex conjugate transpose of matrix A

det(A)

determinant of A

A~(s)

shorthand of A T ( - s)

A(A)

eigenvalue of A

P(A)

spectral radius

R(A)

range space of A

N(A)

null space of A

X-(A)

stable invariant subspace of A

Ric(A)

the stabilising solution of an ARE

77

(A)

number of right-half plane poles

Oo

collective pitch input to the main rotor actuat

e0

main rotor collective actuator rate

#1c

main rotor lateral cyclic actuator

01c

main rotor lateral cyclic actuator rate

01s

main rotor longitudinal cyclic actuator

01s

main rotor longitudinal cyclic actuator rate

00tr

tail rotor collective actuator (pitch) input

00tr

tail rotor collective actuator (pitch) input rate

Po

coning angle

Po

coning rate

Pic

lateral flapping

Pic

lateral flapping rate

P is

longitudinal flapping

P is

longitudinal flapping rate

Pa

differential coning

Pd

differential coning rate

u

velocity along X axis

V

velocity along Y axis

w

velocity along Z axis

V

roll rate

q

pitch rate

r

yaw rate

<P

roll attitude

e

pitch attitude

ip

yaw attitude

Sheading

heading angle

-^1 o

rotor uniform inflow

^1 c

first harmonic component- cosine inflow

^ ls

first harmonic component- sine inflow

Qe

engine torque

Qe

engine torque rate

rp

phase delay

^ B W p h a se

phase limited bandwidth

BW gain

gain limited bandwidth

UJC

crossover frequency

Un

undamped natural frequency

C

damping ratio

C2 ("00,00)

time domain square integrable functions

£2

(jR)

square integrable functions on CGincluding at 00

n2

subspace of C2 (JR) with functions analytic in Re(s)>0

c0

functions bounded on Re(s)=0 including at 00

H oo

the set of C ( J R . ) functions analytic in Re(s)>0
lower LFT
upper LFT

e

stability margin

\

g ,K)

stability margin

p

scaling factor

P(A)

spectral radius of A

X(A)

eigenvalue of A

P

structured singular value

wno(G )

winding number

n
u

union

c

subset

€

belong to

C

subset equal

intersection

List of Acronyms
ACAH

Attitude Command Attitude Hold

ADS

Aeronautical Design Standard

AFCS

Automatic Flight Control System

ARE

Algebraic Riccati Equation

CRHP

Closed Right Half Plane

Dof

Degree-of-freedom

EA

Eigenstructure Assignment

FbW

Fly by Wire

FCS

Flight Control System

GCARE

Generalised Control Algebraic Riccati Equation

GFARE

Generalised Filter Algebraic Riccati Equation

HQ

Handling Qualities

HQR

Handling Qualities Requirements

inf

(infimum) the greatest lower bound

lcf

left coprime factorisation

LFT

Linear Fractional Transformation

LHP

Left Half Plane

LLFT

Lower Linear Fractional Transformation

LMI

Linear Matrix Inequalities

LSDP

Loop Shaping Design Procedure

LTI

Linear Time Invariant

LTR

Linear Transfer Recovery

LQG

Linear Quadratic Gaussian

MIMO

Multi Input Multi Output

ORHP

Open Right Half Plane

RCAH

Rate Command and Attitude Hold

RC

Rate Command

ref

right coprime factorisation

RHP

Right Half Plane

RMS

Root Mean Square

SISO

Single Input Single Output

sup

(supremum) the least upper bound

SVD

Singular Value Decomposition

TRC

Translational Rate Command

UCE

Usable Queue Environment

ULFT

Upper Linear Fractional Transformation
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 From modem to advanced control of helicopters: recent historical
perspective
Piloting of rotary-wing aircraft can be extremely demanding due to their inherent
instabilities in some flight regimes, and their highly complex asymmetric aeromechanical structures. The requirements to satisfy stringent flying handling qualities
embodied in Aeronautical Design Standard [AnoOO], which impose constraints on
the allowable interaxis cross-coupling as well as on the frequency domain and time
domain responses of the helicopter, make the task of flying even more challenging. It
is therefore important that, in order to meet these requirements and to reduce a pilot's
workload, the rotary-wing aircraft has high bandwidths in controlled channels1 and
high-authority flight control system /s.
Since the early 1970's, various methods from the continuously evolving modern con
trol theory have found application in the design of flight control laws for rotary-wing
aircraft. A pioneering study into the area of flight control system design was given
in [HJBJ73], where a hover hold controller was designed for a helicopter model in
which was embedded a simple model of rotor dynamics. Studies on the effect of
inclusion of the rotor dynamics concluded that an increase in the bandwidth of the
system could lead to instability of the rotor flap regressive mode, therefore this incre
ment must be continuously monitored.
In the following years, the requirements introduced by interchannel cross-coupling,
robustness to uncertainties and maintaining high performance throughout the flight
1Achieving higher bandwidths is possible only through augmenting the rotorcraft with a flight control system.
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envelope engendered considerable research interest into the application of modem
and multivariable robust control law design methods. Research was carried out mainly
in North America and Europe, and conducted chiefly under the auspices and support
of major defence research industry contractors like: NASA , DLR, DERA and QinetiQ.
Design methods that draw attention ranged from Eigenstructure Assignment (EA) to
LQG/LTR, from advanced robust control techniques (H 2, Hoo ) to adaptive and non
linear control methods [Pie95]. Not surprisingly, therefore, a significant amount of
research has been documented on presenting and discussing the relative merits and
drawbacks of different control law applications to models and real rotary-wing air
craft systems [MGS90], [WCG94], [RR97], [PPT+05]. Depending on the type of model
used, these analyses can be grouped into two classes: linear and nonlinear. Eigenstruc
ture Assignment, LQG/LTR, the structured singular value (/i) and Riccati based (H2 ,
Hoo ) methods fall into the first category and sliding mode techniques into the second.

For example [IC94]2 presents a comparative analysis of three MIMO controller design
methods namely: Eigenstructure Assignment coupled with LTR, LQG coupled with
LTR and Hoo • Eigenstructure Assignment, which, due to its structure exhibits sensi
tivity to small perturbations, relies on the designer to assign properly the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors in order to meet the desired closed loop robustness and performance
objectives. This is difficult in application to multivariable and unstable systems like
helicopters. The application of Eigenstructure Assignment to the design of an ACAH
response type controller for the Lynx helicopter in forward flight was demonstrated
in [HMS90] 3. Some other applications of Eigenstructure Assignment to helicopter
control were also reported in [GLP89] and [SAP90] 4. Alternative methods for multivariable helicopter control like Linear Quadratic Gaussian were reported in [Gri93],
which presented a design and evaluation of LQG control on a linear model config
ured with the Westland Lynx helicopter characteristics. However, LQG, as discussed
in Chapter 3, often results in a controller providing optimal nominal performance but
(as in Eigenstructure Assignment) with potentially fragile robustness characteristics.
In the infancy years of the applications of LQ based methods to rotary-wing aircraft,
encouraging results were reported in [BMG94] with a successfully flight tested fullstate feedback LQR designed Translational Rate Command system (TRC). Stable LQR
controllers were reported for hover control- but these were with duration of 40 sec
Evaluated through linear and nonlinear desk-top simulations.
Evaluated through linear and nonlinear desk-top simulations.
4Evaluated through linear and nonlinear desk-top simulations.
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and thus prevented rigorous conclusions to be drawn with regards to suitability of
this technique to MTEs demanding higher bandwidths of the rotorcraft. Some con
cerns and difficulties in implementing high bandwidth systems using time-domain
methods such as LQG were, instead, reported and addressed in [TCM+99].
The fragility in robustness properties of Eigenstructure Assignment and Linear Quadratic
Gaussian based methodologies for (in-)flight control law design for rotary-wing air
crafts, combined with increased system complexity and demanding manoeuvrability
performance requirements have rendered these control laws inadequate in the con
trol of advanced helicopters; the need of more advanced, inherently multivariable
and amenable to optimisation control techniques have emerged. Hoo robust optimal
control could readily accommodated these characteristics.
The design and flight testing of Flight Control Systems (FCS) for fixed-wing aircraft
using Hoc methods is well advanced compared to developments of the method's use
in rotary-wing aircraft flight control design. Interest in utilizing the well celebrated
robustness and performance properties of Hardy space (in particular Hoo ) control
methods in the design of helicopters control laws dates back to the research reported
in [Tom87]. The research presented in [Tom87] sets a milestone in accommodating
the Hoo “m ix e d ’ sensitivity (S/KS) controller design problem in the helicopter con
text. A few years later the pioneering work of Postlethwaite and collaborators in
investigating the feasibility of, Hoo centred, advanced multivariable robust control
techniques in rotary-wing flight control system design was taken further in [YPP89]
and [YP90]. This work was based on a two block Hoo mixed sensitivity approach
(S/KS) for a generic 6 Dof Helisim helicopter model configured with Westland Lynx
helicopter characteristics. Designs were verified with successful on-the-ground pi
loted simulations.
Over the past decade this helicopter model (while accommodating various improve
ments along the way) has served as a platform for further research. A control law de
rived using an alternative 2 Dof control architecture was described in [WP96], for the
large motion simulator configuration of a Lynx at the research facilities of DERA (now
QinetiQ), Bedford (UK), and significantly improved handling qualities ratings (HQR)

were reported. The same rotorcraft model provided a platform for the design, flight
simulation and handling qualities evaluation of an LPV gain-scheduled flight control
system reported in [PKS+99]. A design of Hoo gain-scheduled controllers for the same
helicopter, based on a decoupling two degree-of-freedom structure, was considered
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in [PP00]5. Reference [TWA01]6 describes the design of an Hoo controller in a limited
authority configuration and gives an account of its ground-based implementation on
Westland Lynx M K7 helicopter.

Other controller types from Hardy space (like H 2 ) have also found application in
rotorcraft FCS designs; a flight-test of an H 2 optimal control law which was based on
ACAH type response controller was reported in [BMG94]. To our knowledge, from
the accessible literature available in the public domain, this was the first control law
(from the family of Hardy space optimal control theory) flight-tested on a helicopter.
The flight-tested H 2 control law was unstable, mainly due to significant deficiencies
in the 8 state Heffley based model [HJLVW79] of the Bell 205 helicopter.
Motivated by the fact that mapping realistically many design objectives into a sin
gle norm cost function brings compromises, [TP01] presented a critical assessment of
the use of mixed (H 2 - Hoo ) norm control in the design of robust controllers for the
Bell 205 operating in a steady hover flight regime. In this synergistic approach, the
H 2 norm was optimized, as a model-following performance measure, subject to an

upper bound on the Hoo norm. The application of this mixed norm approach was
based on a frequency domain approximated model augmented with a standard 6 Dof
linear model of the Bell 205 helicopter.
Techniques from nonlinear control theory, although not widely accepted (yet), have
also found application platform (with)in helicopter control law designs. An important
nonlinear technique which has been studied for rotorcraft control system design is
sliding mode control with application to Bell 205 helicopter model as in [Pie95]; more
studies using nonlinear control were reported in [ABDL03], and [IMS03]. It is just to
assert that for feasibility, for practicality (in implementation) and most importantly,
for safety reasons linear controllers have dominated the FCS designs for rotary-wing
aircraft industry over the past decade.
Starting in the early 1990's there has been almost a decade of collaborative research
which has paved the way to successful and innovative research between the Control
and Instrumentation Group at the University of Leicester, the Defence Evaluation and
Research Agency (DERA )- QinetiQ, Bedford (UK) and the IAR (Institute for Aerospace
Research) at the National Research Council (NRC), Ottawa (Canada). The research
platform was initially focused on the establishment of the required infrastructure that
Evaluated through linear and nonlinear desk-top simulations.
Evaluated on ground-based-simulators.
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would enable the full potential of the Hoo theory to be realized. Experience gained
through extensive desk-top simulations and on ground-based flight simulators, of
different helicopter models [WP96], confirmed the feasibility of the Hoo method for
rotary-wing control law design and provided sufficient confidence to proceed to ap
plying the multivariable technique to a real helicopter plant- the NRC Bell 205 he
licopter. This helicopter has served as a useful platform for the application of var
ious techniques within Hoo optimal control and enhancement of in-flight handling
qualities. Research has been conducted simultaneously along three interconnected
avenues: enhancing the fidelity of the rotorcraft dynamic model, the application of
various advanced Hoo robust control techniques and the study of their effect (as well
as impact) on advancing the handling and flying qualities of the Bell 205 helicopter.
This culminated in the first ever Hoo loop-shaping controller, reported in scientific
literature, to be flight-tested on board of the NRC Bell 205 helicopter [PSW+99].
In the same paper, because of the low order model used, and in the absence of some
high frequency dynamics (mainly, rotor uniform inflow and first harmonic componentssine and cosine inflow) the achieved bandwidths were somewhat low. Despite this,
tiie system proved stable and flyable. The robustness in stability can be associated
with the properties of the Hoo method. An increase in the controller bandwidth of roll
channel, and significant enhancement of the pilot's handling qualities were reported
with in [SWP+01], which also employed an observer based 2 Dof controller archi
tecture obtained with 1 step design. Further improvements in handling and flying
qualities became possible after acquiring an updated 9 Dof (QinetiQ ) nonlinear model
of the Bell 205 helicopter [SH98]. In all reported (flight-tested) control laws, cross cou
plings continued to dominate in the response type characteristics. It was clear that the
fidelity of the mathematical representative model of the aeromechanical structure of
the helicopter had to be improved if better (performance) results were to be obtained.
More designs (with or without “mixed rates”) and flight-tests have been presented
in [WTS+99a] and [WTGOO] which provide an account on the flight testing of a de
coupled longitudinal and lateral Hoo “m ix e d ’ sensitivity controllers for a 9 Dof math
ematical model of the Bell 205. The designs have been complemented with both qual
itative and quantitative assessment prior to flight testing.
In February 2001 the research (project) on flight control law designs for the Bell 205
has gained significant momentum. The existing 9 Dof model (that has served as a
base for numerous designs) was upgraded to 12 Dof. The work included in this thesis
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represents the most recent description of the research carried out on enhancing the
in-flight handling and flying qualities of the helicopter by using Hoo loop-shaping
procedure for controller designs on the Bell 205 helicopter.
And in the attempt to present the research work completed by the author since 2001
toward fulfilment of the objective, this thesis considers Hoo robust control as a tool for
designing flight control laws for Bell 205 fly-by-wire teetering rotor helicopter, and
the construction of non/diagonal weighting functions as manipulative elements of
this tool as a means for attaining desired (robustness and performance) characteris
tics of the control laws. Particular emphasis is given to controller designs with the
Hoo loop-shaping technique; comparative analyses conducted on the frequency and

time domains are presented of four flight-tested control laws. Weighting functions
with diagonal and non-diagonal structures are used in the synthesis of controllers,
and their direct impact on attaining desired closed loop characteristics is studied
in detail together with their advantages and disadvantages in practical applications.
Flight control laws' response characteristics and handling qualities are assessed quan
titatively using ADS 33E standards and flight-test data. Pilot comments on several
flight-tested multi-axis mission task element manoeuvres are presented in view of the
Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating scale and comprise qualitative assessment
of the rotorcraft handling qualities.

1.2 Structure of the Thesis
The thesis consists of six chapters and an appendix, the contents of which are outlined
below:
Chapter 2: Preliminaries in matrix analysis and linear algebra This chapter provides
a motivational presentation of some fundamental concepts, terms, facts and tools of
Matrix Algebra, Linear Control Theory and Functional Analysis many of which im
plicitly or explicitly underlie the material presented in this thesis. The topics are rel
evant to controller design and analysis studies of Linear, Time-invariant and Finite di
mensional systems operating in the continuous time.

Chapter 3: Feedback control: Robust Hoo control perspective This chapter initially
presents some fundamental principles of feedback control and outlines the linear op
erators which are accepted as robustness and performance indicators in linear control
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systems. The Hoo optimal control problem is introduced as a machinery for synthesis
of robust, linear, multivariable controllers, and analysis of robustness of closed loop
systems; the latter is addressed by using Small gain theorem. As an integral part of
the Hoo robust controller design framework, four types of uncertainties are presented
together with sufficient conditions for a controller-plant interconnected system to sat
isfy in order to ensure robustness in the presence of any one from those (stable) per
turbations. The motivating reasons behind the selection of normalized coprime factor
uncertainty representation as the tool for obtaining robustness characteristics of the
Hoo loop-shaping controller are also discussed.

Chapter 4: Advance control via Hoo loop-shaping This chapter is central to the work
in this thesis, and aims to provide sufficient background on a linear, multivariable
design procedure- Hoo loop-shaping. Open loop shaping is of paramount importance
to the success of the method and two types of weighting functions -diagonal and non
diagonal- are presented as essential tools for the purpose (of shaping of the singular
values). Two algorithms for the construction of non-diagonal weights are outlined,
however a step-by-step emphasis of use is given only on one of them. Two differ
ent Hoo loop-shaping controller architectures with practical significance are presented
and issues concerning different aspects of control law design: model reduction, posi
tioning and real implementation are reviewed.
Chapter 5: Flight control law design for Bell 205 This chapter presents detailed stud
ies of the design and frequency domain analysis of four Hoo loop-shaping control
laws, which are all real flight-tested on a multi-purpose variable stability Bell 205 he
licopter. Detailed exposition on both diagonal and non-diagonal weight construction
is given within each control law design presentation. An extended version of the
non-diagonal weight construction algorithm in Chapter 4 is developed and used to
allow for the construction of non-diagonal weighting function for systems with more
outputs than inputs. Comprehensive cross-comparative analysis of the control laws'
performance and robustness characteristics is carried out in the frequency domain
using interpretations of appropriate closed loop operators.
Chapter 6: Simulations, Flight-tests and Analyses This chapter presents compar
ative evaluations of the four Hoo loop-shaping control laws designed in Chapter 5.
Time histories of responses of the linear and nonlinear models of the helicopter to var
ious input demands are presented as a partial indicator of the fitness of each control
law before flight testing. Handling qualities of each control law augmented system
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are assessed quantitatively and qualitatively. For quantitative assessment: bandwidth
and phase delay parameters are derived from flight data of manually induced fre
quency sweep manoeuvres, and linear models of the dynamics of each principal axis
are used in conjunction with ADS-33E standard specifications. Pilot comments on
the characteristics of each control law in several flight-tested multi-axis mission task
element manoeuvres are presented in view of the Cooper-Harper handling qualities
rating scale and comprise qualitative assessment of the rotorcraft handling qualities.
The relative merit of each of the four controllers is discussed in detail in the course of
the cross comperative analysis of flight-tested control laws.
Chapter 7: Concluding remarks This chapter, in its first part, summarises the main
contributions of the thesis to the area of flight control law design for an unstable
helicopter- in general, and to the understanding of practical feasibility of complex
weighting functions in their use in complex engineering systems. In its second part,
possible directions for continuing research in the area of rotorcraft flight control law
design are outlined.
Appendix: Appendix A This appendix presents a compilation of definitions, terms
and parameters used in the pre and post-flight quantitative and qualitative handling
qualities evaluation of the designed and flight-tested control systems presented in this
research.

1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis to the field of rotary-wing (helicopter) flight
control law synthesis and analysis by utilizing the advanced multivariable Hoo robust
control theory can be summarised as follows:
• The design of all the Hoo loop-shaping controllers presented in this thesis was
based on a laterally and longitudinally coupled nonlinear model of the Bell 205
helicopter plant.
• The thesis presents the best performing, coupled, 1 Dof Hoo loop-shaping con
trol law to have been flight-tested to date on the 12 Dof nonlinear mathematical
model of the Bell 205 helicopter; the model was exclusively made available by
QinetiQ for this project only. It builds up on the previous (9 Dof) model of the

9
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helicopter with the addition of some elements representing high frequency dy
namic characteristics of the helicopter. Without these elements, the achievement
of Level 1 flying qualities has not been possible [SWP+01].
• While the construction of diagonal weighting functions and their application to
a wide range of engineering systems has reached a mature phase, the construc
tion of non-diagonal (full block or unstructured) weighting functions has been a
subject of study only in recent years [PGH97], [PG97], [LanOl] and [PG02]. The
thesis contributes to this direction of research by presenting studies on the im
pact of the structure of the weighting functions on attaining the desirable design
qualities and by presenting comprehensive comparative analyses of 1 Dof con
trollers synthesised on the augmented plant, with diagonal and non-diagonal
weights.
• Applications of non-diagonal weight construction algorithms have so far been
reported only for square system plants (where the number of inputs were equal
to the number of outputs). In this thesis an existing design procedure for the
construction of non-diagonal weights [PG97], [Pap02] has been extended using
algebraic manipulations described in Chapter 2 (subsection 2.1.2) to allow for
the construction of non-diagonal weighting functions for system plants with a
non-square (rectangular) structure.
• It is known that the non-square structure of the system plant, i.e.

dim (R (G )) © dim (N (G *)) ^ dim(R(G*)) © d im (N (G ))

(1.1)

imposes certain limitations on the achievable performance of the system [SBG97],
[CheOO] and [CCM02]. The presentation herein, to the best of the author's knowl
edge, constitutes the first reporting of a real application of non-diagonal weights
to the shaping of the singular values of a non-square helicopter system plant.
• The work describes the first ever reported non-diagonal weight synthesised cou
pled, 1 Dof Hoo loop-shaping controller that has been flight-tested by a pilot on
a real helicopter. The challenges faced in the course of the non-diagonal weight
design for such a high order plant have been carefully addressed and recom
mendations outlined.
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• The set of Hoo loop-shaping controllers presented in this thesis, along with those
in [PPTT02], [PPT+02] and in [PPT+05], has not made use of the “mixed” 7 rate
technique. This is in contrast to most of the previous control law designs re
ported on the Bell 205 helicopter, prior to 2001. This indicated that Hoo loopshaping controllers that deliver to the expectations of the pilots and facilitate
Level 1 flying qualities in-flight can be synthesised without the inclusion of p m ix
Qmix'

• The distinct advantages of implementing the Hoo loop-shaping controller based
on an exact plant observer plus state feedback are well documented in [PGH97],
[PG99], [Hyd95] and [SP96]. The controllers presented in this thesis are not
based on the exact plant observer plus state feedback. They employ only state
feedback of selected state variables (namely attitudes and rates) and yet they de
livered highly rated (by the pilots) in-flight performance characteristics. Previ
ously designed8 and flight-tested Hoo loop-shaping controllers [PSW+99], [SWP+01]
on the same helicopter used observer-based configurations in the implementa
tion phase.
• The current work reports on the first ever design of longitudinally and laterally
coupled, 1 Dof Hoo loop-shaping controller which attained, in flight tests, Level 1
Handling Quality ratings for several high precision and demanding manoeuvres
(such as Pirouette, Turn to Target and Precision Hover) on the Bell 205 helicopter.
These results have not previously been disseminated in written form to the sci
entific community. It is important to emphasise that, they were rated by the
pilots higher than any coupled 1 Dof Hoo loop-shaping control laws previously
reported in scientific literature, including those (developed for the Bell 205 and)
presented in [PSW+99], [SWP+01], [PPTT02], [PPT+02] and [PPT+05]; where the
last three sets of control laws used, for synthesis purposes, a nonlinear helicopter
model of Bell 205 which is identical to the one in this research.
• Comprehensive analyses of the (performance and robustness) response charac
teristics of a series of (square and non-square) 1 Dof and 2 Dof controller archi
tectures were carried out:
7The “mixed” rates are p mix and qmix. When used for feedback they develop open loop predictor derived
signals at frequencies above flexible mast rocking mode of the helicopter- in the frequency range 11.5 rad/sec and
14 rad/sec- and have been frequently used to alleviate some undesirable transient response characteristics and
improve performance characteristics, such as: overshoot and small damping coefficient (£)•
8The designs were based on the 9 Dof Bell 205 nonlinear helicopter model.
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a) In the time domain, using both linearised and nonlinear (Simulink) flight
aero-mechanic models of the helicopter.
b) In the frequency domain, using singular value sensitivity operators and dif
ferent notions of stability measures (e.g. stability margin- e, z/-gap metric).
• The thesis presents a preliminary investigation into the effect of inclusion of ex
tra measurements (namely, the Roll (p) and Pitch (q) rates) on the robustness and
performance properties of 1 Dof Hoo loop-shaping control law.
• The handling qualities toolbox [How90]- based on a previous version of the ADS
33 standard- was updated to reflect the most-up-to-date ADS-33E [AnoOO] stan
dard properties. Quantitative handling qualities evaluations of the flight-tested
control laws were then based on the updated version of the toolbox. This up
date has facilitated better quantitative predictions to be made on the Handling
Qualities.

Chapter 2

Preliminaries
The purpose of this chapter is to acquaint the reader with some of the most useful
and fundamental concepts, key topics, terms, facts and tools of Linear Algebra (more
specifically Matrix Algebra), Linear Control Theory and Functional Analysis- many
of which implicitly or explicitly underlie the material covered in this thesis. The top
ics are relevant to controller design and analysis studies of Linear, Time-invariant and
Finite dimensional systems operating in continuous time. The exposition will be rather

motivational without any proofs and thus without exhaustive treatment of the topics.
Wherever possible and appropriate, connections between mathematical terminology
and Control Engineering will be established.
For more detailed treatment of the topics, the interested reader is encouraged to con
sult with [GVL96], [HJ85], [MeyOO] on Matrix Analysis; [You88], [NSOO] on Functional
Analysis and Operator Theory, and [SP96], [GL95], [ZDG96] on Linear Control The
ory as well as the exhaustive list of references therein.

2.1 Matrix Algebra
2.1.1

Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

Definition 2.1 [GVL96]
Let A be a square matrix such that A e Cnxn. The eigenvalues of a matrix A are the n roots
of its characteristic polynomial p(X) =det(XI —A). The set of all eigenvalues of a matrix A is
the spectrum of A and is denoted by p(A)={Xi, X2, . . . , An} C C.
If Xep(A), then the nonzero vectors x e Cn that satisfy:
12
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Ax — Xx

are the right eigenvectors of A for X. Similarly the left eigenvectors of A for X are determined
from:

x*A = Xx*.

Roughly speaking eigenvalues and eigenvectors are useful mainly for two reasons;
one algorithmic, the other physical. Mathematically, eigenvalue analysis can simplify
solutions of certain problems by reducing a coupled system to a collection of scalar
problems; whereas from a physical point of view, insight can be gained into the behav
ior of systems governed by linear equations. The study of resonance (of instruments
and structures) and of a system's stability over large time scales is particularly eased
by investigating the locations of the eigenvalues on the complex plane.
The relationship between a matrix and its eigenvalues is not very straightforward to
elaborate, however Gerschgorin's theorem [Ger31] states that eigenvalues of matrix A
lie in the collection of circles- called Gerschgorin circles centred at the diagonal elements
an of the matrix A:

I\z - au\\ < ru where

(2.1)

n

ri =

f or

*=

(2.2)

i^j—l

Note that the radii of these circles depend on the magnitudes of the off-diagonal en
tries. It was the belief that control objectives for the overall multivariable plant can be
posed as objectives on the eigenvalue loci (also called characteristic loci), so that the
generalized Nyquist stability criterion assessment of the stability can be conducted
via consideration of eigenvalues. These ideas form the basis of Nyquist array de
sign methodologies [PM79]. However, studies supported with numerous applica
tions have shown that eigenvalue “phase” and “gain” margins imply very little about
stability robustness for the overall system, e.g. [Mac82], [SP96].
Eigenvalues of a multivariable plant are not suitable and reliable indicators of robust
stability. Additionally, as they cannot always account for loop interactions they may

14
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be misleading indicators of performance as well. For example, consider transfer func
tion matrix G € C2x2:

G(s) =

i r(s)
o

(2.3)

1

The off diagonal term Gi2(s) may cause significant inter-loop coupling between the
second input and the first output. However, this interaction cannot be captured by
the eigenvalues of G(s) since they are independent of the off-diagonal term T(s).
It becomes obvious that, although eigenvalues of an open loop plant can be used to
assess the stability of the nominal closed loop systems and thus are of paramount
importance in studying structural characteristics and stability analysis of some type
of systems they fall short in capturing the interactions between the different inputs
and outputs of a MIMO system. Hence, in most cases where cross-coupling is strong
they will fail to be useful indicators of robust stability and performance of the closed
loop.
As pointed out in [SP96] the eigenvalues measure the gain for special cases when the
inputs and outputs are in the same direction of the eigenvector. Additionally, being
applicable only to square systems (and even then lacking rigour), not satisfying the
triangular and multiplicative inequalities (common in robustness analysis) provides
further drawbacks.
It was in the late 1960's when robust stability for MIMO systems and methods of
achieving it emerged as a key problem in feedback control systems. This however
could not be successfully addressed by considering the eigenvalues of the plant (rep
resented by a transfer function matrix). To cope with this and provide a unified means
for performance analysis for a multivariable system, a “new” quantitative measure
had to be introduced. This is the matrix norm || • ||oo. While there are many norms,
in this thesis, we will extensively make use of the induced 2-norm, the so called
Hoo norm, denoted by || • ||oo-

2.1.2

Singular Value Decomposition

The orthogonal decomposition theorem [MeyOO] used as a tool to decompose Rn
with rectangular matrices produces the URV factorization [MeyOO]. This factorization
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which is usually not a similarity transformation specialises to become the Singular
Value Decomposition- SVD.
A s one of the basic but fundamental tools of modem numerical analysis and numeri

cal linear algebra, the SVD in its long history has evolved to become one of the most
important decompositions, being used in statistics and relatively recently, in image
processing [BT94] and systems and control theory- particularly in the area of linear
systems [SP96], [ZDG96]. [KL80] provides a succinct yet detailed survey of the history,
numerical details and some applications in above mentioned areas.
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) was first established for Rmxm real square
matrices by Beltrami and Jordan in the 1870's [Bel73], [Mac33] [p.78].
A few decades later (in 1913) the computations were extended by [Aut02] to encom
pass complex, square matrices <Cnxn. Extensions to general and non-square (rectan
gular) matrices were derived by [EY36] in 1936. The work has also paved the way to
the Autonne-Eckart-Young theorem [EY39].
We will not pursue many of the details here, but we shall define the SVD and state
some of its attractive properties and leave the reader to refer to a combination of
sources listed above for a more thorough treatment.
The Singular Value Decomposition is a numerical algorithm that makes it possible to
decompose a matrix in any shape G into two unitary (orthogonal) matrices and one
diagonal matrix.
Theorem 2.1 For each matrix G e Rmxn of rank r, there are orthogonal matrices (UT =
U~l) with U € Rmxm and (VT — V~l) with V 6 R nxn, and a diagonal matrix

£ rXr = diag((Ji,0 2 , •••, crr) £ Krxr such that

0 0

J mxn

with
o —0 \ >

02

>

> crr = a > 0 and 0r+i, • •., crn = 0.

When r < p — min(m,n), G is said to have p —r additional zero singular values.

The fundamental result stated for the real case continues to hold for the complex
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matrices when (*)T is replaced with (*)*, and orthogonal matrices are replaced by
unitary matrices (U* = U~l and V* = V ~l ).
The symbols o \ , <72,..., ar together with crr+ i,..., on — 0 are named the singular values of
G, ordered on the diagonal of £ with descending values, and they are positive square
roots of the eigenvalues of GTG,[G*G], namely y /\i( G TG) or y/X *(G*G). The columns
of orthogonal (unitary) matrix U = [1x1, u2, ■■■urri] are the left singular vectors of G (and
the orthonormal eigenvectors of GGT, GG*). Similarly the columns of orthogonal
(unitary) matrix V = [vi, v2, v n] are the right singular vectors of G (and also comprise
the orthonormal eigenvectors of GTG/ G*G). The choice of G?G, [G*G] rather than
GGt , [GG*] is unimportant since the non-zero singular values of G, GT and G* are the

same. U (V) can be partitioned as U = [Ui\U2], (V = [ViIV2]) where U\ = [«i, W2, •••, ur],
(Vi = [vi,v2, : . , v r]) and U2 = [ur+i,...,u m]/ (V2 = [vr+u - , v n]). From geometric, nu

merical and control engineer perspectives only the non-zero singular values are of
interest. The number of non-zero singular values defines the rank of G, such that
r = rank(G), since the Singular Value Decomposition provides a full-rank factorization

of G.
At this point it is worth mentioning that the number of zero singular values of G need
not agree with the number of zero eigenvalues of G*G (or GG*) [MeyOO].
The distinction of non-zero singular values (a ^ 0) from zero (or near zero) singu
lar values (a « 0) in the presence of rounding error is a non-trivial task and can be
computationally expensive. Computation of the singular values from the eigenval
ues of GGT (GG*) or GTG (G*G) may result in a loss of information and an erroneous
conclusion about the rank of G, therefore an alternative approach must be used.
A practical algorithm for computing the SVD is available based on an implementation
of the QR iteration that is cleverly applied to GTG without ever explicitly computing
Gt G- [GR70] based on [GK65].

The following Lemma establishes the condition on the orthonormal set of eigenvec
tors for G*G (or GG*) that can be used as right hand or left hand singular vectors of
matrix G.
Lemma 2.1 The columns Vi of any unitary ((★)* = (*)-1) matrix V that diagonalizes G*G
(or GG*) as in
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can serve as right-hand singular vectors for non-singular matrix G. Note that if G is non
singular then the zero diagonal block does not exist.

In conjunction with Lemma 2.1, we have
Lemma 2.2 The corresponding left-hand singular vectors Ui are constrained by the relation
ships

G v i — CTiUi,

Gvi = Gvi
i = i1n, 2 , r => Ui = —r
ai
||Gvi||2’

and satisfy
u*G = 0 ,i = 1,2, ...,m => span[ur+i,u r+2 }

= N(G*).

The construction of left and right singular vector matrices w ill be discussed later in
the chapter.
The proof of the existence of the singular value decomposition is not constructive,
since it presupposes we have on hand a vector that generates the norm of G. For a
proof, the reader is referred to sources such as [Ste73], [Ste98], [GVL96].
The SVD is a computationally attractive matrix factorization mainly for two reasons:
• it can be computed with a numerically stable algorithm - directly from G
• the singular value problem is always perfectly well conditioned.
Additionally, the singular value decomposition (SVD) is acknowledged as the most
reliable method of numerically determining the rank of a matrix [GW76], however at
the expense of computational complexity- which constitutes a minor but nevertheless
important pitfall when compared to, for example, QR factorization.
The singular value matrix E (of a matrix Ge Rmxn) is either a “ta ll” matrix if m > n
with a trailing zero block of order (m — n) x n at the bottom of E; or a “f a t” matrix
m < n with trailing zero block of order m x n —m on the right of the matrix E. The

columns of [C/i] and [U2], [Vi] and [V2] where U = [C/i|C/2] and V = [Vi\V2] form the
orthonormal basis for four fundamental subspaces of G discussed later.
For a given a transfer function matrix evaluated at frequency u rad/sec the number
of columns denote the number of inputs, whereas the number of rows denote the
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number of outputs of the system. It is usual (as we will see in our helicopter plant
configuration) for the numbers of rows and columns to be different, that is to say, the
numbers of inputs and outputs may be different, m ^ n. In the most encountered
case in practical applications when the system has more controlled outputs than in
puts, without a loss of generality, the size of U can be reduced to n and an alternative
Up C U can be set:
Up = [ui, u 2, ..., up]. This leads to decomposition often referred as Singular Value Factorization
G = UPYV*. Singular vectors corresponding to single distinct singular values are

unique up to a factor of modulus one. This property will play an important role in
the construction of non-diagonal weighting functions in Chapter 5.
In the construction of pre-filters (weighting functions) for non-square systems (row ^
column) the block of trailing zeros (if necessary) can be left out. If correspondingly the

last m —n columns of U (for m > n) and n —m rows of V (for m < n ) are left out then
the new matrices are given the same name U, E, V*. £ is square and either U or V will
consist of part of a unitary matrix then called subunitary matrix (Up c U,VP c V). It
can be shown that the singular values cr* are unique whereas the singular vectors uifVi
are not. Assume that the singular value <7* is distinct from the other singular values
then the corresponding left w* and right v{ singular vectors are uniquely defined up to
same scalar factor -with unit magnitude- of the form exp-7*9 and \\eje \\ = 1, a so called
all pass factor. There exists e?e 6 C s.t. u'{ — Uieje and v[ = Vieje are another pair of left

and right singular vectors. Hence UiV* and v*Ui are uniquely defined.
The singular value decomposition is one of the many matrix decompositions that are
essentially “unique ” [Ste98]. Therefore, any unitary reduction to diagonal form must
exhibit the same singular values on the diagonal. Repeated singular values are a
source of nonuniqueness.
Singular values of a general matrix have appealing analogies with the eigenvalues of
Hermitian matrices. If a matrix G is hermitian, then the singular values of G are just

the absolute values of the eigenvalues of G. A square matrix G is called Hermitian if it
is self-adjoint, i. e. G = G*.
From a geometric perspective, the SVD is a mapping of a unit sphere onto an ellipsoid.
That is, if one takes a unit sphere in n -dimensional space, and multiplies each vector
in it by an m x n matrix G, one gets an ellipsoid in m -dimensional space. The singular
values £ rxr = d ia g (o i, 0 2 1

oy) give the lengths of the principal axes of the ellipsoid.

Geometrically, oi = ||G||2 and oT =

correspond to the longest and shortest
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principal axes on this ellipsoid. From an input/output point of view vi(i/„) is the
highest (lowest) gain input direction, while ui(um) is the highest (lowest) gain observation
direction.

If the matrix G is singular, in some way this will be reflected in the shape of the ellip
soid. In fact, the ratio of the largest singular value (a\ = a) of a matrix to the smallest
singular value (ar — a) gives a condition number of the matrix, which determines,
for example, the accuracy of numerical matrix inverses. In this sense, singular values
can provide an explicit picture of the level of distortion that can occur under trans
formation by a given matrix G. The degree of distortion of a unit sphere under this
transformation can be measured by

(also referred to as the two norm con

dition number), which corresponds to the ratio of the largest (a) to the smallest (a)
singular value where:

max ||A r||, = \\A\\2 = ||J/SKT||2 = ||S||2 = o* « 9
||x ||2 = l

and

I M u S i l |A r |1 2 =

=

| | V ' £ - 1 C / r ||2 =

Therefore the 2-norm condition number of G is « =

^ = %

k2

= ° r = 3 -

= IIj[-ly2• Although different

norms result in condition numbers with different values, the order of magnitude is
more or less the same as «, which provides the same qualitative information about
the distortion.
The number

k

is also called a magnification factor that dictates how much the relative

change in G is magnified. If « is small relative to 1 (i.e if G is well conditioned) then a
small relative change (or error) in G cannot produce a large relative change (or error)
in the inverse G~l . However if « is large (that is, if G is ill-conditioned), then a small
relative change (or error) in G is highly likely (but not necessarily) to result in a large
relative change (or error) in the inverse G~l . The degree of ill-conditioning is, there
fore, gauged by the condition number k . Therefore we can say that the sensitivity of a
non-singular matrix to a relative change (or error) in itself represents its conditioning.
The largest singular value o — o\ of a matrix corresponds to the 2-norm of the same
matrix o\ = ||G||2.
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2.1.3 Spaces
A vector space is a fundamental setting for matrix theory. A vector space V over a field
T (R,C) is a set V of objects (called vectors) which is closed under a binary operation

(“addition ”) which is associative and commutative and has an identity (“0”) and addi
tive inverse in the set. The set is also closed under an operation of left multiplication
of the vectors by elements of the scalar field !F with some known properties [MeyOO].
A vector space involves four things:
• a non-empty set V of objects- n tuples or a set of matrices
• a scalar field of real numbers R, or a scalar field of complex numbers C
• vector addition- as an operation between elements of V
• scalar multiplication- as an operation between elements of V and T

2.1.3.1 Subspaces
A subspace U of a vector space V is a subset of V that is, by itself, a vector space
over the same scalar field. Usually a subspace of a vector space V is defined by some
relation that identifies particular elements of V in such a way that the resulting set is
closed under addition in V.
Definition 2.2 Let S be a non-empty subset of a vector space V over T (S

C

V), then S is

said to be subspace ofV if and only if:
• x,y e S =*►x + y € S

•

xe s =>

ax e

s

for all a e f

Subspaces are related to linear functions; which follow in the next subsection.
2.1.3.2 Fundamental Subspaces
Given an m-by-n matrix A , there are two important subspaces associated with this
matrix:
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Range(A) = R(A) = Image(A) = Im (A )

and

Null(A) = N (A ) = K ernel(A ) = K er(A )

Every matrix1 A G Rmxn generates a subspace of Rm by means of the range of the
linear function f(x)=A x. Similarly, the transpose of A G Rmxn defines a subspace
of Rn by means of the range of f{y )= A Ty. R(A) is nothing more than a subspace
spanned by all the linear combination of the columns of matrix A, hence often called
the column space of A. Likewise, R (A T) is the set of all possible combinations of the
rows of matrix A, hence called the row space. These two “range spaces” are two of the
four fundamental subspaces associated with a given matrix operator. A more formal
exposition follows:
Definition 2.3 The range o f a m atrix A G Rmxn is defined to be the subspace R(A) of Rm
that is generated by the range of f(x)=Ax, i.e.

R(A) = {A x\x G Rn} C Rm.
Similarly, the range of AT is the subspace of Rn defined by

R (A t ) = {A Ty\y G Rm} C Rn.

The other two fundamental subspaces associated with each matrix A G Rmxn are the
nullspace (also named as kernel) of A and the left-hand null space of A.
Definition 2.4 Given a matrix A G Rmxn the set of all solutions to the homogeneous system
A x=0 is called the null space of A denoted by N (A) where:
N (A) = { x e Rn|Ax = 0}.
The set
N (A t ) = { y e Rm|A Ty = 0}
1Without loss of generality these definitions also hold for complex matrices.
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is called the left-hand null space of A. In other words N (A T) is the set of all solutions to the
left-hand homogeneous system yTA = 0T.

2.1.4

Construction of Unitary Matrices

Consider a matrix A G Cmxn. It is known that over the complex field the unitary
matrices correspond to the orthogonal matrices, in particular, U G Cnxn is unitary
if U*U = UU* = In. Unitary matrices preserve norms, including the 2-norm. And
while the SVD of a complex matrix involves unitary matrices it also reveals a great
deal of information about the structure of a matrix. Some useful properties of SVD
are collected in the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.3 ( [ZDG96]) Let A G Cmxn and
cti, <72,

crr > <7r+i = ... = an = 0 , r < m in {m , n}.

Then

1. rank(A) = r;

2. a)R(A) = range(A) = span{ui, u2, . . . , ur};
h) N(A*) = null(A*) = span{ur+i, ur+2, . . . ,um};

3. a) R(A*) = range(A*) = span{v i, v2, . . . , vr};
b) N (A ) = null(A) — span{vr+1, vr+2, . . . , vn};
r
4. A € Fmxn/zfls a dyadic expansion : A — y^aiUiV* = UrT,rV*.
i=l

The dyadic expansion characterizes the dependance of the gain to the system input
direction. This directionality property is a distinct characteristic of MIMO systems.
Starting with V to build U,
• the first r left-hand (Ui) singular vectors for A are uniquely determined by the first r

right-hand (v*) singular vectors, while the last m —r can be any orthonormal basis for
N(A*).
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Starting with U to build V,
• taking the columns of a unitary matrix U that diagonalizes AA* as left-hand (w») sin
gular vectors for A, right-hand (vi) singular vectors can be built following Lemma 1.1.
The construction of U from V and vice versa, guarantees U (or V) to be unitary, as
shown below:
Partition U and V as,

U — \u\...ur

= [I/1IL2]

and
V = [i/i...vr|t/r+i...i/n] = \Vi\V2]

The matrix V is unitary to start with (Vi and V2 each contain orthonormal columns),
but additionally,

R(V{) = R{ViL) =

= R{A*A) = R(A*).

That is, the columns of V\ comprise the orthonormal basis for the row space of A.
Therefore the input direction is in the row space, R(A*), of matrix A and

R(V2) = RiA*)1- = N (A ).

In U, both U\ and U2 contain orthonormal columns.

R(Ui) = R(AV lE"1) = R(AV i) = R(AV1E)

= J*([j4ViE][j4ViE]*) = R(AA*AA*)
= R(AA*) = R(A) = N (A*)± = R(U 2 ^ .

where the columns of U\ form an orthonormal basis for the column space of A, and
the output direction is in the column space, R(A ), of A.
The singular value decomposition can be regarded as a particularly nice way of choos
ing orthonormal bases which span right and left singular subspaces in Mn,Cn and
Rm, Cm so that the gains of A along the basis vector directions can be characterized by
some minimax conditions.
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A thorough evaluation from a system's point of view of these minimax conditions is
given in [MSJ79].

2.1.5 Signals
The set of equivalence classes of signals (signals that can occur in an engineering sys
tem, but also those signals that cannot conceivably occur in any engineering system)
can be defined as:

S = { / : R -* Rn}

where f is a Lebesgue measurable function that maps real numbers from R —>Rn.
For convenience we will define two subspaces:

S + = { / G S : f ( t ) = 0 for aU t < 0}

(2.4)

and

S.

= { / € S : f ( t ) = 0 for all t > 0}

(2.5)

2.1.5.1 The size of signals
The size of a signal / e S can be measured by a 2-norm (widely named as the Euclidean
norm, ||/||2 = V f ' f ) and is defined over either a finite or infinitetime interval.
In order to address stability issues, the behaviour (dynamics/history) of signals over
infinite time intervals must be taken into account. Thus only this set of signals will
present any interest here. The infinite-time-horizon Lebesgue 2 space is the time do
main space of signals or vectors of signals that are all square integrable and Lebesgue
measurable functions and have finite 2-norm defined by:

£ 2(-oo, oo) = { / G S : ||/||2 < oo}
where

(2.6)
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\ \ f h = { / “j m w i d t y = ( ( f j ) ) *

Related to these we can partition the £2 (—00 , 00) Banach space and define the sub
spaces £2 [0,00) = S + fi £ 2(—00, 00) and £2 (—00 ,0] = <S_ D £ 2(—00 , 00 ).
£2

(—00 ,0] denotes the space of signals defined for negative time and zero for positive

time, and

£2

[0, + 00) denotes the space of signals defined for positive time and zero

for negative time. Then it follows that £ 2 (—00 , +oo)=£2 ( - 00 ,0] U £ 2[0, + 00).
The infinite-time-horizon Lebesgue space is also a Hilbert Space with inner product de
fined by:

/

oo

f'(t)g (t)d t

(2.7)

■00

where g' denotes the transpose of g; f( t ) , g( t ) e R and if / G £ 2(0 , 00 ), and g e
C2(—00 ,0] then (/, g) = 0, which implies that signals / and g are orthogonal, and

£ 2(—00 ,0] and £ 2(0, 00 ) are orthogonal subspaces of £ 2 (—00 , 00).
All these spaces are Hilbert spaces with inner product integral taken over appropri
ate time span (interval). Any inner product satisfies the Cauchy-Bunyakovskii-Schwarz
inequality: |</,p)| < H/WMh-

2.1.5.2 Signals in the frequency domain

Since all the synthesis and most of the analysis of controllers presented in this thesis is
going to be performed in the frequency domain, it is appropriate to introduce briefly
the relevant terminology that we will make use of throughout the work.
A signal in the frequency domain is a measurable function f { j u ) which satisfies the
property (f ( j u ))* = f T(—j u ) where u is the real frequency variable in radians per
second [rad/sec]. Given the transfer function model G(s) and by replacing s with ju ,
we get G(jcj) which gives the frequency response of the transfer function model G(s).
There are many advantages of conducting analysis using the frequency response of
a system. It provides insight into the benefits of feedback and a first hand view on
the necessary trade-offs of feedback control. It is fundamental to understanding the
response of a multivariable system in terms of its Singular Value Decomposition, and it
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offers a clear physical interpretation of how a system responds to persistent sinusoidal
inputs of the form u(t) = u0ejuJt where u is a varying frequency, and uQis a constant
vector. For a stable system, the output y(t) is given by y(t) = G(juj)u0e?ut in phasor
notation.
The 2-norm in the frequency domain is defined by

11/1,2={i/I ruuVVu'*duY

(2-8)

where the factor d- is introduced to create consistency with the 2-norm of the corre
sponding impulse response [SP96].
The frequency domain Lebesgue 2-space (C2 ) consist of signals or vectors of signals
with bounded energy:

(2.9)

£ 2 = { / : II/II2 < 0 0 } ,

and as the infinite-time-horizon Lebesgue space, it is also a Hilbert space under the inner
product
</!/> = ^

(2-10)

r

with
f(ju) = [ fl{jv)

/ 2CM h ( jw )

••• fn(Jv)

eC r

and thus / G C.
Remark 2.1 Fourier transform is a Hilbert space isomorphism between C2 (—0 0 , 0 0 ) and C2 ,
that is, C2

( —0 0 , 0 0 )

and C2 are isomorphic. This property preserves the inner product and

the second norm, which explains why the same symbol for the norm and the inner product in
time and frequency domain has been used.

For matrix valued functions evaluated at s = jw the C2 norm is:

IIGMIh =

j T Traee[Cr(ju>)G(jv)]y du = v^GjG).

(2.11)
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All real rational strictly proper (see section 2.2) transfer matrices with no poles on the
imaginary axis form a (non-closed) subspace of

£2 O R )

denoted by IZC2 = IZUC2 .

Where TZ denotes the set of real rational matrix valued transfer functions ( of s ).
These can be thought of as representative of both finite dimensionaland physically
realizable systems.

2.1.6 The space H 2
The H 2 Hardy space (named after the British Mathematician Godfrey H. Hardy) is a
space of £2 functions of a complex variable (s = ju ) that are analytic in the £R(s) > 0
(9ft(s) = {s : R e(s) > 0}, the open-right-half-plane) and have finite norm:

^2

= { / : f ( s) is analytic in 9R(s) and ||/||2 <

00

}

(2.12)

where

II/II2 =

/

/ ’0 w ) / ( » |

dw .

For matrix valued functions, H 2 is a (closed) subspace of £ 2

OR)

with matrix functions

analytic in 3£(s) > 0. Then the corresponding norm is defined as

i
||G ( s ) ||2 = 2 ~

J

r°°

Trace[G*{ju>)G(ju)]dw.

(2 . 1 3 )

The norm H 2 can be computed just as it can for £ 2 . The real rational subspace of
H 2 denoted by 7Z U H 2 = IZH2 consists of all strictly proper, real-rational and stable

transfer function matrices.
Hereafter attention will be devoted only on transfer functions and operators.

2.1.6.1 Least upper bounds and greatest lower bounds

Definition 2.5 ( [AbbOl ]) A se t A C R is bounded above if there exists a number b e R
such that a < bfor all a e A. The number b is called an upper bound for A. Similarly, the set
A is bounded below if there exists a lower bound I e a for every a e A.
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Definition 2.6 A real number s is the least upper bound for a set A C R if it meets the
following two criteria: (i) s is an upper bound for A;
(ii) ifb is any upper bound for A, then s < b .
The least upper bound is alsofrequently called the supremum or as we will denote it in Control
Theory context for short sup.
Every set can have only one least upper bound.

2.1.6.2 Maximum modulus principle

The maximum Modulus Theorem provides a well known property of analytic functions.
This will serve as a tool to make generalizations to the Hoc norm by mapping 3ft(s) > 0
to the imaginary axis.
Theorem 2.2 [ZDG96] [p.97]
Let f(s) be a defined, complex valued function continuous on a closed-bounded set S and ana
lytic on the interior ofS, then the maximum of\f(s)\ on S is attained on the boundary ofS, i.e.,

where dS denotes the boundary of S.

The maximum modulus principle roughly speaking says that if a function / (of a com
plex variable) is analytic in or on the boundary of some domain V , then the maximum
moduli (amplitude) occurs on the boundary of this domain. For instance if a system is
closed loop stable then the maximum amplitude of this closed loop transfer function
over the RHP of the complex plane will always occur on the imaginary axis.

2.1.7 The space CQ0
Coo is a Banach space defined as C ^ ={G : HGUoo < oo} of all classes of matrix (or

scalar) valued functions that are essentially bounded on the imaginary axis jR with
norm:

IIGWHoo = ess sup a(G(j w))
u&SLUoo

(2.14)
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|| • ||oo is a norm which satisfies the important multiplicative property: ||GK||oo <
||G||oo||K||oo which is a distinctive characteristic of the oo norm and leads to a useful

design tool for multivariable systems.
Providing that G is real-rational and has not got any poles on the imaginary axis, that
is, it does not contain integrators and its inverse exists, then G G HCoo • In this case
a( G( j u) ) is a continuous function of u and:
||G ||0 0 <

7 ^ ( G

( ^ ) ) <

(2.15)

7

for all o/GR U o o .
Thus, bounds on the infinity norm of G are equivalent to uniform bounds on a(G(juj)).
This enables the designer to emphasize many constraints and requirements in terms
of bounds on the Hoc norm of various closed loop transfer functions.

2.1.8 The space Hoo
A Hilbert Space is a complete inner product space with a norm induced by its inner
product.
Theorem 2.3 ( [Con90])
A Hilbert space is a vector space H over either the real field

R

or complex field C, together

with an inner product (•, •) such that relative to the metric d(x, y) = \\x - y\\ induced by the
norm, H is a complete metric space.
Hoo is a closed subspace of the Banach space Coo forming the set of functions of the

complex variable s that are analytic for every s in

> 0 (ORHP) and have finite

supremum. The Hoo norm subspace is defined as:

Hoo = {G : G(s) is analytic in 3ft(s) and HGHoo < oo}

||G ( s ) ||o o

=

sup o-(G(s)) = sup a(G(Ju)).
«:3l(s)>0

(2.16)

(2.17)

weRUoo

The space of all proper, stable, real rational transfer function matrices constitute a
rational subspace of Hoo denoted by 7ZHoo •
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If G is real and rational then the supremum is attained on the boundary s = j u (for
possibly infinite cj) to give:
||G(s)||oo = sup a{G{juj)).
cjGRUoo

(2.18)

For Hoo and Coo we have supremum, whereas for TZHoo (where W J Hoo =HHoo C Coo )
and TICoo (where 1ZU Coo =R Coo C Coo ) we have supremum replaced by max therefore
||G ( s ) ||o o

simplifies to:
IIGWIL = max &(G(joj))

(2.19)

wGKUoo

since H o o c

C o o , T ZH oo

c

C oo .

2.2 Systems
It is a well known fact that all systems encountered in nature are intrinsically nonlin
ear. While there are methods which can successfully be used for controller design and
analysis [Isi95], [Kha02] of such systems, here, our attention will be devoted to linear
controller design and synthesis strategies which have found considerable appeal from
practising control engineers. In particular we will use the power of the H o o norm and
notions of classical loop-shaping, culminating in the so called

H oo

loop-shaping ap

proach [GM89], [MG92]. We apply the techniques to linear, time-invariant, causal, non
minimum phase and unstable systems. Linear time-invariant state-space systems have

transfer function matrices that are rational functions of the £aplace transform vari
able s.
However, in order to acquire a “near” realistic picture of the feasibility of the con
troller, later in Chapter 6, simulations and post-design analysis w ill be performed on
the nonlinear system models.
A system is described as an operator mapping signals from one signal space- the in
put space, to another signal space- the output space:
G : <Si —►<%,
u —►y = Gu

where u belongs to the input signal space, u e S i, and y to the output signal space
y £ <$2*
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For example a matrix G e Cmxn represents a linear operator G : Cn —►Cm taking
the input (control) vector u e Cn = <Si into the output (measurement) vector such as
y — Gu € <Cm = S2. The gain of the operator G strongly depends on the direction of

the input signal vector u.
A linear system is one that satisfies:
G (au i + f3u2) = aG u i + (3Gu2 for all scalars a, (3 and for all u i,u 2 e S.

Systems form a linear space under addition, (Gi + G 2)u — G iu + G 2u, and multipli
cation by a scalar, (aG)ii = a(Gu).
Let y(t) be the response of a system G corresponding to an input u(t). If the response
of the operator G to a time-shifted input u(t —T) identically maps on to the output
resulting in a response y(t —T ), the system is called time-invariant.
A system is causal if, for every T, the output y(t) up to time T depends only on
the input u(t) up to time T and the initial condition(s). A system G is stable if y =
Gu e C 2 [0, oo) whenever u e C 2 [0, oo).

Any linear time-invariant system may be represented as a convolution integral e.g.
[GL95]:

/

oo

G (t —r)w(r)dr

(2.20)

•oo

We are dealing with systems that are extremely nonlinear in nature, but nearly every
nonlinear system can be described by a set of nonlinear (partial/ordinary) differen
tial equations which can be linearized about an equilibrium point or points. This
linearization w ill result in a set of ordinary linear differential equations. Thus, it fol
lows that virtually every system can be mathematically represented by equations in
this form, which can also be written as equations in the state-space:

x(t) = Ax{t) -I- B u(t)

(2.21)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t)

These equations are equivalent to the system in (Equation 2.20). A is a state matrix, B
is a control matrix, C is the output matrix and D is the transition matrix; all real and
of appropriate dimensions.
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Taking the laplace transform C\y(t)) = y(s) ( [Oga02]) of (Equation 2.20) we get y(s) =
G(s)u(s), where G(s) =

G(t)e~stdt is the complex valued transfer function matrix

of the system, with variable s, and y(s), u(s) are the Laplace transforms of the output,
input signals respectively. As we will see later u and y may be real or complex valued
functions.
Thus an alternative input-output description corresponding to system in (Equation
2.20), is the transfer matrix (sometimes also referred to as transfer function matrix). We
will make extensive use of this description in this work.
Due to the hypothesis of finite dimensionality, the transfer function matrix G(s) is
a matrix whose entries are ratios of polynomials with real coefficients. The transfer
function is related to the state-space description in (2.21) as follows:

G(s) = C ( s l —A )-1B + D
which is also denoted as G(s)=

A

B

C

D

Any system that can be described by a transfer function matrix is linear and timeinvariant. Evaluated at sufficiently high frequencies (i.e. lj —►oo) practical sys

tems will have G(s) = 0 therefore they will be strictly proper (D=0) and hence wellposedness for most practical systems is guaranteed.
However, it is convenient to model high frequency effects by a non-zero D term and
hence semi-proper models are frequently used. The above mentioned notions are
summarised below:
1, strictly proper

when

G(s) is < 2, semi proper or bi-proper when

lim G(s) = 0, D = 0,

s —>oo

lim G (s)
3 —►OO

3, proper

if

strictly proper or bi-proper.

where s = juj and (s —►oo) implies {u—> oo).
We have seen how the above definitive descriptions of a system are related to func
tional spaces (C 2 , H 2, £oo / Hoo )•
If the quadruple of matrices (A , B , C , D ) is a non-unique minimal realization of G, a
point q e C is called a transmission zero, or simply zero of G if there exist complex
vectors E* and \I>* satisfying the following equality:
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(2 .22)

where

= 1.

Then the vector \I>0 is named as the output zero direction associated with q, and ^JG(g) =
0 is satisfied.
Transmission zeros verify a similar property with the input zero direction, i.e. there
exists a complex vector

with

= 1 such that G (g)^ = 0.

Also the location of the zero q defines whether the system is minimum phase or not;
G is said to be non-minimum phase if it has a zero at s = q with q in the CRHP. If it is
not non-minimum phase it is minimum phase. Similarly the locations of the poles of G
determine its stability and G is said to be unstable if it has a pole at s = p with p in the
CRHP. The poles p of a transfer function matrix G are the eigenvalues of the evolution

matrix of any minimal realization of G [SBG97].
We will consider systems as operators on H 2. If G is a linear time-invariant system's
transfer function matrix, then G is said to be stable if and only if y — Gu e H 2 for
every u eH 2 , derived from the fact that C2 [0, oo) is isomorphic to H2 . That is, a
system is stable, if for an input in H 2, the output is also in H 2. Stable systems map
bounded energy inputs into bounded energy outputs, whereas an unstable system
may have an infinite energy output in response to a bounded energy input. Therefore
a stable system has finite energy, and consequently, finite Hoo norm. Hoo is a space of
stable proper, linear time invariant, continuous systems (transfer functions) and the
Hoo norm represents the maximum energy gain of the system.

2.2.1 Adjoint system
Let <Si and £2 be two Hilbert spaces (C2 [0,T],£2 [0,oo)), together with a bounded linear
operator G<Si — ►S2. Then there exists a unique linear operator (a transfer function
matrix) mapping C2 to C2 G* : S2 — ►S i that has the property

(Gu, y)S2 = {u, G*y)Si

(2.23)

for all u e Si and all y G S2. G* is called the adjoint of G where G*(s) = GT(-s ), and
if the quadruple of matrices (A, B, C, D) is a realization of
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A

B

C

D

then its adjoint is

GT(-s ) =

’ -A T -C ? '
BT

DT

If G(s) € Rmxn then G (—s)T = G *(s) denotes complex conjugate transpose. For
complex matrices G(s) € Cmxn/ [G(ju;))]* = G*(ju>).

2.2.2 All pass system
If Si and S2 are signal spaces C2 [0, T] or C2 ( - 00, 00) with norms denoted by || • \\sx
and || • ||52, a system G : Si —►S2 is an isometric operator and an all-pass system if the
norm of the output is equal to the norm of the input ||Gw||s2 = IMIs^ for all u € Si.
This suggest that an all-pass system, unlike other systems such as low-pass, band-pass
or high-pass will leave all input signals with unchanged magnitude, the system acts
like a unitary matrix in which (U* = U-1). If a system is inner G*G = I then it is
all-pass. Therefore normalized (left/right) coprime factor graphs [ZDG96] [p.483]
M
N

.I
W

M ] \ l

are all-pass, with \\[N M]~||oo = || [M JV||oo =1, and therefore
[M N][M~

N~]~ = I.

2.2.3 Size of a System
The infinity norm

of a transfer function matrix can be used as a useful measure

of size of linear, time-invariant systems. It is equally suited to the frequency domain
design techniques for multivariable systems. However, in cases where systems are
nonlinear and time-varying, a generalization of the notion of size is necessary and this
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is indeed possible by a quantity known as the incremental gain [GL95] [p.90]. Incre
mental gain as a norm satisfies the sub-additive and sub-multiplicative properties and
enjoys the characteristic that it is identical to the (Lipschitz) induced norm and infin
ity norm for systems that are causal, stable and time-invariant. In our work, however,
incremental gain will not play a role.
Finite dimensional, linear time-invariant (in nature) Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO)

systems and their behaviour can be described or at least approximated by a set of
ordinary differential equations with constant real coefficients. Once represented with
ordinary differential equations they can also be represented by real-rational trans
fer function matrices (whose elements are ratios of polynomials in s with real coeffi
cients). For example G(s) € Rmxn is a real rational transfer function with n inputs and
m outputs. If G(s) is finite (proper and stable- no poles in the CRHP) and G(s) E Kmxn

then its “size ” can be measured by its || • ||oo norm:
IIG M IL =

w € R |J o o

^ ( G C M )-

For SISO systems there is only one singular value which is therefore the maximum
singular value, and it corresponds to the magnitude of G(ju>).
The Hoo norm (|| • ||oo) depending on its domain of use has interpretations in the fre
quency and time domains. In the frequency domain it depicts how large the frequency
response of the system can get, whereas in the time domain it shows the maximum
possible RMS energy gain over all possible bounded energy inputs.

2.3 Summary
The material presented in this chapter, is regarded as mostly standard in several clas
sical textbooks on Matrix Analysis, Linear Algebra and Linear System Theory. Its
analysis here is aimed at facilitating a smooth transition to the more advanced top
ics in this project work by acquiring the general readership with the tools to handle
confidently the content in the remaining parts of this thesis. The next chapter will
motivate the use of Hoo control and particularly Hoo Loop-shaping as a frequency do
main method for designing and analysing controllers for Multi Input Multi Output
systems.

Chapter 3

Feedback Control: Robust H o o Control
Perspective
3.1 Basic tools in Feedback control
This section will introduce the general unity feedback configuration depicted in Fig
ure 3.1 and study some of the most important elements and characteristics of feedback
structure.
The fundamental work of Bode [Bod45] and Nyquist [Nyq32] founded a frequency
domain approach to feedback control systems design where the objective can be de
scribed as: given a rational transfer function representation G(s) of the dynamics of
a dynamical system, design a rational stabilizing compensator K(s) that will meet
certain robustness and performance requirements.

Figure 3.1: General Feedback Configuration

For a given bounded (in H 2 sense) input the output of an open-loop system can be
extremely sensitive to uncertainties in the plant description. Moreover in the presence
of disturbances acting on the plant the open-loop will do nothing more than transmit
them to the output. Both to reduce the sensitivity of the plant to any discrepancies in
36
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itself, to modelling uncertainties and to mitigate any (internal/external) disturbances
feedback has to be introduced.
Figure 3.1 shows a standard physically realizable feedback configuration of a (SISO
or) MIMO-LT/ plant-controller architecture. Operators G(s) and K(s) are proper ra
tional transfer function matrices with appropriate dimensions which represent the
plant and controller respectively. The design problem may be cast as: find a con
troller K(s) which makes the closed loop system internally stable for all possible plants
G (s) + A(s) while satisfying mathematically described qualitative performance and

robustness objectives in the presence of the set of external vector valued signals: ref
erence command r, plant input disturbance d if plant output disturbance d ot and mea
surement noise n; and each vector signal is assumed to belong to a unit ball in C2.
An important performance objective is to require the error signal (e(s) = r (s ) —y(s))1
to be sufficiently small in the C2 norm sense.

3.1.1 Well posedness
Definition 3.1 The feedback interconnection in Figure 3.1 is said to be well posed if all possi
ble closed loop transfer functions formed from the external signals [r n dQdi]T to [u y]T exist
(i.e. they are well defined) and are proper.

Knowing that the transfer functions from dQ —►u and n —> u are the same and differ
only by a sign from the transfer function from r—>u it can be shown that well-posedness
of the feedback system reduces to the existence and propemess of the transfer matrix
T

di

u

dr,

For internal stability analysis of the plant-controller interconnection, the configuration
in Figure 3.1 can be simplified [ZDG96] by regrouping the external input signals dQ, n
and r into the feedback loop as w2, and replacing the variable di by w\. Input signals
of the controller and the plant will be denoted correspondingly as e2 and e\. The
resulting reduced feedback configuration is depicted on Figure 3.2 and is well-posed
if and only if the transfer matrix from
T
Wi
1Although

W2

ei

there are other, alternative descriptions for the error [SP96], in this thesis we will make use of the

one presented in [Oga0 2 ], emphasizing that the sign will have no effect on the structure of the controller and its
practicality.
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exists and is proper.

-K

Figure 3.2: Internal stability analysis diagram
Well-posedness of the simplified general feedback configuration of Figure 3.2 can also
be described as follows.
Lemma 3.1 The new feedback system is well posed if and only if (I + G (oo)K(oo))
and (/ + K (oo)G (oo)) are invertible, which is equivalent to d et(I + G K )(s ) ±

0

and det(I + K G )(s) ^ 0, respectively for some s e C.

3.1.2 Internal stability
Ensuring stability of a (feedback) system is usually an initial fundamental require
ment of the control system design. Although there are a few definitions for internal
stability from algebraic and functional analysis view points [DGKF89], [ZDG96] they
are all equivalent. We will use the following:
Definition 3.2 The interconnection in Figure 3.2 is said to be internally stable if and only if
the transfer function matrix from

W\

ei

w2

e2

with the following representation

- l

I

K

G

-G

I

I

{I + K G )~l [ - K /]

K
(Z + G fO -^ G 7]

I

(3.1)
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belongs to TIHoo • Which requires that all closed loop transfer functions in Figure 3.2
are stable.
Remark 3.1 Internal stability as a basic requirement for afeedback system is a more stringent
stability requirement than the simple input-output stability of the closed loop system, because
it also bans right-half-plane pole-zero cancelations between the cascaded systems in the closed
loop. Internal stability is a state-space notion [ZDG96] [p.121].

In the later sections, for brevity of notation, we will drop the dependence of the
(open/closed)-loop transfer functions on 's'.

3.1.3 Coprime factorization
A Coprime factorization as a mathematical tool plays a cental role in many aspects of
control theory as several of the fundamental ideas in Hoo optimization, model reduc
tion and robust stabilization have their basis in coprime factor theory [Vid85], [GM89],
[MGV90]. The notion of the coprime factor representation of a given plant G or a
controller K will be extensively used throughout this thesis. The following are some
standard results revolving around the coprime factorization and important facts on co
prime factors. Two transfer functions M (s), N (s) e TIHoo are said to be coprime over
TZHoc if there exist two other functions -X'(s), Y (s ) e TIHoo satisfying the equality:

X M + Y N = 1,

which holds if N and M do not have common zeros in the closed right-half-plane or
at s = oo. In fact any common RHP zeros of N and M would lead to hidden RHP
pole/zero cancellations in the factorization.
Let G be a proper real-rational matrix.
Definition 3.3 A right-coprime factorization (reft of G is a factorization G = NM ~l, where
the matrices M and N, both in TIHoo , w e right coprime over TIHoo if they have
the same number of columns and if there exist matrices X r and Yr that satisfy the Bezout (or
Aryabhatta's [Wae84]) identity:

M
N

= /.
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Similarly,
Definition 3.4 A left-coprimefactorization has theform G = M W, where the two matrices
M and N, both in TZHoo , are left coprime over KHoo if they have the same number of rows
and if there exist matrices Xi and Yi both in TIHoo satisfying:

[M N ]

Xi
=

1 .

Vi

Every real-rational transfer function matrix representation of a proper plant admits
left and right coprime factorizations:

G = M~*N = NM -1 .2

(3.2)

Hereafter where appropriate, left and right coprime factorizations will be respectively
denoted by l.c.f and r.c.f.
An arbitrary large number of lcf or ref can be generated for given rational transfer
functions (Theorem 4.43) [Vid85].
All l.c.f and r.c.f of transfer function matrices are unique up to a matrix Wg TZHoo such
that W is a unit, i.e. W, W ~l G TIHoo , Lemma A.2.1 [GL95]. For example

m

2

A i

i

-------- 1

2

§

n

The computation of a coprime factorization involves selecting a stabilizing state-feedback
(estimate) gain matrix, and a stable observer gain matrix [GL95], [GM89].
A control oriented interpretation of the right coprime factorization comes out naturally
by changing the control variable by a state feedback [ZDG96] [p. 127].
Coprime factorizations can be used to obtain alternative characterizations of condi

tions for the internal stability of interconnected systems (G,K) as depicted in Figure
3.1.
A particular and useful type of l.c.f or r.c.f is one in which the factors N and M are
normalized.
2Both M and M are square, nonsingular and 0 < ||M - 1 ||oo < ( 3 , p e R .
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Definition 3.5 The ordered pair [M N]', a right coprime factorization of G — NM -1 with
N ,M e TZHoo / is called a normalized right coprime factorization if M*M + N*N = I for
every s E C, i.e. if

M

is inner.

N
A normalized left coprime factorization can be similarly defined:

Definition 3.6 The ordered pair [m JS/j, a left coprime factorization of G = M 1N with
N ,M € TZHoo t is called a normalized left coprime factorization if MM* + NN* = I for every

s E C, i.e. if [ M N J is co-inner.
If (square or nonsquare) N E TZHoo and N*N = I then N is called inner. Separately,
if N satisfies NN* = I then N is called co-inner. Inner matrices, due to their norm
preserving property, have an important role to play in control systems synthesis.
A state-space construction for the normalized left (respectively right) coprime factoriza
tions can be obtained in terms of the solution to the generalized control (respectively
filter) Algebraic Riccati Equations [GM89] and the plant does not need to be strictly
proper [Vid88].
It can be shown that normalized left and right coprime factors can be bounded from
above [MG92].
Remark 3.2 If (NS,M 3) is a normalized left coprime factorization of a given shaped plant
G = M s XN 3 then it can he shown that a(N 3) < 1 and cr(Ms *) < 1 for all
Gs such that Gs
frequencies uj g

It is important to note that coprime factorization and stabilization of a given system
are closely related. This establishes one of the motivations for using coprime factor
ization in Hoo loop-shaping for synthesizing robustly stabilizing controllers. Later in
Chapter 4 we will see how the normalized coprime factorization is used in the solution
of the robust stability problem within an Hoo loop-shaping framework. Engineering
interpretation of coprime factorisation follows from the above two definitions; the fac
torisation allows an unstable plant G to be partitioned into two stable subsystems N
and M.
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Sm all gain theorem

The small gain theorem is one of the key theorems in the analysis of robust stability
of interconnected systems. With reference to Figure 3.3 it essentially states that if a
feedback loop consists of stable systems and the loop-gain is less than unity, then the
feedback loop is internally stable.
Theorem 3.1 ( [ZDG96] p.218) Suppose M e TZHoo and let

7

= e-1 > 0. Then the in

terconnected system shown in Figure 3.3 is well posed and internally stable for all A(s) e
TZHoo

with

a) IIAUoo < e i f and only i f \ \ M ( s ) \ \ o o

< 1/e;

b) ||A||oo < e i f and only i f \ \ M ( s ) \ \ o o

<

1/e.

The theorem continues to hold even if the subsystems of the interconnection in Figure
3.3 are infinite dimensional systems.

M

Figure 3.3: Small Gain Interconnection
It is possible that the hypotheses of the small gain theorem will get violated by the
system or systems making up the feedback loop. It is possible, however, by introduc
ing loop transformations [ZDG96], [GL95] to extend the range of applicability of the
small gain theorem while preserving the stability properties of the feedback system.
This will allow the feedback system to be modified and stability of the closed loop
system established by applying the small gain theorem.
Among several versions of the small gain theorem the one which is based on the fixed
point theorem (also contraction mapping theorem [GL95])uses the incremental gain
and it guarantees the existence of solutions to the loop equations and their stability.
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3.2 Important relationships in the standard feedback configuration
It is known that with feedback we can achieve a significant reduction of the effects
of uncertainty for certain signals of importance at the expense of small increases due
to other signals. In order to acquire an insight into the concept of design trade-offs
for conflicting objectives we will consider some equalities relating various signals of
interest.
Consider the standard feedback configuration depicted in Figure 3.1.
It is convenient to define the input loop transfer matrix, L*, as L» = KG formed by
breaking the loop at the input u of the plant. Similarly the output loop transfer matrix,
L0/ is defined as L0 = GK obtained by breaking the loop at the output y of the plant.

It must be noted that unlike SISO systems, in MIMO systems L0 ^ L*. This clearly
holds for other closed loop transfer functions like Si)0 and Ti)0 etc.
The transfer function matrix [di —> up] relating the disturbance at the plant input di
and the input to the plant up, i.e. up = Sidit defines the input sensitivity of the system.
S* = (/ + L*)-1, where ( / + L*) is called the input return difference matrix. Similarly
the output sensitivity matrix is defined as the transfer function matrix mapping the
output disturbance dQ of the plant to the system's output y as in y = S0d0 where
S0 = (I + L0)_1, and (I + L0)_1 is called the output return different matrix.
The complement of the sensitivity S is denoted by the symbol T and satisfies S+T = I.
This constitutes an inherent algebraic design limitation in terms of the input and out
put complementary sensitivity matrices, namely:

Tj = / —Sj = Lj(/ + Lj)" 1

and
T„ = / —S„ = (/ + U )-Iu

Typical sensitivity- Si)0 and co-sensitivity- Ti)0 plots are shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.8
respectively.
Looking at Figure 3.1 it is straightforward to show that feedback loop variables and
external (disturbance) signals are related by the following equalities:
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y — T0(r —n) + SCGdi + S0d0

(3.3)

r - y — S0(r —dG) + Tcn —SCG di

(3.4)

u = KSc(r —n) —KS0d0 —Tirf*

(3.5)

tip = KS0(r —n) —KS0d0 + Sid*

(3.6)

These relationships hold whether or not the system is stable.
Table 3.1 summarizes the transfer functions in expressions 3.3-3.6.

di

y
Up

S0G

do
So

Si

KS0

—SCG

-So

T0

So

-T i

-K S 0

0
<X>
1

KS0

II

T {out=row,input=col}

u

n

r

-T 0

To

-K S0 KS0

Table 3.1: Relations between exogenous inputs (a;) and the outputs (z)

Several performance3 trade-offs inherent in feedback design can be understood using
the set of Equations (3.3-3.6) and the well-known multiplication and addition proper
ties of singular values [GL95].
For example, good disturbance rejection at the system's output y against a disturbance
d0 at the plant output, from Equation 3.3, requires that the output sensitivity SGis

sm all4.
This leads to
2.(1 + GK) -

2

(GK) -

1

^

1

(3'7)

Following similar logic, good disturbance rejection at the system's output y against
disturbances d» at the plant input can be achieved, from Equations 3.3 and 3.4, by
making <f(S0G) (and <f(GS*)5) small.
3By performance we mean: good reference tracking, good disturbance rejection at the plant input and output,
and good input/output decoupling.
4The notion of smallness will relate to the size of a transfer function matrix measured by its maximum singular
value as a function of frequency, a(») < 1 .
5It can easily be shown that a(S 0 G) = ct(GSx).
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It follows from Equation 3.6 that the impact of disturbances (di) and (dQ) on the plant
input Up can be reduced if
= a (I + KG) - ct(KG) - 1

(3'8)

is made small (for di), and if a(KS0) is made small for dQ, respectively.
It is important to note that in the above the closed loop transfer functions are required
to be small where disturbances di and dQ are significant, and this is usually at low
frequencies.

3.2.1 Design tradeoffs in feedback systems for conflicting objectives
It has been emphasised that internal stability is of primary importance. However,
rarely is it the only motivation for introducing feedback in control. In the case of
a stable plant it can be shown that feedback control may even have a detrimental
effect on the stability robustness of the system as it actually increases the effects of
uncertainty and increases sensitivity in the frequency ranges where uncertainty is
large [GL95], [ZDG96]. Secondly, but an equally important motivator for introducing
feedback control is the desire to enhance performance in the presence of conflicting
objectives dictated both by the plant and by the operating environment over differ
ent frequency ranges of interest. Objectives which are typically important in the low
frequency range of operation of the system are disturbance attenuation and reference
command tracking (and are related to sensitivity reduction). Whereas constraints on
the magnitude of the control signal and mitigation of sensor noise are characteristi
cally high frequency objectives.
It is well known that stability and performance requirements impose respectively
structural and magnitude constraints on certain closed loop transfer functions. As
we will see it is possible that these constraints can also be expressed in terms of the
open loop transfer functions.
For SISO plants the differentiation of a with respect to (3 gives the relative (or per
centage) change in a due to a relative (or percentage) change in (3. This is denoted by:
S /3 ~ % a - It is a measure of how sensitive a quantity a is to changes in a quantity (3.

Sensitivity is an operator which has an important role to play in the assessment of
feedback objectives such as closed loop tracking and disturbance rejection.
Using the singular values as a tool and the closed loop depicted on Figure 3.1 where
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G-the modelled plant and if-the controller are both square we will try to summarize
the most important design objectives from a performance perspective.
Below are several of the design objectives with corresponding performance criteria.

3.2.1.1 Disturbance rejection

Because systems do not operate in ideal environments they will inevitably become
prone to disturbances from various sources e.g. load variations on air frames, adverse
weather conditions like heavy rain or wind gusts. As mentioned earlier, attenuation
or -if possible- elimination of the effect of these at the plant input and output or some
other critical points in the feedback-loop emerges as one of the main requirements for
performance. Depending on the application see [SP96], [GL95] the disturbance signal
may be filtered through a transfer function matrix GdA few linear algebraic manipulations6 should convince the reader that good distur
bance attenuation will be achieved if <r(L0) » 1 in [0, lj{ ) , i.e. if the loop gain is suf
ficiently large at low frequencies. Disturbance attenuation is also possible via feed
forward compensation.

if £(Lo) >

cr(S0)

1 4=> £(Lg)

1

(3.9)

(3.10)

1

It follows from the right-hand-side of the inequality in Equation 3.9 that in order to
reduce the impact of plant output disturbance dQon the system's output y, the output
sensitivity SDmust be minimized, such that || S o Ilo o <

7 ,

7

£ R. Minimization of

S |oo is a worst-case optimization, because it amounts to minimising the effect on

11 01

the output, y, of the worst disturbance d0 (a harmonic disturbance at the frequency
where S has its peak value) when measured with appropriate norm. This ensures
that \\y(jv)\\2 = ldr\\d0(ju))\\2 7. By using feedback this is indeed possible and one
of the most effective ways to achieve it, is to make the output loop-gain, La/ largeEquation 3.10.
6Through the use of the singular value inequalities, Equations (3.9 and 3.12) relate S»(S0) to Lj(L0).
7The parameter 7 dr is associated with the disturbance rejection problem.
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Similarly, from
<T(GS<) = <f(S„G) = ct((G-1 + K )'1) « ^(K -1) = - L r

(3.11)

it follows that in order to desensitize the effect of plant internal disturbance di at the
system's output y, the designer needs to ensure large enough controller gain (a(K) »
) at low frequencies Cle (0 , uji}.

1

We recall that:
? ■ « > ■

cr(Sj) <C 1

£(Li) »

<3 1 2 >

(3.13)

1

In the presence of internal disturbances dif their impact onto the plant input signal
up can be minimized by minimizing the size of the input sensitivity S*. From the

right-hand-side of the inequality of Equation 3.12 it follows that this is attainable if
the input loop-gain, Lif is made large at low frequencies

(0 , uj\, where the need

to suppress the disturbances at the plant input or output, or penalize large reference
command signals exists.
In summary, the objective of reducing the effect of disturbances acting on the input
and output of the plant translates into bounds on the size of the input
output sensitivity

| | S 0 ||o o

as well as

| | S t | | 00

and

| | S 0 G ||o o .

3.2.1.2 Command tracking

Design of a system for successful tracking of the command input (or reference signal)
r, with a steady-state gain of 1 between that reference command and plant output y
formulates yet another performance objective. This objective referred to as the track
ing or servo problem is usually relevant at low frequencies

8

and can be attained by

making the transfer function relating r to y, namely the co-sensitivity transfer func
tion T0 equal to unity matrix. It is practically impossible to bring T0 = I, therefore
a more feasible approach is to consider the minimization of the equivalent transfer
function SGfrom reference r to e, where e = r —y. In the induced norm sense, this is
\\y{juj) - r(juj)\\2 <

7

ct||r(jo;)||2, where j ct £ M9, and preferably 7 < 1. The problem

8We will denote low frequency range with (0 , u>i), and correspondingly the high frequency range with (uih, 0 0 ).
9The parameter 7 ct is associated with the command tracking problem.
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is similar to reducing the effects of output disturbances as considered earlier. Thus
using Equation 3.9, closed loop objectives can be expressed by bounds on the relevant
open-loop L0 transfer function gain, and from Equation 3.10 it follows that a(L 0) »

1

in the low frequency range Q, G (0, uji) derives an equivalent requirement to ensure
good tracking.
In a design problem all the above mentioned low frequency performance objectives
cannot be met simultaneously, since S + T = I constitutes an algebraic constraint and
requires trade-offs. That is, some performance objectives w ill come in conflict with
other objectives that are important at high frequencies (u^, oo), namely robustness
and sensor noise rejection which we will consider briefly a little later. Therefore, es
tablishing emphasis on any of them as well as defining relevant frequency ranges is
left to the designers experience, intuition and knowledge.

3.2.1.3 Noise rejection

It is a well known fact that the successful operation and high performance of a feed
back system relies on accurate measurements of the feedback quantities. This process
requires sensors which are accurate over the operating bandwidth of that system.
However, as the plant operates in an environment which is not noise free this will
undoubtedly affect the accuracy of the measurements being read by the sensors. Sim
ilar to disturbances the impact of sensor errors can be profoundly detrimental to the
performance of a feedback system. It is therefore important that their effect on the
system output is reduced as much as possible. This is how in feedback control miti
gation of the effect of noises on various points in the loop, but mainly the output, in
addition to the objectives listed so far, emerges as an important performance objec
tive with robustness emphasis. The task of reducing the effects of inaccurate sensors
is predominantly a high frequency phenomenon and thus arises as a high frequency
requirement.
Since the transfer function mapping n —* y is the co-sensitivity transfer function T0,
the requirement for good sensor noise error rejection at the system's output essentially
reduces to minimization of a(T0) in the frequency range where noise reduction is
needed. From ||2/ 0 ‘cj) ||2 > 7nr||n(jo;)||2, j nr G R 10 this ensures that the energy of the
output signal y is least effected by the variations in the magnitude of the sensor noise
10The parameter 7 nr is associated with the noise rejection problem.
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n.

However, from (\\y\\2 = (/-a (S 0))||n ||2 <C 1) it becomes obvious that good disturbance
rejection and tracking (i.e ^(S*,) <

) imply that sensor noise model errors n will

1

get to the system's output (almost) unattenuated. This indicates that for <r(S0) <C
1

=> ^(T0) «

g_(L0) >

1

noise attenuation conflicts with objectives requiring high-loop gain

. Therefore it emerges that there must be a frequency separation between

1

low and high frequency control system design objectives.
Remark 3.3 Frequencies (ujh u h) that serve as bounds on correspondingly low and high fre
quency regions are problem dependent, and require information about modelling uncertainties,
sensor noise levels and disturbance characteristics of the plant [SBG97].

Since
(3.14)
some simple algebraic manipulation will convince the reader that requirements on
a(T0) < 1

(3.15)

boil down to requirements on having the open-loop gain low, cr(GK) <c 1.
Arbitrary large loop-gains over a large frequency span in the low frequency region
will conflict with some robustness requirements in the high frequency region. Large
loop-gains a(Li>0) >

1

in the frequency range stretching far beyond the plant G's

bandwidth may lead to unacceptable control activity possibly resulting in actuator
saturation, on which, as a robustness objective, we will devote our attention next.

3.2.1.4 Control effort

So far most of the objectives in control system design have been enhanced by ensur
ing a high open-loop gain. The closed loop bandwidth, however, cannot be made
significantly greater than the open-loop without invoking high controller gain. Any
objective requiring high loop gain a(GK) » 1 beyond the open-loop will demand
high gain from the controller. Such high gain can result in excessive activity of the
actuators. This is why, it is the action of limiting or reduction of control effort that
will ensure that the magnitudes of actuator control signals do not exceed their limits
of operation, which may lead to instability. In the cases where actuator saturation is
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likely, anti-windup techniques successfully applied in actuator saturation prevention
can be employed [HTPG04].
Assuming, for convenience, that G is square and invertible, then whenever g_(L0) »
and thus a (S 0) <

1

1

at the frequencies beyond the open-loop bandwidth (a(G) <c 1)

the external signals (disturbance and noise) will be amplified at the plant input up.
Transfer function:
(I + KG)-1K = K( / + GK) " 1

(3.16)

plays a crucial role in the assessment of the impact of external disturbances on the
control signal. It also arises in the analysis of stability robustness of a closed loop
system with respect to additive model error- which we w ill briefly review later in this
chapter.
Referring to Figure 3.1 in the presence of external disturbances d or good performance
at the plant input up requires that <r(KS0) = ?f(SiK) 11 be made small in the frequency
range where dQis significant. As can be seen from Equation 3.17 one way of achieving
that is in the case when the plant's gain is large enough. This, however, constitutes an
inherent plant limitation and thus cannot be altered by the controller design. Instead,
it requires an alteration in the dynamics of the system.

ff(S # ) = <7(KS0) = ff((K -1 + G )-1) =

+

^

(3.17)

or

*(K S.) = *(K (/ + GK)-1) <

(3.18)

where G and K are invertible. At high frequencies in order to prevent actuator sat
uration the controller gain <f(K) should be kept to a "reasonable" size so that the
loop-gains are small: cf(L*) <C 1 and <t(L0) <C 1.
Achieving good performance boils down to a set of requirements on a (L*) »
a(L0) »

1

and cr(K) »

1

1,

at low frequencies (0 ,^ ). Whereas achieving good ro

bustness and sensor noise rejection, are high frequency (ujh, oo) phenomena requiring
that a(Li)

1, a(L0)

1 and ^(K) < M where M e l i s not too big12.

n Simple algebraic manipulations can convince the reader in the validity of the equality.
12The value of M is problem dependent, but frequency analyses of several flight-tested controllers have shown
that controllers satisfying M < 4 exhibited good robustness properties.
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It can be concluded that low frequency high loop gain objectives such as disturbance
attenuation and tracking together with high frequency low loop gain objectives such
as sensor noise and control signal activity constitute an important trade-off which the
designer should take care of in the design of any feedback control system.
If disturbances and measurement noise are neglected it is possible [AstOO] to obtain
a closed loop system with arbitrary high bandwidth. However, in the presence of
measurement noise and actuator saturation this is not possible. If care is not taken,
measurement noise injected into the system can result in large control signals which
will lead to saturation of actuator control signals (see Equation 3.18). This is why
measurement noise and actuator saturation are factors that may limit the performance
by affecting the stability of a system. Recall the fundamental relationship (mentioned
earlier) that relates S and T algebraically, S + T = I. Which shows that S and T cannot
be made small simultaneously.

3.3 Modelling and Uncertainty in Multivariable Systems
A fundamental requirement on the performance of any feedback control system is its
ability to maintain the stability of the closed loop system- representing the real system
which also embeds the uncertain hardware- provided that certain stabilisability and
detectability conditions are satisfied. To circumvent degradation in the performance
of the synthesized linear controller once it has been implemented on the nonlinear
plant discrepancies between the plant and the derived mathematical model must be
accounted for. Through appropriate selection of uncertainty model, the perturbed
plant will provide a sound base for the synthesis of a controller which will perform in
a satisfactory manner on the real system Gr- which is also uncertain.
Amongst the main motivating reasons for using uncertainty is to capture the differ
ence or mismatch between the nominal system model and an uncertain system modelobtained through laws of physics, thermodynamics etc., and to facilitate a realistic
closed loop stability analysis. The use of uncertainty to represent the set of possible
plants by Ga is to facilitate approximation of the modelled plant G to the real -actual
plant Gr, which can also be formulated and considered as a model approximation
problem with objective inf ||Gr —G a | | o o - We assume that the real plant Gr will fall in
the set Ga/ i -6 Gr C Ga*
A key assumption in representing discrepancies in the model is that the uncertain
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part of a process can be separately represented from the known part of the processthe nominal plant. Depending on the information available about the uncertainty and
their source, the uncertainties can be categorized mainly in three forms: structured,
unstructured and parametric. Due to the nature of our problem the focus will be on
unstructured uncertainty.
Structured uncertainty, as its name suggests, is uncertainty which has a structure,
typically diagonal or diagonally dominant and thus it is transparent in reflecting the
sections of a process model from which stems information about the source of the un
certainty. However, sources and locations of uncertainty may not always be known
and thus structuring the uncertainty in the complex interconnected systems, although
very desirable, is rather uncommon. This is the case in the multi actuator driven nom
inally unstable helicopter plant which will be a subject of our research. Therefore, it
has been assumed that all uncertainties are unstructured. In mathematical modelling
of a system, low frequency dynamical behaviour will usually be sufficiently accu
rately captured by the model, however high frequency behaviour will be represented
to a lesser extent. In a process, a very common way of modelling high frequency
and usually hard to capture dynamics of a system is via unstructured uncertainty.
This type of uncertainty denoted by the same symbol as in structured uncertainty, i.e.
A(s), where s e C, presents no, or very scarce, information about its internal structure
except that an upper bound on its magnitude as a function of frequency is known:
|| A||oo < e =

sup a (A (ju )) < e, for V u.
R ljo o

3.3.1 Uncertainty and the role of the weighting function
In the Woo framework, all the uncertainties are represented in the frequency domain
as functions of the frequency variable

lj

rad/sec and thus, they are complex. The

size of the uncertainty A(s) by replacing s with j u is a function of frequency. Know
ing that the size of uncertainty in the plant is a function of frequency, a well estab
lished method to specify the importance of uncertainty at different frequency ranges
is through transfer function matrices frequently named as weighting functions, de
noted by W. These frequency dependent weights derive their name from the fact that
they can be used on some closed/open-loop transfer functions allowing the Hoc design
engineer to reflect on the relative importance of their response, or to penalize the mag
nitude of the disturbance, noise and error signals at frequency ranges of importance.
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There are three fundamental approaches to modelling the unstructured uncertainty
that can be embedded in to the nominal system G, and allow for their successful use
in controller synthesis and analysis. These are correspondingly via additive and multi
plicative perturbations of the nominal system G or in the form of additive perturbations

on the coprime factors of G [DS81], [Vid92], [ZDG96]. All perturbations denoted by the
operator A(s) are assumed to have their poles in the Sft(s) < 0, that is A(s) e TZHoo •
We will devote more attention to the coprime factor type of uncertainty representa
tion as it is a core tool of the Hoo loop-shaping approach which we shall later make
extensive use of in our controller design. We will also underline the motivational
reasons for representing unstructured uncertainty in the nominal system as coprime
factor perturbations rather than in additive or multiplicative form which we will also
present for the sake of completeness. A comparison will further strengthen the choice
of our uncertainty.
A more detailed account on representative types of physical uncertainties in the plant
can be found in [ZDG96] [p.221 —228] and [SP96].
The following are some of the forms through which unstructured uncertainty in the
model can be represented.

3.3.2

A dditive uncertainty

For a given transfer function G and unknown but otherwise bounded uncertainty
transfer function A, with || A||oo < e, the real plant Gr can be approximated by

G Aa = {(G + A) : A e

||A||oo < e}

(3.19)

where Gr € GAa . This configuration of uncertainty representation in the model is
known as additive uncertainty, or sometimes named as absolute uncertainty, where
the uncertainty is represented by an additive perturbation of the nominal plant G.
Figure 3.4 shows a schematic of a feedback interconnection of a perturbed plant G Aa
represented by an additive perturbation A and nominal plant G together with a con
troller K which is internally stabilizing the nominal closed loop and perturbed plants.
The signals Vi and v2 are noise on the compensator output and on the measurements
respectively, u is input to the real plant and y is output from the real plant.
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.The perturbed plant
G&a

Vi

V2

Figure 3.4: Additive Uncertainty Represention
3.3.2.1 Stability robustness analysis under additive uncertainty

In the process of design, it is important to know the smallest size of ||A||oo that will
destabilize the closed loop. In the case when uncertainty in the plant is modelled
in the form of an additive perturbation i.e. G a a

=

G

+

A,

HAH,* < e,

where e e

R, then we can formulate a robust stabilization problem which reduces to finding a
stabilizing controller K for all plants of the form G + A in which allowable HAHoo is
maximized. Then, a controller that maximizes HAHoo is optimally robust in the sense
that it stabilizes the largest ball of plants with centre G, and stability robustness of the
closed loop can be assessed using the small gain theorem [Zam63] (see section 3.1.4).
Consider the Figure 3.4, where V\ and v2 are both zero, then
y = Gz + w
u = z = Ky
z = K G z + Kw
z = ( I - KG)- 1K«;

Application of the small gain theorem shows that the interconnection [M, A], where
M = (I — KG)_ 1K, is stable for all A € IZHoo , providing that HMH^ < 1 and
||A |U |M |U < 1. In other words, the reciprocal of the largest singular value of M,
(f(M) serves as a measure of the smallest unstructured perturbation A that will re
sult in instability of the feedback system interconnection. Mathematically, at any fre
quency s = jw € C+ (where C+ is the bounded set of positive complex numbers) this
can be written as:
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fT(M(S))

min{<r(A) : det(I —M(s)A) = 0 , A —unstructured}

^

^

When A is considered structured and complex, the concept leads to a generalization
and a new mathematical measure of robustness and performance, the so called struc
tured singular value p&(M(s)) [PD93].
The optimal robustness problem therefore requires a stabilizing controller that mini
mizes ||(/ - KG)- 1K||oo.
The stability of both [G, K] feedback loop and [M, A] feedback loop is sufficient to
guarantee the stability of the interconnection [Ga , K] [VinOO].
Note that for the additive type of uncertainty representation, the nominal plant G and
the perturbed plant Ga^ need to share the same number of RHP poles, but their loca
tion can vary as long as A is bounded in infinity norm sense [VinOO]. If rj denotes the
number of RHP poles then, ^(Gaa) = 77(G).
If the nominal plant G and the perturbed plant Ga^ do not share the same number of
RHP poles then there will not exist any stable A, such that Gaa = G + A.

In the case of an additive uncertainty representation, to guarantee a satisfactory stabil
ity result the gain of the compensator should be small; consider ||K(/ —GK)-1 ^ as
an example.

3.3.3 M ultiplicative uncertainty
The perturbed plant

v2

Figure 3.5: Multiplicative Uncertainty

Figure 3.5 depicts a schematic representation of output multiplicative uncertainty mod
elling for a nominal plant G. Multiplicative uncertainty, also referred to as relative
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= A addG'1, is a weighted form of additive uncertainty and mathe

matically can be represented as

GAmuIt = { (/ + A)G : A £ nHoo, ||A||oo < e},

(3.21)

where G&mult forms the perturbed plant and the perturbation A is weighted by the
plant G.
Depending on the location at which the perturbation is inserted, the multiplicative
uncertainty can be treated as input or output. In the case of placing the perturbation at
the output of the plant as in Figure 3.5 this uncertainty representation becomes useful
in characterizing RHP zeros, neglected and unmodelled high frequency dynamics of
the sensors or plant; whereas the case of locating a perturbation at the input of the
plant is favourable in characterizing actuator errors.
In practice, uncertainty at high frequency arises mainly due to unmodelled dynamics
and parasitic effects in the system. Tolerance against the so-called unstructured multi
plicative uncertainty at the plant output can therefore be achieved by making the out

put complementary sensitivity transfer function T0 small at high frequency [DS81];
see also section 3.2.1. A large amount of multiplicative uncertainty is dealt with by
making the loop gain small.
For multiplicative uncertainty, as it was for additive uncertainty, the requirement that
all the systems described by the set GAmult must have the same number of RHP poles
as in the nominal system G continues to hold. From a practical perspective, how
ever, this constraint is unrealistic. It makes it impossible to perturb the number of
RHP poles by incorporating uncertainty in them. It has been shown in [GI086 ] that

in the robust stabilization of additive perturbations, the largest robustly stabilizable
region with a single controller has a nonstabilizable plant on its boundary. The same
remark applies to unstructured multiplicative perturbations, and the non-linear and
time-varying controllers can do no better [KGP87]. Modelling of small uncertainty in
the pole locations of a pair of lightly damped resonant poles with additive or multi
plicative perturbation of finite norm is difficult [GSM90].

Therefore both additive and multiplicative uncertainty in some cases may become inad
equate as tools for modelling uncertainty with the purpose for robust control system
design. In cases where additive and multiplicative uncertainty modelling falls short in
representing perturbations without any violation of the unstable poles, an alternative
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mathematical framework can and will be used. Modelling uncertainties via a normal
ized coprime factor framework offers a remedy to the above mentioned drawbacks
which are part of multiplicative and additive uncertainty modelling frameworks.

3.3.4 Inverse multiplicative uncertainty
The perturbed plant
( i A inv.mult

V2

Figure 3.6: Inverse Multiplicative Uncertainty

Figure 3.6 illustrates an inverse multiplicative uncertainty representation in the mod
elled plant, which mathematically can be represented as GAiBt,.mtlM= (/ + A)- 1G.
This mathematical framework is more useful for representing variations in RHP poles,
variations in model dynamics such as low frequency errors produced by parameter
variations with operating conditions, or system ageing.
Unlike for additive and multiplicative uncertainties, a large amount of inverse multi
plicative uncertainty is the sort of uncertainty that can be dealt with by large feedback
gains.
Remark 3.4 For scalar systems where g = nm~l is a normalized right coprime factorization
of g it can be shown that [p.36 [VinOO]] when the plant's gain \g(ju>)\ —> 0, \Sn(ju)\ is
allowed to be large, whereas \6m(juj)\ must be small. This corresponds to large amount of
multiplicative uncertainty being allowed, simply because the region we can allow \g{jw) \ to be
small is at high frequencies. Therefore making \g(ju)\ small at the same frequency will ensure
that the system is robust to uncertainties that can be captured via multiplicative uncertainty
modelling framework.
Conversely, if\g(ju>)\ —> oo then |<Sm| is allowed to be large but |<5n(ju;)| must be small. This
corresponds to a large amount of inverse multiplicative uncertainty being allowed but, only a
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small amount of multiplicative uncertainty. Making g{jw) large is the goal of the designer at
low frequency range as this will make the system robust to uncertainty that in nature can be
captured via inverse multiplicative uncertainty.

Remark 3.5 The differences between multiplicative and inverse multiplicative uncertainties
become obvious only when the uncertainty is large. However, irrespective of the size of the
uncertainty A , the multiplicative uncertainty description set will never include the point at
infinity, s —> oo since u —►oo and s = ju , which forbids any RHP poles moving from one
side of the complex plane to the other. The set of plants described by the inverse multiplicative
set, if stabilizable, share precisely the same number of RHP zeros- their location can vary; the
number and location of RHP poles can also vary [VinOO]. The set of inverse multiplicative
uncertainty will not include the origin point s =

0

of the complex plane; this condition bans

the movement of any zeros between the half planes of the complex plane.
Inverse multiplicative and multiplicative can be associated with regions of high and low

loop gain, or with low (0, u{) and high (ljh, oo) frequency regions respectively. Low
frequency parametric uncertainty in nature can be modelled mathematically by in
verse multiplicative uncertainty, whereas high frequency is usually associated with a

plant's unmodelled high frequency dynamics and can be mathematically captured by
multiplicative uncertainty.
Multiplicative and inverse multiplicative classes of uncertainties can be unified to form

the fundamentals of a unique and symmetric (in geometrical configuration) type of
uncertainty representation: normalized coprime factor perturbations. This type of un
certainty does not only provide a unified framework for capturing multiplicative and
its inverse classes of uncertainty, but also captures the non trivial dynamic character
istics of the system in the transition crossover region, and it w ill be discussed next.

3.3.5 Normalized coprime factor uncertain plant description
An alternative to the model error representations of uncertain plants presented so
far is the so called normalized coprime factor uncertainty description. Geometrically
symmetric this approach to model error representation can be readily used to cap
ture a broader class of perturbed systems compared to additive and both types of
multiplicative uncertainty representations. Similar to those uncertainty descriptions

it is also based on the use of unstructured, stable, unknown, but otherwise bounded
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perturbations A(s) on the normalized coprime factors of the nominal G (or shaped
G5) plant [VK86]. This representational framework of uncertainty forms the basis of
Hoo loop-shaping design elaborated in [GM89], [MG92].
Coprime factor uncertainty can be regarded as a plausible combination of two types of

uncertainties- namely multiplicative and inverse multiplicative uncertainties. The plant
G plays the role of an implicit weight and determines the trade-off between them. As
a sensible way to manipulate the trade-off between these two uncertainties, the de
signer can use stable minimum phase as well as unstable weights [Mei95] as a means
to weight the nominal plant G with the pre-filter Wi and post-filter W2 and to allow the
shaped plant to take the form of Gsac/ = W2GWi = MJ1N S and the perturbed plant:

GAc/ = {(M + A ^ )-1(N + A ft) : [A^ A#] G KHoo , ||[A^ A^]||oo < e =

7 -1

}•

(3.22)
The introduction of coprime factor uncertainty perturbations, named also as numeratordenominator perturbations [Kwa93], can be traced to [Vid84], [Vid85], where an al
ternative approach in modelling plant uncertainties was advocated for controller syn
thesis. This approach builds on additive uncertainty representations using stable un
structured perturbations (with bounded Hoo norm) to the coprime factors in a coprime
factorization of the (shaped/nominal) plant. Schematic representation13 of the model
error using a normalized coprime factorization of the nominal plant is shown in Figure
3.7.
The perturbed plant
G a cf

v2

Figure 3.7: Coprime factor uncertainty

If the plant has an l.c.f as G = M *N where M and N are normalized such that
■
—^
~ ~*
MM + NN = I then the family of plants represented by perturbations to the coprime
13For convenience the same Figure will also be used on p.89.
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factors of the nominal plant can be presented as in (equality 3.22), where 0 < e <
1

—►7 > 1. Solution to the corresponding robust stabilization of a normalized coprime

factor plant description is surprisingly explicit and intuitively appealing [GM89], and
will be briefly considered later in Chapter 4 and also in this chapter.
The coprime factors Ns and M5 are normalized coprime factors of the shaped plant Gs.
In MEMO systems framework the motivation of using the weights Wi and W2 is to
reflect on the closed loop objectives or specifications by modifying the shape of the
nominal plant G in line with the requirements for low, mid and high frequency ranges
underlined in section 3.1. Appropriate shaping will also facilitate tolerance against
different types of multiplicative and additve uncertainties. For example, ensuring that
the shaped plant's G s gain is large at low frequencies, and in directions, for which the
uncertainty is primarily of inverse multiplicative type; additionally that the plant's
Gs gain is small at high frequencies, and in directions for which the uncertainty is
primarily of multiplicative type. A good crossover can be provided, assuming that the
plant's behaviour (dynamics) is well known in between these two frequency ranges.

3.3.6 Linear Fractional Transformation
Each of the previously mentioned four fundamental mathematical formulations for
representing uncertainty can be embedded into a general form as illustrated in Figure
3.8 which depicts the so called “big picture?” of control [Doy84a].

Figure 3.8: General framework: big picture of control

Linear Fractional Transformations denoted by (LFT's) also known as bilinear trans
formations are a commonly used mathematical framework in network and system
theory for representing and standardizing a wide variety of feedback arrangementsthe “big picture” of control represents one of them. Closed loop operators like sen
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sitivity and co-sensitivity are linear fractional in character, as are solutions to the
Hoo control problem [DGKF89] and all solutions to the Hankel norm model reduction

problem [Glo84]. The components of any interconnected system may be arranged to
fit the configuration in Figure 3.8. Virtually any system or control problem can be cast
in this “big picture” of control framework.

Figure 3.9: Synthesis Framework-LLFT

Figure 3.9 illustrates a feedback interconnection of a 'to be designed' internally stabi
lizing controller K, and a generalized plant P associated with a particular combination
of objectives. P integrates not only the nominal plant G, but also the weighting func
tions and interconnections to form the required closed loop objective transfer function
from the desired inputs to the desired outputs- Tzu. P is called a generalized plant. P
is usually partitioned to conform with the partitioning of the input and output vectors
and maps the vector signals [w « ]

y

A useful physical interpretation of an LFT in the control sense is that it defines a closed
loop transfer function matrix, TZi0 from exogenous inputs u to cost function or output
signal z.
Many objectives can be combined into the framework in Figure 3.8. A fractional map
of P and K can be written in the form
= Pn + Pi2K(7 —P22K) JP2i where P and its components have compat
ible dimensions with K.

P, K) denotes the lower linear fractional transformation

(LLFT) and Pn is the nominal mapping of ^ (P , K), which is desirably “m o d ifie d ’ or
“perturbed !” by K, and P12, P21, P22 reflect a prior knowledge as to how the controller
affects the nominal map Pn. In the case of K = [0], the map ^/(P, K) represents the
nominal plant G, which is Pn. This is the form that will be used in this work as it suit
ably represents input-output relations of plant-controller interconnection. The LFT is
called well-posed if (I —P22K)-1 exists or equivalently that (I —P22(oo)K(oo))_1 ^ 0.
This theoretical mathematical framework facilitates a variety of closed loop and openloop design problems, posed in terms of a linear fractional transformations involv
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ing a fixed system known as the generalized plant P and a to-be-designed system
known as the controller (or compensator) K. For example a large class of controller
synthesis problems can be described in the language of LFTs, and every LFT can be
represented/reformulated as yet another LFT. Examples include the full information
problem [PP01], Hoo regulator problem and the four block problem [GL95].
2

= ^i(P, K)u; = T ZUJ where the transfer function matrix P maps

[« « ] ' -

[.

v ] T

.

y .

.

**

2

UJ

P 22

u

to

2*
i-»

i

1

in the following way

?21

and u = Ky.
In the state-space domain, z and y are the solutions of ordinary linear differential
equations driven by uj and u:
~
X

A

=

z
y

X

Ci

Du

D \2

UJ

c2

D 2i

d 22

u

A

\

W

B2

(3.23)

-

)

M

Figure 3.10: Analysis Framework-ULFT

Figure 3.10 shows a fractional map of M and A, where

* = T U(M, A )u = {M 22 + M2iA (/ - Mn A) Mi2}UJ

(3.24)

The upper linear fractional transformation denoted by JFU(M, A) relates the general
ized plant M with A and is the transfer function from w to z, where M = ^ (P , K).
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Later, it will become obvious that LLFT
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•) offers a convenient configuration to

facilitate formulation of different Hoo controller synthesis problems, whereas the al
ternative ULFT

•) provides a framework for integrating the uncertainty blocks

into the generalized plant. For a more detailed account on LFTs the reader is referred
to [Red60].
In the general control configuration in Figure 3.8, the signal u j contains all exogenous
inputs: commands, disturbances and noises;

2

represents exogenous outputs, or ob

jectives: error signals to be minimized, e.g. y —r; y contains the controller input signals:
the measurements, references and other signals that are available for on-line control
purposes and finally the control signals u are the manipulated variables.
In the controller synthesis problem we aim to select a causal linear controller K so that
the closed loop system mapping u j to 2, Tzu = ^ (P , K), is small in an Hoo norm sense
i.e.
min

<

7

subject to the constraint that the closed loop is internally stable.

Since the objective is to make 2, the exogenous outputs, small, the problem is often
referred in the literature as a generalized regulator problem.

3.4

Robust stability and performance

3.4.1 Robust control
The feedback design problem centres around the trade off involved in reducing the
overall impact of uncertainty.
Plant uncertainty and variability are formidable adversaries and the necessity to sta
bilize plant models which are uncertain motivates the idea of robust stability- the
ability of a closed loop system to remain stable in the presence external unpredictable
signals and errors in mathematical models.
In contrast to the traditional optimal control methods, like LQG [Kwa93] where the
theory provides tools for performance optimization but not for robustness the need
for a new theory emerges. This theory should offer a quantitative measure of per
formance and robustness that can be formulated into an optimization problem with
a synthesis procedure available. The theory must also be tractable and accessible to
practising engineers, but not least to be able to address the demands of real world
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problems. A theory that will incorporate all these requirements is bound to be mul
tivariable in nature. The scope of the so called robust control theory is to present
theory for the analysis, design and synthesis of feedback systems so as to combine
performance optimization with the guarantees of robustness in a range of operating
conditions of the system.
Robust control theory offers a toolbox of control techniques for the design of robust
controllers. The design of a robust controller usually proceeds in 'two steps'. First a
plant model set Ga, which represents the real hardware system, is characterized in
terms of the nominal model G and uncertainty A. This characterization, as discussed
earlier, can be achieved mathematically by means of additive model error A a , multi
plicative model error Amuit or coprime factor model errors A ^ , A #. A closed loop is

called robustly stable if stability is ensured for every plant model G e Ga- The sec
ond step involves the design of a controller K that will stabilize every uncertain plant
model represented in one of the following forms: Gaa, Ga muit, Gac/The process of finding such a compensator is greatly facilitated by two important
analysis results: firstly, necessary and sufficient conditions for robust stability, and
secondly, a sufficient condition for robust performance, where robust stability and ro
bust performance are defined solely in terms of acceptable magnitudes for the nomi
nal functionso(T(jLj)) ando(S(ju j)) [DS81], [DFT92].
Over the past few decades the Hoo control design approach has provided some promis
ing results in the area of robust stabilization of plants with unstructured uncertainties.
The condition for robust stability involves a test on the Hoo norm of a particular closed
loop transfer function, and hence the existence of a robustly stabilizing controller can
be determined via the Hoo optimization techniques originated by [Zam81].

3.4.2 Robust stabilization
In real time applications, where the absence of a perfect model of the plant is al
most certain, a controller design process must be posed as an iterative optimization
problem with the most fundamental requirement being to design a controller that is
stabilizing. It should operate safely and satisfactorily meet certain control loop per
formance specifications in the presence of modelling mismatch between the modelled
plant and the real plant. The resulting controller will be a solution to the so called ro
bust stabilization problem.
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There are several ways- some of which have been covered- that can be used to form an
enclosing set with structure to facilitate the solution of a robust stabilization problem.
However, in addition to robust stability, a satisfactory controller must also satisfy per
formance specifications. Hoo optimization offers a suitable framework for incorporat
ing them. We have seen in the earlier sections (3.2.1) of the chapter that performance
related issues such as disturbance rejection or precision tracking can be achieved by
minimizing the Hoo norm of a relevant closed loop transfer function. That is, by mini
mizing the maximum energy in the output signal to a set of signals of unit energy we
can guarantee a level of nominal performance.
Robust stabilization problem can be a single-target or multi-target objective problem
and can be stated as follows: Given a set of plants G a find, if one exists, a stabilizing
controller K such that the interconnection [Ga , K] is well posed and internally stable
for all plants G E G a - Assuming that the generalized plant has a known state-space
realization the aim is to synthesize an internally-stabilizing controller that satisfies a
norm constraint on the closed loop operator (JFi(P, K) <

7

)14. These minimization

problems can be rewritten in the “big picture” LFT framework as inf ||JF^(P, K)||oo <
stab.K.

7Assessing robust stability of an interconnected system as shown in Figure 3.3 can be
done by using:
• the small-gain theorem: where the argument will rely on considering stable pertur
bations A € IZHoo
or
• homotopy arguments: where perturbations are assumed to have been bounded on
the imaginary axis and on counting winding numbers wno, using relationships
of the form;
wno det(AB) = wno det(A) + wno det(B ); if A , B, A~l and B ~l E Coo together with
wno det(I + A) = 0, if A E Coo and HAHoo <

1

[VinOO].

Remark 3.6 Stronger results can be obtained and established using homotopy arguments
[VinOO].
wThe problem can be scaled so that 7 = 1, this can be done by dividing Pn and P 12 by 7 .
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Theorem 3.2 ( [MG90] p.33) K stabilizes T U(P, A) for all HAHoo < e [when the generalized
plant satisfies the assumptions that (A, £ 2) is stabilizable and (C2, A) is detectable], if and
only if:
• K stabilizes the nominal plant G
•

H ^ ,(JP ,jK )||o o < c - 1 .

Theorem 3.2 presents sufficient conditions for robust stability for the uncertain model
Ga = ^ (P , A). Various robust stability tests for unstructured uncertainties under
various assumptions can be developed depending on the type of mathematical model
set used for representing the uncertainty in the plant; for these, the interested reader
is referred to [GL95], [SP96], [ZDG96] for more details.
Here, we will present conditions for robust stability of systems described by un
certainty models previously considered. For brevity the presentation will omit the
proofs. For all robust stability tests, which are a special version of Theorem 3.2, the
following conditions hold:
• A € UTioof IIA||oo < c and
• K stabilizes the nominal plant G
For the additive type of uncertainty where the perturbed plant is described by Gaa =
G + A = FU(P, A a ), stability robustness of Ti (GAyl , K) is ensured if and only if:

Corollary 3.1
• the transfer function Tzu) = ||K (/ —GK)-1||oo <

7

= e-1

□
Analogously, for the multiplicative type of uncertainty at the plant output where the
perturbed plant is denoted by GAw = G + AG = T U(P, Amui), stability robustness of
Amul 5K) is ensured if and only if:

Corollary 3.2
• the transfer function TZIV= ||(/ -

G K ) - 1G K ||o o

<

7

= e-1
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□
For coprime factor uncertainty where the perturbed plant is denoted by
Gac/ = (M + Am)_1(N + A n ) = T U(P, A), and A = ||[Ajv

AM]||oo < e, where it can

be shown that (A N, A m ) e TZHoo ; then, stability robustness of Fi{G&Cf, K) is ensured
if and only if:
Corollary 3.3
K

the transfer function T
'[ u y ]

<

(I —GK)-1 [G I]

7

= e 1

T
X
OO

□
As seen, robust stabilization problems can be phrased for perturbations that are em
bedded in the loop in additive or multiplicative form [GD88], and can be written in the
form of an LFT problem and solved using Hoo optimization.

3.4.3 Robust stabilization of normalized coprime factors
This section presents a summary of the theoretical background associated with the
normalized coprime factor robust stabilization problem and its relevance to the loopshaping design. Robust stabilization of the normalized coprime factor description of
the (nominal/shaped) plant has both an elegant and sensible solution with an intu
itive and relatively straightforward engineering implementation [MG90].
Let the nominal plant G be represented by normalized left coprime factorization in the
form depicted in Figure 3.7 where G = M- 1N. The motivation for the choice of this
particular description will be briefly outlined in the next chapter; for mathematically
more rigorous justification the reader is referred to [GM89].
A normalized coprime factor uncertainty description15 offers distinct advantages over
other methods as it allows a wider class of system uncertainty to be captured. In
addition, it has been shown in [ES87] that the relations between the size of coprime
factor perturbations ||[AM Ajv]||oo and distance between the systems in the gap
metric [Geo88] demonstrate robustness as a property of closed loop stability in the
coprime factor framework.
15It may be the case that different representation of modelling error are useful over different frequency ranges.
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It can be argued that for robust stabilization (in the absence of precise information on
the nature of the uncertainty) the choice of the normalized coprime factors in fact gives
an implicit weighting to the uncertainty [GSM90]. The implicit weighting function is,
the numerator of the coprime factor plant description, M”1, as seen in the 2 (two) block
standard Hoo problem (Equation 3.25); where the left side corresponds to the transfer
function from <i>to
K

[u

y

j

in Figure 4.2,

(I - GK)-1M

M 1(.I - GK) - 1 [ K 7

(3.25)

I

provides a balance on the closed loop objectives requirements about the “natural ”
bandwidth of the system 16. Through this particular coprime factorization the aim is to
alter the bandwidth of the closed loop system to that of the natural bandwidth of the
shaped plant (£(GS) ~ 1).
This, however, assumes that the nominal system has a desirable loop-shape. Unfor
tunately, this, in practice, is rarely the case and thus the designer must intervene in
the loop-shape, modify it and by doing so compensate for performance before the
stabilization procedure.
In the frequency domain, using an unnormalized coprime factorization of the plant im
plies weighting the transfer functions within the closed loop design objective [GSM90].
Whereas, using normalized coprime factorization of the plant ensures equal weighting
on the allowable numerator and denominator perturbations, as well as the same norm
bound on all the four relevant closed loop transfer functions.
K

(7 —GK)-1 [ G / ]

KS,,G KS„

I

< 7

S0G

S0

= -

e

(3.26)

This supports the claim that normalized coprime factorization allows balancing of the
closed loop design objectives by placing equal emphasis on each of the closed loop
transfer functions. Additionally, in general, it is not possible to obtain an exact solu
tion for Equation 3.26 and an iterative procedure is recommended in [VK86]. How
ever, if the coprime factors are normalized, then an exact and non-iterative solution
becomes possible [GM89]. Since the solution of the NCFRS problem does not require
iterations this also brings significant computational savings.
ct(G)

~ 1 is defined as the natural bandwidth of a system.
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L.c.f and r.c.f of a given plant G always exist. Therefore, unlike other representations,
no assumptions are required for this problem to have a well balanced solution. Poles
and zeros on the imaginary axis can also be tolerated without creating any theoretical
or numerical difficulties.
These features of the (normalized) coprime factors serve as primary motivations for
the formulation of normalized coprime factor robust stabilization problem in terms of
additive stable perturbations to the normalized coprime factors of a given plant.

By definition N and M are asymptotically stable thus cr(N) and <j(M) are bounded
[GM89]. Through straightforward algebraic manipulations it can be shown that co
prime factors also appear as bounds for allowable additive uncertainty

*<a > < w

- U

)

a27>

and allowable multiplicative uncertainty

3.5

H o o

Control

This section is primarily concerned with introducing and motivating the use of H c
sub I optimal control theory as a tool for controller synthesis and analysis.

3.5.1 From classical to modem control: Overview and motivation for new tools
The area of linear control system design has advanced rapidly since the first math
ematically rigorous exposition on synthesis theory on optimal control and filtering
by Norbert Wiener in [Wie49]. Wiener's work on prediction theory for stochastic
processes proved that certain design problems involving integral performance indices
may be solved analytically. Though still unable to cope with time-varying or MIMO
systems Wiener-Hopf optimization as a frequency design optimization relieved the
designer of the daunting thought that better solution might be possible by uncover
ing inconsistent design specifications17. The solution of the quadratic matrix equation
17Research carried out by [JKL97] and [YBJOO] in utilizing Wiener-Hopf design approach has shown its success
ful application in 1 Dof, 2 Dof and 3 Dof Multivariable control systems.
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also known as a Riccati equation provides a solution to the Wiener-Hopf optimal con
trol problem.
By the early 1950's, frequency response methods had developed into powerful tools
for controller design and were commonly used by practising engineers. In the years
until the 1960's most of the controller design work was based on graphics-based meth
ods in the frequency domain [Nyq32], [Bod45]. The fundamental work of these two
research scientists started the frequency domain approach to classical feedback de
sign, where the measures used for performance and robustness assessment were gain
and phase margins, the unit-step response and its overshoot. There were several rea
sons for the success of these frequency response methods: easily established connec
tion between frequency response plots and acquired experimental data, the availabil
ity of a rich variety of diagnostic and manipulative aids that enable engineers to refine
the design in a systematic way, the existence of simple rules-of-thumb for standard
control configurations such as Ziegler-Nichols methods for tuning PID controllers,
etc. However, the intrinsically complex nature of real world problems, and the inad
equacy of these techniques to address the needs of control engineers in dealing with
problems containing high degrees of inter-channel coupling between the control in
puts and measured variables, challenged the applicability of these graphically based
design methods to multivariable plants.
Some years later Kalman's [Kal60] introduction of state-space methods bridged the
short fall of the Wiener-Hopf design theory in dealing with MIMO systems and intro
duced a new line of research. The Kalman filter and Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG)
control design methods are still recognized to be the first procedures known to have
successfully tackled multivariable control problems with applications mainly in the
aerospace industry. However, the techniques assumed that the system's dynamical
model was accurately known and this was soon recognized to be no longer feasible
for output feedback control problems. Hence they could not guarantee the robustness
of the controller to any unmodelled dynamics and external disturbances, unless they
could be modelled as Gaussian white noise processes or filtered white noise processes
which in practice will not hold for many applications. Full-state feedback LQ con
trollers and Kalman filters considered separately have very good robustness stability
properties. Unfortunately, as the LQG method does not explicitly take into account
uncertainties arising from the dynamics of the system under consideration it may
compromise on the robustness of the resulting design. Optimality does not guarantee
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stability robustness and LQG controllers can exhibit poor stability robustness proper
ties and the design's stability margins can be arbitrary small [Doy78]. Therefore LQG
optimal design must be analysed aposteriori. Nevertheless LQG has been success
fully used and implemented on industrial applications mainly in aerospace problems:
e.g. optimal trajectory manoeuvring, optimal fuel use. This robustness problem and
the increasing demands of the defence and aerospace industries has initiated a stream
of research to develop extensions to multivariable systems based on state-space de
scriptions of the plant. Attention has been given to remedy these drawbacks of the
state-space LQG optimal quadratic design method, and this has brought renewed in
terest in classical frequency response ideas, [DS81] e.g. multivariable phase and gain
margins [Mac82]. Attempts have also been made to generalize the Nyquist stability
criterion to fit into the MIMO design framework [PM79].
The capability of a system to cope with uncertainties in a satisfactory manner, while
maintaining its stability and performance has been a key engineering objective through
out the entire development of feedback control theory.
With the work of [DS81] on the maximum singular value (a(*)), investigating and
assessing the degree of stability robustness, sensitivity reduction and disturbance at
tenuation of the linear multivariable systems became possible. The direct relationship
between the size of the appropriate (closed/open) loop transfer function (or transfer
function combinations) and bandwidth could be easily established. Further research
had shown efforts to accommodate the peculiarities of multivariable systems leading
to use of a mathematical notion in operator theory as a new measure for assessing
a system's stability and performance: the notion was the Hoo Hardy space operator
norm. The roots of the contemporary methods for robustness analysis date back to
the research in the late 1960's on feedback stability for nonlinear systems from an
input-output perspective [Zam66a], [Zam66b].
Although in an engineering context the use of Hoo optimization appears in the work
of Helton in [HS89], it was George Zames, in [Zam81], that first elaborated on a so
lution to a specific Hoo norm minimization, over the set of all stabilizing controllers,
of a transfer function from a disturbance signal to the output for a SISO system. This
was sensitivity minimization. However, it was the work of [ZF83] that had sparked
considerable interest in Hoo norm minimization methods which would later become
the backbone of frequency based multivariable Robust Control Theory. Years later
a solution to a general rational MIMO Hoo optimal control problem was presented
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in [Doy84b]. This solution relied heavily on state-space formulae and suffered from
severe problems with the high order of the Riccati equations. Due to existing require
ment of solving several Riccati equations of increasing dimensions the associated com
putational complexity was immense. This has had overall implications on the order of
resulting controllers which were practically infeasible to implement due to very high
orders. In an effort to find a simpler solution to the problem based on the approach de
veloped by [Doy84b], relatively simplified state-space Hoo controller formulae were
derived and presented in [GD88], which, constituted a basis for a more direct and
simpler approach [DGKF89]. The key role was played by the connections established
between frequency domain inequalities, spectral factorization of some frequency do
main functions and Riccati equations.
Control system design and analysis based on the Hoo norm concept has dominated
much of control theory since the 1980's, and has gradually evolved to become a
well established tool with applications in many areas of science and engineering;
see [LWN03], [SMD88], [SP96] and relevant references therein.
The Hoo norm has several attractive mathematical properties that have made it a suit
able tool for controller synthesis and analysis in the control community. It has a fre
quency domain interpretation which allows more intuition into the design of the con
troller, and a more constructive approach to the assessment and analysis of the con
troller. A design approach based on Hoo optimization is inherently multivariable and
can simultaneously address both performance and robustness requirements in a sin
gle design metric framework with the benefit of a guaranteed level of robustness. Us
ing the small gain theorem (Theorem 3.1) a bound on the Hoo norm of a stable closed
loop transfer function is sufficient to guarantee a level of robustness of the closed loop
against the presence of a class of stable perturbations A on the plant. Since the tech
nique is multivariable it can simultaneously and reliably stabilize several interacting
feedback loops. It can naturally characterize uncertainty providing flexibility in rep
resenting unstructured model uncertainty and facilitating robust stability guarantees
in the face of modelling errors.
The Hoo norm is an induced norm (Equation 3.29) and therefore satisfies the mul
tiplicative property which allows it to be used as a tool in the derivation of robust
stability tests (and other results) see section 3.4:

P ( s ) B M l l o o ^ P O O H * . • llB ( s ) I L

(3.29)
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3.5.2 The standard Hoo problem
As opposed to analytic methods such as LQG which is an optimal control theory
encompassing the minimization of integral quadratic performance indices subject to
linear-state-space dynamics driven by Gaussian white noise, the Hoo optimal control
problem reduces to the design of a stabilizing controller, K, minimizing the Hoo norm
(maximum energy -worst case- signal gain) of the closed loop transfer function from
external disturbance u to the error signal z, usually denoted by y —r.
We have seen earlier that one can obtain an accurate representation of the uncertainty
inherent in a plant model in the form presented in Figure 3.8- by pulling out the
uncertainty in the plant to form A.
Recall that by taking the perturbation A out from the Figure 3.8 we create an LLFT
framework suitable for controller synthesis. K is a controller constrained to provide
internal stability- admissible; proper and stabilizing- and P is a generalized plant with
the following transfer matrix realization:
A

Bx

b2

C x Dxx D \2

PM =

c2 D2i

d

22

A

B

c

D

(3.30)

It can also be represented with the following structure:

p(«) =

Pn P12
P21 P22

which is compatible with the dimensions of the control signal u{t), measurement vari
ables y(t), the set of exogenous inputs uj(t), and the cost function (or exogenous out
put) z(t). The generalized plant P maps
uj

u

z y

(3.31)

and substituting u = K y yields the transfer function, T zu, from the set of exogenous
inputs uj to the set of exogenous outputs z. Expressed in the LFT framework:
z = JFZ(P, K)u> and T zu} = ^ (P , K) = Pu + P12K(J - P22K )- 1P21.
It is possible to formulate a number of practical design problems in the form:
min H ^ P .lQ IIooS nun HT^IU-

stab.K

stab.K

(3.32)
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where the minimization is over all stabilizing controllers K. This is known as the
Hoo optimization problem. The term Hoo problem arises from the fact that we are

minimizing ||^i(P, K )^ , s.t. Pi(P, K) e H 00 and the feedback interconnection P, K is
internally stable.
The optimal Hoo control problem can be formally stated as follows:
Find all internally stabilizing (admissible) controllers K, such that HTjoo is mini
mized; 7 min — jopt := min-tllT^Hoo : K admissible}.
However, in contrast to H 2 optimal control theory18, where the optimal controller is
unique and can be found by solving only two Riccati equations without iterations,
optimal Hoo controllers do not pose uniqueness for MIMO systems and do require an
iterative procedure for their solution. In point of fact, finding an Hoo optimal con
troller involves significant theoretical and computational complexity [GD88] and the
record of applications of Hoo as a design tool shows that often, the design of opti
mal controller is not necessary. While having a knowledge of the optimum (minimal)
Hoo norm gives an insight of what may be achievable with a specific controller; a

controller which is practically easier to implement, computationally less demanding,
and is still very close (in an Hoo norm sense) to the optimal one is to be preferred in
stead. This is in fact a suboptimal controller, and a suboptimal control problem can
be formulated as:
Given 7 > 0, synthesize an internally stabilizing, proper, LTI controller K, if there is
one, such that the closed loop transfer matrix, min

< 7 . where 7 > 7 min = lopt-

stab.K

Due to complicated algebraic manipulations involved in their derivations optimal
Hoo controllers are more difficult to characterize than suboptimal ones. Consider the

transfer function matrix realization of P(s):

p«

=

A

Bi

b2

Ci

0

D\2

c 2 D 21

0

Suboptimal controllers owe their simplified solution to the following assumptions:
i) (A, Bi) is stabilizable and (Ci, A) is detectable;
18 [DGKF89] unveils the link between H z optimal control and LQG optimal control problem studied in the
1960's and 1970's.
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ii) (A, B2) is stabilizable and (C2, A) is detectable;
iii) -DJ2Ci —0 and D l2D \2 — I where D \2 has a full column rank
iv) B iD h — 0 and D 2i D 21 = I where £>21 has full row rank
It is important to note that these assumptions still allow the essential features of the
Hoo theory to be retained. Assumption i) is made for technical reasons: for the sys

tem to be stabilizable via output feedback. It simplifies the theory for the solution
of the Hoo suboptimal problem. Assumption ii) together with assumption i) is also
made for technical reasons; it guarantees that the control and filtering Algebraic Ric
cati Equations (AREs) associated with the related H 2 problem have positive definite

stabilizing solutions. It is also necessary and sufficient for the plant P to be internally
stabilizable. Orthogonality assumptions in iii) and iv) are made for simplicity. The
rank assumption in iv) guarantees that the Hoo problem is nonsingular.
The assumptions on D u = 0 and D 22 = 0 are also made for simplicity. Relaxing the
assumption £>n = 0 will complicate the controller formulae substantially (Chapter
17 [ZDG96]), whereas stating D 22 ^ 0 does not pose any problems, since an equivalent
problem with D 22 = 0 can be formulated by a linear fractional transformation on the
controller K.
Central, in the Hoo optimal control synthesis, is the role of Algebraic Riccati Equations,
which take the following form:

A*X + XA* + X R X + Q = 0

(3.34)

where matrices A , Q, R e R nxn with Q, R symmetric.
Associated with this Algebraic Riccati Equation is a Hamiltonian matrix:
A

R

-Q

-A *

H :=

(3.35)

are 2n x 2n matrices.

Joo ’ --- S iB J

-A

si

1

£

si

1
to

*
)

1

1

£ 2 B 2*

iu
*

9

1

1

where H ^,

y ~ 2B i B ; -

si

A

1

1

The Hoo solution involves the following two Hamiltonian matrices:

(3.36)
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Theorem 3.3 ( [ZDG96] p.419) There exists an admissible controller such that \\TZU\\^ <

76
7

if and only if the following three conditions hold:
i) Hoo £ dom(Ric) and Xqo ■= Ric(Hoo) >

0

;

ii) Joo £ dom(Ric) and Yoo := Ric(JQ0) > 0;
iii)

p (X o o Y o o )

< 7 2-

where Xoo satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation and is uniquely determined by Hoo, ^ 0 0 is a
function of Hoo; H —> X is afunction denoted by Ric. The domain of all Hamiltonian matrices

a) whose eigenvalues are symmetric about the imaginary axis, and
b) which satisfy complementary property ( [ZDG96] p.333)
is defined as dom(Ric).
Whenever conditions i), ii), iii) hold, there exists such an admissible controller which is also
called a central or minimum entropy controller which has thefollowing state space realization

A qq
X Sub(s) •—

F
1 00

YooLoo
0

where

A 0o :—A +

i?ii?i00 + i?2-foo + ^oc£ooC2

7 2

Foo := -B Z X ^ , Loo := ~

J, Z* := (I - j - ^ X o o ) - 1.

For the solution of the optimal and general Hoo problem the reader is referred to sec
tion 16.11 and Chapter 17 of [ZDG96].
In this work we shall only be interested in finding suboptimal controllers, controllers
that make HTJoo <

7

reduces to H 2 problem.

where

7

>

7 min

=

7

^ , and when

7

—> 00 the Hoo problem
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3.5.2.1 Controller Synthesis
There are many approaches for solving the H ^ control problem, and probably the
most celebrated one is in terms of Riccati Equations. The controller that satisfies
the specified objectives exists if and only if two Riccati equations namely (General
ized Control Algebraic Riccati Equations)- GCARE, and (Generalized Filtering Algebraic
Riccati Equations)- GFARE have appropriate (positive definite) solutions [DGKF89].

We will be interested only in the search for a stabilizing controller that achieves
min \\Fi(P, K)||oo <

s ta b . K

7 ,7

>

Topt =

(3.37)

7 m in

In general it may not be possible to solve the Hoo optimization problem for 7 min ex
actly, in which case an iterative procedure must be adopted instead. A binary search
(with a bisection algorithm) can be suitably used to approximate this norm. A faster,
quadratically convergent algorithm is presented in [BB90].
The exact solution of the inequality in Equation 3.37 can be found in the case when
dim(cj) = dim {y), and dim{u) = dim (z); consider (Figure 3.9). This special case is

called the one-block problem and is such that the row and column dimensions of K
and Ti{ P, K) are the same. In the other cases using the bounded real lemma [ZDG96]
the question to be addressed is the existence of a(^ (P , K)) <

7

. The bounded real

lemma also provides an insight into the synthesis of the controllers that satisfy speci
fied (open/closed) loop transfer function objectives in terms of singular values. Addi
tionally the bounded real lemma gives a condition for a linear time-invariant system
to have less than unity gain.

3.5.3 Hoo control problem and frequency domain
The formulation of the Hoo control problem is based on frequency domain perfor
mance measures and draws heavily from classical frequency domain design tech
niques. Hoo sub/optim al control has evolved as a natural extension to existing feed
back theory to address explicitly the needs of theoreticians and control design engi
neers for a unified theory that will be amenable to optimization, capable of dealing
with modelling discrepancies and unknown, sporadic but bounded in magnitude dis
turbances, and most importantly applicable to real-world problems which are mostly
multivariable in nature.
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A fundamental requirement for an Hoo design to take place is that all objectives for
performance and robustness must be formulated in terms of desired frequency 'shapes'
of appropriate (closed/ open)-loop transfer function frequency response magnitudes.
Given a linear time-invariant closed loop transfer function the objective of Hoo control
optimization is technically two-fold:
• To synthesize a controller K(s) which will first internally stabilize a set of plants;
the nominal plant and desirably the perturbed plant G a
• To minimize only the supremum of the largest singular value “worst direction” or
“worst frequency" of the given transfer function(s) (or functions which represent

design objectives) over a given frequency range19.

mm

stab.K

= min

sup cr(*).

stab.K wg]n y qq

(3.38)

A sensible question that a control designer may ask is: 'Why is there a need for min
imization of the || • Hoo norm of some (closed/open) loop transfer functions?'. Essen
tially it gives a measure of how hard it is to reach x{t) = Xfes from x(0) = 0, i.e. gives
an indication of how large an input u is required to reach a desired state. Hoo control
is a worst-case design paradigm and minimum energy indicates less control effort to
drive the system to where we want. The Hoo norm of a transfer function matrix con
stitutes a bound on the maximum allowable energy of the output signals over a class
of input signals of unit energy.
For example, by minimizing the Hoo norm of a selected transfer function reflecting
closed loop performance specifications we minimize the energy gain of the system
and thus contribute towards satisfying the performance objectives (see Section 3.2.1).
Direct minimization utilizing Hoo methods has been developed for synthesizing com
pensators which directly minimize ||5(ja;) ||oo or \\T(ju) ||oo or singular values of weighted
T
r
1T
Hr
1T
or
augmented combinations H S K S T
S KS
L
T
00
00 ' 11L s
00
19Minimizing the H 2 norm corresponds to minimizing the sum of the square of all the singular values over all
frequency range, and to pushing down all singular values over all frequencies.
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3.6 Summary
This chapter has served as an introduction to many fundamental concepts in this the
sis, taking the reader from basic principles of feedback control to modem mathemat
ical tools for controller synthesis and analysis.
In the context of the suboptimal Hoo operator framework controller design require
ments, four types of uncertainty representations have been reviewed. Particular em
phasis has been given to the normalized coprime factor uncertainty representation. It
is a major tool in our controller design methods.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for a given controller K to stabilize robustly a
perturbed plant under these forms have been presented.
The next chapter will expose the reader to important controller synthesis techniques
with optimization criteria within a specific Hoo framework, namely, Hoo loop-shaping.
We will attempt to elaborate on the implications of the structure of the weights in at
taining the desired design characteristics. We also hope that the results will commu
nicate on the authority the designer gains in loop-shaping, and the limitations s/h e
faces when using some of these optimization based techniques.

Chapter 4

Advanced control via H o o loop-shaping
The research presented herein is based on a single, intuitive, relatively straightfor
ward approach to control system design- Hoo loop-shaping. With its proven record in
the field of engineering practice, Hoo loop-shaping combines the performance benefits
of classical control with the robustness characteristics of Hoo optimization.
The normalized left coprime factorisation approach is used as a tool for obtaining ro
bust stability using Hoo optimal control. The stability margin (e = bQ j^) along with
its pointwise version of p q

are introduced as measures to assess the success of the

design procedure.
The impact of the structure of the weighting functions in the 1 Dof Hoo LSDP is stud
ied. The study is strengthened with a presentation of several algorithms for construct
ing weighting functions. This is followed by a presentation of two different (1 Dof and
2 Dof) controller architectures which utilize a realistic assessment of the benefits of the
weighting function algorithms.

4.1 From classical to robust loop-shaping: in the SISO and MIMO con
text
The fundamental work of Bode who mathematically established the gain-phase in
tegral relations (see [Bod45]) in the frequency domain response of a system forms
an essential base for a frequency domain design method, the so called loop-shaping
approach.
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Theorem 4.1 For every frequency cuo
/ r f

1

\

/*°° d ln |X/| lncoth
,, M J
— dv

fA1\

(4.1)

Z L (ju 0) = —j
^ J —oo

where the integration variable is i/ = ln (^ ), and t/ze slope function
always negative, is weighted by the function lncoth f = In

which is almost

| .o

Careful analysis will lead to the conclusion that as w —►u 0 the values of the slope
function

are more emphasised; L denotes the open loop transfer function. Thus,

roughly speaking, the steeper the graph of \L\ near frequency w0, the smaller the value
of the phase of L; this can be easily proved [DFT92] [p.113]. Thus, internal stability is
directly related to the slope of \L\, and internal stability w ill be violated if \L\ rolls off
too fast through crossover.
An extended version of Bode's gain-phase relationship, in Theorem 4.1, for an open
loop stable and scalar system with possible non-minimum phase zeros follows from
[ZDG96] [p. 151] and is presented in Theorem 4.2:
Theorem 4.2
ZL(ju o) =

dv

7T 7 - 0 0

lncoth M dv + z h M + *
2

ii==]1 J U 0 -

(4.2)

Zi

Where the z / s are the RHP zeros of L{s); then, for V i, the second term on the right
hand side in Equation 4.2

z

<o

6

i = 1 JUJo -

Zi

is the non-minimiim phase part of L( s). It is widely known [SBG97] that an unstable
zero in the system contributes an additional phase lag and thus, imposes limitations
on how fast/slow the open loop gain can be rolled off. This makes blatant the clash
between loop quality around uc and the attenuation rate.
In classical feedback control the robustness and performance design constraints ex
pressed in terms of the magnitude of the frequency response of some closed loop
transfer functions can be approximated, at appropriate frequency ranges, by the mag
nitude of the open loop transfer function L (in SISO problems), or by the magnitude
of the transfer functions Li?L0 (in MIMO problems).
Shaping the open-loop system's singular values, however, does not guarantee that the
closed loop system in Figure 3.1 will be internally stable. It has been shown by [Bod45]
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that for SISO systems, in general, closed loop stability can be determined from the
open loop gain/phase relationship near crossover frequency (cuc) or \L\ = 1, and that
in particular the rate of transition from high gain to low gain is limited by phase
requirements. The greater the slope of \L\ near crossover, the smaller the angle of L.
Therefore if \L\ drops too rapidly through crossover, internal instability will become
unavoidable. Hence, a gentle slope, a slope of no more than 2, must be maintained at
this region. In MIMO systems this condition cannot be determined from the frequency
response shape of the open loop singular values.
Therefore, in the classical loop-shaping approach the need to ensure stability of the
closed loop requires that open loop phase properties are also considered. It has been
shown in [Bod45] for the SISO case and in [FL87] that for MIMO systems achievable
loop shapes are limited by open loop poles and zeros located in the RHP. To provide
relief to the constraints brought about by the plants phase properties, research was
directed to incorporate mid-frequency multivariable plant open-loop phase manipu
lations along with its gains [HM81], [Mac82].
Although the absolute value of the respective complex-valued function at each fre
quency in a given frequency range is a suitable measure to represent the gains in
single-input single-output systems, it is insufficient to capture and reflect the inherent
complexities of multi-input multi-output systems. Singular values were introduced
in Chapter 2 as appropriate measures of magnitude for matrix valued transfer func
tions. It was the derivation of mathematical inequality conditions for stability robust
ness and performance in terms of those (suitable) new measures of size for MIMO
systems dynamics that made possible a successful generalization of the appealing
loop-shaping technique to MIMO systems [DS81], [FL87], [SD91], [DFT92]. Notable
links between classical frequency domain design and Hoo design approaches were es
tablished which allowed the designer to utilize the intuition gained from the classical
techniques in the Hoo norm minimization based approaches. In both of the design
approaches the designer can explicitly and graphically manipulate magnitudes of the
frequency responses of some (open/closed) loop transfer functions.
Specifications can be also reduced to spatially round 1 requirements on S(s) and T(s).
*A transfer function is spatially round when its condition number «(•) =

« 1.
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4.1.1 Closed loop-shaping
Many linear and non linear MIMO design problems defined by pre-specified perfor
mance objectives, external signal sets and plant sets can be reduced to one of shaping
Bode plots of sensitivity and complementary sensitivity transfer functions of the feed
back system to achieve design targets of performance and robustness.
It was shown in Chapter 2 that the Hoo norm of a real rational transfer function is the
peak of the transfer function magnitude, and by introducing weights, the Hoo norm
can also be interpreted as the magnitude of some closed loop transfer function relative
to a specified upper bound, which is usually what is desired.
Although at some cost, it is always possible and convenient to perform designs by di
rectly shaping terms like S and T rather than translating specifications in constraints
on the open loop shape. This leads to a specific configuration called weighted sen
sitivity where the designer has performance and robustness objectives “stacked ’ and
tries to minimize the Hoo norm of the weighted form of sensitivity, co-sensitivity and
some other closed loop transfer functions [SP96] [p.59], [WH90].
In this approach, an uncertainty model description can be used to describe the set of
plants Ga over a wide frequency range, weights Wi and W2 can be chosen accord
ing to the information available about the frequency behaviour of the central plant
G at various frequencies. That is at (usually low) frequencies where the frequency
response of the plant's dynamics is well known A must be forced to be small by se
lecting Wi and W2 large. Whereas at frequencies (usually high) for which the plant is
highly uncertain, A shall be allowed to be large by appropriately manipulating with
Wi and W2 such that their magnitude is small. This mathematical representation of
the uncertainty in the plant does fully capture the nature of the feedback.
In the context of Hoo design an alternative approach to linear MIMO control systems
design is the so called mixed sensitivity approach. It was first introduced in [Kwa83]
and [VJ84], and the fact that it relied on optimization of a criterion which involved two
or more sensitivity transfer functions served as a motivation for the name “m ixed”
sensitivity. The designer specifies closed loop objectives in terms of the requirements
on the singular values of the weighted closed loop transfer functions with design sig
nificance. The advantage of controller synthesis based on an Hoo closed loop approach
method is that specifications apply at all frequencies, whereas open loop-shaping is
usually restricted to frequencies of low and high loop gain. Additionally, robustness
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and performance properties can be traded both at the plant input and plant output.
Furthermore, an important advantage over open loop-shaping is that shaping the
closed loop by weighting functions allows the designer to graphically manipulate
with what s/h e sees until s/h e gets what s/h e wants, whereas in Hoo loop-shaping
the manipulated open loop is only an indication of the closed loop. Therefore, it is
common that open loop shape (requirements) do not translate as desired to the closed
loop shape. However, there are several disadvantages of closed loop design: arriving
at stabilizing controller to ensure that closed loop performance and robustness spec
ifications are met, requires the well known, 7 iterations. It was shown in [SG90] that
{ “m ixed' sensitivity) Hoo norm minimization design procedures can produce con

trollers whose zeros cancel all stable poles of the plant. This is unacceptable in the
case when the plant has lightly damped modes, i.e poles close to imaginary axis (and
most systems with flexible appendages: satellites, robotic manipulators fall into this
category; helicopter's main rotor blades are also flexible but practice has shown that
they do not pose the same effect as in aforementioned systems). Along with that,
the appropriate selection of the closed loop objectives and weighting functions is not
trivial and tends to be developed for each particular example. This is a drawback of
all loop-shaping methods, but is particularly so, as we will see later, in open loopshaping.
A design approach that also exploits the fundamental principles of loop-shaping is
Loop Transfer Recovery (LTR). The technique is a specialized application of LQG con
trol that aims at recovering the desirable features of full state feedback [KS72], [SA87].
In this method the designer specifies the desired loop shape by manipulating the sin
gular values of MIMO systems. Whilst it can successfully be applied to both unstable
and non-minimum phase plants [ZF90], as a multivariable loop-shaping method, it
has found only limited use in practical applications. The method necessitates an as
sumption that the number of inputs is at least equal to the number of outputs [SP96].
The full state feedback recovery in the LTR procedure introduces high gains which
can initiate problems with unmodelled dynamics; and the method can only guaran
tee performance and robustness properties at the either plant input or plant output.
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4.1.2 Open loop-shaping
The loop-shaping design technique is conceptually simple as it involves finding a
controller that shapes the loop transfer function2 L0 = GK so that the loop gains
a(L0) and <r(L0), as depicted in Figure 4.1, clear the boundaries specified by the per
formance and robustness requirements respectively at low (up to u>i) and high (above
ujh) frequencies.

5(GK)

A)C

coh

Figure 4.1: Desired Open Loop Singular Values

In scalar (SISO) control system design, the frequency response is only a function of the
frequency of the input signal u (ju ) G Cn, and the design procedure is effective and
relatively straightforward to use since the minimum singular value and maximum
singular value are identical at each frequency of consideration a(L) = a(L) = \L\.
This leaves the control law designer with only one frequency response magnitude
shape to manipulate. However, in multivariable systems the frequency response of
the system does not only depend on the frequency but also on the direction of the
input signal u (ju ). This property adds a significant challenge to MIMO controller
design.
Therefore, when loop-shaping is extended to MIMO systems, this will inevitably in
troduce a level of conservatism in the loop-shaping procedure. Some limitations are
as outlined below:
• The technique alone cannot effectively deal with problems arising from the com
bination of different specifications in different channels and/or problems with
2Here we have expressed the desired open loop shape in terms of the open loop singular values at the plant
output, however without loss of generality the principle of loop-shaping applies identically to the open loop
singular values at the plant input as well, simply replacing L0 by L*.
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different uncertainty characteristics in different channels without introducing
significant conservatism.
• In Figure 4.1 the frequency range u>i, u>h cannot be chosen arbitrarily small; their
boundaries and geometry, similar to the weighting functions, are problem de
pendent and dictated by the requirements of the system being considered.
• The possibility of interference between the low frequency performance region
(up to u{) and the high frequency robustness region (above ujh) at frequencies
usually around crossover (u>c) or mid range always exists.
We will see in Chapter 5, that none of these potential constraints imply the nonex
istence of (such) a MIMO controller that will satisfy both nominal performance and
robust stability requirements in the design.
Alternatively the designer can perform design on a loop by loop basis but when cross
coupling between feedback loops becomes significant this can be both laborious, in
efficient and not very realistic, which may consequently lead to a poor design.
In [DFT92] guidelines for loop-shaping of SISO systems are provided where it is sug
gested that in order to get the right loop-shape of \L\ where L = G K to begin with K is
chosen as a constant, which is usually 1, and then dynamics is added to the K. Perfor
mance and robustness specifications on S and T are converted into specifications on
the loop transfer function L, with reasonable crossover characteristics. This method
has attracted a significant amount of research study, however, the restrictions to SISO
systems and the requirement for G to be invertible were disadvantages. It is difficult
to tune for complex problems since the open loop is only indirectly shaped by low
frequency weighting function W\ and high frequency robustness weighting function
W 2 which form correspondingly the low frequency and high frequency regions to be

avoided. The underlying idea of loop-shaping was extended by the same authors to
perform loop-shaping directly with K or other quantities for plants with RHP poles
and RHP zeros.
In contrast to loop-shaping treated in [DFT92], a more systematic as well as rigorous
approach must be taken to address the needs of the designer in terms of transparency
and ease of use of the loop-shaping method in MIMO systems. One, and nowadays
widely used, approach is direct and effective shaping of the system's loop-gain oper
ator GK as a function of frequency over the frequency range of interest with the aid of
frequency dependant weighting functions.
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A method which is based on governing principles of classical loop-shaping and com
bines the stability guarantee of Hoc control to overcome the existing limitations present
in techniques like LTR procedure and Hoo “m ixed' sensitivity is the Hoo loop-shaping
method.

4.2 Loop-shaping via H o o synthesis
A novel method for robust controller design, known as Hoo loop-shaping, which in
corporates notions of classical loop-shaping with the characteristics of Hoo control,
was first proposed in [MGN88], further developed in [GM89] and extended into a
controller synthesis in [MG90], [MG92]. This elegant method blends, in a system
atic way, the normalized Lc.f. robust stabilization problem as a means of guaranteeing
closed loop stability with the philosophy of classical loop-shaping as a tool to meet
closed loop performance requirements. It has gradually established itself in the last
decade as a tool that practising engineers nowadays use in a wide range of appli
cations. Although the technique does not explicitly guarantee robust performance,
extensive practical experience has shown that it also provides some level of robust
performance. Research carried out in [PG02] has shown that the 2 Dof controller de
sign procedure can integrate tools for ensuring a level of robust performance subject
to robust stability constraints.
Hoo loop-shaping design is, essentially, a two step design procedure, namely:

1) Loop-shaping: where the designer aims to give the nominal plant's singular values
a desired shape at low and high frequencies to meet performance and robustness
requirements. The shaping is done so that the crossover frequency corresponds
to the desired closed loop bandwidth, and low and high frequency gains are as
desired.
2

) Robust Stabilization: The normalized coprime factor Hoo robust stabilization prob
lem, solved explicitly in [GM89], is used to stabilize robustly the shaped plant
against the presence of stable and bounded perturbations on the normalized co
prime factors of the shaped plant.

In each of the two steps the designer must ensure various objectives are met in order
to extract most benefit out of the method.
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4.2.1 Loop-shaping
After an initial inspection of the frequency response of the scaled nominal plant G, the
first step a designer will take is to determine the desired loop-shape which is derived
from requirements in the time domain.
After that by augmenting the nominal plant with the aid of diagonal or non-diagonal
pre-/post-fQters Wi, W2 s/h e will aim to attain high gain of singular values at low fre
quencies (for good disturbance rejection and tracking), and low gain at high frequen
cies (for good robust stability and noise attenuation)3. From classical loop-shaping
an equally important objective is that the gain around cross-over at the desired band
width does not fall off quicker than 40 dB/dec corresponding to a slope of —2, en
suring good phase margin. In view of the Bode gain-phase relationship, steeper tran
sition from low frequency high gain region to high frequency low gain region will
reduce the available phase margin. To rectify this the designer will need to increase
the gain in appropriate channels which might not be tolerated well by the system.
The designer must also ensure that the loop gain is large around the frequencies and
in the directions of open loop unstable poles and small around the frequencies and
in the directions of open loop unstable zeros [VinOO]. This is because RHP poles, to
gether with RHP zeros and time-delays impose, respectively, lower and upper bounds
on the achievable bandwidth [FL85], [SBG97], [AstOO]. Violating these bounds, for ex
ample, pushing the bandwidth in one of the channels too high and having it above
the frequencies of RHP zeros will violate physically achievable bandwidth.
Remark 4.1 In contrast to the classical loop-shaping approach Hoo loop-shaping is performed
without consideration of nominal plant phase information. A t this stage closed loop stability
requirements are dismissed. However, for this, care will be taken in the next step of the proce
dure.

After completing the loop-shaping, and the designer is satisfied that the weighted
plant's frequency response will adequately capture the performance specifications
s/h e can proceed to the second phase of the loop-shaping design procedure Hoo LSDP.
Namely, robust stabilization of the shaped plant in the presence of stable perturba
tions on its normalized coprime factors; this phase has several sub-steps as follow.
3Figure 4.7 depicts a schematic representation of augmenting a nominal plant in loop-shaping.
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4.2.2 Normalized coprime factorization robust loop-shaping controller synthesis
Consider the configuration in Figure 4.2 where G is an LTI plant, and Gs(s) = Ms *Na
is a normalized Lc.f. of Gs = Wi GW2.
The perturbed plant
^

G a cf

VI

V2

Figure 4.2: Coprime factor uncertainty
Recall that Gac/ is a family of perturbed plants previously defined as:

GAc/ = {(M + Asf) - 1(N + Asf): [Aff A*] € K H m

||[Aff A ^ U < e = 7 ’ 1}

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the robust stability of plants represented in the
normalized left coprime factor framework were given in Corollary 3.3. Minimizing the
Tioo norm of the transfer function from

0

factor perturbations

which will destabilize the closed loop. This

N

—> u y J maximizes the size of coprime

immediately gives a design objective in the normalized coprime framework; to design
a controller K that stabilizes the perturbed plant GAc/ for a given e where the opti
mal solution to the normalized Lc.f robust stabilization problem over all stabilizing
controllers is given by:
a) Calculate eT

inf
stafa.K

K

(/-G sK r'M j1

I

7

m in — emax

(4.3)

where the infimum is taken over all stabilizing controllers. For any controller K
stabilizing a system G, it can be proved that it achieves the same stability margin
emax for systems described by both left and right coprime factorization [GS90],

[ZDG96] (Corollary 18.8-p.485).
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b) Select e < emax (then 7 > 7min), and synthesize a stabilizing controller Koo which

II
1

(I —G aKoo)-1M s 1

I

rt\

Koo

IA

will stabilize the normalized Lc.f. of Gs with stability margin e and satisfy:

oo

For this purpose the designer can use a readily available command n c f syn in
the //-Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox, which requires as inputs only the shaped
plant and a specified factor percentage of the suboptimal controller achieving a
performance factor less than optimal4.
c) Obtain the actual controller K by augmenting

with pre-/post filters Wi and

W2 such that K = WiKooW2.
Remark 4.2 The problem of minimizing (Equation 4.3) is always well-posed, even in the case
when the nominal plant has poles on the imaginary axis.

4.2.2.1 Stability margin

The key variable in assessing the success of the Hoo LSDP is the parameter emoa: maximum (optimal) stability margin. It can be regarded as a multipurpose design
indicator of the success of the loop-shaping design procedure. It bridges stage 1 and
stage 2 of the Hoo LSDP. If emax is too small (7 min large); emax <

1

=>

7

min »

, this

1

indicates incompatibility between the specified loop shape (conceived as desired loop
shape), nominal plant phase and thus closed loop robust stability requirements. That
is, emax is not only an indicator of the success of the synthesis procedure in meeting
the specifications reflected via the loop shapes, but is also a measure of robust sta
bility of the closed loop. Therefore as large as possible value of emax is desired, but
always emax < 1. If e <C 1 this indicates violation on both performance and robustness
requirements and leads to an unsuccessful loop-shaping design.
High stability margin is generally thought as emax > 0.25 and will guarantee that
the actual loop-shapes at the plant output L0 = GWiKooW2, and at the plant input
Li = WiKooW2G do not change significantly after the controller is augmented with
the plant.
4Factor= 1 implies that an optimal controller is required; 1 <factor< 2 implies that a suboptimal controller is
needed.
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Practical experience in using Hoo LSDP in [MG90], [HG93], [SP96], [SWP+01] and
[PPT+05] shows that a value of emax in the range 0.25 < €max < 0.4, or 7min < 4, is
desirable and usually leads to a successful design.
Since the robust stabilization problem requires minimization of Equation 4.3, it can be
observed that when the norm is small the stability margin is large (good), and when
the norm is large the stability margin is small (bad).
Remark 4.3 In fact we can tighten the bound on 7 and consequently on e =

because it

has been shown in [VinOO] that for most of the plants G it is impossible to stabilize the set of
perturbed plants G&ArnultiCf if 7 < y/2, therefore it will be assumed that 7 > \/2. Later in the
thesis, through applications, it will become obvious that \ / 2 <

7

<

4

= ^ e < 0 .7.

Stability margin tmax has an alternative notational representation as in Definition 4.1.
Definition 4.1
-1

K

(.I - G K )-1 [ G I

I

}GJK ::
0

, i f [ G ,K

is stable;

(4.5)

otherwise.

,

where G is the nominal plant, and K is the controller, also sup 6q v = ^v(G).
stab.K

If the interconnection [G,K] is stable,

^ also represents the smallest distance be

tween the frequency responses of G and K. This is measured by a function p as a
pointwise version of 6q

and defined as follows:

Definition 4.2 ( [VinOO] p.68) For given G e Cqxp and K £ Cpxq we can define

p{G ,K ) := l / S [

V

K

(I - G K )-1 f G

I

L

1

'

A few algebraic manipulations combined with Equation 4.5 lead to:
bG K := ™^P(G0’a')>K0'w))-

There is a frequency domain interpretation of an upper bound on ^ ( G ) which facil
itates a relationship between the nominal plant G and the optimal stability margin to
be established. This is shown in the following proposition:
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Proposition 4.1 [GS90]
M G ) ;=

o

M
Qq =

denotes normalized right graph symbol for G.

N

Given a minimal state-space realization (A, B ,C ,D ) of G, it has been shown that the
lowest achievable value of 7 , denoted by 7 min gives the optimal solution of the nor
malized l.c.f robust stabilization problem (Equation 4.3).
The solution for the optimal stability margin emax is generally iterative [VK86], but
if the coprime factors of the shaped plant Gs are normalized, it has been shown in
[GM89] that a noniterative solution is, indeed, possible through an elegant formula
given by:

7

min ~ trnax ~ ( 1 + P i ^ X ) ) 1^2 — ( 1

where emax > 0;
N M 1
-

H

N M
<

H

N M

H

r

1' 2

denotes the Hankel norm of

=

(1

- \m a z (P Q )r 1/2 (4.7)

N M

and satisfies

; p denotes the spectral radius (magnitude of the maximum sin

1

gular value) p {Z X ) = \ \ max(Z X )\ < 7 ; P and Q are controllability and observability
grammians respectively. X > 0, Z > 0 are unique positive semi-definite stabilizing
solutions correspondingly to the Generalized Control Algebraic Riccati Equation:

(A - B S~ 1D*C)*X + X (A - B S - XD*C) - X B S ~ 1B *X + C 'R r 'C =

0

(4.8)

(A - BD*R~l C )Z + Z(A - B D 'R -'C )* - Z C 'R ^ C Z + B S ^ B * = 0

(4.9)

and to the Generalized Filter Algebraic Riccati Equation:

where R := I + D D *, S := I + D*D and by inspection R -1 = I — D S~l D* and
S~l = I - D *R rl D.

The “central” controller in [MG90] which guarantees a solution of Equation 4.3 for a
specified 7 > 7 min has the following state space form:

K =:

A + BF + y l^ Q 'r 'Z C 'iC + DF)
B 'X

7

^ n(Q*)-1ZC*
- D*

'

(4.10)
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where F = - S ~ l {D*C + B*X) and Q = (1 - ^ J I +
These formulas simplify for the case where the plant is strictly proper, i.e. D — 0.
The robust stabilization problem can also be solved by having it reduced to a Nehari
extension problem. This approach was explored by [GM89] with the aim to find the
largest class of perturbations such that G a c/ will remain stable.
In the same article of [GM89] it was also concluded that the coprime factors of the
controller can be directly generated from the normalized coprime factors of the plant
— *

-N
_„
M

by obtaining the Nehari extension of the matrix transfer function

Thus Hoo optimal controllers for the robust stabilization problem taken over all sta
bilizing controllers could, then, be described by K = UV -1 where U, V G 'RHoo are
right coprime factors and satisfy
-N

+

■
—'*

M

U
V

N M

<

1

(4.11)

H

The normalized l.c.f (r.c.f) robust stabilization problem (RSP) is a rigorous approach
to robust controller design, however, the trade-off is that robust performance objec
tives can not be included directly, and only guarantees for robust stability are pro
vided [VK86], [Vid88]. Therefore, in practice, designing control systems using only
normalized l.c.f. (r.c.f) will not be sufficient to meet closed loop performance objec
tives. However, this is not a concern in the context of Hoo LSDP as the loop-shaping
stage of the procedure does give the designer the freedom to specify and incorporate
performance objectives.
The so-called normalized coprime factor robust stabilization problem in Equation 4.3
is a two-block Hoo norm minimization problem.
Recalling that the Hoo norm is an invariant under right multiplication by a co-inner
function

=

M, N,

1

after a few but straightforward mathematical manipu

lations an equivalent to Equation 4.3 but four-block problem can be obtained. It takes
the following form (Gs is replaced by G without loss of generality):
K

(I - GK) -1 [ G / '

I

Then it can be easily proved that:

< 7

,-i

(4.12)
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K

(I —GK) -1 [ G / ]

G
I

I

GSiK GSi
S iK

Si

KS0G KSo
S0G

< e-l

(4.13)

S0

It can be seen that the stability margin provides a bound on the gain of eight closed
loop transfer functions between inputs and outputs in the feedback loop depicted in
Figure 3.1. This way it allows the design engineer to balance robustness and perfor
mance design indicators at various input and output points of the feedback system.
This follows from Proposition 3.5 in [VinOO], which states that

Tr

[ ti>i

(4.14)
U>2

•[«

y

[ Vi v2 ] - [ U y ]

Remark 4.4 This is in contrast to other 2 block Hoo optimization control system design proce
dures like “m ix e d ’ sensitivity S/KS, SIT or even SIKGS. In all of these problem formulations,
bounds, only on the transfer functions within the closed loop design objectives are given. This
leaves the 'door open' for bounds on other transfer functions (also of interest but left out
side due to the structure of the

2

block problem) to be arbitrarily undesirable due to pole/zero

cancellations in the closed loop transfer functions as described in [SG90].

Remark 4.5 The robust stabilization in Hoo LSDP, in contrast to other standard Hoo design
techniques, is done without frequency weighting. An alternative Hoo formulation for the
problem of minimizing Hoo frequency weighted gain from the disturbances on the plant input
and output to the controller output and input is presented in [MG92].

4.2.2.2 Bounds on the normalized coprime factors

Earlier in this chapter we have emphasised that the asymptotic stability property of
coprime factors provides guarantees on normalized or non-normalized coprime factors

to be bounded. The following are expressions for the explicit upper bounds of the
coprime factors.
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and
(4.16)

a (N a) = a (N s)

*(M.)

( l + cf2(W2G W i))

-

1

(4.17)

and
(4.18)
At frequencies of high loop gain (low frequencies) we have
<?(Ns) = <t(Ns) ~ 1
whereas at frequencies of low loop gain (high frequencies) we have
a(Ma) = <f(Ma) ~ 1.
Where Ns and Ma are normalized coprime factors of the shaped plant G s = Ms XNS
~

•—

—*

and satisfy N SN S + MSMS = I
At frequencies where Ma is small that indicates a pole of the shaped plant near the
imaginary axis [MG90].
It is intuitive to conclude that <f(Na) and <r(Ms) are only directly dependent on the
nominal plant G and the loop-shaping functions Wi and W2.
In the loop-shaping design procedure, the open-loop-shaping transfer function ma
trices Wi, W2 modify the dynamics of the system for which a controller is going to
be designed. As we will see later, they are the only tools not only in Hoo LSDP but
also in the Hoo 11stacked’ problem formulation that can be directly manipulated by the
designer to affect indirectly (directly) the behaviour of the closed loop transfer func
tions, and thus to emphasise and facilitate trade-offs of performance with robustness.
Therefore it can confidently be said that good engineering practice and appropriate
selection of the structure of the weighting functions is key to a successful design.
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4 .3

W e ig h tin g fu n c tio n s in H o o L o o p -s h a p in g

In earlier chapters we have underlined the benefits of performing design in the fre
quency domain where performance measures such as: control bandwidth (ljb or u bt )
5- determined by the choice of the crossover frequency (cjc); the trade off between the
degradation in the desired loop shape and stability margins (indicated by &op<(G)) can
be appropriately captured through the dynamics of the weighting functions. The use
of weights or linear multipliers [GL95] is a common practice in control system design
(optimization), particularly in infinity norm optimization. The weights are frequency
dependent and in general can be viewed as augmenting the dynamics of the plant.
Dynamic weights allow the designer not only to capture frequency dependent char
acteristics of signals or systems, but also to establish bounds on the size of the various
closed loop transfer functions which determine performance and robustness. For ex
ample, if a given closed/open loop transfer function
system (like T or K S ) where (for every u) a(Q(juj)) <
stant or dynamic weight satisfying

||W Q ||o o

Q

is known to be a low pass

£ ( W - 1(ja ;)),

then W

-1

is a con

< 1 and capturing this information in a

compact way.
It is very common in practical applications that the plant's frequency response does
not possess the “s/iape” that will capture good closed loop performance or robust sta
bility requirements or both. This necessitates the plant's singular values, as functions
of frequency, to be reshaped and brought to comply with the design objectives at low
and high frequencies. In the Hoo loop-shaping framework, this can be achieved by
pre-multiplying the nominal plant G with a pre-filter W i to alter and remedy the low
frequency associated characteristics (e.g. disturbance rejection, command tracking),
and then post-multiplying the augmented system G W j with W 2 to modify properties
at high frequencies (e.g. noise mitigation or rejection, and robustness to unmodelled
dynamics). It is usually Wi that accommodates the elements which modify the dy
namics of the plant;
W 2G W 1

W 2

is often a constant matrix. Finally, it is the shaped plant

that is optimally robustly stabilized and not the plant G .

The lack of a unifying theory and a universal algorithm for weight selection in H 00 control
is understandable. Every dynamical system will embed different characteristics and
hence so will the dynamical weights. Therefore, for years, weights have been con5Although there are different interpretations of the bandwidth in [SP96] and [Oga02] we will use
defined with respect to the sensitivity transfer function.

ujb

which is
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structed for every specific problem at hand based on rules of “thumb” and some well
established guidelines [SP96], [Hyd95]. These guidelines simply reflect on perfor
mance and robustness design tradeoffs (outlined in section 3.2.1).
The selection of weights evolves as a multi objective procedure and thus has several
objectives. Weights are designed to address performance (via
robustness (via W

i , W 2)

W i)

in the system, for

and for feasibility [VinOO].

Therefore a procedure for weight design must reflect on all these trade-offs. It is not
trivial to unify all these in a single criterion. Insight on justification of the complexity
of trade off between frequency objectives can be gained from section 3.2.1.
It must be bom in mind that the construction of weighting functions in Hoo loopshaping and in Hoo “m ixed ’ ( “stacked')- sensitivity are distinct from one another.
In the following section we will present a brief summary of the advantages and disad
vantages of diagonal (or structured) weighting functions within the Hoo LSDP context
followed by an overview of the existing algorithm for designing non-diagonal (or un
structured) pre/post- filters proposed in [PG97]. A presentation of a modified- LMI
optimized algorithm for the unstructured weight design developed in [LanOl] will be
briefly mentioned.
4.3.1 Diagonal (structured) weights
A square transfer function matrix W) e KHoo , (j = 1,2), is called diagonal, if all
non-diagonal entries of the matrix are zero.
Weights with diagonal structure have been used extensively in Hoo sub/optimal con
trol as tools to modify the frequency response magnitude shape of various closed loop
transfer functions (S, T, KS) [Kwa93], [WH90]. The transparency (of shaping singu
lar values) and ease that diagonal weights provide in shaping a closed loop transfer
function's singular values have also put them forward as a favourable candidate in
shaping the nominal plant's singular values in the Hoo loop-shaping controller design
procedure.
Over the years their usefulness in Hoo LSDP has been illustrated by the extensive
number of applications in a wide range of (mostly) engineering disciplines that they
have been used in.
Intrinsic to many complex dynamical systems characteristics such as severe inter
channel cross-coupling, ill-conditioning, and directionality (distinctive to MIMO sys
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tems) are some of those factors that would challenge even the experienced designer
in arriving to relatively good shapes by using diagonally structured weights. This
leaves the possibility that some of the performance and robustness requirements in
the design are likely to be compromised. Nonetheless, in the absence of some of those
characteristics, within the context of Hoo loop-shaping, diagonal structured weights
continue to remain popular as the first choice of weight. They are simple to construct,
easy to time by hand, straightforward to interpolate in gain scheduling and trans
parent in the way each diagonal element in the weight scales only the corresponding
diagonal element in the nominal/shaped plant.

4.3.2

N on-D iagonal (unstructured) w eights

A transfer function matrix W, e TZHoo 0 = 1,2) is called non-diagonal if it has non
zero non-diagonal elements. A sparse matrix can accommodate non-diagonal ele
ments which are zero [HJ85], and it is considered non-diagonal.
In relatively high order plants with complex aerodynamic and mechanical structures
exhibiting high levels of cross-coupling (between control input and measurement out
put channels), high condition numbers (different gains in different directions at the
same frequency) the designer can easily lose insight into how each diagonal element
in the weights affects the singular values of the scaled nominal plant. In this way, the
design problem becomes very difficult. The task of choosing diagonal (structured)
weights, unless posed as an optimization problem, is an iterative, time consuming
process, that can be quite onerous if done in an ad-hoc manner. In order to surmount
the difficulty posed by the system's high condition number, and in line with this, to
establish more “authority ” in shaping the singular values of the open loop plant, Papageorgiou in [PG97] proposed a systematic procedure to facilitate the construction
of non-diagonal (or unstructured weights) in the Hoo LSDP context. Their work was
demonstrated on the design of a 1 Dof controller for a 4 state 2 x 2 sized plant. Ear
lier, a relatively simplified version of this procedure was reported in [PGH97]. Later
in [PG02] the procedure was extended to the design of a 2 Dof controller with robust
performance guarantees. The roots of this idea, however, can be found in the Reverse
Normalization Framework (RNF) for controller design in [HM81].
A few years later Lanzon [LanOl] combined steps of the procedure presented in [PG97]
with the steps of standard Hoo loop-shaping design procedure to formulate an opti-
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mization problem in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMI) to maximize the robust
stability margin over the loop-shaping weights and associated constraints. Consider
ing time domain performance specifications, robust performance and robust stability
regions (at low and high frequencies) have been created by setting constraints on
<r(Ga), <t(WO, <t(W2); k(W x) and k(W 2).

4.4 Algorithms for weight construction
4.4.1 Algorithm of Papageorgiou
This particular algorithm constitutes our main tool for designing non-diagonal weights,
It will therefore be considered in more detail in the course of its review. In alignment
with the principles of classical loop-shaping the first step a designer will take is to
inspect the singular values of the nominal plant G and to estimate the loop shape that
will capture the performance and robustness requirements.
The so called “desired ’ loop shape can be achieved by augmenting the dynamics of
the nominal plant with frequency dependent weighting functions. This is performed
after careful inspection of the singular values of the nominal plant G depicted in Fig
ure 4.3.
Original Plant Reduced Plant

a

10'4

"'

10

Figure 4.3:

Frequency (rad/sec)

Shapes of actual (32 state) and reduced order (14 states) plant's singular values;

(continuous line-actual), (dashed line- reduced)

Figure 4.3 depicts with continuous line the singular values of the original helicopter
plant G, and with dashed line the reduced order plant's singular values as function
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of frequency. The structure of the weighting transfer functions Wi and (if necessary
W2) that will weight elements, 0 *(G) of G G TZCqo needs to be decided. Augmen
tation with both will result in ^(W 2)cri(G)cri(Wi). Here the z-th singular value of
the desired loop shape, E f5®, is approximately crJ(W2)cri(G)ai(Wi) where (i ^ j ) for
non-square systems. The set of “desired? loop shapes encloses all the loop shapes
(which may be infinite) that will meet the robustness and performance requirements
dictated by the plant's intrinsic constraints, by the operational environment and by
design objectives. In effect the designer has chosen a diagonal transfer function ma
trix W = diag(w i,...,w m) that augments the singular values of the nominal plant
diag(<Ti, . . . , crm) to give the “desired? loop-shape. A careful thought should be spent

on the fact that the singular values of the nominal plant may not be arranged in de
creasing order at all frequencies.
Wj and Wg must be chosen such that the shaped plant (Ga) contains no unstable
hidden modes, i.e. the shaped plant (Gs) is state stabilisable and state detectable;
conditions that will ensure internal stability of the closed loop system. This leaves
open the possibility of unstable and/or non-minimum phase weights. The use of
unstable and non-proper weights in the Hoo design framework has been studied
in [Mei95], [PTG90]. In the proposed algorithm Wi>2d G TIHoo , with the possible ex
ception of integrators, the weighting functions are stable, minimum phase, and units
in 'RfHoo . Pole-zero cancellations between the nominal plant and the weights in the
LHP do not affect internal stability but can lead to poor robust performance [SG90].
Procedure Requirements:

Assume that the nominal plant model G with n inputs and m outputs is linear time
invariant (LIT), G G IZCoo and has a minimal state space realization A, B, C, D.
The Design Procedure:

Given structured diagonal weights Wf and W2, the following procedure enables the
designer to select non-diagonal weights WJd,

that are stable and minimum phase,

such that ^(W^GWfWf) - ^(G ^cj^W f) for all i = 1, . . . , r; r = rank( G).
The design procedure in [PG97] is outlined below for completeness and is comple
mented with some additional comments gathered from the author's own experience
of using it:
1

a) Select a frequency range of interest [07, ujh] that contains the dynamics of G around
the tentative closed loop bandwidths. Although the range can be problem de-
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pendent, experience has shown that the range

0.01

rad/sec to

100

rad/sec is

usually sufficient to capture the salient dynamic characteristics of the system
plant.
b) Grid the range sufficiently densely. At each frequency u of the selected grid fre
quency range perform a singular value decomposition SVD of G (ju):
G (ju) = uU u>)v(j«j)vvu>y,

such that the ordering of the singular values in E(ju/) is uniform across the fre
quency range considered. By uniform it is meant that each singular value as a
function of frequency varies continuously with frequency.
The /^-Toolbox command vsvd [BDG+98] arranges the singular values in decreas
ing order at each frequency and as such can not be used directly. However, it can
easily be modified to guarantee uniform ordering of the singular values over the
frequency range of interest. We have seen in Chapter 2 that in SVD the left (U)
and the right (V) singular vector matrices are not unique, hence they vary discontinuously with frequency.
However, ensuring the uniform ordering of the singular values when combined
with careful selection, frequency by frequency, of the all-pass factors [HJ85] (Lemma
7.3.1) up to which (U and/or,V) is unique, also ensures that elements UUk and
respectively of U and V, vary continuously across the pre-defined frequency
range of interest [ui, u>h\ • By continuous variation we mean continuous when the
grid is infinitely dense. Continuous variation of an element of V is shown in
Figure 4.4.
2. If G(juj) has distinct singular values then V is determined up to a right diagonal
all pass factor. 4> = ej9iI where i = 1,..., r with all 0* G M.
Solve the second norm minimization:

aT i = a r 9

||a ||= l

where its analytical solution is

~

tW+i,<a ll2

(4-19)

= —£(v*ktivUk+ui) at each pair of grid fre

quencies (ojk,<jJk+i) where vUkii denotes the z-th column of V(jcuk). Then postmultiplying V(jujk+i) by the all pass factor
uous variation of the elements of V.

guarantees contin
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Figure 4.4: Continuous variation of an element of V

However, at frequencies of repeated singular values, ensuring the continuous
variation of the elements of U and V is not possible since at these frequencies
there are multiple vectors which can be used as perfectly valid singular vectors.
After determining the all-pass factors that make the singular vectors in UUk and
VUk piecewise continuous [LanOl] high order transfer function matrices U(s) and

V(s) are found by arranging ujk and vjk.
3. Fit a transfer function to each of the elements Vjk(ju ) of V, where j = 1,. . . , m and
k — 1, . . . , n, without restricting the transfer functions to be stable and minimum

phase. Experience with fitting stable and minimum phase transfer functions will
be revealed in Chapter 5. Create a transfer function matrix from all the elements
i)jk and denote the resulting matrix by V. Note that V may be unstable. The

designer is essentially inverting the right singular vector matrix V of the plant,
but this inverting should not lead to poor robustness [PG97]. The better the fit,
the closer V*V will be to identity. The infinity norm of the difference between
V and V can be used as a measure of the success of the fit, \\V —V ^ < S. The

smaller 5 is, the better the fit will be.
It can be fairly easily shown that for a perfect fit the ratio

= 1; or

= 1.

The designer must be aware that a highly accurate fit, however, may result in
a high order of V. Figure 4.5 is a Bode plot of the product V*V and serves as
an illustrative example of the success of the fit; it would have been preferred to
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have singular values aligned. Misaligned singular values in the Log Magnitude
plot in Figure 4.5 indicate that the fit has not been perfect; a perfect fit may be
possible if high order fitting is performed on the elements of the singular vector
matrix.

O 10'

Frequency (radians/sec)
V* Vhat

1(f2

10'1

10°

101

102

Frequency (radians/sec)

Figure 4.5: Frequency response of alignment product: V* • V
In most industrial systems a high order fit of V w ill become inevitable. Therefore
the designer will inevitably face the cumbersome task of selecting the most suit
able model reduction algorithm to ensure the minimum impact on the structure
of V. After all, it is the structure of V that will matter in the design.
Two ways can be followed to reduce the order of V :

a) Element by element vjk model order reduction, or

b) Direct reduction of the V
4. Construct a diagonal transfer function matrix T = diag( 7 1 1 , 7 2 2 , ■■•, Inn)
(or II = diag(7rn , 7t22 , •. . , 7rmm)) the elements of which correspondingly empha
size the desired conditioning and the singular values of

and (WJd). This

allows the designer to specify closed loop performance at the input and output
of the plant respectively.
5. Check if ai(Gl'T) ss 0 *7 *; the transfer function V T does not need to be stable and
minimum phase, as the co-spectral factorisation of VT(VT)*“ produces stable co-
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spectral factors VT(VT)~ = W f(W ?d)~ where W f denotes the co-spectral factor,
and is unit (W f, W ^”1 e

), then <r,(GWf) = <Xj(GVT) ~ oat- The closer

the fit of V to V the more decoupled will be the product V*VV which allows di
rect manipulation of singular values <7i(G) through the singular values of <7i(r).
6

. If the roll off at high frequency is insufficient and it is not possible to desirably al
ter high frequency dynamics through a diagonal post-filter W2, a non-diagonal
may need to be designed. To design WJd, go through steps 1 and 2 for the
transfer matrix G W f, perform a fit to the left singular vector matrix elements
ujk(j(jj) where j = 1,..., m and k = 1,..., m of U. Then perform step 4, this time

using spectral factorization to obtain the post-filter WJd. In complex systems, a
construction of a non-diagonal post-filter is highly unlikely due to its contribu
tion to the inflation of the total number of states of the shaped plant. This would
make practical realisation of the controller infeasible.
7. After augmenting the diagonal weight Wf with the constructed non-diagonal weight
WJd the pre-filter Wi takes the form Wi = WjWJd, where the post-filter takes the
form W^Wd.
Augmented with diagonal and non-diagonal weights, the shaped plant will become
Gs = W ^W ^GW fwf.
The co/spectral factorizations in steps 5 and 6 can be obtained using formulae stated
in [Fra87]. These standard formulae, however, do not allow poles and zeros on the
imaginary axis. The presence of imaginary axis poles and/or zeros either in the
nominal plant or any of the weighting functions will lead to numerical complica
tions. In order to circumvent this numerical difficulty it was initially assumed that
G, G-1 G T^Xqo . It is common for the pre-filter Wi to contain integrators to increase
low frequency gain and enhance performance. If all channels have integrators then
they can be factored out of Wj, Wd and absorbed into W i, W2 once

and

have

been computed. If integrators are not placed in all channels then it is suggested that
before performing the co/spectral factorization each integrator be approximated by a
constant at frequencies lower than the dynamics of the nominal plant. Alternatively,
the designer can use more elaborate but computationally demanding spectral factor
ization methods via Hermitian pencils [CG89] but allow for the presence of imaginary
axis poles and zeros in G and Wd. The design algorithm can be successfully applied to
systems that exhibit strong directionality properties, i.e. with high condition number
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However, it is not known whether there are any pole/zero cancellations between the
weights Wi, W2 and the nominal plant G in the LHP which can lead to poor robust
performance.

4.4.2 Algorithm of Lanzon
This section is a summary of a sub-optimal iterative algorithm proposed in [LanOl]
for the design of unstructured weights W”d,

such that bopt(Ga) is maximized

(7

minimized) within the context of Hoo loop-shaping. Inputs to the algorithm are:
1. Appropriately scaled nominal plant G s.
2. Frequency functions smin(ju ) and SmaxQu) that define the boundaries for the
low frequency performance and high frequency robustness regions, and thus
confines the principle gains of the singular values of G s.
3. \wmax(i) I and IWmm(i) I>that delimit the allowable region for the singular values of
the loop-shaping weight W i(juj),(i = 1,2). These can be constant or dynamic.
4. ki(juj) that bounds the condition number of the loop-shaping weights
W,(;a;),(i = l , 2).
The algorithm aims to:

minimize

7

such that
1. (Ga, Koo) interconnection is internally stable for W i, W ^1 e RHoo ,W2, W 2 1 G

RHoo .
2.

K00
— Tj

I

3

. |Smin0 ’w) I < ° i (Gs

T ^ Tmiri'

) < Ismax (ju ) \ for every i and u .

4. \wminii){ju)\ < cri(Wi(ja;)) < \wmax{i)(juj)\ and |^mm(2)0 ‘^)| < ^(W 2(jo;)) <
\wmax(2)(jw) I for every i and u.
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5. /c(Wi(jcj)) < \ki(juj)\ and «(W2(jo;)) < \k2 (juj)\
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for every u j .

where smin, Smax, «W(*), Wmax(i) and ki (i=l, 2) are SISO transfer functions that are
sensibly selected by the design engineer to reflect the desired specifications.
After some cumbersome algebraic manipulations [LanOl] the optimization problem
can be brought into a form of a quasi-convex generalized eigenvalue minimization prob
lem, which can be effectively solved using the relevant solver provided in [GNLC95].
The objective of the algorithm is to maximize the robust stability margin emax in the
presence of constraints on various static/dynamic variable structures. The maximiza
tion of the robust stability margin in this algorithm results in aligning the shaped
plant's singular values at crossover frequency. Aligning of the singular values of the
shaped plant is not a frequently encountered phenomenon. While this may prove
effective in improving the time response in some, amongst all, controlled channels;
on the other side, this forceful bring-together of the principal gains may have an ad
verse impact on the response characteristics of some other controlled channels. From
a realistic and industrial point of view, rarely do time domain specifications translate
into exactly the same (for all channels) objectives in the frequency domain. Particu
larly careful assessment must be conducted prior to any decision to align the singular
values of an ill-conditioned plant.
The alignment resulting from the application of the LMI optimization algorithm can
be avoided by removing the bounds imposed on

\ujm a x( i ) \,

|ow (i) | and kfjcu) ,2 = 1, 2 .

This relaxes the design optimization constraints. However, the absence of a constraint
on the condition number in the algorithm may lead to weighting function(s) with high
condition number(s). This would result from an attempt to rectify the ill-conditioning
of the plant. The use of ill-conditioned weights for ill-conditioned plants, due to per
formance concerns, is not advised. A result would be increased control actuator ac
tivity, which can lead to actuator saturation problems and even loss of stability.
The algorithm is an ascent algorithm, that is, the value €max(i) is monotonically non
decreasing with every increment (z) in the iteration, and at each iteration (z) the recip
rocal of the square root of the minimum cost satisfies j u 2 > emax(i —1) for every
uj .

The problem is not simultaneously convex in all variables and, convergence to

a global maximum cannot be guaranteed; however, monotonicity properties can be
ensured [LanOl]. Therefore the generalized eigenvalue optimization problem is caste
in the form of an iterative algorithm. This approach provides insight into how non
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diagonal weights can be constructed using LMI optimization in the frequency do
main.
The algorithm presented in [LanOl] can be suitably manipulated by the designer to
wards use of diagonal weighting functions as well.
Remark 4.6 Both of the algorithms enable the designer to get a feel for the achievable perfor
mance, and determine whether diagonal weights would be sufficient. The algorithm in [PG97]
still requires a significant manipulation of the singular values mainly through the transfer
function matrix T (and/or II) which reflects on the relative conditioning and singular values
of the weight(s). In complex plants shaping the singular values and attaining a “desired ”
shape will still be challenging.
A distinctive feature of the algorithm in [LanOl] is that it reduces drastically the amount of
engineering “labour” to be spent by the designer on the iterations of the weights in success
fully arriving at desired weighting functions. It is assumed that the designer is acquainted
with the basic principles of loop-shaping and possesses sufficient information about the plant
to provide sensible bounds on the design parameters (1, 2, 3, 4) stated earlier as inputs to
the algorithm. The algorithm presented in [LanOl] substitutes the designer effort with com
putationally expensive LMI manipulations, often arising from the complexity of the plant.
This computational demand emerges as a threat to the practical feasibility of the problem and
synthesized controller.

Remark 4.7 Since both of the weight design algorithms are frequency based, a crucial stage
is to ensure that the order of the singular values is uniform across frequency [PG97]. That is,
the ordering of the singular values at each frequency and at zero DC gain is the same. This
will consequently ensure the correct ordering of the singular vectors in UUk and VUk in the
frequency range of interest.

Remark 4.8 The designer should note that both algorithms generate weighting functions
which are units in Hoo ■ Therefore, any integral element must be accommodated in the di
agonal weight Wf a-priori to produce W ^ . The second iterative algorithm requires an initial
controller

(as a starting point) such that the interconnection (G3,K aQ) is internally stable.

The first conclusion provides an intuitive and plausible justification to application of the algo
rithm on the shaped plant rather than on the nominal plant. This is simply because high gain
of the frequency response at low frequencies can hardly be ensured without a (near or pure)
integral element, and if it can, this will be possible only with insertion of high gain in the loop
which is limited by actuator bandwidth.
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4.5.1 Weighting functions and the achievable open loop shape
It was shown in [MG92] that a suboptimal controller Kqq that satisfies Equation 4.4
and achieves a stability margin e < emax will change the specified (“desired”) loop
shape of Gs. However, providing that e is sufficiently large, the deterioration in the
loop shape at the plant input and plant output at low frequencies ((0, 0;*]) is limited
by:

2(1*) =

2

2

(KG) = ffC W ^W jG ) > g(^

(L0) = 2 (GK) =

2

(^

(Koo)

(4-20)

(GW1KcoW2) > g(W 2 f c ^ 2))g(K°°)

(4-21)

and at high frequencies ([o^, oo)) by:

H{U) = <j(KG) = 5(W 1K00W2G) < <T(W2 f c ^ i)/ K°°)

(4-22)

W(L0) = ?(GK) = iffG W .I^W j) < <T(W2 f c ^ 2)/ K°°)

(4-23)

For example, inequalities 4.20 and 4.21 indicate that inclusion of Koo to form the actual
loop shape will result in a decrease in loop gain at frequencies of high loop gain (low
frequencies).
The above arguments follow from two observations: firstly, that for square plants
G, Zf(Koo) (and a (Koo)) are explicitly bounded by functions of 7 , a(Gs), (and £(G5))
[ZDG96] [p.490 and p.492], and secondly that the designer can reduce the amount of
change through the weighting functions.

4.5.1.1 Behaviour of the standard closed loop objectives

Theorem 4.3 [MG92]
Let G be the nominal plant and let K = WiKoo W 2 be the associated controller obtained from
the loop-shaping design procedure. Then if
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(4.24)

We have

W{KS0) = cr(K(/ - GK)

) < 'ya(M3)a (W 1)a(W 2)

(4.25)

<r(S0) = a ((I - G K )-1) < mm{'ya(Ms)k(W 2), 1 + j v ( N s)k(W 2)}

(4.26)

<?&) = <f((J - K G )-1) < min{7 ^(M-)A;(Wi)>1 + ^(AT.) *(Wi)}

(4.27)

a(T0) = <f((J - G K )-1(GK)) < min{7 <j(Ns)A;(W1), 1 + 7 cr(M,)A;(Wi)}

(4.28)

a ((I —GK)

G) <

7<t (Ns)
£(W i )£(W 2)

a(Ti) = a(KG(I - KG)"1) < min{7 <7(Ns)k(W 2) , 1 + 7 a(M 5)A:(W2)}

(4.29)

(4.30)

w/zere 7 = c”1, (NS,M S), respectively, (NS,M S), is a normalized l. cf, respectively, r.c.f., of
Gs = W2GWi, and &(•) =

denotes the frequency-dependent condition number of a

given transfer function.

Careful attention to inequalities in Theorem 4.3 once again confirms that, it is through
appropriate selection of weighting functions, that a designer can attain the design
objectives.
Selection of Wi and W2 allows the designer to manipulate directly /c(Wi), «(W2), and
indirectly l = e 1, <t(Ns) = cr(Ns) and cr(Ms) = cr(Ms) which are bounded.
Tighter bounds on the sensitivity and co-sensitivity operators were derived in [VinOO],
but these can be conservative.
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4.6 Control system design
4.6.1 Translation of time domain specifications into the frequency doxhain
Translation of the time domain performance requirements (specifications) into fre
quency domain specifications, due to the nature of individual problems, is a non
trivial task and comprises the very first step of not only the Hoo loop-shaping proce
dure but of every frequency domain based design method. Interpretation and transla
tion of the time domain requirements relies mostly on engineering experience and in
tuition and rarely on referral to a written reference manual. Rotorcraft industries have
been fortunate to possess written reference manual [AnoOO] to establish and describe
in general language the link between time domain requirements, and their correspon
dence in the frequency domain. Time domain requirements usually expressed with
(rise time- tr, settling time- ts/ overshoot- Mp and steady-state -ess) can be reflected
on the open/(closed) loop shapes at low and high frequencies and at the cross-over
(bandwidth) frequencies, or they can be used directly as an integral part of the design
as in 2 Dof controller architecture.
While for 2nd order systems there are explicit formulae [FPEN02] relating time domain
specifications (£r, t8, Mp, ess) to frequency domain objectives, for (lower/higher) order
systems translations will be only approximate. Therefore, it may become necessary
to validate the feasibility of the design through extensive time domain simulations
and assess if the original objectives are met. If they are not, then the design process
(in the Hoo context) is repeated for slightly modified weights, therefore, altering the
frequency domain response magnitudes.

4.6.2 Common structures of weights in Hoo loop-shaping
We have seen that structures of weighting functions can vary with the complexity
of the problem in hand, as well as with personal preference and experience of the
designer with tools to construct such weighting functions. The following weighting
structures, however, are representative of those well established and frequently used
in practice. Wi is in the form of a simple Proportional Integral element
a, 0 ,6

6

R, In some cases 6

with

1 is used as a buffer to circumvent numerical diffi

culties in integration. For low frequency performance, in Wi, the designer can also
include phase-lead for reducing the roll off rates at crossover and phase-lag to increase
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the roll-off rates at high frequencies. In the case of a pure Proportional Integral struc
ture, the integrator in Wi is also used to ensure zero steady-state, good tracking of
attitude, disturbance rejection. The proportional element is used to reduce the phase
lag around cross-over introduced by the integrator and to increase robust stability.
This value is a trade-off between speed of response, authority on actuator usage and
robustness. The post-filter W2 has several possible structures. It is either chosen to be
a constant, to reflect the relative importance of the outputs aimed to be controlled; as
a selector of measurements being fed back to the controller- mostly in 2 Dof controller
architecture; or as a diagonal transfer matrix with low pass filters to desensitize the
system to high frequency measurement noise. Rarely can they accommodate lead-lag
filters to reduce the phase-lag at cross-over. Wi and W2 must be chosen such that
the shaped plant G a contains no unstable hidden modes, i.e the shaped plant is state
stabilizable and state detectable. This is required to ensure internal stability of the
closed loop system. Although Wi and W2 do not have to be necessarily diagonal,
having diagonal weights usually seems sufficient. An algorithm for construction of
unstructured weights has been proposed in [PG97] (and covered in section 4.4.1).

4.6.3 Procedure
After a preliminary inspection of the frequency response of the nominal plant, the
designer will be required to reshape the nominal plant's singular values by introduc
ing pre/post weighting functions. This is done in accordance with the requirements
imposed on the nominal plant; to acquire a desired frequency response shape that
will capture the nominal performance objectives (disturbance rejection, tracking, in
put/ output decoupling); and to reflect on the actuator authority, noise rejection and
(to some extent) robust stability properties of the control system design.
Prior to the weight selection in loop-shaping some preliminary steps may need to
be performed; for example, scaling, diagonalizing or decoupling of the system. A
particular emphasis must be given to scaling. Proper scaling (as outlined in [SP96],
p.5- p.6; [Hyd95], p.39) can make model analysis, controller design and even weight
selection easier.
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4.7 Controller architecture
This section will present, various degrees of freedom controller architectures that will
find use in the controller designs presented in Chapter 5.

4.7.1 One Degree-of-freedom controller
Figure 4.6 illustrates a 1 Dof Hoo loop-shaping controller architecture.
K

oo

Figure 4.6: Unity Feedback for Loop-shaping
An outline of the Hoo LSDP was given earlier (in Section 4.2), but more detailed pre
sentation can be found in several references but in particular in [MG90], [Hyd95]
and [SP96].
Design procedure:

1) The nominal plant G is augmented with pre and post (weighting functions) Wi
and W2 so that the weighted (“shapedP’) plant has the open loop shape which
will meet the specified closed loop performance/robustness objectives. These
will normally mean high gain at low frequency, roll-off rates of approximately
20 dB/dec (a slope of -1) at the desired bandwidth, and high frequency roll-off.
For example ensuring a cross-over roll-off close to 20 dB/dec corresponds to 90
degrees phase, which will ensure good phase margin. In practice, the maximum
rate of transition from low frequency to high frequency regions (also named as
roll-off rate) is 40 dB/dec, however 20 dB/dec is the preferable rate. Higher
roll-off rates, introduce second (or higher) order integrators, and improve the
disturbance rejection- and conditioning- at low frequency, however, this is at the
expense of increased phase lag, reduced phase margin, and increased oscillatory
behaviour of the (time) response.
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The selection of the weights is not straightforward, designers usually rely on
past experience and intuition provided by classical loop-shaping concepts. This
procedure involves some trial and error, there is not any systematic arid scientific
way yet of doing this. The designer may use the traditional manual design of
Wi, W2 or one of the methods available presented earlier in this chapter. In
[GPGC] an expert system was developed for selecting a pre-compensator Wi,
by translating time domain response requirements into the frequency domain.
Although the proposed procedure eases the process of weight selection, in fact
it still does not make the designer intervention void, and requires further tuning
by the designer.
A schematic representation of the shaped plant and the

controllers is shown

in Figure 4.7.
1

W2

Figure 4.7: Shaped Plant Gs in the Loop-shaping approach

2) To synthesize a robustly stabilizing Hoo LS controller (Koo) the design engineer
can use the command n c f s y n . min fi Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox. The final
controller K that will be implemented on the real system is constructed by com
bining the Hoo controller

with the pre/post-filters chosen in the first step of

LSDP. As a result, the final controller takes the form K = Wi KooW2, which is
schematically shown in the Figure 4.8. However, as we will see in Section 4.8 the
structure of the controller that will finally be implemented on the system will be
rather different.
The controller K = W2KooWi will take care of both nominal performance and
stability robustness. Although it can accommodate plants with more outputs
than inputs, it does not possess the architecture to facilitate fully the efficient use
of more measurements than those actively controlled ones. An advantageous
property that the 2 Dof controller architecture possesses.
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Figure 4.8: Final Controller

4.7.2 Two Degree-of-freedom controller
Although Hoo is a frequency domain based design method a specific (controller) ar
chitecture namely two Degree-of-freedom-(Dof) controller architecture allows time
domain specifications and frequency domain (robust) performance tracking to be suc
cessfully combined and integrated in the synthesis of a robustly stabilizing controller.
Improved performance for systems may be obtained by implementing a 2 Dof con
troller architecture. The research of [YBJ85] on the two Degree-of-Freedom parametrization theory initiated a stream of further research extending the use of 2 Dof
controller architectures in Hoo optimization. The design framework was successfully
employed in the design of Hoo loop-shaping controllers in [HHL91] with further in
vestigations carried out in [LKP93]. The most distinguished feature of this combined
controller design framework is that: in addition to robustness of stability, it also pro
vides guarantees of closed loop robust tracking performance with respect to an ideal
reference model Tre/. Figure 4.9 illustrates a 2 Dof controller architecture which inter
links several components; the model of the system (G) in its coprime factors for which
the controller is going to be designed; a reference (or ideal model) Tre/ which embeds
desired (ideal) time domain specifications, and a controller K which comprises two
controllers: Ki, for model matching, and K2 =

for robust stability requirements.

The 2 Dof Hoo controller K can be synthesized in two different ways: in one single
step, or in two separate steps [LKP93]. In this thesis all

2

Dof controllers are synthe

sised in a single step. The single step approach offers two distinct advantages among
many, when compared to the two step approach. The algorithm is easier to use and
the resulting controller is of lower order. The second advantage comes as a result
that both Ki and K2 controllers share the same state-space which, in the sub-optimal
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Tref

Figure 4.9: Two Degree-of-freedom design architecture
case, has the dimension of the generalized plant. No additional states are introduced
by the pre-filter Ki compensator. However, its robust stability and robust tracking
performance properties may not be as good as in the two step approach. The state es
timator part of the controller is a Kalman filter, because the Hoo filter Riccati equation
has a zero solution [HHL91]. The resulting controller K has a partitioned structure
K =

|^Ki

K2 j where K2 is the feedback controller designed to guarantee robust

stability and disturbance rejection specifications, while the pre-filter Ki compensator
is to meet performance specifications and, at the same time, to ensure that the robust
model matching inequality in Equation 4.31

||(7 - G.K 2) - 1G.K 1 - T ™ ,^ < 1P- 2

(4.31)

is satisfied. Here p is a positive scalar model matching parameter accommodated in
the input and output of the 2 Dof feedback configuration. Its value can be set by
the designer, usually in the range 1 < p < 3. It can be deduced from Equation 4.31
that higher values of p, hence smaller Tioo norms, will make Tr_*y approximate Tref
thus placing more emphasis on robust model matching. This, however, will be at the
expense of decreased robustness to uncertainties in the system and perturbations. Set
ting p = 0 reduces the 2 Dof problem to a 1 Degree-of-freedom controller architecturenormalized coprime factor robust stabilization problem.
Time domain specifications dictated on each channel can be diagonal and integrated
into the controller design procedure by the designer through a transfer function ma
trix Tref G VSHoo chosen to have the time response characteristics of the model that
would lead to desired design objectives. Tre f may, for example, include first or second
order lag transfer functions correspondingly defined as ^

and

2
6

E
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corresponds to undamped natural frequency,

0

< ( <

1
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is damping coefficient and

a, (3 e R. First order lag transfer functions are used when slower response is re
quired. The flexibility that allows time domain requirements to be integrated in the
design emerges as an additional (in this case second) degree-of-freedom in addition
to the the degree of freedom in the conventional (1 Dof) Hoo LSDP setup.
A 2 Dof controller architecture application does not necessarily need to make use of a
reference model. An alternative configuration that does not make use of a reference
model was presented in [IU00].
However, there is more in the 2 Dof controller architecture that really makes it favourable
to its 1 Dof counterpart. It does not only allow the designer to integrate time do
main requirements into the ideal model to be matched, but it also allows, by defin
ing suitable constant quadratic performance index, denoted by W0, to emphasise the
relative importance of the measurements. While the controller architecture allows
extra measurements to be effectively used in the synthesis of the controller K2, the
output selection matrix will utilize only those output measurements which are to be
controlled and included in the synthesis of the pre-filter Kx compensator. This ma
nipulation exploits the availability of extra measurements which is more frequently
encountered in industrial applications where the designer, for a variety of reasons,
may need to include in the controller synthesis only those outputs of interest to be
controlled. However it should be known that as the integral action can not be applied
to more channels than the number of inputs, zero steady-state error can not be guar
anteed in all loops. The approach of defining a performance index is also noted in the
control literature as soft control [GGSOO]. We will endeavour to cover more features
(points) of 2 Dof Hoo loop-shaping in the diagonal weight design procedure presented
in Chapter 5. For more in-depth discussions, design analysis and references on 2 Dof
controller architecture the reader is referred to [LKP93], [SP96], [GL95], [PG02].
Design procedure:

In the following we present an outline of the general 2 Dof one step controller design
procedure. Since it is built on Hoo loop-shaping ideas it should come as no surprise to
the reader that some of the steps are identical to the 1 Dof controller design procedure.
For a detailed account on the mathematics behind the procedure the reader can con
sult [LKP93] and for a more practical oriented exposition [HHL91] and [SP96].
The procedure includes the following steps:
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1) Shape the nominal plant frequency response by pre and post (if necessary) fil
ters, and obtain the shaped transfer function Gs = W2GWi = Ms 1NS. This is
done in line with the instructions in Section 4.7.1. When the loop-shaping con
troller is to be implemented in the observer form [VinOO], the weights should be
selected such that the bandwidth/(s) of Na is/(are not smaller than the band
width/(s) of Tref, because this will lead to poor robust performance. Make sure
the stability margin is sufficiently large, this will ensure that K2 =

will be

robustly stabilising.
Where 7 mm or emax is an indicator of robustness of the shaped plant to perturba
tions

and A ft £ TtTioo to the normalized coprime factors of the shaped plant

such that: || |

A#

00

< e. Here A ^ and A % can be considered as low and

high frequency perturbations to the output G^K^ and input KooGs loop transfer
matrices.
2) To enforce nominal and robust tracking requirements create an “ideal” reference
model Tre/ defined as a diagonal transfer matrix, diag(T^ , T™f , . . . , T™f ) to em
phasize good output decoupling. The ideal but realistic transfer function which
is usually formed of first

2

or second order lags s2 +2^ 2 + u 2 with a, f3, ujn, C € M

and the speed of the response defined by tr = ^ for second order systems must
not be too fast; an unrealistic speed of response will lead to excessive control sig
nals and actuator activity, which will at some stage lead to poor robust stability.
3) Obtain an Hoo loop-shaping controller

and choose its position (see next sec

tion for details). If necessary, reduce the order of the controller, and design a
command pre-filter.
4) Select a scaling matrix WQin view of variables to be controlled.
5) Select an appropriate scaling factor p (from the practical sensible range 1 < P <
3). The scaling is performed through the stability margin (e-1 =

7

) Equation

4.31. An alternative scaling, which may prove useful in some applications, can
be performed through the time domain reference model Trej [HHL91] 6.
6

) Synthesise a sub-optimal controller K using the one step design. A Mat la b ®
source code to synthesise a 2 Dof Hoo controller can be found in [SP96] [p.389].

7) Partition the resulting controller K into Ki and K2 such that K = [ K2 K2 ].
In this thesis scaling will be performed on the frequency domain.
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If necessary reduce the order of K^, however this may affect the robustness
properties of the closed loop T ^ y.
8

) The pre-filter Ki can be scaled by a constant matrix S, as Ki = KS, so that
W ? 0) = Tref(jO) = I. The constant matrix S evaluated at u = 0 is S :=
T~_iy( j 0)Tref (yO). This will improve model matching over a broader range of
the frequency domain, since Hoo optimization tends to give Tr_>y the same fre
quency response magnitude shape as Tref. The order of the generated controller
is bounded: d(K) < d(G) + <9(Wi) + d(W 2) + d(Tref), where d(*) denotes the
order of the given transfer function. It can be seen that the order of the final
controller differs from its 1 Dof counterpart by only d(Tre/).

9) The controller must be evaluated in terms of robust stability and robust perfor
mance characteristics. Evaluate the time and frequency responses of relevant
closed loop transfer functions to assess the robustness and performance proper
ties of the designed controller. Depending on the nature of the violated closed
loop properties, the designer may need to go back to Step

1

or Step

2

of the

procedure.
10) Depending on the control strategy, the synthesized controller K can be imple
mented in three different ways: correspondingly in the feedback part of the loop,
in the forward part of the loop, or in the observer form of Gs with the state feed
back [A.91], [VinOO].
The 2 Dof design problem in Figure 4.9 is to find a controller K for the shaped plant
G s which will internally and robustly stabilise the closed loop, and will also ensure

a level of robust performance in model matching context. All of these objectives
are embedded in the minimization of the Hoo norm of the mapping

rT (f)T

T

u Tx

y T1

zT

]•

Consider this mapping as

Pll Pl2
P21 P22

then the elements and their interpretation in

the design are as following:
( 7 - K 2G )-1^
11

- establishing authority on the actuator activity.

(I - G K j^G K j
K2

12

I

(I —GK2)- 1M-1 - associated with normalized coprime factor robust sta-
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bility optimization.
p21 = p2 ((/ —GK2)_1GKi —Tre/)) - associated with closed loop desired model match
ing.
P22 —p {I —GK2 )-1 M-1 - associated with robust stabilization.
The scaling factor p is introduced with the aim of emphasizing the model matching
part of the problem (hence p2 in element P2i), at the expense of reduced robustness
(elements Pn and P22).
The aims of the procedure, as the name suggests, are two fold:
• Robust stability- to ensure a satisfactory stability margin e

• Robust performance in a tracking sense-by satisfying a bound on 11Tr^ y—Trej \|<*,.
The optimization problem in inequality 4.31 will force the closed loop (which is the
operator on the left hand of the minus sign) to match the ideal model.
Remark 4.9 In its standard form, the 2 Dof Hoo loop-shaping controller architecture does
not explicitly provide guaranteed robustness in the time domain. It does guarantee nominal
tracking. Experience shows that ifTref is selected reasonably then robust performance can also
be expected. As a way to rectify this disadvantage of only expecting that robust performance
will be met [PG02] introduced a procedure, which based on the standard

2

Dof Hoo loop-

shaping set-up, exploits p-synthesis and u-gap techniques with a robust stability constraint
included to ensure that time domain specifications are also met accurately and robustly.

4.8 Controller positioning in the loop and implementation
So far we have presented two algorithms, namely 1 Dof and 2 Dof, for the design and
synthesis of controllers via the Hoo loop-shaping method. Once a controller achieving
the lowest possible infinity norm on the set of combined closed loop transfer func
tions has been synthesized, attention must be given to evaluation of the controller
characteristics. This is done via extensive desk top simulations run on a representa
tive mathematical model of the system. This is followed by implementation on a real
test-bed or the actual system.
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Although the necessary requirements on the various open/closed loop transfer func
tions are met and guarantee the existence of a controller, the implementation stage is
yet to unveil the practical feasibility and functionality of this controller. Human fac
tors play a critical and crucial role in interfacing the engineering requirements with
the mathematical framework of the optimization process.
There are several ways of feeding the references into the loop and appropriately lo
cating the controller in the loop. Three of the most commonly encountered controller
positioning configurations in industrial applications are: forward path, feedback path,
and in the observer form. For completeness and establishing a base for comparisons all
three will be presented, however, implementations were based on one of them only.
The one regarded as conventional in a control sense is the unity feedback as depicted
in Figure 4.10, where the controller is placed in the forward path of the loop.

Figure 4.10: Unity Feedback implementation of K

For the standard Hoo 1 Dof controller design set-up, if

has an integrator in its dy

namics, this is the only place the controller can be located. Implementation of unity
feedback leads to faster response, however, at the expense of large amount of over
shoot (Mp) as the references directly excite the dynamics of

controller.

Figure 4.11 also illustrates a unity feedback set-up but, for a Hoo loop-shaping design.
A distinction, from the standard unity feedback configuration is that it offers more
flexibility by allowing the loop-shaping weighting functions to be kept separate from
the Kqo controller.
The plant-controller feedback configuration can also be arranged such that the con
troller K = WiKooW2 is located in the feedback loop as depicted in Figure 4.8. This
type of set up will allow Wx and W2 to accommodate poles and zeros on the imag
inary axis [MG92]. Positioning of the weighting functions in the feedback loop will
also facilitate circumventing possible numerical problems. However, a controller in
the feedback loop will (generally) lead to a slower and more damped response.
An alternative feed back path arrangement as shown in Figure 4.12 allows the designer
to integrate weighting functions and Kqo controller in different loops. Integral action
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K

oo

Figure 4.11: Unity Feedback for Loop Shaping

Figure 4.12: A practical implementation of the loop-shaping controller

will be accommodated in Wi, so the steady-state error will be zero as required7. The
constant (static) pre-filter Koo(0)W2(0)/ where Koo(0)W2(0) = limK0o(s)W 2(s)/ ensures
steady-state gain of 1 between the reference commands r and measurement outputs y.
The main motivation behind the use of this particular structure in implementing our
controllers is that it is not (or it is less) prone to produce large amount of overshootsdescribed also as classical derivative kick- as the set of reference commands will not
directly excite the dynamics of K^. We are assuming W2 is constant (not dynamic),
which in most cases is true.
In general, Hoo controllers cannot be written as an exact plant state observer and state
feedback since there will be a worst disturbance term entering the observer state equa
tion [DGKF89]. However, this is not the case in Hoo loop-shaping. In [SG90] it was
shown that the Hoo loop-shaping controller can be partitioned as an exact plant ob
server with state feedback:
x = Ax + H( Cx —y) + B u

v

^

'

(4.32)

u = Fx

where (A, B, C) is a state-space realization of the weighted plant Gs; H = —ZC* and
7This may not be always the case for systems with number of outputs higher than the number of inputs.
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F — B * i2(I + X Z —7 2I)~1X / where X > 0 and Z > 0 are unique solutions to GCARE

in Equation 4.8 and GFARE in Equation 4.9 respectively.
It must be noted that the observer based structure is with respect to the shaped plant
Gs/ and not G. In this configuration, references enter the loop at an unconventional
place [Hyd95] compared to the feedback loop and forward loop controller positioning.
But common to both the observer based and the Hoo loop-shaping typ e feedback path
configuration is that, due to the positioning of Koo, neither of them is prone to produce
overshoot to step responses.
An Hoo loop-shaping observer based controller has a structure that is technically suit
able to gain scheduling, where gains in F and H can be scheduled as a function of
appropriate variables. It has also been shown that it can guarantee robust perfor
mance [PG99].
It is shown in [VinOO] that the observer based structure of the Hoo loop-shaping con
troller can produce a closed loop which is equal to N, that is Tr_*y = N. Given the fre
quency domain magnitude dynamics of N, (near) unity at low frequency and rolling
off at high frequency, the plant-controller system's time domain response properties
will be very good.
Remark 4.10 When the controller is implemented in the observer form the nominal tracking
problem can be decoupled from the disturbance rejection problem.

4.9 Real implementation of the controller
It is customary that prior to real implementation all the controllers are discretised.
Whilst there are several methods such as Zero Order Hold, Triangle Approximation,
Tustin approximation etc. of carrying out the discretisation, in our problem this was
done by using Tustin's algorithm (or bilinear transformation) (s <— ^ j ^ ) ~ see the c 2 d
command in the p Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox. This maps the left half (stable
region) of the s-plane exactly into the stable region of the z-plane (unit circle). In
terestingly, the entire j u axis of the s-plane is compressed into the 27r-length of the
unit circle. The sampling rate was 64 Hz. In view of the limitations imposed by the
on-board C compiler, and concerns for deteriorated responses due to lack of decimal
numerical accuracy, state-space realizations representing the dynamics of the con
troller were truncated to between five and eight decimal places, see [PPT+05]. Once
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truncated the state-space realizations of the controllers have been incorporated into
a C programming language code which had to be compiled on a VAX machine to
produce a code which would “communicate ” with the on-board Bell 205 computer.
For safety precautions prior to flight the controller was subjected to ground testing
by having it implemented on a NASA model built in the Bell 205 flight computer sys
tem which operates using floating point arithmetic. This procedure would allow any
software (code) related issues to be addressed, and also, give a feel to the pilots of the
stiffness of the cyclic sticks and activity of the actuators prior to flight.
Experience from numerous flight tests have brought to our attention a limitation
which is important to underline; the computational power of the on-board computer
imposed an upper bound on the size of the implementable control algorithms. A
30-state controller has been accommodated and flight tested successfully [PPT+05].

4.10 Challenges in control systems design
4.10.1 Ill-conditioning and control
Earlier in Chapter 2 we have stated that whenever the plant's transfer function is
evaluated at a frequency of interest and has high condition number «(•) »

1

it is said

to be ill-conditioned. Ill-conditioned systems can be encountered in many fields of
science and engineering but mostly in chemical process control [SM34]. It is widely
known that the control of ill-conditioned plants is generally difficult and problematic
due to the presence of uncertainty [SMD88], [SM34]. In [Fre90] multivariable loopshaping is examined for ill-conditioned plants, providing conditions and guidelines
to shape the singular values at one break point and to achieve properties both at the
plant input and output.
From a control perspective ill-conditioning at a certain frequency indicates that the
gain of the plant exhibits strong dependence on the direction of the input vector u(t);
therefore some input signals will be amplified with much greater gain than others.
This also characterizes a property unique for MIMO systems namely directionality,
where the inputs in the directions corresponding to high plant gains are strongly am
plified by the plant, while the inputs in the directions corresponding to low plant
gains are not. For G € Rmxn, inputs in the direction corresponding to high plant gain
are those input vectors u(t) that align with the right singular vectors Vj, (j = 1, • • •, n),
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that are scaled by the maximum singular value a. Similarly, inputs in the direction
corresponding to smallest plant gain are those input vectors that align with the right
singular vector vn scaled by the minimum singular value a. An input vector u(t) is
said to be aligned with Vi if and only if the pair satisfies the following condition:
acos

(4.33)

which states that the Z(u(t), u») = 0°. Singular value analysis represents an important
tool for characterizing robustness of control systems. The singular value decomposition has been commonly used in process control to effectively design controllers to
eliminate directionality of the process, or to achieve a trade-off between the nomi
nal performance and its sensitivity to the model uncertainty [BD92] and disturbance
directionality. To compensate for the strong directionality present in ill-conditioned
plants, the controller must apply large input signals in the directions where the plant
gain is low, this leads to a controller similar to K = G-1, where G is the plant. How
ever, due to uncertainty, the direction of the large input may not exactly correspond
to the direction in which plant gain is low. This characteristic may first cause an ex
cessive amplification in the output signals which are already scaled by large singular
values, and then result in large values of controlled variables, quite possibly giving
rise to poor performance or even instability. To rectify this in an ill-conditioned plant
a pre-filter (consider a weighting function Wx) can be designed to ensure that all sig
nals are amplified in the same way (or in view of the needs). Since a dynamic weight
ing function performs a spatial rotation of a given input/s signal, this can be accom
plished by redirecting the input signal vectors of primary concern in the directions
of high plant gain, and those of secondary concern in the directions corresponding to
the low plant gain. Alternatively one can reduce directionality by reducing the condi
tion number («) of Gs. The directionality property of inputs (references, uncertainty,
disturbance) and their stochastic nature make it extremely hard to estimate their di
rection. In this case, the second approach makes more sense in practice. This, once
again, only reinforces the importance of a weighting function as a tool to tackle illconditioning at given frequencies. However, this adjustment of the k (Gs) has to be
done by closely monitoring the impact it will have on robustness and nominal perfor
mance indicators- see inequalities in Theorem 4.3.
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4.10.2 Model reduction
Irrespective of the advances being continuously made in expanding the computa
tional power of the controlling units- computers; simple, low order linear controllers
are usually preferred over their complex, high order counterparts. Central behind
this motivation is the relatively reduced demand in computations of the controller,
and from the software and hardware perspectives less things that can go wrong, and
purely from the software point of view there will be fewer bugs to fix, i.e. verifi
cation and validation of software will be easier. There are several model reduction
techniques available in the control literature each of which has its preferable areas of
application. In the course of the controller design we w ill familiarize the reader only
with those techniques that we have found useful.
Hoo control theory is a powerful tool for the design of robust controllers for uncer

tain, complex, multivariable systems. However, it is foreseeable that this powerful
tool, so to say, will have its own disadvantages in embracing all the qualities as a con
troller design tool. It is typical that controllers designed with this methodology will
have orders comparable to those of the plants which the design has been based on.
While properties guaranteeing closed loop stability, and performance are a am ustn
for a controller to be considered for implementation on the real system, feasibility of
the controller in the implementation phase does strongly depend on its order. This
underlines the order of the resulting controller as a constraint which may need to be
integrated into the controller synthesis procedure.

Chapter 5

Flight control law design for Bell 205
This chapter presents the design (analysis and synthesis) of various

loop-shaping

control laws for a multi-purpose variable stability teetering Bell 205 helicopter in the
low speed region (up to 45 knots). These control laws utilize both the diagonal and
non-diagonal weighting functions in the process of attaining the desired shaped plant
(Ga) frequency response. Design stages are complemented with relevant performance
and robustness assessment indicators; the challenges encountered with different con
troller architectures, weight selection and construction techniques are discussed, and
some approaches for their remedies are suggested.

5.1 Introduction
The theory presented in the previous chapters underlined the importance of Hoo robust
control as a design tool amongst many others available. In this chapter our aims are
several: to study the effect of the weighting functions in the process of the design
of various degrees of freedom Hoo loop-shaping controllers; to utilize the frequency
domain robustness and performance analysis indicators in the design stages; and, to
assess the synthesised control laws on the Bell 205 multipurpose, variable stability
FbW helicopter.
The application of Hoo loop-shaping to the design of flight control laws for the Bell 205
is a continuation of several years research. The designs presented herein cover most,
if not all, of the topics the reader was familiarized with in the preceding chapters of
this thesis.
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H elicop ter aerom echanic m od el

The control object in this research is the Bell 205 helicopter based at National Research
Council of Canada's Institute for Aerospace Research; a profile view of the helicopter
is shown in Figure 5.1. The Bell 205 is an extensively modified version of Bell 205 A l .

Figure 5.1: The NRC Bell 205 research helicopter

The Bell 205 has a full authority, fly-by-wire instrumented Flight Control System
(FCS), with a single-turbine, two-blade teetering1 rotor and an anti-torque tail rotor.
There are several components that exhibit flexibility, but principally these effects arise
from the blades and the tail boom. Flexible modes can in general be distinguished (on
the complex plane) by possession of very lightly damped characteristic eigenvalues,
and in the frequency domain by sharp peaks or spikes. The teetering rotor helicopter
is a low bandwidth, modernised over the years, highly nonlinear aero-mechanical
structure, with high cross-axis couplings and significant time delays. The time delays
are mainly introduced by the dynamics of the teetering rotor system and the fuselage,
which is pendulously suspended below the rotor.
The helicopter with such characteristics represents a challenging problem to any con
trol system design method. Most of the helicopters, due to their asymmetric aerody
namics, are unstable in hover flying conditions and, thus, require high pilot workload
in order to reduce couplings while performing various Mission Task Elements. Re
duced workload will allow the pilot to give more attention to tasks that are secondary
and which can become primary at any moment during the flight.
The mathematical model (nrcbemfinal.mat), a representation of the NRC Bell 205 fly-bywire research helicopter, was built and improved by QinetiQ, Bedford (United King1Teetering rotor helicopters are characterised by low roll damping, and it is in this type of helicopters where
bandwidth reduction due to presence of time delay is much less significant.
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dom) using the highly flexible Matlab® / Simulink system modelling and analysis
environment. The model includes numerous graphical block diagrams, s-functions
and is complemented by several custom build Matlab® (mat) files.
Some characteristics of the helicopters aeromechanical structure follow [HcOl]:
• The m ain rotor: is of the blade element type configured using two blades to ap

proximate the two-blade teetering rotor configuration found on the real aircraft.
The blades are assumed rigid and are free to move in the flap direction only.
Thus no twist, lead-lag or elastic motion is included. The blades are assumed to
be hinged at the centre of the hub and it is thought that this gives an adequate
approximation to the blade retention system used on the real-aircraft. Blade sec
tion aerodynamics are modelled using lookup tables of data gathered in wind
tunnel tests on a NACA 0012 section. Trigonometric functions are used to ap
proximate regions outside the range of incidences measured in the wind tunnel.
Pitching moment coefficient data are not used.
• The tail rotor: is represented using a rotor disk model, based on that devel

oped for the DERA Helisim model. When used as a tail rotor, it operated in
quasi-steady form, meaning that the blade flapping is assumed to respond in
stantaneously to changes in control setting of flight condition.
• Fuselage, Fin and tail-plane: These are all represented using lookup tables to

give aerodynamics loads as functions of local incidence and sideslip
• Engine: No engine configuration data were available for the Bell 205 engine/rotorspeed

governor. During QinetiQ's tuning exercise, a model of the Lynx Gem engine
was adapted to provide improved prediction of collective to yaw cross coupling.
At best this component is an emulation of the real aircraft system.
• Primary Flight Control System: is based on aircraft data provided by NRC (e.g.

stick offsets and gradients). The main and tail rotor actuators are modelled using
second order transfer functions.
The basis for the controller design was a 32-state nonlinear flight mechanic model
of the Bell 205. The model integrates 9 states (<p, 6, ip, u, v, w, p, q, r ) describing
the rigid-body dynamics of the helicopter fuselage, 3 states representing the dynamic
inflow on the main rotor (Aq, Aic, Ai5),

8

states governing the rotor flapping motions
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of the non-rotating frame (Po, P\c, Pu, Po, Pic, Pis, Pd, Pd),

8

states describing engine

and main rotor actuator dynamics (Qe, 0O/ Q\c, Q\a, Qe, 60/ 0 lc, 6\a), 2 states representing
rotor position and velocity (Sheading, ^ t), and 2 states mapping the dynamics of the tail
rotor servo (Ootr, &otr) [PPT+05]. Additional physical characteristics for the helicopter
can be obtained from [SH98].
Blade element model representation of the main rotor differ from disk-based model
in that the equations of motion of the vehicle are periodic in nature, due to each rotor
blade driving the fuselage once per rev. An N-bladed helicopter contains periodicity
at a frequency of N/rev. Equilibrium conditions cannot therefore be achieved simply
by setting the state derivatives to zero, as would be the case for non-blade-element
models. Instead, conditions under which the state derivatives are zero when averaged
across a rotor rev are required. Hence, for these reasons the Simulink package trim
function could not be used with nrcbemfinal.mat model.
The periodic nature of the equations of motion required the system model to be
trimmed2 using the periodic trim algorithm presented in [MB97]. Linearising a bladeelement model to generate LTI state-space models requires a conversion from states
representing the individual blades to states representing the average motion of all
blades (the so-called multiblade or Coleman coordinates). This procedure is rela
tively straightforward for rotors with three or more blades, but for the teetering rotor
it is impossible to find a transformation that eliminates periodicity from the equa
tions of motion. To circumvent this problem, for the specific purpose of creating an
LTI model, the nrcbemfinal.mat model was trimmed using four blades (rather than
two) but modified such that the loads they impart to the fuselage are equivalent to
those generated by a two blade system. The nonlinear flight mechanic model was lin
earised at 30 ft/sec forward airspeed, level flight, to obtain an LTI model suitable for
TLoo controller synthesis and analysis. Attempts to linearize the model around hover

(speed of 5 ft/sec) or closer to hover (0.1 ft/sec) resulted in unobservable modes.
Table 5.1 shows the primary input actuators and controlled outputs used in the design
procedure.
The MIMO LTI nominal plant has three control inputs3: longitudinal cyclic 9\s to
control pitch attitude, lateral cyclic 0\c to control roll attitude, and pedal 0o*r for yaw
2A custom made file for trimming was provided by Q inetiQ , which nevertheless required some adjustments by
the designer.
3Collective was left un-augmented (open loop) due to pilot preferences and safety reasons.
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Primary input actuator

Primarily influenced axis

Controlled variable

Main rotor collective (0o)

Height

N /A

Longitudinal cyclic (6is)

Longitudinal

Pitch attitude (0)

Lateral cyclic (0ic)

Lateral

Roll attitude (<f>)

Tail rotor collective (0o*r)

Directional

Yaw rate (r)

Table 5.1: Actuators vs. controlled variables

control. Control inputs are in terms of pilot stick movement measured in inches. There
are five outputs being measured: Pitch (0) and Roll (</>) angles (measured in rad) and
Yaw (r), Roll (p) and Pitch (q) rates (measured in rad/sec). The first three are to be
controlled (as primary measurements) leaving the rest, as secondary measurements,
only to be used in the controller synthesis- as it is the case in the lsqNDW design
described later in this chapter.
To make the system, from input to output perspective, as diagonal4 as possible before
the model reduction, the third input -lateral- was changed with the second input which is longitudinal. This is in full compliance with ACAH response type control
law design.
The open loop model with 3 inputs and 5 outputs initially had 32 states. However,
to prevent higher order controllers, to ease both the process of synthesis and most
importantly the implementation of the resulting controller5, the model was subjected
to model reduction. The system's three states were truncated by inspection, using
strunc [BDG+98]; the resulting model then had 29 states. The states removed by trun

cation were uniform inflow- A, rotor azimuth- ip and heading- ipheading- Heading was
removed, because it is discontinuous at modulo 2tt rad.The 29-state model was then
residualised with sresid [BDG+98] to 14 states while retaining the dominant rigidbody dynamics (i9, <p, u, v, w, p, q, r) states and the salient main and tail rotor actuator
dynamics (0\c, Q\3t Q\c, 9\a, 0otr, 0otr) states. The residualised states were mainly those
associated with the rotors, which could be replaced with their steady-state values6.
Residualisation replaces states with their steady-state values (unlike with truncation
which sets the states to zero), and was chosen on the basis of its property of preserving
4In this case we refer to diagonal, when actuator in every input axis drives the output from the same axis.
5Due to the restrictions posed by the onboard computer computational capacity- software and hardware, the
maximum number of states that the controller would be allowed to possess is 30.
6Figure 4.3 shows the original (nominal) plant and the truncated-residualised model plant singular values as a
function of frequency.
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the low frequency frequency response characteristics.
The selection of model reduction techniques and of states to be residualised or trun
cated were based on one, or a combination of several from the following: the past
experience (in model reduction) with the same helicopter [SWP+01], [PSW+99]; the
size of the gap (measured by the appropriate norm) between the original and re
duced order models, and the frequency response Bode magnitude characteristics of
the original and reduced order models. For more detailed expositions on the moti
vation for both the choice of the model reduction methods and the selection of ap
propriate modes in the model reductions the reader is referred to [SP96] and [PadOO]
respectively, as well as references therein.
All measurements were antialiased with second order 10 Hz cut-off frequency Butterworth filters. Aircraft instrumentation systems usually employ analog antialias
ing filters. They should be used carefully as they can distort the data unacceptably,
because their properties are often not well defined. The time delays introduced by
filters greatly influence the frequency-response phase curves derived from the flighttest data. Additional filtering can also be performed with digital filters after the data
are recorded. It has been suggested in [HGT95] that the data sample rate must be at
least twice the filter cutoff frequency, and a sample rate of 5 times the filter cut off
frequency is preferable to avoid aliasing effects. The helicopter's mathematical model
did not require any scaling. The choice of scaling usually requires some engineering
insight into the capabilities of the real physical system.
To account for the computational and structural time delays and to establish consis
tency with the nonlinear model each channel of the linear model was also augmented
with first order Fade transfer functions corresponding to a 75 ms time delay. Actuator
gains in the linear analysis and design model were set to unity (magnitude), whereas
the nonlinear Simulink model had sliding actuator gains as well as variable time de
lays (to serve for empirical robustness analysis) with values compliant to design spec
ifications7. Actuators as part of the nonlinear model were modelled as first order lags
with magnitude and rate limits, and affect all axes equally.
7This is unlikely to be the case in reality, however, for ease of analysis and lack of precise information about the
mechanical structure all channels were augmented with the same amount of time delay.
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D esign stage

5.2.1.1 Helicopter control design objectives

The stability of a feedback system is a very important concept and in order that the
feedback to be of any further use, the feedback controller K should certainly stabilize
the set of possible plants. However, it would be misleading to consider the guarantee
of stability alone as the most crucial objective of feedback control. In our effort to
achieve our goals- Level 1 handling qualities (HQ)- we will consider the reduction
of sensitivity as another fundamental objective of feedback control. The importance
of sensitivity was emphasised in earlier chapters, but for a more detailed account
the reader can refer to references like [Kwa93], [Zam81], [VinOO], [SP96], Note that
sensitivity is chiefly a performance indicator. Specifications for a control law synthesis
can be derived from the control perspective and in view of the ADS-33E handling
qualities requirements. For this problem, the controller design specifications were as
follow:
• The design should allow for a worst case time delay of up to 75 ms on the control
action and for 30 per cent uncertainty on the actuators, where actuators should
not exceed their limits.
• The final steady-state values of all measurements, directly associated with the
corresponding demand, should be reasonably accurate- within acceptable error
margin.
• Stability should be achieved throughout the operating envelope with reduced
pilot workload.
• Good attitude tracking.
• Good input-output decoupling.
• Insensitivity to noise on the measurement sensors.
• The closed loop bandwidth u;&u>, and phase delay rp should satisfy Level 1 Target
Acquisition and Tracking in a Usable Cue Environment of 1, and preferably in
UCE> 1.
These should be satisfied both for linearised and full nonlinear systems. Effectively,
we would like to achieve as high as possible bandwidth within the control power of
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the actuators, and have small phase delay8.

5.2.1.2 Bandwidth

In real applications, the closed loop bandwidths of a (MIMO) system are limited by
various system configuration and architecture related factors such as: sensor noise,
sampling frequency of the controller, time delays in the system, locations of poles and
zeros, their directions, the actuator bandwidth and control power9 available as well as
unmodelled high-frequency dynamics. External factors such as uncertain responses
due to gusty wind conditions are also important. In the presence of these factors, fly
ing is possible however, in order to achieve high precision in challenging manoeuvres
and to reduce pilot workload some sort of augmentation is required.
A peculiar characteristic of the Bell 205 helicopter is the rotor mast-flexing mode,
which is quite fast and involves movement of the transmission and rotor mast con
strained by the engine mounts and other linkages [TP01].

5.2.1.3 Open loop analysis

State space analysis of the nominal plant's transfer function indicates of the presence
of an unstable pole, and serves as a motivation for employing feedback in order to
re-locate the unstable pole in the stable part of the complex plane- LHP; relocation of
an unstable pole is only possible by feedback. The interested reader can find more in
[SP96] about which of the controller positioning configurations: cascade, feedforward
or feedback could be used as a means of stabilizing an unstable linear system.
Eigem/alue

u

c

3*

3

rad/sec

1.0906e-001

-3.25e-001

3.4282e-001

-3.1814e-001

1.0906e-001

3.25e-001

3.4282e-001

-3.1814e-001

Table 5.2: Open loop unstable poles

8Bandwidth and phase delay in terms of applications to rotorcraft flight dynamics control are described in
Appendix I.
9Note that high gain may aggravate high frequency uncertainty, and therefore the designer must pay attention
to the power that actuators are generating.
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Eigeilvalue

u>

3
7.3088e-003

.

c

rad/sec

e

7.3088e-003

-1.0000e+000

3.9062e-002 -6.6630e+001 6.6630e+001

-5.8625e-004

3.9062e-002

-5.8625e-004

0 0000 +000

6.6630e+001

6.6630e+001

Table 5.3: Open loop unstable zeros

The nominal helicopter plant accommodates poles and zeros in the RHP of the com
plex plane and, thus, is both unstable and non-minimum phase.
Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 show the locations of the unstable poles and non-minimum
phase zeros respectively along with the undamped frequencies and damping char
acteristics of the plant -with embedded time delays of value 75 ms. The unstable
poles are complex, near the origin and thus, lightly damped; the unstable zeros are
also very slow10. These RHP poles and zeros [SL02] along with the modelled time
delays [AstOO], and the non-square structure of the plant [CCM02], restrict (with low
and high frequency bounds) the closed loop bandwidth of each channel. Inspection
of the frequencies of the RHP poles and zeros suggests possible restrictions in the fre
quency range between 0.34 rad/sec and

66

rad/sec. It is also well known that open

loop RHP poles outside the closed loop bandwidth and RHP zeros within the closed
loop bandwidth restrict the achievable closed loop performance- see [VinOO], [FL85]
and [SBG97]. Later in the chapter, when closed loop bandwidths will become known,
careful analysis will reveal that not only the unstable poles are within the closed loop
bandwidths' region, but also the unstable zeros are within this region. In view of
this, and the Level 1 handling quality requirements for military rotorcraft described
in [AnoOO], in this problem, only the loci of the non-minimum phase zeros may man
ifest themselves (in a performance context) by limiting the achievable bandwidth in
one or several of the channels.
Subplot a) in Figure 5.2 shows the original and model reduced (by truncation and
residualisation) helicopter plant's singular values (as a function of frequency). In
specting subplot b), in the same figure, brings to evidence the change of condition
number

of the nominal plant with frequency. The plant has high condition

number at some frequencies, reflecting on its sensitivity to a relative change (or er
10Systems with slow zeros are known to be more difficult to control than systems with fast zeros [AstOO].
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ror) in itself; i.e. making it an ill-conditioned plant. This brings several, and equally
important interpretations; the plant is difficult to invert; the plant may be difficult to
control; the dependency of the plant's gain to the direction of input. It is clear that
at low frequency (the performance region) the plant's gain varies significantly with the
direction of the input signal. Naturally, the gains at the system plant input and output
also differ from one another. In the construction of the pre-filters, n(juj) variability has
to be taken into account and the weighting function dynamics should compensate for
this high conditioning, particularly at low frequency.
Original Plant Raduoad Plant a

10"’

|
\*s.
A

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.2: Loop shapes of a) solid- actual (32 state), dashed- reduced order plant's singular
values (14 state);

b) condition number

The high condition number and directionality property of the plant will also manifest
itself in misaligning the range subspace (or column space) R(K) of the controller with
the row space of the shaped (or nominal) plant, R( G*) [WFM01] which will adversely
affect some of the (performance/robustness) properties of the closed loop system.
In the frequency range of [0.01,100] rad/sec the highest condition number (k) has a
value of 610 (at low frequency) at o;=0.01 rad/sec indicating very poor closed loop
tracking (in two channels); the condition number gradually decreases, thus improv
ing the conditioning of the plant, but around cross over at o;=0.75 rad/sec, due to the
first resonant peak, the condition number peaks to a second larger value of ac=51. Ad
ditionally, the plant exhibits high singularity at high frequency (a;=68 rad/sec) with
condition number of value /c=380 due to an anti-resonant peak. However, a closer
look in subplot b) in Figure 5.2 reveals that the plant is relatively well conditioned
around the range of the desired bandwidth (1.5 rad/sec to 4.5 rad/sec).
Although the condition number is scaling dependent, i.e. its value is not independent
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of input and output scaling of the plant, given that the scaling is performed correctly,
a reasonable explanation (from a physical point of view) for the highest condition
number can be the asymmetric aerodynamics of the helicopter. More precisely the
fact that principal moment of inertia Ixx is much smaller than Izz and Iyy; Iyy > Izz »
Ix x

Ixy

5.2.1.4 Control law characteristics

Several types of longitudinally and laterally coupled linear controllers were designed
for the Bell 205 helicopter. It must be noted that, for their synthesis, the controllers
presented herein used the same reduced (truncated-residualised) LTI model of the
rotary-wing aircraft and were designed principally around a body axis referenced
low forward speed of 30 feet/s (~ 20 knots) linearisation.
Two systems will be used as a platform of our research. One mapping a 3 dimensional
input space to a 3 dimensional output space, a square transfer matrix. The other,
mapping a 3 dimensional input space onto a 5 dimensional output space, represented
by a non-square transfer function matrix. Both systems possess equal numbers of
states before, and after the model reduction.
All controllers have been designed essentially on Attitude Command Attitude Hold
(ACAH) response type with Rate Command Attitude Hold (RCAH) for the Yaw axis.
Four LTI controllers were designed and flight tested in the facilities at NRC IAR Lab
oratories in Ottawa, Canada. Based on the following:
1. The geometrical structure of the plant (square, non-square).
2. The structure of the plant shaping filters (Wi,W2); diagonal or non-diagonal.
3. The controller architecture employed (1 Dof, 2 Dof).
the controllers have been code named as following:
1. lsqDW - One degree-of-freedom controller synthesised for square plant that had
been “shaped ” with diagonal weights.
2. InsqDW 11- One degree-of-freedom controller synthesised for non-square plant
that had been shaped with diagonal weights.
uThe size of the non-square plant has affected the structure of the pre-filter used, hence die pre-filters weighting- functions for the square and non-square systems were different.
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3. InsqNDW- One degree-of-freedom controller synthesised for non-square plant
that had been “shaped? with non-diagonal and diagonal weights.
4. 2nsqDW12- Two degree-of-freedom controller synthesised for non-square plant
that had been 11shaped' with diagonal weights.
This notational labeling is aimed at providing brevity, clarity and to ease the compre
hension of comparative analysis results in the remaining sections of the thesis.
A linear time invariant model that describes the low speed dynamics of the helicopter
plant was used in the control law design, whereas the full nonlinear model, aug
mented with variable actuator gains and variable time delays compliant to the design
specification, was used in the closed loop (performance and robustness) analysis.
All the designs were three axis control laws: the Pitch, Roll and Yaw axes were con
trolled; the collective channel (used to control heave) was not closed (this was partly
due to safety reasons and partly due to pilot preference as this channel is stable).
All the controllers had three control channels: the longitudinal and lateral cyclic to
control pitch and roll manoeuvres respectively, and tail rotor collective to control yaw.
The measured outputs were: Pitch (0) and Roll (<f>) angles together with Yaw (r), Roll
(p) and Pitch (q) rates (the last two were excluded in the design of control law lsqDW ),
whereas, the controlled outputs were only three of the measured variables: Pitch (0)
and Roll (0) angles, and Yaw rate (r).
We are now in a position to proceed with the design of a robustly stabilising compen
sator K for a normalized coprime factor description of a shaped plant.

5.3 One degree-of-freedom controller synthesis
5.3.1 Diagonal weights: Square nominal model- lsqDW
In the first stage of the design we will aim to construct a transfer function matrix,
called a weighting (or loop-shaping) function hereafter, such that performance re
quirements on the helicopter are imposed on the design.
In this control law synthesis we did not include two of the measurement outputs,
namely Roll rate (p) and Pitch rate (q). However, in some of the control laws presented
12The two degree-of-freedom controller is designed in one step.
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in this thesis these variables will be used to dampen the response -through derivative
type of effect, and to assist in investigating the effects of the extra measurements on
attaining control design objectives.
The role of the weighting functions Wi, W2 will be to ensure that the loop-shape
GK is compatible with the performance and robustness objectives in the low- (0, uji],
medium and high- [cuh, oo) frequency ranges; these usually translate to high gain at
low frequency, a smooth (not too fast) transition through ujc, and low gain at high
frequency. In view of these and previously outlined helicopter control design objec
tives the loop-shaping transfer functions for each channel were selected as follows.
The weighting transfer functions u \ ,i = 1,2,3 located on the diagonal of the (3 x 3)
pre-filter square matrix Wi will be selected by considering low and intermediate fre
quency ranges, whilst transfer functions u/j, z = 1,2,3 located on the diagonal of the
square matrix W2, will be chosen in accordance with requirements for the high fre
quency range.

5.3.1.1 Selection of Wi

An initial assessment of subplot a) in Figure 5.2 (of the lowest singular value- as an
indicator of performance- of the nominal plant at low frequencies) indicates the need
for an integrator in the channel corresponding to a(G) and for most of the time in all
channels. This aims to increase the plant's gain equally in all directions in the low
frequency range, ensuring that all input signals in these directions will get amplified
so as to provide good disturbance rejection, good input/output decoupling and (ref
erence) command tracking.
However, the integrator transfer function comes at the expense of introducing a phase
lag of -90° in the same frequency range, which adversely affects the stability margin
(e). Therefore, in order to maintain the robustness properties of the augmented plant
a dynamic element, which will rectify this reduction in the phase margin, ought to
be introduced. This can be achieved by a proportional gain element, resulting in a PI
(Proportional and Integral) transfer function combination.
If the rate of attenuation of the (open) loop gain at unity magnitude gain crossover is
high (> 40 d b / dec), in order to ensure good command decoupling (and tracking) it
must be reduced to about 20 db/dec. The lower the rate of gain reduction through
crossover, the smaller the phase lag; this can be deduced from the Bode gain-phase re
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lationship, Equation 4.1 in Chapter 4. The designer should be mindful of the fact that
high rate of gain reduction through crossover will bring a large phase-lag penalty
which will lead to small phase margins, and then a poorly damped closed loop re
sponse.
After inspection of the singular values in the frequency range of interest, and after per
forming iterations (on the values of zeros, and gains of the transfer functions) in-line
with (previously outlined) control law design objectives the pre-filter loop-shaping
transfer function (Wi) has taken the following structure:
3(a+0.65)

q

q

3.25(a+0.65)

q

s

W1 =

q

(5.1)

s
Q

Q

3.95(a+0.9)

A zero at —0.65 was introduced in the first and second channels, and a minimum
phase zero at —0.9 in the third channel. These will facilitate reduction of the transi
tion roll-off rate through the crossover frequency region, and will also reflect on the
damping of the closed loop response.
Each channel introduces integral action which will increase the low frequency gain
and facilitate desirable disturbance attenuation properties, which in turn will provide
improved (low-frequency) performance characteristics and ensure a zero steady-state
error ess.
Different time domain specifications on each of the controlled outputs indicate differ
ent frequency domain requirements, and hence different bandwidths. The gains of 3,
3.25 and 3.95 in the three channels were selected to increase the crossover frequencies
and to adjust the bandwidths accordingly.
The weight is well conditioned with

1

< «(W i(ju )) <

2

and was chosen to be diago

nal which is often adequate, however for plants with strong cross-couplings between
channels this approach may not be sufficient. Inclusion of non-diagonal weighting
functions to facilitate singular value shaping will be investigated later with control
law InsqNDW.

5.3.1.2 Selection of W2

The pre-compensated shaped plant (GWi) was augmented with the diagonal post
filter (W2) with the following structure:
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W2 =

1 0

0

0

0

1
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(5.2)

o o -ILL.
U

U

s+ 11.5

A low pass filter with cut-off frequency of 11.5 rad/sec was employed in the third
output channel; it was observed that augmenting this channel will influence most
the (roll-off) dynamics of the maximum singular value at high frequencies. The pole
of the post-filter at —11.5 is selected to increase the roll-off rate at high frequencies,
beyond 11.5 rad/sec, for better noise mitigation and, improved robustness. In order
to reduce the control effort in response to any disturbances at the plant output, the
open loop gain beyond cross over frequency (ljc) must be rolled off sharply. The first
two channels were left unaugmented as their roll-off rate was found to be satisfactory.
The DC gain of W2 is 1.
The post-filter W2 is also used to ensure fast roll-off in the (high) frequency region
where the modelled dynamics is least reliable. In this frequency region, limits on
actuator bandwidths will also require that the high frequency gain is kept low. High
roll-off will reduce the controller bandwidth, and thus w ill also limit high frequency
actuator activity and act as an appropriate measure for actuator saturation prevention.
In the high frequency region, where (a(Ms) =

), the inequality in Equation 4.25

1

simplifies to inequality in Equation 5.3 (where <f(Wi) = (3, <r(W2) = a; a and (3 are
constants, 7 = e-1).

<j(KS0) < 7 5f(W1)<f(W2)

(5.3)

It can be seen that the high frequency dynamics of the transfer function W2 is domi
nant in manipulating and defining the actuator bandwidth. Therefore the selection of
the post-filter W2 is as important as the selection of the pre-filter Wi.
Figure 5.3 depicts pre and post-compensated (shaped) system's frequency response;
subplot a) shows the frequency response Bode magnitude plots of Wi (dashed), W2
(dash dot) and the (model reduced) nominal system (G); subplot b) illustrates the
singular values of the shaped plant Gs.
From Figure 5.3 one can also deduce that the condition number of the pre-filter is very
small (/-v(Wi) < 2). Care must be taken when designing ill-conditioned weighting
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Figure 5.3: a) Nominal plant (continuous) and loop-shaping weights (dashed) b) Shaped plant
functions for ill-conditioned plants as this can lead to poor robustness at other (e.g.
output) break-points in the loop [FL85].

5.3.1.3 Kqo Controller synthesis

The loop-shaping performed so far accounts for performance and disregards the phase
and robustness to uncertainties. In order to secure the stability robustness of the
closed loop explicitly, and to take account of the phase of G5, a sub-optimal con
troller (with 9 per cent sub-optimality scale) was synthesised for the shaped plant
using Matlab®'s //-Toolbox command [Koo,emaa;] = n c f syn(G s, 1.09). The optimal
stability margin emax was 0.30042, but a normalized coprime factor robustly stabilizing
controller Kqo for the resulting shaped system Gs = W2GWi guaranteed a stability
margin of e = 0.27769. This indicates that e * 100 = 27.7 per cent of additive or pro
portional uncertainty in the coprime factors Ns and M s of the shaped plant can be
tolerated in the crossover frequency range. This synthesis is associated with an upper
bound on the infinity norm (see Equation 4.3), which can be used to assess the effec
tiveness of the design. The stability margin (e) has already been recognized as a good
design indicator from several perspectives, such as:
• consistency between specified (desired) loop-shape and achieved loop-shape
• guarantee of high level of stability robustness
• good performance
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where Kx. is the resulting controller, which is designed to increase the gain in certain
directions and to reduce it in others.
A Bode magnitude plot of the synthesised Koo controller can be seen in Figure 5.4
subplot a).

!

\(0

Frequency (radfeec)

Figure 5.4: Singular values:

Frequency (rad/sec)

a) Loop shaping controller Koo

b) Implemented controller

IQmp
Weighting functions, although part of the design, are not part of the plant, and there
fore they must be absorbed into the controller by replacing

by K = WiKooW2.

The final controller K has 25 states. Preserving the states of the controller is advisable
whenever possible. The controller could be easily accommodated on the on-board
computer of the Bell 205, and therefore no model reduction was applied.
The reciprocal of the stability margin (7 = e-1) can be used to provide information on
the degree of mismatch between the desired and actual loop shapes at low and high
frequencies. For example, since at high frequency a 2(G(juj)) <C 1 then ^ (K ^ ju j)) <
y j i 1 —1, and at low frequencies, if £ 2(G(jcj)) »

1

then £(KOG(jcj)) > { y j i 2 — l)

[GM89]. Indeed, this is reinforced by inspecting Figure 5.4. It can be concluded that
the achieved loop shape will differ from the desired one by a factor of y / j 2 —1 = 3.46
at high frequencies; note that ^(Kqo) = 2.7203. It can be also inferred that the smaller
the 7 (larger e), the smaller the deterioration of the loop shape after inclusion of the
controller K.
The achieved -actual- loop shapes at the plant input denoted by L* = KG, and at the
plant output by L0 = GK can be seen in Figure 5.5 subplots a) and b).
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Frequency (rad/sec)

Frequency (red/sec)

Figure 5.5: Shaped (dashed) vs. actual (solid) loop shapes: a) at the plant input L* b) at the
plant output L0
To achieve accurate closed loop tracking, (i.e. DC gain of

1

between inputs r and

outputs y) in Hoo loop-shaping, a constant pre-filter IQx^OjW^O) can be introduced
and positioned as in Figure 4.12. Finally, the controller, which will be used in the
analysis of the properties of the closed loop system, is the one that will be practi
cally implemented and is denoted by IQmp. It is derived by combining the constant
(Koo(0)VF2(0)), and dynamic (Wi, W2 and IQo) elements except G into a system inter
connection structure, as shown in Figure 4.12.
Figure 5.4 subplot b) illustrates the frequency response of the implemented controller;
it modifies the low frequency gain and high frequency gain. Note that the low fre
quency modification is satisfactory and the high frequency gain is small. However
the roll-off in one of the channels is not very fast, which may affect some of the ro
bustness properties of the system, although slow roll-off is usually good.

5.3.2 Linear frequency domain analysis
Performance and robustness analysis of the augmented system will be carried out
using frequency responses of some of the closed loop transfer functions. Although
some linear results may be conservative due to the nature of the assumptions on
which they are based, they nevertheless provide sufficient insight and indicators to
conclude whether or not the control law possesses the desired characteristics to be
flight-tested.
Remark 5.1 An intrinsic effect of ill-conditioning, and thus directionality, in MIMO systems
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is that a controller K & that provides desirable performance and robustness at one break pointbefore the nominal plant, may not provide the same level of “service ” at another break pointat the plant output. It is therefore essential that in the design process, properties at both the
plant input and plant output are evaluated.

5.3.2.1 Performance analysis

Inspection of some of the frequency domain indicators for disturbance attenuation
and tracking performance (input sensitivity Si, output sensitivity SGand S0G) in Fig
ure 5.6 reveal that the system provides an acceptable but not very satisfactory level of
disturbance rejection and reference signal tracking at low frequencies in two channels,
but with very small steady-state error in one controlled channel. Subplots a) and b)
also indicate that the augmented system exhibits very good immunity to disturbances
acting on the Yaw channel.
The following is a further interpretation of the frequency responses; Figure 5.6 high
lights the effect of the integral action (s-1) on the input/output sensitivity transfer
function. Input/output disturbance attenuation is good in the low frequency range
up to 0.5 rad/sec. The peak value of the sensitivity at the output HSolloo = 2.4840 is
slightly greater than at the input ||Si||oo = 2.1924. This points to slightly better ro
bustness to unstructured input inverse multiplicative uncertainty, than unstructured

Singular Values

output inverse multiplicative uncertainty.

10-

Frequency (rad/eec)

Figure 5.6: a) Input sensitivity Si

Frequency (rad/sec)

b) Output sensitivity SGsingular values

The frequency response of S0G in Figure 5.7 indicates that the compensated closed
loop system is able to attenuate both low and high frequency disturbances acting on
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the plant input, but it is much better at high frequencies. One of the channels exhibits
slightly higher sensitivity to disturbances at high frequencies. It is worth clarifying
that low frequency disturbance attenuation is due to an integral action in K (via Wi),
whereas high frequency input disturbance attenuation at the plant output takes place
due to the strictly proper nature of the shaped plant Gs.

1 0 '1

10°

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.7: Singular values

S0G

5.3.2.2 Robustness analysis

Figure 5.8 shows the frequency response history of the robustness of the closed loop
to multiplicative input and output uncertainties- T* and T0; good roll-off at high fre
quency confirms the system's robustness ability to mitigate high frequency measure
ment noise. Values of <r(Tj) (and <t(T0)) determine the size of the smallest unstruc
tured input (and output) perturbation A* (A0) modelled in multiplicative form that
could destabilize the system.
The estimated bandwidths13 from the output co-sensitivity plots for each channel in
dicate that the fastest channel has a bandwidth of 8.5 rad/sec, due to the helicopter's
aerodynamic geometry, followed by 4.6 rad/sec and 2.7 rad/sec. The bandwidths
reflect the size of the moments of inertia from the smallest to the largest.
Figure 5.9 offers a wealth of information, since it also allows the designer to derive
the smallest unstructured input/output multiplicative perturbation that could desta
bilize the system. Smaller peaks indicate increased tolerance to uncertainties. It can
13In terms of T0, the bandwidth is the highest frequency at which |T(ju;)| crosses « —3 dB from above.
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Figure 5.8: a) Input co-sensitivity T*

Frequency (red/sec)

b) Output co-sensitivity T0 singular values

be seen that the system can satisfactorily tolerate multiplicative uncertainties up to 53
per cent in magnitude at the plant input, whereas at the plant output this is slightly
less at 49 per cent. The main source of these uncertainties is unmodelled dynamics,
where the rotor and its associated dynamics have dominating roles.

1
<0
>

3

?
m
.

i<r2
10’1

Figure 5.9: a) Inverse input co-sensitivity T*

«r’

Frequency (rad/sec)

b) Inverse output co-sensitivity T0 singular

values vs. a(G)

Superimposed in Figure 5.9 subplots a) and b) is cr(G), depicted together with the
inverse of co-sensitivities. It is apparent that at high frequencies, above 10 rad/sec

(where the unmodelled dynamics is a significant source of uncertainty), an unstruc
tured input/output multiplicative perturbation larger than the magnitude of the plant
can be tolerated in all channels. The fastest channel, seemingly, exhibits more sensi
tivity to this type of uncertainty.
Activity of the actuators due to output disturbances, where two of the control chan
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nels are quite sensitive (due to large peaks around the cross-over region), is illustrated
in 5.10 subplot a). This figure also provides information about the robustness of the
closed loop to additive uncertainties, mathematically represented by (operator) KS0.
Actuator activity is most present in the low frequency range and the system's band
width range 2 rad/sec to 5 rad/sec. In subplot b) of the same figure it can be observed
that at frequencies above

20

rad/sec the closed loop system tolerates slightly larger

unstructured additive uncertainties compared to the magnitude of the plant.

10 - ’

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.10: a) Actuator activity due to output disturbance

10" ’

Frequency (red/sec)

b) Maximum allowable additive

uncertainty vs. <r(G)
Figure 5.11 depicts maximum singular value plots of the normalized coprime factors
of the nominal plant- continuous line, reduced plant- dashed line, and shaped plantdottedhne. Consider a left coprime factorization of the shaped plant Gs = Ms XNS, it is

evident that both transfer functions are bounded such that: a(») < 1.
Interpretation of these singular values requires consideration of the closed loop in
equalities for robustness and performance (see Chapter 4 Theorem 4.3). In view of
inequalities in Theorem 4.3 if we, crudely, associate Ns with robustness properties of
the plant, we can observe in subplot a) that augmenting the dynamics of the nominal
plant with dynamic weighting functions has improved the robustness and insensitiv
ity to sensor measurement noise at high frequencies by increasing the roll-off rate. A
similar interpretation can be performed on Ms by examining subplot b) in the same
figure. By associating M5 with low frequency performance specifications, it is evident
that augmentation of the nominal plant (with weighting functions) has significantly
improved performance characteristics such as disturbance rejection, tracking and in
put/output decoupling.
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5.3.3 Diagonal weights: non-square nominal model- InsqDW
In this design case, w e consider the scaled nominal plant G, with embedded time de
lays, accommodating more output variables y —{(f), 6, r, p, q)e C5xl than control inputs
u =(#i cr 0is/ 90tr)e C3xl . This is w hy w e can expect to have independent and direct

control over at most 3 independent linear combinations of the 5 output variables; this
condition is dictated not only by rank(G ) which is 3, but also by the ability of con
trol axis actuators to effect directly only the corresponding axis behaviour. Although
w e have 5 output measurement variables w e use for control only 3 of them; the Roll
attitude ((f)), Pitch attitude (9) and Yaw rate (r) constitute the outputs to be controlled.

Remark 5.2 Extra measurements result in a non-square plant which can still be accommo
dated in the 1 D of Hoc loop-shaping controller design procedure, however, without guarantees
for zero steady-state error (ess = 0) in all channels.

5.3.3.1 Selection of Wi
For good tracking accuracy in the subset of measured outputs, and good disturbance
rejection properties, the system must possesses high gain in the low frequency region.
This was achieved by augmenting each input channel with a w eighting transfer func
tion having an undamped pole at the origin (of the complex plane). To reduce the
roll-off rate through the frequency cross over region to an acceptable 20 — 25 d B / dec
around cross-over, appropriate zeros were added to every input channel. Although
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the presence of first order poles14 at the origin is desirable from a performance stand
point of view it has a detrimental impact on robustness properties. The phase lag of
90°, introduced by the poles at the origin, was rectified by adjusting the gain in each
channel. Appropriate proportional gains were embedded into the transfer functions
(^ 11,^ 22,^ 33) to increase robust stability, to decrease the phase-lag (at crossover) as
well as to improve performance (by reducing the t r of the transient time response).
The resulting diagonal pre-filter transfer function matrix Wi has a structure of a high
gain band pass filter, with finite attenuation. Finite attenuation is a characteristic
which adds to the reduction of the overshoot in the time domain response. The pre
filter is minimum phase, and has a PI structure:

1.87(s+2)

5

W1==

0

0
(s/0.3+ 1.5)

0

0
0

(5.4)

4 .2 (s/2 + 5 )

5.3.3.2 Selection of W 2

Roll-off rates of each output were found to be satisfactory, therefore the post-compensator
(unlike for lsqDW ) was kept constant, as an identity matrix, W2 = h x5- Hence, the
pre-compensated shaped plant, denoted by GWi, was augmented with the diagonal
post-compensator W2 = h X5 - Figure 5.12 a) depicts the reduced order shaped plant
and weighting function magnitudes as a function of frequency, whereas in b) one can
see the singular values of the shaped plant G s = W2GWj15.
The structure of the post-filter allowed Pitch and Roll rates, q and p respectively, to be
fed back but they were not to be controlled. [YP90] reported difficulty in controlling
Pitch (0) and Roll (0) attitudes without information from their corresponding rates
q and p. Later, we will empirically investigate the impact of feeding back Roll and

Pitch rates on the design properties by investigating indicators for performance and
robustness (characteristics). Comparison of the set of plots in Figure 5.12 with those
in Figure 5.3 reveals that inclusion of extra measurements in the nominal plant has
not contributed to modification of the low frequency (DC gain) characteristics of the
nominal system. However, the effect of extra measurement can be observed in the mid
14In fact such a pole introduces phase lag in the whole frequency range considered, but we are particularly
interested in the behaviour around the crossover region.
15Unlike Wi, W 2 is a (constant) matrix, hence it is not bold font.
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Figure 5.12: a) Nominal plant (continuous) and loop-shaping weights (dashed)

b) Shaped

plant
and (in particular) high frequency ranges. On the positive side, in the mid-frequency
range, the crossover (ujc) frequencies of all channels have increased slightly, hence
resulting in (slightly) higher bandwidths in all channels; whereas in the high frequen
cies, on the negative side, extra measurements have significantly reduced the roll-off
rates of two controlled outputs16. This may have adverse effects on the insensitivity
of the system to measurement noise and/or system's robustness properties.

5.3.3.3 Koo Controller synthesis
After shaping the open loop frequency response to be compatible with the desired
performance and robustness objectives a normalized coprime robustness optimiza
tion [GM89] was applied to Gs to synthesise a suboptimal (with 9 per cent scaling fac
tor) controller Koo using the p -Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox command [Koo, emax] =
n c f syn(G 5, 1.09). The resulting controller had 20 states. When the maximum stabil
ity margin was emax = 0.40283 the sub-optimal controller was synthesised for e < emax.
The achieved stability margin by Koo was e = 0.3714, and serves as an indicator of the
level of compatibility of the achieved loop shapes with the design requirements. It
also provides information that approximately 37 per cent uncertainty in the coprime
factors of the shaped plant is allowed in the crossover frequency range. Figure 5.13
subplot a) illustrates the singular values of the synthesised controller K^.
Comparison with Figure 5.4 for lsqDW brings to evidence that Koo for control law
16It is reasonable to assume that those affected outputs are related to Pitch and Roll attitudes, since the extra
measurements included were the rates of those attitudes.
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Figure 5.13: Singular values:

Frequency (red/sec)

a) Loop-shaping controller

b) Implemented controller

K jrn p

InsqDW provides higher gain at lower frequency, but does not modify the gain too
much around the nominal plant crossover region.
We already know that the inclusion of

will have only limited effect on the designer

specified loop shape when the stability margin is sufficiently high. The achieved sta
bility margin was e » 0.25, and hence we shall anticipate that the distorting effect of
the synthesized controller, denoted by K^, on the specified (desired) loop shape to be
limited at low and high frequencies.
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10-

1 0'1

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.14: Shaped (dashed) vs. actual (solid) loop shapes: a) at the plant input Li

b) at the

plant output L0
Shown in Figure 5.14 are the frequency responses of the actual loop shapes at the
plant input, denoted by KG, and plant output, denoted by GK, where K = W^KqoWi .
It can be easily spotted that deterioration of the singular values at the plant input at
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low frequency is slightly higher than the change at high frequency; in particular, the
minimum singular value &(Ga), which is thought to correspond to the slowest chan
nel 9 - Pitch attitude. However, the amount of change is limited. Inspection of the
singular values of the actual loop shape at the plant output break point reveals that,
cr2(L0) and <73(L0) are most affected at high frequency. This mismatch is thought to be
due to the absence of any dynamics in the weighting function at the plant output, i.e.
the plant's row space R(G*) is not modified by W 2 . However, it was demonstrated
through flight-test to be acceptable from a robustness point of view. This mismatch
has also affected the crossover frequencies and will carry an impact on performance
characteristics such as the speed of response, rise time and overshoot. It is of in
terest to note that inclusion of a dynamic post-filter shaping function in lsqDW has
eliminated this off set. The controller synthesis law makes use of the secondary mea
surements (p, q) not present in the 1 Dof control law (lsqDW ) reported in [PPTT02].
The structure of the

1

Dof controller architecture does not enable one to control and

track 5 measurement outputs with only 3 control inputs. Hence, irrespective of the
augmentation of the helicopter system with controller

with an attempt to enable

Tr_*j, = 1, ensuring the ess = 0 will not be possible. Finally, to be implemented con
troller, Kimp, resulted in 23 states with frequency response dynamics illustrated in
Figure 5.13 subplot b). Comparison of Figure 5.13 with Figure 5.4 brings to evidence
that K i m P for InsqDW provides slightly more gain at low frequency region than K

im p

of lsqDW , which is expected from the frequency dynamics (in the same range) of
the loop-shaping controller Koo for InsqDW. In the mid (crossover) frequency range
InsqDW Kimp controller gains are slightly lower than those of lsqDW controller, but
ensure adequate and smooth transition through the crossover. Modification of the
plant's (frequency) dynamics in the high frequency range is negligibly different than
that provided by lsqDW controller. In conclusion, InsqDW

K im p

controller's main

benefits lie in the low frequency and mid frequency regions.

5.3.4 Linear frequency domain analysis
5.3.4.1 Performance analysis

Inspection of some of the frequency domain indicators for performance, namely, the
sensitivity functions S* and SDcould serve as indicators for assessing the rate of dis
turbance attenuation at the plant input and output, reference tracking capabilities and
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input/output decoupling. As such S0 depicted in Figure 5.15 subplot b) reveals that
although the disturbance rejection acting at the plant output is slightly better than
disturbance rejection acting at the plant input, it is still not very satisfactory in chan
nels corresponding to o\ and <t2, which also correspond to channels with the lowest
bandwidth. That is why reference signal tracking in those channels at low frequency
may not be satisfactory17. It is important to point out that the singular values which
are the largest and flat in the low frequency region correspond to the extra measure
ments, i.e rate outputs, which are not to be controlled and are not of concern in the
analysis with performance objective.

10”

i
5
#

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.15: a) Input sensitivity Si

Frequency (radfeec)

b) Output sensitivity SDsingular values

The size of a(Si) = 1.61 and <j (S0) = 2.0961 provide also a measure, although some
times conservative, of the smallest unstructured input and output inverse multiplica
tive uncertainty [SD91] which could destabilize the system. In this design case, at the
plant input this has magnitude of ||Ai||oo = •q- .- = 0.6211, and at the plant output
= °'4771Gain and phase margins can be calculated on a loop basis using singular values
but this will bring conservatism [YP90]. Both a(Si) and <r(S0) frequency responses
have peaks which are hard to remove partly due to the non-minimum phase of the
plant and partly due to the condition dictated by the water-bed effect sensitivity for
mula [ZDG96] dictating that the integral of the natural logarithm of the sensitivity
must remain zero in the frequency range considered. This implies that any attempt
to remove the peaks will cause low frequency behaviour to deteriorate (and thus per
17In helicopter control context high amplitude manoeuvres, such as Side step and Quick hop, usually have low
frequency characteristics.
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formance) which could destabilize the system.
Comparison with control law lsqDW brings to evidence that, InsqDW controller
augmented plant will be able to tolerate significantly more unstructured inverse mul
tiplicative uncertainty than the plant augmented with lsqD W controller.
In Figure 5.16 one can see the frequency response of the closed loop system plant augmented system- to disturbances acting at the plant input which, in closed loop
transfer function terms, corresponds to ||S0G||oo = 0.7479.
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Figure 5.16: Singular values

S0G

It can be deduced that the control law ensures good attenuation of both low-frequency
and high-frequency natured disturbances acting at the plant input, this is in compar
ison with lsqDW . The low-frequency attenuation is a result of the integral action
introduced through the pre-filter weight- Wi; the high-frequency attenuation comes
because of the strictly proper nature of the shaped plant- Gs.
While attenuation at the low and mid frequency ranges is seemingly better, in the
high frequency range this is not the case. Better attenuation at high frequencies re
gion observed in lsqDW came as a result of augmentation of G with the dynamic
post weighting function W2. This ensured d (G s)lsqDW > d (G s)lnsqDW and sharper
attenuation (faster roll-off) at high frequencies; <9(») denotes the order of a plant.

5.3.4.2 Robustness analysis

By perusing Figure 5.17, a frequency plot of T„ it can be seen that roll-off at high
frequency is relatively good which implies respectable robustness properties to mul
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tiplicative uncertainties, and satisfactory level of sensor noise attenuation. However,
at the plant output (sensor level), roll-off at high frequency is not very good which
translates to smaller tolerance to possible sensor noise. Note that robustness to uncer
tainties which can be modelled in multiplicative form is good.
101
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Figure 5.17: a) Input co-sensitivity T;

10*

Frequency (rad/sec)

b) Output co-sensitivity Tc singular values

These judgements can be easily verified by inspecting Figure 5.17 where HT*!^ =
1.3563 and ||T0||oo = 1.1216. These values, when compared with those derived from
5.8, point to better robustness (of the augmented system) to multiplicative type of
uncertainty.
Figure 5.18 combines the Bode magnitude plots of <x(G) and inverse co-sensitivities.
Subplot a) indicates that the augmented system can tolerate, at the plant input, mul
tiplicative uncertainties up to 7 3 per cent, significantly larger than 1 Dof square plant
augmented with diagonal weights. Whereas at the plant output, as depicted in sub
plot b), the system can maintain its stability even in the presence of output multiplica
tive uncertainties amounting to 89 per cent. This is by far more robust system com
pared to what lsqDW control law provides. In other words, the smallest unstructured
multiplicative perturbation acting at plant input that could alter the system's stability
is HA*!!,*, = t

1

-=

|| 1 t||o o

0 .7 3 ,

whereas at the plant output this is

| | A 0 ||oo =

t ^1-— =
II 1 o ||c o

0 .8 9 .

In

the same Figure, one can establish comparison of the size of the tolerable (multiplica
tive) uncertainty at high frequencies in terms of the Bode magnitude of G. Slightly
higher in magnitude multiplicative type of uncertainty can be tolerated at the plant
output and in high frequencies.
Figure 5.19 a) shows the frequency response of the closed loop transfer function ma
trix, KS0, from output disturbances to plant input. Which gives a measure of the
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Figure 5.18: a) Inverse input co-sensitivity T*

Frequency (rad/sec)

b) Inverse output co-sensitivity T0 singular

values vs. a( G)

actuator control activity in terms control signal amplitude; excessive actuator activity
at low frequency is due to the control law's attempt to reduce the effect of ill condi
tioning in the plant.
Subplot b), in the same figure, shows the allowable additive plant uncertainty as given
by (KS0)-1. For frequencies above 14 rad/sec the closed loop system tolerates a level
of additive uncertainty much higher than the magnitude of the plant. Comparison
with Figure 5.10 reveals that InsqDW control law provides the closed loop system
with higher robustness to additive type of uncertainty.

>£100

10*1

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.19: a) Actuator activity due output disturbance

Frequency (rad/sec)

b) Maximum allowable additive

uncertainty vs. <r(G)

Shown in Figure 5.20 are the maximum singular values of the coprime factors of the
nominal, reduced and shaped plants as a function of frequency. Interpretation of these
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graphs, as sources of valuable information for the augmented system's performance
and robustness design properties, requires a careful consideration of inequalities (in
Chapter 4 Theorem 4.3) approximating closed loop transfer functions with design
variables in Tioo loop-shaping design.

I
10“*

Frequency (rad/sec)

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.20: a) cr(Ns) b) cr(Ms) of shaped (dotted), nominal (continuous), reduced
(dashed)

plant

Several interesting issues can be addressed from a comparison of Figure 5.20 with
Figure 5.11.
• Model reduction has more evident impact on the response characteristics of the
square system.
• The designer can effectively consider shaping coprime factors of the nominal (or
reduced) plant in the process of loop-shaping.
It is known that <r(N) < 1 and <j(M) < 1. The following presents a method of selecting
W}1 and

transfer functions.

1. Consider l.c.f of G = M N, we would like to attain a certain shape with o\ (G).
2. Plot the frequency response of a(N) and <r(M) in the frequency range of interest.
3. At low frequency range (0, ui),

uji

< 2 rad/sec,

the frequency dynamics of ^(G)

is entirely dictated by the dynamics of <f(M). In this range <r(N) acts as an all
pass filter, <r(N) = 1, therefore attention can be devoted to shaping n(M) with
a SISO weighting function W*, where W* is a high-pass filter bi-proper and unit.
This will effectively mean shaping of the frequency response of <r(G); denote
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this shaping with S — W*cr(M). This step can be seen as shaping the sensitivity
transfer function (in “mixed? sensitivity approach).
4. At high frequency range [ujh, oo), uji > 10, <f(M) acts as an all-pass filter, <r(M) =
1, therefore one can consider shaping only <r(N) in this frequency range with a
SISO low-pass filter W%. With consideration of robustness properties this step
can be thought of as shaping the co-sensitivity transfer function (in “mixed? sen
sitivity approach); define the shaped function with T = ^(NjWJ .
5. E contains the low frequency dynamics, whereas T high frequency dynamics, of
<t(Gs), and <r(Gs) =

Therefore the dynamics of S mostly will

not affect the dynamics of T.
6

. Transition through unity gain frequency range will be mostly affected by W*.
The designer can modify W* if the slope of <f(Gs) is too steep.

7. Take the reciprocal of
matrix Wi. Whereas,
8

this will be the element Wj1 of the weighting function
transfer function will be the element Wj1 of W2.

. Other elements of the pre and post weighting functions can be decided in the
“classical ” way. At this stage it is important to recall that bounds on the stan
dard closed loop objectives are dependent either on a(M) (<r(M)) or <r(N) (<j(N)),
however, the shaping of other singular values of (normalized) coprime factors has
importance from performance perspective.

5.3.5 Non-diagonal weights; Non-square nominal model- InsqNDW
The non-diagonal weight construction algorithm used herein, to facilitate the fre
quency shaping of the singular values of the system, is based on the one introduced
in section 4.4.1.
Applications of non-diagonal weight construction algorithms reported in the litera
ture [PG97], [PG02] and [LanOl] were applied to systems with equal number of inputs
and outputs, i.e. square systems only. In view of the fact that square and non-square
helicopter plants have different dimensions of the plant output space, the modified
algorithm used herein allows post-filter weighting functions with higher dimensions
(than pre-filter weighting functions) to be used in the construction of non-diagonal
weighting functions for non-square plants Gmxn G IZCoo . An alternative algorithm,
presented as a matrix inequalities optimization problem in [LanOl], was designed
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to reduce significantly the onerous iterations made by the designer. However, due
to time constraints imposed on the project the latter technique has not been imple
mented on the helicopter plant.
With the constructed diagonal weights (for control law InsqDW) used in section 5.3.3
it was not possible to augment and increase only the minimum singular value of the
shaped plant (cr(Gs)) without significantly affecting the shape of the other two singu
lar values. Significant undesirable change in the loop shape was leading to a change
in some performance criteria; for instance, the nominal tracking performance. This is
why, to gain more authority in shaping cr^(G) motivated the very idea of using non
structured (full block) weights.
The non-diagonal weights could be constructed using directly the nominal scaled
plant G, or shaped with diagonal weights plant Gs.
As non-diagonal weights are likely to be fully populated, i.e. full-block, the designer
may not be able to decrease or increase the usage of one of the actuators in a straight
forward and intuitive way [PG97] if G is used, hence, to maintain the transparency of
loop-shaping, the shaped function G5 was preferred. Practice with weighting func
tion design shows that it is always desirable to see if structured weights have met the
requirements in the first place before taking the cumbersome task of semi-manual or
LMI optimized non-diagonal weight design. This is mainly for two reasons: firstly,
non-structured weights design is more time consuming and also computationally de
manding, and secondly, the non-diagonal weights will inevitably bring about infla
tion in the number of states of the resulting controller, which may not be practical.
It must be bom in mind that when constructing non-diagonal weights, the diagonalised weighted shaped plant Gs, should be forced to achieve a high open loop band
width. In return, this will simplify the task to be accomplished by the non-diagonal
weights.

5.3.5.1 Weighting function selection

The selection of weighting functions was made in view of the previously outlined
objectives and with guidelines outlined in section 4.6.2. In this problem the frequency
range [ui,u)h], was selected to be [0.01,100] rad/sec. This was the range where the
continuous variations of the elements Vjk, (j = 1, • • •, mn\ k = 1,. . ., n) of V is to be
ensured, and the fitting to each of those elements is to be performed. Some issues of
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concern w ith regards to the selection of this frequency range arose in the course of
numerous design iterations in the construction, these are noted below:

o The selected frequency range must not be very large, as this will unnecessarily in
flate the order of the fit to be performed on Vjk- the elements of V. This w ill
inevitably result in very high order of V, and consequently of the non-diagonal
w eight18.

o The designer must grid the frequency range of interest on the logarithmic scale to
be sufficiently dense, preferably above 300 grid points. This will increase the
preciseness of the fit and make the product. V*V close to identity. Too dense
gridding will result in very high order of vjk, and thus of V and the non-diagonal
weight.

o The frequency range must include the target closed loop bandwidths and must not
leave out necessary performance and robustness regions.
The selected frequency range ([0.01,100] rad/sec) was gridded with 300 grid points,
and the shaped plant Gs was decided. Before decomposing Gs via svd and perform
ing the fit on the elements vjk of its right singular vector matrix, all integrators were
factored out of Wi. Figure 5.21 presents the singular values of the shaped plant aug
mented with a pre-filter without integrators.
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Figure 5.21: Plant augmented with integrators free pre-filter
18We are focusing on the construction of a non-diagonal pre-filter W i. Therefore, only the fitting of the elements
of the right singular vectors of the transfer function matrix V will be considered.
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The co-spectral factorization procedure in [Fra87] cannot accommodate integrators or
near integrators. Therefore not only Wi should be free of integrators (or near integra
tors), but also the conditioning function T. Failure to comply with this requirement,
leads to failure in computation of the non-diagonal weight with the co-spectral fac
torisation routine.

V

was extracted through svd of

G s

and it was partitioned into

elements Vj:k. Transfer functions of each element Vj)k of V were fitted using command
o p tf i t s y s 19. Experience, on this complex problem, shows that fitting stable and
minimum phase transfer functions in most cases results in rank deficiency even if the
tolerance flag in the fit is set to be large (0.5 < t o l < 1). Therefore, no restrictions
were imposed on the nature of the poles and zeros of the fitted transfer functions; the
tolerance flag was set to t o l = 0.005, no scaling was applied in the process of the fit.
Remark 5.3 As accurate as possible fitting both in terms of phase and magnitude to each
(SISO transferfunction) element vjtk ofV must be ensured. Failure tofit in one of the measures
will impact on the co-spectral factorisation procedure, and will yield errors in the procedure,
or generate non-diagonal weights with undesirable characteristics.

After every fit the designer can reduce the order of each transfer function Vjtk, or leave
the reduction to be performed on the resulting right singular vectors transfer function
matrix V

.

The fit in this problem resulted in an unstable transfer function matrix V

with 185 states, the distance quantified by

||V

— V ||o o

= 0.00848. Model reduction

was performed on the transfer function matrix using Robust and Control Toolbox
command ohklmr, as its counterpart hankmr in //-Analysis and Synthesis toolbox
can be used only if the system in hand is stable. The s n c f b a l resulted in the reduced
system being close to undetectable. The command ohklm r was selected not only
because it was applicable to unstable systems, but because it provided the smallest
bound in terms of || • ||oo and the z'-gap metric.
Finally, the reduced right singular vector matrix Vred had 75 states; three indicators
were used as measures to assess the level of success of the fit. Superimposed fre
quency response (magnitude and phase) plots of the elements of V and V red were ex
amined. The value of the product V • Vred shown in Figure 5.22, along with a(Vred V) <

1

which, in this case, was 0.00870. The smaller the value, the closer V red will re

main to V, within, and outside the frequency range of interest [a/j, cjJ. Singular values
19This was coded in Matlab and created from /x-Analysis and Synthesis toolbox command f i t s y s to optimally
fit a transfer function with the smallest order when given a tolerance.
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of a ( y red —V) are depicted in Figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.22: Frequency response of (V • Vred)
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Figure 5.23: a(V - Vred)
In highly accurate fit to V, pre multiplying V with the svd of Gs, GSV = t/£V* V, and
augmenting w ith F results in GSVT ~ UYiF, ^(G VT) ~

= E ^ red.

Here F G E 3x3, defined by the designer, is a diagonal transfer function matrix that
reflects the desired conditioning, i.e. the dynamics, and the singular values of W”d,
and each of its diagonal element (7 *, i = ra n k ( Gs)) has direct impact on each singular
value (0 *) of the plant augmented with integrators free pre-filter.
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Loop-shaping concepts carry through in the selection of transfer functions for the
elements of T. A lead-lag type compensator was used to ensure high gain at low
frequencies and high roll-off rate at high frequencies. At higher frequencies the higher
the roll-off, the higher the stability margin (e) achieved. T took the following form:

0.8

0

0

n
U
n

4 .5 (s /2 .9 5 + l)(s /0 .6 + l)
( s /3 .8 + l) ( s /0 .1 + l)

n

n
U
1 7 (a /2 + l)( * /1 2 + l)

U

U

(s /0 .2 + 1 ) (s /2 1 + 1 )

In order to obtain a stable20 and minimum phase weight WJd, a co-spectral factor
ization was performed on vg = VT(VT)~. This produced vg = WJd(WJd)~, where
WJd e TZHoo is the co-spectral factor of vg; and is the required non-diagonal pre-filter.
WJd accommodated 79 states. Since the states in W"d directly influence the order
of Kqo, to ensure that the H 00 controller has a feasible number of states for practical
implementation, the order of WJd was reduced to 26 states with insignificant dete
rioration in the frequency response dynamics, resulting in negligible gap in terms
of ||W?d —W?dJoo = 0.0984, and J'-gap metric- 6V — 0.05311. Now, cr^GsVT) ~
Oi (GsW”d). The plot of the singular values of the implemented non-diagonal weight

part

W^d) and T can be seen in Figure 5.24. The non-diagonal weight has condition

number in the range 2.5 < «(W5fd(j'a;)) < 22, whereas fully populated unstructured
pre-filter W {ul1, denoted by WiWJd, has condition number of 3.5 < /c(W{ul\jo j)) < 24
and is significantly higher than the condition numbers of the previous control law's
weighting functions. The high condition number reflects on its property to modify
more substantially the singular values of the shaped plant at low frequencies.
It is evident, and not surprising to see, that a i(WJd) are aligned with cr^T), since
WJd ~ (VT). These two equalities analysed together are compatible with HVH^ « I,
and therefore it can be said that V also exhibits properties of a unitary matrix in the
mid to high frequency ranges. Thus, its left/right multiplication with a transfer func
tion matrix does not alter the final result: VT ~ WJd.
Figure 5.25 depicts the singular values (as a function of frequency) of the tentative
non-diagonal weight -dashed- together with the (nominal) plant's singular values continuous- shaped with the diagonal weight. Perusing the frequency response Bode
magnitude plot of the non-diagonal weight, it is obvious that the dynamics of one
20The use of unstable weights in controller synthesis have been documented in [Mei95].
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Figure 5.24: Non-diagonal weight and T
of the channels (of the plant) was aimed to be preserved throughout the frequency
range; whereas the dynamics of the other two channels were augmented mainly in
the low frequency range, preserved around the crossover and slightly altered in terms
of roll-off at high frequency
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Figure 5.25: Diagonally weighted plant vs tentative non-diagonal weights
Integrators that had been factored out of Gs prior to the svd decomposition and fit
ting procedures were now put back into Wi. Singular values of the new ly shaped
(weighted) plant, with diagonal and non-diagonal pre-compensator, has now acquired
the following form

G s new

= W^GWiW^. Its frequency response Bode magnitude

plot is illustrated in Figure 5.26. The transition rates of singular values through unity
crossover were between 24-25 db/dec. As anticipated InsqNDW control law lead
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to improved loop-shapes (compared to those of InsqDW and lsqDW control laws):
with higher low-frequency gain, lower high-frequency gain and tighter (and rela
tively easier) control of singular values through unity gain crossover. However, all
these benefits were arrived at the expense of increased order of G

|

s nctu

with 43 states.

10 ’

10 "

10'1
Frequency (red/sec)

Figure 5.26: Shaped plant: with diagonal and non-diagonal loop-shaping pre-filters

A sub-optimal Tioo loop-shaping controller robust to additive perturbations to the
normalized coprime factors of the newly shaped plant

G s neu;

was synthesized using

commercially available software package [BDG+98] command n c f syn. In order to
allow a comparative analysis with the InsqDW control law, the InsqNDW control
law was also designed with 9 per cent suboptimality condition. The stability margin
achieved was e = 0.42097, which is relatively higher than control law InsqDW, with
exactly the same diagonal pre and post compensators but lacking the non-diagonal
weighting function.
The controller

initially had 43 states, but after an iterative reduction process using

Hankel norm approximation they were successfully reduced to 20 states with negli

gible deterioration in the open loop gain and design properties. The closeness be
tween original and reduced controllers was mathematically measured by z'-gap met
ric 5V — 0.007065 which, being very small (6U <C 1), serves as an indicator of closely
matching frequency response properties of the closed loop of Koo and Koored. The lat
ter also suggests that the distance between both, if measured on the Riemann sphere
would also be small [VinOO].
Singular values of

as a function of frequency can be seen in Figure 5.27.
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Figure 5.27: Loop shaping controller Koo
The resulting controller to be implemented K imp had 49 states, which is extremely
high and practically infeasible for our helicopter plant. After optimal Hankel norm
approximation its order was successfully reduced to 30 states, with corresponding
8V — 0.161989 as a measure to gauge the closeness of the frequency responses be

tween the original and reduced controllers. The singular values of the original and
reduced order- implemented controllers- K imp are depicted in Figure 5.28. It is evident
that the frequency response complies with the requirements for good performance
(ci(Kzmp)

1)/ at some low frequency region. A careful look will also reveal that

the requirement for good robustness and satisfactory sensor noise rejection, namely
(^(K imp) < 3), has not been satisfied for all channels. a 2,3 (Kimp) < 3 indicates good ro
bustness properties in two of the (controlled) channels, whereas 7f{Kirnp) > 3 indicates
high gain at the frequency region where the dynamics of the plant is not precisely
captured through modelling. The high controller gain at high frequency region can
be taken as a frequency domain explanation to the pilot's comments of unstable be
haviour of the helicopter upon engaging the control law InsqNDW- to this w e shall
return to later.
Actual loop-shapes (in terms of singular values) at the plant output (GK), plant in
put (KG) and desired loop shapes are all superimposed and reflected in Figure 5.29.
Comparison w ith Figure 5.14 of control law InsqDW indicates that the non-diagonal
weight, as expected, has notably contributed to the reduction of mismatch between
desired and actual loop-shapes at low frequency region and mid-frequency region,
and increase in the band widths. Note particularly around the crossover region at the
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Figure 5.28: Implemented controller Kimp: original (continuous) vs. reduced {dashed) order

plant input where the non-diagonal weight was applied. Additionally, when consid
ered together with the other control laws' Li and L0 vs. G s characteristics it brings
to evidence that unless dynamic (diagonal or non-diagonal) weighting is applied at
the plant output the significant mismatch observed between desired and actual loop-

Singular Values

shapes cannot be eliminated.

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.29: Shaped (dashed) vs. actual {solid) loop shapes: a) at the plant input Li
plant output L0- InsqNDW

b) at the
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Figure 5.30: a) Input sensitivity Si

b) Output sensitivity S0

5.3.6 Linear frequency domain analysis
5.3.6.1 Performance analysis
Figure 5.30 shows the closed loop system's input S i and output S G sensitivity trans
fer functions frequency responses as indicators of nominal tracking performance and
the ability to reject disturbances at plant inputs and outputs. We can observe that the
disturbance rejection both at plant input and plant output has improved significantly.
The improvement is much more notable for performance properties related with the
plant input space, i.e. R(GS), where the gains and directions of inputs were effected by
introduction of non-diagonal weighting function. A non-diagonal post-filter was not
employed for several reasons: it was thought that the roll-off was sufficiently good;
it would have inflated the order of the shaped plant and, consequently the controller.
This, in the first place, would make construction of a practically feasible controller
even more challenging, and above all, it would not facilitate a ground for objective
comparative analysis with control law InsqDW where the post-filter weighting func
tion was kept constant.
These alternative design properties came at the expense of higher peaks of the sensi
tivity transfer functions with

||S i ||o o

= 1.8848 and

( | S 0 ||o o

= 2.8881 indicating that the

closed loop system is more vulnerable to unstructured inverse multiplicative pertur
bations at the plant output, which with size || A0||oo = —g~/ = 0.3462 may destabilize
the system. At the plant input, the smallest possible perturbation of the same type that
can destabilize the closed loop system would be with size || A<||oo —

= 0.5306.

An additional frequency domain measure for assessing the performance of a linear
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system is the closed loop transfer function S0G, which illustrates the ability of the
augmented (with control system law) helicopter to tolerate the effect of plant input
disturbances on the outputs. Small values of a(S 0G) (in all channels) in Figure 5.31
reveal a notable improvement in the plant's ability to tolerate the effect of input dis
turbances on its outputs in comparison with Figure 5.16. The improvement is evident
at low frequencies and is due to the integral action introduced by Wlr whereas im
provement in high frequencies is a result of the strictly proper nature of the plant.
The order of S0G, <9(S0G), is bigger than any other d(S0G) in any of the presented
control laws, and therefore it is expected that it will roll-off faster.
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Figure 5.31: Singular values

S0G

5.3.6.2 Robustness analysis

In the process of any modelling, errors and omissions of not so well understood phe
nomena will inevitably occur. This is why, guarantees in robustness of stability be
come an indispensable characteristic of any control law, particularly those awaiting
implementation.
Input (Tj) and output (T0) complementary sensitivities' frequency responses Bode
magnitudes are illustrated in Figure 5.32.
These provide information about the system's robustness to noise on the sensors and
to uncertainties modelled as multiplicative perturbations at the plant input and plant
output. The system seems most vulnerable to modelling errors in the frequency band
1

to 10 rad/sec and particularly at the plant input. Note HTiH^ = 1.5755 and HT^I^ =
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1.3009, which are both acceptable [SP96].

Figure 5 .3 2 : a) Input co-sensitivity T* b) Output co-sensitivity T0
At the plant input the closed loop compensated system exhibits slightly better ro
bustness at high frequencies compared to InsqDW control law, however, the peak of
Ti|loo is slightly larger which affects the tolerable unstructured multiplicative uncer

11

tainty. At the plant output, the augmented system exhibits similar robustness prop
erties to InsqDW control law, but with slightly larger peak around the closed loop
bandwidth which reduces the level of allowable output multiplicative uncertainty
around the bandwidth.
Figure 5.33 provides information about the magnitude of maximum allowable un
structured input and output multiplicative uncertainties that can be tolerated by the
augmented, with control law InsqNDW, helicopter system. Straightforward alge
braic manipulations give IIAilloo <

=

0 .6 3 4 7

as magnitude of the smallest un

structured multiplicative uncertainty at the plant input that can destabilize the sys
tem, whereas at the plant output this is slightly higher (higher robustness) || AoH^, <
jj-j rjk

=

0 .7 6 8 7 .

By scrutinising the plots one can also provide an alternative, simpler

and visually perceivable interpretation of the constraints: any uncertainty in unstruc
tured multiplicative uncertainty form, with magnitude below the lowest singular
value (a) curve will be tolerated by virtue of robustness properties of the augmented
plant. Whereas any uncertainty magnitude value above the a curve will result in sta
bility degradation. Both in subplot a) and subplot b) the Bode magnitude plot of (G)
indicates that at high frequencies unstructured uncertainties larger than the magni
tude of the plant can be tolerated. This tolerance is slightly better at the plant input; it
is evident from the Figures that the higher the roll-off of the co-sensitivity the larger
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the area below the minimum singular value gj and hence increased robustness.
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Figure 5.33: a) Inverse input co-sensitivity T* vs. er(G)

b) Inverse output co-sensitivity Tc

singular values vs. cf(G)
To prevent actuators reaching their limits it is of particular interest to monitor the
control signals for use of excessive control effort. One way, although conservative, is
by frequency domain inspection of the actuator activity due to output disturbances;
this can be performed by perusing subplot a) in Figure 5.34.

3

1 0 '1

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.34: a) Actuator activity due output disturbance

Frequency (rad/sec)

b) Maximum allowable additive

uncertainty vs. Zf(G)
Subplot b) of the same Figure serves as a complementary indicator of the system's ro
bustness, as it reveals information about the system's ability to tolerate unstructured
uncertainty represented in additive form. While the system exhibits comparable lev
els of robustness to additive uncertainty at low and high frequencies when compared
with control law InsqDW, one of the channels' frequency responses indicates an ex
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cessive actuator activity within the bandwidth, and with a local magnitude peak of
slightly above 10. As we shall see later, this coincides with the pilot comments of os
cillatory divergent attitude and increased actuator activity given in the flight testing
of control law InsqNDW which was reported unstable. The yaw channel response
has always been the fastest21; the structure of the non-diagonal weights were devised
such that to attain the objective of increasing the gains and bandwidths in required
channels ((f), 0), and decreasing in yaw. However, the nature of the final model reduc
tion of the controller to be implemented, Kimp, in an (unprecedented) effort to bring
it to practically feasible control law is thought to have acted as a main contributing
factor in modifying undesirably the structure of K irnp. This, in the author's opinion,
exacerbated the actuator gain in the yaw channel, and acted as destabilizing factor.
It is important to emphasize that model reduction success indicators were within the
acceptable limits.
Actuator activities will be further analysed in the time domain through simulated
flight manoeuvres in the next chapter.
As mentioned in section 4.9 the order of controller to be accommodated and imple
mented on-board computer of the Bell 205 was limited to 30 states. This imposed a
hard constraint to meet with the awareness that reduction by 19 states, i.e. from 49 to
30 states, would inescapably deteriorate frequency and time domain characteristics of
the controller. Recalling the equality that derives the order of the controller to be im
plemented (diKimp)) in the standard 1 Dof Hoo loop-shaping controller architecture,
but with non-diagonal weight objectives, we have:

a(Kimp) = d(G red) + 2d(Wi) + 2 d ( W f ) + 2d(W 2).

(5.5)

Given the order of the components within the K*mp: d (G red) = 14, d(Wi) —3, dW<i =
0, where d-indicates the order of a system, one can easily arrive at inequality d(WJd) < 5
dictating the order of the non-diagonal weight.
Displayed in Figure 5.35 are frequency responses of the original, reduced, diagonally
weighted and non-diagonally weighted plant's normalized left and right coprime fac
tors. It becomes evident that the shaped plant has significantly improved singular
value shapes of the coprime factors. In view of the high stability margin (e) that Kqq
has guaranteed, one can interpret Figure 5.35 subplot a) and subplot b) together with
21It is natural to associate the singular value that gives the highest bandwidth with the fastest channel.
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Theorem 4.3. After some very simple algebraic calculations on relevant closed loop
transfer functions which are setting bounds on performance and robustness objec
tives, it can be deduced that a(N s) <C 1 at high frequencies imparts good robustness
and good sensor noise mitigation, whereas a(Ms) <C 1 at low frequencies indicates
good performance: tracking, disturbance attenuation, input/output decoupling.
In conclusion, and with a certain degree of confidence, one can also say that

had

brought the anticipated effect on the singular values of the shaped plant, Oi(Gs), and
most closed loop objectives. Unfortunately this affect did not reflect on to the control
law's flight-test performance and robustness characteristics. This can be explained by
considering the amount of model reduction (of 53 states) performed on WJd- which is
thought to have altered the “desired' structure of the non-diagonal weight although
the distance in terms of infinity norm and v gap-metric (£„) did not indicate that.
The distance measured in terms of the infinity norm and the 5V-gap metric may not
always indicate accurately the degree of alteration in the dynamics of a given system
(or parameter). In these cases point by point frequency analysis of the <^-gap metric
have to be conducted.
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Figure 5.35: a) cr(Ns) b) cr(Ms) of shaped (dotted), nominal (continuous), reduced
(dashed) plant

5 .4

T w o d e g r e e -o f-fr e e d o m

c o n tr o l la w

s y n th e s is

Objectives in the multivariable helicopter control law design comprise of a blend of
time domain performance and robustness specifications, which are best addressed in
the frequency domain. A spedal controller architecture that facilitates an explicit in
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elusion of both of the main requirements (robustness and performance) of a controller
synthesis, and also provides the designer with a choice to weight their impact in the
design is the so called two degree-of-freedom controller.
In this control system architecture the designer can address disturbance rejection
(along with robust stability) and time domain performance requirements in two sep
arate stages. The objectives will be handled by two different controllers Ki and K2,
which can be designed in one or two steps.
The feedback controller K2 is to meet disturbance rejection and robust stability spec
ifications, whereas the pre-compensator Ki is to cater for the time domain (response)
specifications of the closed loop.
Two degree-of-freedom controllers can be thought of as generalization of the one
degree-of-freedom 22 controller architectures with the notion of robust stability car
rying through from 1 Dof Hoo loop-shaping to 2 Dof architecture. A prescribed level
of robust stability is guaranteed via the normalized coprime factor robust stabiliza
tion procedure, while at the same time the closed loop transfer function from refer
ences to outputs (see Figure 4.9) is forced to approximate the transfer function matrix
representing an ideal time response (model) Tref characteristics. The two-degree-offreedom architecture also has an estimator based structure [Wal96].
The design of 2 Dof control laws due to their aforementioned properties have received
significant attention (particularly) in the aerospace control community with applica
tions to both fixed wing aircraft [HG93], [PG02] and rotary-wing aircraft [PSW+99],
[PPTT02], [PPT+05].

5.4.1 Design stage
The nature of the helicopter control system design problem brings demanding time
response specifications, which with the existing 1 Dof structure are difficult to trans
late to the frequency domain.
Translating time domain requirements to frequency domain specifications on L0 via
the loop shape Gs is a non-trivial task. To do this, engineers mostly rely on their engi
neering intuition which evolves with experience of using the loop-shaping concepts.
There are several difficulties involved in acquiring a desired loop shape of Gs: partic
22The expression degree o f freedom 's meaning within control theory context is different from its name sake in
physical/mechanical context.
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ularly in MIMO systems, it is not very obvious as how individual transfer functions
L0i,j, * = j affect for example Tr_>y — (I - L0)_1L0. That is why shaping LQi j ,i = j
(for example) becomes a very challenging engineering task. The designer may not al
ways be able to accurately and robustly shape the transfer function Tr_>y in the view
of time domain design specifications embedded in Tre/, this may be due to lack of
transparency in the chain interactions from Gs to Tr_>y. In summary: by shaping the
nominal plant with pre/post filters we are faying to affect the closed loop transfer
function (I — L0)- 1L0. These difficulties are independent of the positioning of the
controller Koo in the feedback configuration.

5.4.2 Diagonal weights
The controller synthesis is making use of the non-square nominal model of the plant.
The number of inputs, the number of outputs and their order of appearance in the
system are the same as those (used) in the 1 Dof controller architecture (lnsqDW )described earlier in the chapter.

5.4.2.1 Selection of Wi

As a way of establishing a basis for comparative analysis with the 1 Dof control laws,
InsqDW and InsqNDW, the diagonal weight (Wi) selected in InsqDW control law
was used (see 5.4 in 5.3.3.1).
The weight is well conditioned

(1

< «(Wi (jcu)) < 3). Care must be taken when se

lecting the weights for ill-conditioned plants; ill-conditioned weights integrated with
ill-conditioned plants may result in high condition numbers for some of the closed
loop transfer functions and poor robustness properties at certain points of the loop
which can lead to poor robust performance.

5.4.2.2 Selection of W

2

For compatibility with InsqDW and InsqNDW control laws, the post filter was cho
sen to be a constant diagonal matrix with unity gains in each channel, which effec
tively makes W 2 an all-pass filter:
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Remark 5.4 It was observed in numerous iterative designs that placing slightly more em
phasis on Roll rate (p) and Pitch (q) rate added damping to the transient response of the
corresponding attitude responses. This suggests (not surprisingly) that feeding back the rates
acts as a “derivative ” like control in the feedback interconnection.

The nominal plant's and the (diagonal) weighting function frequency response Bode
magnitudes are depicted in Figure 5.36 subplot a) and are identical to those used in
InsqDW and InsqNDW control laws. Illustrated in subplot b) in the same Figure are
the singular values of the (diagonally) shaped plant.
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Figure 5.36: a) Nominal plant (continuous) and loop-shaping weights (dashed) b) Shaped
plant
The objective of introducing

2

Dof controller architecture was to observe whether a

controller synthesized with weights identical to these used in InsqDW control law,
but with incorporated time domain objectives, would exhibit any better nominal per
formance, particularly tracking, than InsqDW control law.

5.4.2.3 KqoController synthesis
Before proceeding with the design steps distinctly unique to 2 Dof control law synthe
sis, a 1 Dof normalized coprime factor based robustly stabilizing suboptimal controller
(with the same suboptimal scaling factor of 9 per cent) was synthesized using nc f syn
command from the commercially available package [BDG+98] of Matlab®. Perform
ing this step will allow the designer to assess whether the shaped plant provides sta
bility margin (e) compatible with the low and high frequency design specifications. If
the stability margin is not high new weighting functions have to be selected. A con-
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trailer achieving low stability margin after the pure robust stabilization step of the

2

Dof architecture is very unlikely to attain performance objectives dictated by the Tre/
reference transfer function model.
The achieved stability margin by Kqq controller was e = 0.3714 which is immediately
quite good, and equivalent to

7

= 2.6925. This step is intermediate and in fact the

design parameter should be identical in value to control law InsqDW.
The selection of the target reference model Tre/ which is to reflect the closed loop de
sired time domain response objectives in each of the controlled outputs of the closed
loop system, comprises the next step before the controller synthesis procedure. This
selection of the transfer functions (within the reference model transfer function ma
trix) is to be completed with consideration of handling qualities requirements out
lined in ADS-33E [AnoOO]. The model is required to be realistic- within the physical
capabilities of the plant, i.e. it should not include very slow or very fast poles, or
the resulting controller will produce excessive control signals, leading to poor robust
stability and degraded performance. It is therefore possible that the selection may
involve some iterations.
The desired closed loop reference model is preferred to accommodate low in order
transfer functions, usually first or second order lags, and should also be selected so as
to exhibit zero cross coupling. The latter, effectively translates to the requirement that
(reference transfer function matrix) Tref is diagonal. The bandwidth of every SISO
transfer function on the diagonal of Tref should be compatible with the aircraft band
width in the corresponding control output axis. Specifications outlined in ADS-33E
documentation for different tasks and axes were not specifically tailored for Bell 205
helicopter, but generally for helicopters, and more specifically for military helicopters.
Therefore, time domain and short term response information on different task charac
teristics have been combined with past flight-control law design and test experience
with Bell 205 [WTS+99b], [PSW+99] and [SWP+01] to arrive at realistic frequency do
main characteristics for each control axis.
The designer should note that translating time domain characteristics of each con
trolled channel into the frequency domain is an iterative process, and requires evalu
ation of the time domain characteristics (e.g: damping, speed of response, overshoot
and steady-state error) of the chosen close-loop transfer function. If the chosen closed
loop transfer function, characterising the dynamics of this axis, does not facilitate the
desired time response of the system on this axis, then one of the following: un/ ( or
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the order of the transfer function has to be adjusted.
Different rise time specifications of each controlled channel were addressed with sec
ond order lags with damping ratio (£) and, undamped natural frequency (cun); these
are summarized in Table 5.4:
2nsqDW

un (rad/sec)

c

Roll-(0)

2.5

0.725

Pitch-(0)

2.8

0.76

Yaw-(r)

1.95

0.75

Table 5.4: Reference model specification

Thus, the time response model took the form:

T re/ —

2.52
s2+2*0.725*2.5+2.5z

0

0

s2+ 2*0.76*2.8+2.82

0

0

0

1.952
s 2+2*0.75*1.95+1.952

0

2 . 82

(5.6)

After an iterative analysis of the closed loop time responses, the scalar model match
ing parameter p used to weight the relative importance of robust stability as com
pared to robust model matching, was selected to be p = 1.45. Increasing the value
of the model matching parameter forces the closed loop response r —►y to match the
corresponding desired (Tre/) model response characteristics, however at the expense
of degraded robustness. A good value of p imparts a balance between both robust
ness and performance; it will act to minimize the error transients between the actual
plant and the target reference model. In addition to these, in the

2

Dof configura

tion presented in [GL95] the scaling factor p weighs also robust disturbance rejection
property.
Secondary23 measurements (p and q) were not used in the robust model matching
part, therefore they have been taken out of the synthesis by a scalar output selection
matrix W Q:
1 0 0 0 0
W0 =

0 10

0 0

0 0 10
^Primary measurements are attitude angles.

0

(5.7)
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The optimization problem was cast in a general framework as in [SP96] (pp.388 —389)
and the source code provided therein was used to synthesize an Hoo controller in
single step using h in f syn command. The achieved was 7^ = 3.29, however, our
objective was to obtain a suboptimal control law which is why a “one step ” second
iteration utilizing 7 ^ with boundaries of the optimization j min — 7 ^ * 1.09 and ^/max =
7 opt

* 109 was run to obtain the suboptimal controller achieving /y suboPt = 3.5861.

The resulting controller K had 26 states and was partitioned into two controllers, Ki
and K2, which facilitated the construction of the test-bed system interconnection for
performance and stability analysis. The feedforward controller Ki which affects only
the performance, as it is nested in the forward loop, had 26 states; the feedback con
troller K2, which commands robust stability and was to be used in frequency domain
robust stability analysis, also had 26 states. Effectively both controllers share the same
state space. The order of the implemented controller I w a s 29 and being within
the maximum allowable states- 30, no model reduction was deemed necessary, hence
the structure of the controller K was preserved.
In order to produce better model matching in the frequency ranges of interest, before
constructing the final (to be implemented) controller, Kimp/ the feed-forward part Ki
was scaled (with a factor) to take the form:
Kj = K, [W0((I - G,K 2) - 1GsK1) - 1(0)Tre/(0)]

(5.8)

Illustrated in Figure 5.37 is the frequency response magnitude plot of the resulting
controller Kimp.

10 " ’

10 "’

Frequency (red/sec)

Figure 5.37: Singular values of Kimp
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It exhibits a slightly higher gain at low frequency &(Kimp) » 1 in comparison to its
counterpart in InsqDW and complies with the performance requirements; it also has
a much better roll-off at higher frequencies with a(K imp) < 4. However, a source
of concern was the higher gain (exhibited by the maximum singular value) around
the bandwidth and slightly above the bandwidth. The gain in the same frequency
is larger than its counterpart Kimp of InsqDW. This, up to 20 per cent, extra gain
around the tentative bandwidth, is seen as primary cause of the control law 2nsqDW
to have been reported as unstable shortly after initial manoeuvre engagement during
the qualitative in-flight assessments of the controller.
Figure 5.38 depicts, as a function of frequency, the Bode magnitude history of the
desired and actual loops, at plant input (KG) and output (GK) respectively.

§

aa

E
CO

10“*
10"1

Frequency (rad/sec)

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.38: Shaped (dashed) vs. actual (solid) loop- shapes at: a) the plant input L*

b) the

plant output L0 for 2nsqDW

5.4.3 Linear frequency domain analysis
5.4.3.1 Performance analysis

Inspection of some of the closed loop performance characteristics in the frequency do
main using output sensitivity (SD) and input sensitivity (S*) transfer functions in Fig
ure 5.39 highlights the effect of the integral action in each channel at low frequencies.
Comparisons with frequency performance indicators of control law InsqDW shows
that characteristics like: disturbance rejection, reference tracking and some transient
response characteristics (as speed of the response) have improved slightly between
5 and 25 per cent, signifying the effect of including the feed-forward controller Ki,
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i.e. the second degree-of-freedom. However, the 2 Dof control law falls short in
matching frequency performance characteristics of non-diagonal weight control law
InsqNDW.

10-1

r
«f2

10'*

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.39: a) Input sensitivity Si
A comparative analysis of
5.15 and

2

1

b) Output sensitivity SGsingular values

Dof input/output sensitivities (Si)0) depicted in Figure

Dof input/output sensitivities (Si)0) illustrated in Figure 5.39 underlines

two issues: firstly, that attenuation of both input disturbances effect on the plant in
put, and output disturbances effect on the plant output at low frequencies have im
proved in all directions in

2

Dof design; secondly, that bandwidths of all channels if

measured in terms of sensitivity (S) have increased. However, rejecting of the distur
bances at the input/output of the plant may still require significant control effort.
Further analysis of Figure 5.39 also brings to light that this improvement in perfor
mance characteristics (like tracking and disturbance rejection) comes at the cost of
higher sensitivity peaks

||S j ||o o

= 1.7638 and

| | S 0 ||o o

= 2.3489 in the bandwidth re

gion, which point to decreased tolerance of the closed loop system to unstructured
input/output inverse multiplicative uncertainties acting on the plant. The smallest
unstructured inverse multiplicative uncertainty that can possibly destabilize the sys
tem at the plant input is with size || A^oo = 0.5670, and at the plant output is with size
HAJoo = 0.4257.
Figure 5.40 readily reveals that attenuating the effect of input disturbances on the
plant outputs has also improved and is satisfactory at all frequencies, but particu
larly at low frequencies and slightly better than that demonstrated by 1 Dof controller
InsqDW. This is due to an integral action effect carried to Kimp = K from Wi. Fast
roll-off at high frequency is as a result of strictly proper nature of the shaped plant G5.
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10'1

10-4

10"1

Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.40: Singular values SCG
5.4.3.2 Robustness analysis

Limited insight into the robustness properties (such as tolerance to high frequency
measurement sensor noise, and tolerance to uncertainty modelled as a multiplica
tive perturbation) of the augmented closed loop system can be obtained by perus
ing Figure 5.41 and Figure 5.42; which illustrate frequency response dynamics of co
sensitivities (Ti and T0), and inverse co-sensitivities, respectively. Comparison with
the same indicators of robustness of control law InsqDW , in Figure 5.18, brings to
evidence that 2nsqDW controller can tolerate, at the plant input, unstructured mul
tiplicative uncertainties up to

66

per cent, which is lower than InsqDW control law.

Whereas at the plant output, as shown in subplot b) of Figure 5.42, the system can
maintain stability in the presence (of the same type of uncertainty) up to 90 per cent,
which is slightly better than InsqDW. Therefore the size of the smallest unstructured
input (and output) multiplicative uncertainty destabilizing the plant will be 0.66 act
ing around u = 4 rad/sec (and 0.90 acting around cj =

2

rad/sec). In Figure 5.42 one

can also observe that in high frequencies the closed loop system offers a higher level
of tolerance to unstructured multiplicative uncertainties at the plant input than at the
plant output. This comes as a result of the presence of an open loop-shaping filter at
the plant input.
Presented in Figure 5.43 subplot a) are singular values of KS0 which offers frequency
response interpretation of the activity of actuators in the presence of perturbations at
plant output. It can be seen that the augmented system exhibits extreme sensitivity
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10" '

Figure 5.41: a) Input co-sensitivity T* b) Output co-sensitivity T0 singular values

10 * -

Frequency (red/sec)

Figure 5.42: a) Inverse input co-sensitivity T* vs. a(G)

b) Inverse output co-sensitivity T0

singular values vs. <x(G)
at frequencies just above the fundamental (first) (anti-) resonant mode. In the same
Figure subplot 6) one can observe the robustness of the plant to additive uncertainties,
i.e. allowable additive uncertainty before the system goes unstable. It can be seen that
for high frequencies (above 18 rad/sec) the augmented system can tolerate additive
uncertainty higher than the magnitude of the plant G. However, comparison with
the same properties of InsqDW control law in Figure 5.19 confirms that the system
augmented with control law 2nsqDW exhibits slightly higher sensitivity to additive
uncertainty due to the increased actuator activity.
In conclusion, it can be asserted that the 2 Dof architecture has improved performance
associated properties of the system through introduction of Ki and Tr e f / however, at
the expense of degraded robustness qualities. This suggests that the scalar model
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09

10'1

Frequency (radfoec)

Figure 5.43: a) Actuator activity due output disturbance

Frequency (rad/sec)

b) Maximum allowable additive

uncertainty vs. ct(G)
matching parameter p = 1.45 has to be decreased if certain robustness properties are
desired to be improved at the expense of performance properties. A reasonable choice
of p is usually slightly higher than 1.

5.4.4 Non-diagonal weights
Attempts to incorporate the non-diagonal weights obtained for 1 Dof (InsqNDW)
controller structure into the 2 Dof architecture 2nsqDW prior to TCoo optimization led
to time consuming 7 iterations with no significant improvement reported. Given the
experience with non-diagonal weight design it will be safe to assume that this may
not be feasible in systems with high orders or its benefits will not outweigh the time
demanding computational complexities of the technique. Reference [PG02] presents
an algorithm for incorporating non-diagonal weights into 2 Dof controller architec
ture using a fully optimized LMI algorithm, however, the algorithm has been demon
strated on a low order system.

5.5 Summary and comments
This chapter presented step by step designs of four control laws based on the nor
malized coprime factor Hoo loop-shaping design procedure; all of the designed con
trollers were flight-tested as described later. Controllers utilize both diagonal and
non-diagonal weights; the designs enabled a number of issues to be addressed in
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simulations and conclusions to be strengthened with real applications. The 2Dof
Hoo optimization problem setup ensured a guaranteed level of robust stability through

normalized coprime factor robust stabilization; robust disturbance and robust refer
ence tracking.
Stability robustness was assessed using frequency response singular values of some
closed loop transfer functions which, although they introduced some degree of con
servatism, served as handy and useful indicators of the limitations and capabilities
of the control systems. The controller designs were not approved for flight testing if
their linear and nonlinear time responses did not comply with specified design re
quirements described in terms of: rise time, per cent overshot Mp, settling time and
steady-state error. Although inclusion of the linear and nonlinear time domain simu
lations, and flight test results associated with each design case, in this chapter, would
have given a complete treatment of every control law, this would have significantly
inflated the size of the chapter. Therefore, this has been purposefully avoided. In
stead, simulation results will be presented in a separate chapter.
In the following chapter we will present evaluations of the control laws, synthesised
in this current chapter, through extensive linear and nonlinear simulations performed
in the time domain. These simulations will be complemented with flight-test (data)
extracted responses, together with Quantitative and Qualitative evaluations of the
flight-tested control laws. For the application of the algorithm to complex systems
which are usually of high order (as the one described in this work) careful thought
must be given before deciding to use non-diagonal weights.
Table 5.5 presents, for comparative purpose, a summary of important frequency domain quantities used in the the course of the controller design. For a complete picture
of the comparison they have to be considered together with associated (closed loop)
transfer functions frequency response Bode magnitudes; d- denotes the order of the
controller. It would be useful to consider some additional measures (like p, z'-gap
metric, pointwise version of the stability margin) for assessing the robustness and
performance characteristics of each control law in order to acquire a broader picture
on the strengths and capabilities of each control law.
Comparison of frequency domain performance and robustness indicators between
the InsqDW controller and lsqDW controller confirms that “squaring down” the sys
tem by removing the rates p and q affects adversely the robustness characteristics (of
the augmented plant) to various types of uncertainties due to reduction in stability
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Control law

£

d(Koo)

||Sj||oo

||So||oo

||SoG||oo

llTdloo

llTolloo

emox

€

lsqDW

0.30

0.278

21

2.19

2.48

0.88

1.88

2.04

InsqDW

0.403

0.371

20

1.62

2.1

0.75

1.36

1.21

InsqNDW

0.457

0.42

20*

1.88

2.89

0.77

1.56

1.30

2nsqDW

0.403*

0.371*

26**

1.76

2.35

0.79

1.51

1.11

Table 5.5: Frequency response design characteristics of control laws: *- model reduced, ★pure robust stabilization, ★*- ^(Ki^)

margin (e). However, all this is at the expense of significantly improved performance
characteristics: faster response, smaller damping (p and q act like derivative control),
smaller steady-state off-set, smaller overshoot.
Initial observations suggest that by “squaring down” the size we have traded robust
ness for performance. These observations may be problem dependent (and in par
ticular, dependent on the variables removed), therefore, drawing out any rigorous
conclusions about the effect of extra measurements based on this observation will
be inconclusive. Further theoretical justification will be required so that the results
can be brought to a level to stand scientific scrutiny. Tools like Relative Gain Array,
structured singular value (/i) and z'-gap metric can be used for this purpose.
!

While every controller architecture is designed to bring along benefits, not all of those
can be unveiled unless the method used for controller design is applied in practice.
Therefore, the selection of the “best” possible controller architecture and weight struc
ture requires considerable practical experience in controller design. This comprises,
but is not limited to, the ability to select the right design indicators (frequency, time
or both) for assessment, to interpret them accurately and to reflect the interpretation
and analysis precisely on the values of variables used in the design.

Chapter 6

Simulations, Flight-tests and Analyses
This chapter presents the simulation results derived from implementing the previ
ously designed controllers on both linearized and fully nonlinear flight dynamics rep
resentations of different helicopter configurations. These have been complemented
with simulations extracted from flight-test data and their comparative analysis. Flight
test data were gathered in a limited number of flight tests.
The flight control laws' response characteristics and handling qualities were assessed
quantitatively by using ADS-33E standards and flight test data, and qualitatively
based on in-flight pilot evaluations using Cooper-Harper [CH69] handling qualities
rating scale on several hover/low speed flight-test multi-axis mission task element
(MTE) manoeuvres such as: Quick-Hop also known as Quick-Step QS; Side-Step SS;
Tum-to-Target TfT; Precision hover and, pirouette. ACAH response type characteris
tics were used for handling qualities assessment.
It has been accepted as a common rule in the rotorcraft community that accurate sub
jective assessment of flying qualities of any control law should involve the judge
ments of at least three pilots, preferably more and, in order to aid the design, HQRs
should be plotted with mean, max and min assigned by all the pilots [PadOO]. A range
of two or three pilot ratings would indicate to the control engineer a fault in experi
mental design. Our flight tests have been conducted with two pilots per sortie (one
Safety Pilot who sits on the left hand side in the cockpit, and one Evaluation Pilot
who sits on the right side in the cockpit), however only one of them, namely the eval
uation pilot, was actively involved in flying qualities assessment of the control laws.
The safety pilot could provide insight on the activity of the actuators since his control
stick is directly linked to the actuators.
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Appendix I, at the end of the thesis, provides a concise overview with the most fre
quently used definitions and parameters in quantitative and qualitative analysis of
rotary-wing flight test results for those who are unfamiliar with the terminology.

6.1 Square plant - lsqDW control law
The first control law design- lsqDW - was performed and flight tested in June 2001 on
the square (3 x 3- three inputs and three outputs) helicopter plant.

6.1.1

D esk-top simulations: Linear response time dom ain analysis

This subsection presents linear simulation results of the augmented system which, as
a baseline, used the linearized 14 states (see section 5.2) model of the helicopter with
built-in 75 ms time delays.
To facilitate a basis for a realistic comparative analysis between linear, nonlinear mod
els and the real plant and to allow for realistic predictions on the real plant's dynamic
response, amplitudes of the input demand signals for the Pitch and Roll channels
were chosen to be 0.2 rad1, whereas for the Yaw channel was chosen to be 0.2 rad/sec.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the response of the linearized system to a lateral cyclic step input
demand of 0.2 rad to Roll axis. The transient response is crisp, fast, with rise time (tr)
of approximately 1.7 sec; with no overshoot (which indicates good stability margin),
and high damping coefficient (£ > 0.7). The steady state error is within the acceptable
design specifications (e3S «

2

per cent).

Due to the asymmetric geometry of the rotorcraft, a pilot demand injected in any
primary axis is likely to introduce some coupling in off-axes. Reduction or elimination
of this cross-axis coupling is amongst the objectives of every control law design.
Illustrated in Figure 6.2 subplot a) and subplot b) are the off axes responses in Pitch
axis and Yaw axis, respectively.
It can be easily noticed that the couplings are really too small to be of any concern.
They are | « 0.4 per cent, and J « 0.5 per cent. The first result interpreted with
coupling criteria [AnoOO] for forward flight and hover indicate that Level 1 (where
Application of input demand with magnitude of 1 rad is common in theoretical case studies, however in the
rotorcraft flight control context this is not realistic and, hence is of little practical value. It does, if possible, make it
easier to draw out conclusions about the amount of cross-axis interaction, and other performance characteristics.
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sec

Figure 6.1: Linear response to lateral cyclic step demand of 0.2 rad
pilot compensation is not a factor for desired performance) flying qualities may be
possible.

i

I

15

sec

sec

Figure 6.2: Couplings to lateral cyclic step demand of 0.2 rad a) 9

b) r

Figure 6.3 shows the linear response of the system to a longitudinal cyclic step input
demand of 0.2 rad in the Pitch channel. The transient response is with rise time (tr)
of approximately 2.4 sec, which is higher than the Roll axis response. This can be
justified by the low bandwidth of the Pitch axis dynamics. Both of these character
istics, which restrict the flight manoeuvrability of the rotorcraft about Pitch axis, can
be seen as a result of the greatest moment of inertia (I yy) about the helicopter's yy
principal axis. The low bandwidth also yields a response that exhibits slightly higher
overshoot (3 per cent) compared to the Roll primary axis response; the response takes
longer to settle, and with significantly larger (than Roll axis) steady-state error ess « 9
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per cent. These performance indicators suggest that there is room for significant im
provement in low frequency performance requirements by ensuring higher gain at
low frequencies.
0.25

0.15

0.05

sac

Figure 6.3: Linear response to longitudinal cyclic step demand of 0.2 rad

The cross-coupling depicted in Figure 6.4 between the primary controlled channel
(Pitch) and the off-axis channels (Roll and Yaw) is approximately $ « 7.5 per cent, and
« 1.5 per cent, respectively. The former suggests a considerable coupling between
Pitch to Roll, nevertheless the value is still within an acceptable region for Level 1
flying qualities range as required in ADS-33E coupling criteria for forward flight and
hover.

0.02

l

15

Figure 6.4: Couplings to longitudinal cyclic step demand of 0.2 rad

a)<f>

Figure 6.5 depicts the linear response to a pedal step input demand of

b) r
0.2

rad/sec

in the fastest and most difficult to maintain control channel, Yaw. Rise time (tr) of
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the channel's response is slightly less than

1

sec, and the transient response shows

negligible (0.5 per cent) overshoot, and steady-state error of ess « 0.5 per cent. The fast
rise time can be justified with the existence of anti-torque tail rotor- which essentially
acts as a source balancing the main rotor torque.

*----------------- 51-----------------101--------------- 115

0
0

sec

Figure 6.5: Linear response to pedal step demand of 0.2 rad/sec

Representative of the linear coupling of the Yaw response with the other axes attitudes
can be seen in Figure 6.6 subplot a) for Yaw to Roll which is £ « 1 per cent, and in
subplot b) for Yaw to Pitch which is ® « 2.25 per cent. ADS-33E coupling criteria do
not apply to off axis responses initiated by demands to the Yaw axis.

T3

? -0.008

s

15

Figure 6.6: Coupling to pedal demand of 0.2 rad/sec

a) 4>

b) 9
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Flying and Handling Qualities assessment

This section presents an assessment of the flying and handling qualities of the control
laws presented in this thesis. The assessment was conducted in view of the handling
and flying qualities specifications set for rotorcraft in the [AnoOO], which quantify
the minimum acceptable parameters characterizing the rotary-wing aircraft dynam
ics and performance. Handling qualities were evaluated in two ways: quantitatively
and qualitatively. Quantitative evaluation was based on a linear model transfer func
tion which used ADS Handling Qualities Toolbox [How90], and on an analysis of
frequency-domain transfer functions derived from pilot induced frequency control
sweeps flight-test data. These transfer functions represent the gain and phase fre
quency responses of a helicopter's attitude to pilot's cyclic (or pedal) command.
While both approaches of evaluation are dependent on the task to be performed, and
fundamentally based on specifications outlined in [AnoOO], the second is conducted
by the pilot and thus, in its assignment, factors like the environment of flight, pilot
skill and experience are influential in evaluation.
All manoeuvres in our flight test were performed in the day time and combined with
their describing characteristics, an ACAH response type was found the most appro
priate in all the flight test series; in Yaw axis RCAH response type was applied. In
ACAH response type (theoretically) a unit input given in lateral and longitudinal
cyclic on Roll and Pitch channels will impart a unit change in Roll (0) and Pitch (0)
attitudes, whereas a unit pilot input through pedal will result in a unit rate response.

.

6 2.1

Quantitative evaluation: Linearized model based evaluation

To demonstrate the potential of the 1 DoF H oo loop-shaping design approach, in this
section, flight test data gathered during the testing of the controllers will be analyzed
on two-parameter2 (u;^, rp) handling qualities diagrams and the frequency domain.
The bandwidth and phase delay parameters for different mission task elements (MTE)
classes for the Pitch, Roll and Yaw axes channels extracted from linear simulations
can be seen in Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 respectively. The lower, vertical
portions of each boundary indicate the minimum acceptable bandwidths for different
2Appendix A8 and A9 provide more information on handling qualities parameters u>bw, r p; for more exhaustive
treatment the reader is referred to [AnoOO] and [PadOO].
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MTE's. The upper, straight or curved portions of the boundaries indicate that the
higher the bandwidth, the higher phase delay w ill be tolerated for a given MTE.
For example small amplitude Roll, Pitch and Yaw bandwidths are to be no less than 2
rad/sec if Level 1 flying qualities are to be achieved.
All other M TEs - UCE>1 Divided Att. Ops.
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Figure 6.7: Small amplitude roll attitude changes -hover and low speed-lsqD W

Linear m odel based quantitative evaluation of the control law lsqDW for different
MTE using ADS Toolbox [How90] predicts high bandwidths and small phase de
lays which indicates that Level 1 flying qualities can be achieved for small amplitude
changes about Roll axis.
Similar low phase delay characteristic is not the case for small amplitude changes
about (naturally low bandwidth) Pitch axis, where for workload demanding MTEs
(like Target acquisition and tracking, and UCE> 1) depicted in Figure 6.8 phase delay
is higher and bandwidth lower. However, despite of the predicted (by linearized
model) Level 2 flying qualities, the flight test data indicate Level 1 flying qualities in all
three MTEs.
Illustrated in Figure 6.9 are handling qualities predicted for small amplitude heading
changes in low speed region and hover. Note that for Yaw axis assessment is per-
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Figure 6.8: Small amplitude pitch attitude changes -hover and low speed- lsqDW
formed only on two MTEs. For Target acquisition and tracking MTE, Level 2 flying
quality is predicted as attainable; this is mainly due to the low bandwidth although
the phase delay is the smallest among all axes. Flight test data analysis, however,
indicate that Level 1 flying qualities were possible for those specific MTEs.
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Figure 6.9: Small amplitude heading changes -hover and low speed-lsqDW
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Handling qualities evaluations based on small amplitude changes about all axes for
hover and low speed indicate tendency for PIO, only because the phase limited band
width is bigger than the gain limited bandwidth (ubw phase > uBWgain)• The significant
mismatch between the predicted and flight-test attained flying qualities for small am
plitude changes about Yaw axis also indicate either inadequately modelled Yaw axis
dynamics, or imprecise measurements. Careful overview of small amplitude changes
about Roll and Yaw axes also reveals as the source of the gap between predicted and
attained phase delay the inadequate representation of the time delays in linear models
in those axes.

6.2.2 Flight test frequency sweeps
6.2.2.1 Time domain sweep history

Control sweeps in all axes were performed by the pilot in the range from 0.1 Hz to 1.5
Hz3.
A typical experimental result of manual, pilot induced frequency sweep testing that
would enable data collection, and later, frequency response estimation of the rotor
craft primary axes transfer functions, is shown in Figure 6.10 for lateral cyclic input,
in Figure 6.11 for longitudinal cyclic input and in Figure 6.12 for pedal input. Every
figure also depicts resultant actuator activity induced by the frequency sweep de
mands. In order to create a database capturing the rotorcraft's dynamic characteristic
modes, input and response data were recorded for a period of about 70 sec; record
ings up to 90 sec are common. It is advised that frequency sweeps are conducted by
two or more pilots, however in this control law frequency sweeps were performed by
only one pilot, albeit an experienced one.
The control input size should be as small as possible but still big enough to capture
low and mid frequency bare-airframe dynamic responses.
As illustrated in Figure 6.10, the rotorcraft attitude in Roll ((f)) follows the sweep manoeuver demand quite nicely even at high frequencies. This can be associated with
the (aerodynamic) geometry of the rotorcraft which gives the smallest moment of in
ertia (Ixx) about the helicopter's xx principal axis. Depicted in the same figure, in the
3In fact it is difficult for the pilot to estimate accurately the frequency of the input above 1 Hz. Conducting
frequency sweeps at high frequencies can have damaging effect on rotorcraft components, such as the fuselage or
rotor mast, due to resonance frequencies.
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Figure 6.10: Roll axis frequency sweep: red-(demand)/ dash dot-(response), blue-(actuator
displacement) for lsqDW
bottom subplot, the actuator activity is seen to be low for low frequency excitation,
and high for high frequency excitation.
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Figure 6.11: Pitch axis frequency sweep: red-(demand), dash dot-(response), blue-(actuator
displacement) for lsqDW
The attitude response to Pitch axis cyclic input frequency control sweep in Figure 6.11
illustrates significant actuator activity and relatively poor attitude tracking character-
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istics. This can be attributed to the rotorcraft's inertial properties- rotorcraft's large
moment of inertia (I yy) about yy principal axis.
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Figure 6.12: Yaw axis frequency sweep: red-(demand), dash dot-(response), blue-(actuator
displacement) for lsqDW
Pedal input frequency sweep heading attitude changes and the corresponding actu
ator activity throughout the manoeuvre are shown in Figure 6.12. Attitude retention
is good at low and high frequencies, and moreover achieving this with relatively low
actuator power activity as depicted in the bottom subplot. This can be related to the
agility of the helicopter about its Yaw axis- the moment of inertia about

2:2

principal

axis (I zz) is smaller than Iyy/ but higher than Ixx.

6.2.2.2 Frequency domain sweep history-Frequency response estimation
Transfer functions representing the input/output dynamics of each primary axis were
estimated from the frequency sweeps' time history data using the t f e (transfer func
tion estimate) command in the Matlab® Signal Processing Toolbox. Alternatively,
one can use v s p e c t from the //-Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox.
In the use of t f e command the system input and system output were divided into
512 overlapping sections, each of which was linearly detrended, then windowed by
the WINDOW parameter and then zero-padded to length 1024. Sampling frequency
was 64 Hz.
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To increase the quality of the frequency response in the frequency range4 of interest
overlapping windows were used, and a 1024 point Hanning window was selected to
prevent side lobes and leakage. Data used for computation of the frequency response
was also smoothed by using appropriate Flags (mean, linear etc.) within the t f e
command.
Estimated from the flight test recorded data (SISO) transfer functions, representing
the dynamics of every axis in short term response, are shown in Figure 6.13- for Roll
(<£), Figure 6.14- for Pitch (6) and Figure 6.15- for Yaw (r) respectively. These transfer
functions' frequency responses were sources for handling qualities parameters (band
width and phase delay) which served for quantitative evaluations of the flight tested
lsqDW control law.
Figure 6.13 shows the Bode plot of the Roll axis transfer function estimate, where the
magnitude is constant up to 3 rad/sec and has a quite fast roll-off thereafter. The
shape of the phase curve is steep around the phase limited bandwidth, but reduces
its slope beyond the natural bandwidth frequency.
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Figure 6.13: Roll axis frequency estimate for lsqDW
Flight test data derived transfer function's gain and phase characteristics of the Pitch
axis rotorcraft dynamics are depicted in Figure 6.14. A closer look at the slope of the
phase curve between cji80 and 2o;180 implies slightly higher pilot workload in Pitch
axis in comparison to the Roll axis.
Sufficient data could be generated up to 10 rad/sec, this is how the upper limit was decided.
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Figure 6.14: Pitch axis frequency estimate for lsqDW
Illustrated in Figure 6.15 is rotorcraft's estimated Yaw axis frequency response gain
and phase characteristics.
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Figure 6.15: Yaw axis frequency estimate for lsqDW
The frequency response shows an almost constant magnitude curve up to 5 rad/sec
and a fast decrease thereafter. Which implies that inputs w ill be subjected to constant
amplification by a factor of

12

up to 5 rad/sec frequency. The shape of the phase

curve up to 3 rad/sec indicates a very small phase delay, the slope increases in the
range 3 rad/sec and

8

rad/sec, however in the range cj180 and 2cj180 the phase is the
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lowest among all other axes. Which, in theory, suggests that piloting of manoeuvres
significantly involving the Yaw axis can be expected to be the least demanding, and
with quite fast responses (due to the high bandwidth).
The estimated linear response and the flight-test data derived phase limited band
width and phase delay handling qualities parameters for all axes for the hover flight
condition are presented in Table 6.1.
Controller

U B /W

Tp

lsqDW

rad/sec

sec

Handling Quality

PIO

Target Acq. Track. UCE =

Pitch (0)

1.64 (2.19) 0.096 (0.17)

2 1

Roll (0)

2.99 (3.07)

0.06 (0.15)

1 2

Yaw

3.12 (5.07)

0.04 (0.03)

2 1

( )

1 1

( )

1 1

()

1

()

Yes

()
n/a

Yes
Yes

Table 6.1: Handling qualities for small amplitude attitude changes; Predicted, (Flight-Test
Data derived)

Analyzing Table 6.1 indicates that the time delay which was integrated into the plant
to enhance realism of the linear simulations and to increase robustness, was not suffi
ciently large for the Roll and Pitch axes.
It can be seen that, although the estimated values of the phase limited bandwidth for
Pitch, Roll and Yaw are below the achieved ones, they seem to be very close and lie
within the margin of error of the bandwidth method, except the Yaw axis which is
significantly off the achieved value.
This is concerning, because it emphasizes that either the ADS-33 HQ Toolbox has not
been updated- which is unlikely due to the relatively accurate predictions in the other
two axes, or that the linearized model Yaw axis dynamics representation is poor.
A similar mismatch between predictions based on the linearized model and those
achieved in practice exists in the phase delays and indicates that elements influencing
the phase delay parameter are more prevalent in the Pitch and Yaw axis.

6.2.3 Qualitative evaluation
In July 2001, the controller was implemented on the Bell 205 helicopter in a series of
flight tests. Unfortunately, significant mechanical problems associated with the Yaw
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axis gyro5, actuators and mechanical linkages hindered accurate acquisition of data
in the initial phases of the flight tests. Results from the limited number of flight tests
were promising, and to a greater extent confirmed the consistency between simula
tions and flight test results.
The evaluations based on pilot comments combined with ADS-33E specifications on
each channel comprised qualitative assessment of the performed task; the flight con
trol law design is required to achieve Level 1 HQ.

6.2.3.1 Flight test evaluation of Mission Task Elements
Figure 6.16 shows the responses of the helicopter at hover to an input train of alternate
step demand control pulses in Pitch axis in different time sequence ratio. It can be
clearly seen that in the first two doublet inputs the rotorcraft exhibits good attitude
tracking, however the rate response builds up too slow ly and in the long run affects
the attitude retention which results in unwanted oscillations.
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Figure 6.16: Pitch axis in-flight response: demand, solid (0), dash dot (q) for lsqDW

In conclusion attitude retention is acceptable, but not at the level to satisfy the design
objectives. Illustrated in Figure 6.17 is the pitch actuator's activity as a result of the
demands shown in Figure 6.16. Excessive actuator activity is evident where the pilot
had imposed a cone like type demand (in the interval 90 to 105 sec).
Figure 6.18 illustrates the ACAH response type in Roll to attempted doublet demands.
5Yaw gyro was found to provide inaccurate measurements, and was replaced with a laser gyro in time for
testing of control law InsqDW.
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Figure 6.17: Pitch axis actuator (FDE) activity
The attitude response is underdamped, very oscillatory with significant steady-state
error (e ss) characteristics which were not predicted by the linear model. The pilot
stressed the easily excited high frequency lateral oscillations. These can be related to
very high controller (Kimp) gains in the frequency range 6 to 15 rad/sec; these gains
are up to 100 per cent higher in comparison with those of K imp controller of InsqDW
control law.
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Figure 6.18: Roll axis in-flight response: demand; solid (0); dash dot (p) for lsqDW
The response dynamics reflect onto the axes' actuator activity illustrated in Figure
6.19. It is likely that in manoeuvres heavily involving the Roll axis, e.g Side Step, this
will adversely affect HQ properties ratings. Excessive and jittery actuator activity is
evident where the pilot had imposed a cone like type demand.
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Figure 6.19: Roll axis actuator (FDA) activity
Shown in Figure 6.20 is the rotorcraft's response to two doublet step type demands
of up to 20 deg in Yaw axis. Given the dynamic characteristics of the Yaw axis, the
response is fast, with slight overshoot and oscillatory (i.e ( < 0.7 thus underdamped)
behaviour which adversely affects the tracking of the demand. Control of this axis dy
namics appeared to be the most challenging. This was due to the significant amount
of parametric uncertainty.
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Figure 6.20: Yaw axis in-flight response: demand; response for lsqDW
Figure 6.21 shows the actuator activity in the Yaw channel. Although the manoeuvre
is very demanding, the work load it imparts on the actuators appears to be the lowest
among all the axes actuator dynamics.
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Figure 6.21: Yaw axis actuator (FDR) activity
6.2.3.2 Pilot Comments
Frequency sweeps and step inputs applied to every axis allows the pilot to evalu
ate the dynamic characteristics of the rotorcraft around every axis and its suitability
of performing different MTEs. Once the rotary-wing aircraft (augmented with the
control law) is subjected to frequency sweeps and step inputs and found adequate
for HQ testing the pilot would proceed with testing of the control law for different
manoeuvres of MTEs.
In view of the limitation on the number of flight tests and control law characteristics
the pilot deemed as appropriate performing only one qualitative evaluations for one
manoeuvre- the precision hover. This resulted in H Q R of 5, signifying moderate to
objectionable deficiencies in aircraft characteristics, corresponding to Level 2 flying
qualities. The pilot has also reported considerable backing out of the loop to suppress
PIO, and easily excited lateral axis high frequency oscillations.
Table 6.2 presents in a compact way the pilot's qualitative evaluations of the controller
in view of the ADS-33E requirements.

6.3

N on -sq uare plant: d iagon al w eig h ts - In sq D W con trol la w

Inclusion of extra measurements (angular rates p and q ) in the 1 Dof loop-shaping
resulted in non-square helicopter system plant representation. The design presented
in this section is for control law (InsqDW) and was performed on a non-square (5 x
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MTE

HQR

205

Flying

Quality
Precision Hover

5

Level 2

Side Step

X

X

Quick Hop

X

X

Pirouette

X

X

Turn to Target

X

X

e = 0.278, X- not performed
Table 6.2: Qualitative MTE evaluation of the control law lsqDW

3) (rectangular) helicopter system plant in May and June 2003; the control law was
evaluated in flight tests.

6.3.1

Desk-top simulations: Linear response time domain analysis

Figure

6.22

depicts the linear response of the helicopter to a step input demand of

amplitude 0.2 rad in Roll axis. The response is overdamped with rise time of approx
imately 4 sec and steady-state error of 2 per cent.
c_>*

91

1

sec

Figure 6.22: Linear response to lateral cyclic step demand of 0.2 rad
Examining Figure 6.23 reveals Roll to Yaw (J) coupling of 10 per cent, which is higher
than coupling between Roll and Pitch ( |) of approximately 3 per cent.
Shown in Figure 6.24 is the linear response to a step input demand of 0.2 rad in Pitch
channel. The response is overdamped and the rise time of the channel's response, seen
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Figure 6.23: Coupling to lateral cyclic step demand of 0.2 rad
in the same Figure, is approximately 4 sec, which is quite high hence slow response.

i

Figure 6.24: Linear response to longitudinal cyclic step demand of 0.2 rad

The cross coupling from Pitch to Roll ( | « 3) per cent, and from Pitch to Yaw ( § * 5 )
per cent, all illustrated in Figure 6.25.
Illustrated in Figure 6.26 is the linear system's response to 0.2 rad/sec amplitude step
demand in Yaw channel. Due to the aerodynamic frame asymmetry and main rotortail rotor interaction this is expected to be the most challenging channel to control in
the helicopter system. The response (as expected from the high bandwidth) is sharp,
with rise time tr <

1

sec, overshoot of about 10 per cent and ess «

.

10

Analysis of Figure 6.27 indicates significant cross-axis coupling between Yaw and Roll
(£) which manifests itself with about 19 per cent interaction; coupling from Yaw to
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Figure 6.25: Coupling to longitudinal cyclic step demand of 0.2 rad
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Figure 6.26: Linear response to pedal demand of 0.2 rad/sec

Pitch (^) is just 4 per cent. Although these are linear simulations, they confirm the
difficulty posed in the control of the Yaw axis dynamics.
It is worth mentioning that in all the linear dynamic response simulations of the sys
tem, augmented with InsqDW control law, the input demand was fixed to be 0.2
rad or (0.2 rad /sec) while, in fact, the greatest amplitude of in-flight demands6 are as
follows [Gub02]:
• Quick Hop: —10° for acceleration and +30° for deceleration.
• Side Step: about 25° on acceleration and up to +35° on deceleration.
6These demands have been used in the assessment of every control law, however, for consistency with in-flight
demands, they will not be presented herein.
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Figure 6.27: Coupling to pedal step demand of 0.2 rad/sec
• Turn to Target: the pilot should be demanding around 20 —30 deg/sec.

6.3.2 Desk-top simulations: Nonlinear response time domain analysis
Depicted in Figure 6.28 are nonlinear simulations of the helicopter's nonlinear model
augmented with InsqDW controller architecture (which utilized diagonal weights).
Subplots in the first column in the (3 x 2) matrix structured Figure 6.28 denote the
demands, attitude and angular rate responses in Pitch, Roll and Yaw channels re
spectively, while subplots in the second column reflect the actuator activity in each
channel during the performed tasks.
The way the subplots are structured in Figure 6.28 allows the designer to obtain an
accurate picture about tracking, actuator activity and inter-axis coupling. The labels
on the vertical axes in the subplots (:,2) should read as: Longitudinal cyclic [-1,1],
where 1 is fully forward; Lateral cyclic [-1,1], where 1 is fully right; and Tail rotor
collective [-1,1], where 1 is fully right.
Subplot (1,1) in the Figure 6.28 gives the response to —0.25 rad (nose down, forward
flight) or equivalent of —14° step ramp like doublet demand with duration of 4 sec in
Pitch channel.
This demand pattern can be associated with the Quick Hop (Quick Step ) manoeuvre.
The response is rather slow and overdamped; the same tendency can be observed
from linear simulations in Figure 6.24. Information about actuator activity, for this
manoeuvre, can be extracted from subplot (1,2), which indicates low to acceptable
moderate activity. The coupling from Pitch and Yaw (J) is slightly higher than in Pitch
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Figure 6.28: Left column- Nonlinear model: demand, rate, attitude responses; Right column:
actuator activities for InsqDW
to Roll ( |) , however, both of them are very small (< 3) per cent. These measurements
are compatible with observations made from linear response simulations where the
coupling was correspondingly 3 per cent and 5 per cent.
Subplot (2,1) illustrates in simulation a Side Step manoeuvre with demand of —0.25
rad (side flight to the right7) or equivalent of —14°, in Roll channel with 3.5 sec du
ration. The response, as expected from linear simulation (in Figure 6.22) is smooth,
overdamped and slow. However it is slightly faster than the Pitch channel, which
can be justified with the aero-mechanical structure (primarily the value of principal
moments of inertia- I yy > I zz > I xx) of the Bell 205. This manoeuvre results in low
actuator activity as depicted in subplot (2,2). Inter-axis couplings from Roll to Pitch
Experience from Handling Qualities ratings of MTEs have shown that, due to the asymmetric aerodynamics
structure, pilot ratings on Side Step manoeuvre to the left differ from those on the Side Step manoeuvre to the
right. Tail rotor's positioning and its torque can be pointed as sources for this difference.
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( |) and from Roll to Yaw (J) in the duration of this manoeuvre are correspondingly
negligible and low.
The response given in subplot (3,1) can be thought of as a Turn-to-Target manoeuvre
to the left, it provides a picture of the helicopter's response to the demand of —0.45
rad/sec (or equivalent of —26 deg/sec) in Yaw channel. The response is sharp and
fast. When controlling the rate and counting that the helicopter is not exactly at hover,
the existing steady-state error observed in the response is acceptable. Actuator activ
ity associated with this manoeuvre and indicated in subplot (3,2) is moderate to high,
as expected from demand in this size.

6 .4

F ly in g a n d H a n d lin g Q u a litie s a s s e s s m e n t

6.4.1 Quantitative evaluation: Linearized model based evaluation
Figure 6.29 illustrates predicted and flight-test extracted Pitch bandwidth require
ments for small amplitude changes in hover/low speed flight for three sets of MTEs
covering the effects of bandwidth and pilot visual cues from(UCE=l to UCE>1). It is
evident that the handling qualities parameters (o;^, rp) indicate Level 1 flying qualities
as a result of high bandwidth and low phase delay. Note the strong similarity between
predicted (using the linearised model) and achieved (in flight-tests) bandwidth val
ues. The slight difference between predicted and achieved phase delay values could
be a result of insufficient representation of computational delays, or time delays orig
inating from filters or actuators.
Shown in Figure 6.30 are Roll bandwidth requirements for small amplitude changes
in hover/low speed and forward flight for demanding combat Target acquisition, and
other MTEs- with more relaxed (cjbw, rp) boundaries.
It is seen that according to the predicted handling qualities parameters of phase lim
ited bandwidth and phase delay of the aircraft in small amplitude roll attitude changes
Level 1 flying qualities are satisfied not only in demanding Target Acquisition MTE,

but also in Fully Attended Operations as well as in Divided Attention Operations
(UCE> 1). Careful examination will also reveal that although bandwidths are pre
dicted with significant accuracy, phase delay predictions are lagging significantly.
This, firstly suggests that the slope of the phase curve between neutral frequency
(^i8o) and (2cji8o) is much steeper than that predicted by the linearized model, and
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Figure 6.29: Small amplitude pitch attitude changes -hover and low speed- for InsqDW
second, the time delays present in this axis are much higher than the integrated 75
msec in the linear model.
Illustrated in Figure 6.31 are the rotorcraft's Yaw bandwidth requirements for small
amplitude changes in h over/low speed flight for only two MTEs together with pre
dicted and flight-tested aircraft bandwidth and phase delay parameter values. Note
the consistency between predicted and flight test derived phase delay parameters tp,
indicating that the time delays (transport delay, rotor lag delay, filter lag delays) have
been accurately represented. However, the significant difference in the bandwidth
suggests that the linearized model might have lost those modes which significantly
influence the heading dynamics8. It w ill be interesting to know what w ould have
been the phase delay prediction, had the heading state been kept within the linearized
model. The aircraft's bandwidth was predicted to achieve Level 3 and Level 2 in com
bat and other MTEs, but, what it achieved in reality was much higher than predictedyielding Level 1 flying qualities in performed and evaluated MTEs.
8In fact, in Chapter 5 section 5.2 S h e a d i n g state was removed by truncation.
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Figure 6.30: Small amplitude roll attitude changes -hover and low speed- for InsqDW
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Figure 6.31: Small amplitude heading changes -hover and low speed- for InsqDW

6.4.2 Flight test frequency sweeps
The flight-tests described in this section, and onwards, were performed on the Bell 205
which had been equipped with a new inertial system9 and improved engine perfor
mance. These elements significantly improved controller performance and reduced
Laser gyroscopes on every principal control axis.
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the gap between predicted in simulations and achieved in flight results.
All frequency control sweep tests presented for control law InsqDW were conducted
with input frequencies in the range 0.1 Hz and 1.5 Hz with Stability and Control
Augmentation System (SCAS) on. This frequency range is sufficient for acquisition of
data for handling qualities analysis.

6.4.2.1 Time domain sweep history
Figure 6.32 shows the time history of the frequency sweep manoeuvre performed
manually by the pilot on the Roll axis; the same Figure also depicts lateral cyclic ac
tuator displacement for the duration of this manoeuvre. It is evident that the aircraft
follows quite nicely the sweep demands in Roll axis. Actuator control power is re
garded as low at low frequencies and high at high frequencies.
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Figure 6.32: Roll axis frequency sweep: red-(demand), dash dot-(response), solid blue(actuator displacement) for InsqDW
Figure 6.33 illustrates longitudinal cyclic frequency sweep: Pitch angular attitude re
sponse to cockpit controller deflection together with longitudinal cyclic actuator ac
tivity. Attitude response tracking at low frequencies is good, however it degrades as
the frequency of the sweep demand increases. This is mainly due to high inertia of
the rotorcraft about its Pitch axis. Actuator workload increases as the frequency of
the demand increases, but the magnitude of the actuator signal remains in the same
magnitude band.
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Figure 6.33: Pitch axis frequency sweep: red-(demand), dash dot-(response)/ solid blue(actuator displacement) for InsqDW
Figure 6.34 shows a time history of the sweep manoeuvre performed in the Yaw axis.
Actuator activity throughout the manoeuvre is depicted in bottom plot of the same
Figure 6.34. It is evident that pilot induced frequency sweep is a sinusoidal input sig
nal with frequency of sampling varying from low to medium. The attitude response
is very quick, crisp with good following of the sweep command; all yield to reduced
activity and workload on the actuator (in Yaw axis) engaged in this manoeuvre.
An inexperienced pilot will show a tendency to increase the control input amplitude
as the frequency increases, in order to maintain the same overall amplitude of the
rotorcraft response. It can be seen from the frequency sw eeps control tests- Figures
(6.32 through 6.34)- that control inputs' amplitudes remained almost the same in the
frequency range of the sweep tests, although the response amplitudes decreased in
Figure 6.32 and Figure 6.33; an indication of professional piloting.
Remark 6.1 A t the end o f frequency sweeps the Evaluation Pilot estimated moderate band
width (ujfyu,), detected Longitudinal to Roll coupling and (surprisingly) marginal Lateral sta
bility.
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6.4.2.2 Frequency domain sweep history-Frequency response estimation
This section compiles frequency domain responses extracted from frequency sweep
manoeuvres which were performed in all principal- control- axes. Figure 6.35 shows
the estimated Roll axis transfer function frequency response on the Bode diagram.
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Figure 6.35: Roll axis frequency estimate
Figure 6.36 presents the frequency response plot of the rotorcraft's Pitch attitude to
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longitudinal cyclic control input derived through FFT from the flight time history de
picted in Figure 6.33; useful for quantitative analysis of Pitch axis response. The range
0.4 rad/sec and 10 rad/sec was selected with the thought that it would be sufficient
to provide information on handling qualities parameters.
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Figure 6.36: Pitch axis frequency estimate
Measurements of the bandwidth and the phase delay handling qualities parameters
for short term, small amplitude Yaw axis response criteria can be obtained from Figure
6.37 which depicts the Bode plot of the Yaw axis frequency response dynamics.
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Figure 6.37: Yaw axis frequency estimate
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Table 6.3 presents estimated and flight-test data derived bandwidth and phase delay
values in all principal axes, for small amplitude changes at hover and low speed.
Two types of responses were used: ACAH and RCAH. Bandwidth frequencies were
derived according to the phase limited bandwidth definition. It is important to note
that all axes phase limited bandwidths were greater than the gain limited bandwidths.
It may, therefore, be that the rotorcraft may be PIO prone in manoeuvres requiring
significant pilot workload, high precision manoeuvres or aggressive manoeuvres.
Controller

vb / w

rp

Handling Quality

InsqDW

rad/sec

sec

Target Acq. and Track. UCE = 1

Pitch-((9)

2.25 (2.46)

0.07 (0.11)

1 1

( )

1 1

Roll-(0)

3.46 (3.83)

0.044 (0.25)

1(3)

1 1

1.97 (8.48) 0.029 (0.054)

3(1)

Yaw

()

()
2(1)

Table 6.3: Handling qualities for small amplitude attitude changes; Predicted, (Flight-Test
Data derived)

Table 6.3 indicates good compatibility between predicted (based on the helicopter
model linearized around hover flight), and results derived from flight-test control fre
quency sweeps bandwidths and phase delays. The exception is the Yaw axis predicted
bandwidth and phase delay which are lower than achieved. The case was similar in
control law lsqDW , where only the bandwidth was mismatching. The assumption
that the Yaw axis dynamics is poorly represented in linearised model carries through.
It is seen that achieved Handling Qualities, for short term small amplitude changes
in all axes, match the predicted in all MTEs, except for Roll in Target tracking MTE.

6.4.3 Qualitative evaluation
6.4.3.1 Flight test evaluation of Mission Task Elements
While in hover with the helicopter trimmed, a series of doublets type demands with
amplitude varying in the range 10° —15°, as illustrated in Figure 6.38, were applied
through longitudinal cyclic on the Pitch axis. The response which can be thought
of as Quick Step is slow but smooth, with good attitude retention; overshoot varying
between 10 to 15 per cent and steady-state error (ess) in the range from 2 per cent up
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to 20 per cent10.
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Figure 6.38: Pitch axis in-flight response: demand; solid (0); dash dot (q) for lsqDW

Pitch actuator (FDE) displacement (in inches) as a function of time is illustrated in
Figure 6.39. Activity can be described as moderate.
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Figure 6.39: Pitch axis actuator (FDE) activity

The helicopter's response in Roll axis to a series of doublet type input demands with
amplitude varying in the range 8° — 15° is depicted in Figure 6.40. It is evident that
the tracking is crisp and smooth with relatively small (5 to 10 per cent) steady-state
error (ess), and negligible overshoot in the first couple of demands.
10Pilots are not sensitive to small state errors, but more sensitive to quickness of the response and actuator
activity.
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Figure 6.40: Roll axis in-flight response: demand; solid ((f))} dash dot (p) for lsqDW

These satisfactory performance characteristics of the response eased the workload on
the Roll axis FDA actuators- Figure 6.41.
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Figure 6.41: Roll axis actuator (FDA) activity

Figure 6.42 shows the Bell 205 Yaw axis response to a series of pedal step pulse in
put demands around hover flight regime. The response, although oscillatory, is fast,
slightly underdamped but with good tracking characteristics.
An account for the Yaw axis (FDR) actuator in inches throughout the manoeuvre is
shown in Figure 6.43. The activity is low, as predicted by the nonlinear simulations,
and is the lowest among other axes primary actuators.
In summary, the Bell 205 has Level 1 handling qualities for Target Acquisition and
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Figure 6.42: Yaw axis in-flight response: demand; response for InsqDW
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Figure 6.43: Yaw axis actuator (FDR) activity
Tracking, for Fully Attended Operations and Divided Attention Operations.

6.4.3.2 Pilot Comments
The following are in-flight comments and handling qualities evaluation of the aug
mented helicopter for several flight manoeuvres performed w ith the control law InsqDW.

Hover: Desirable performance was noted with + / —1° excursions in the Roll channel(j), and some deviation in heading ip. Lateral directional oscillations have slightly

reduced the ride quality and therefore the pilot assigned an HQR of 3 rating for this
manoeuvre, which is Level 1 desirable handling qualities requiring minimal pilot com
pensation.
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Pirouette: Moderate workload and very good attitude hold in performing this de
manding high-precision manoeuvre, where the pilot compensation was not a factor
in achieving HQR of 2. This corresponds to highly desired Level 2 flying qualities.
Side step: This manoeuvre is performed around Roll axis. The pilot described de
sirable performance, moderate longitudinal workload which was said to be either
because of longitudinal to Roll coupling or weak attitude retention. A look at Fig
ure 6.40 deduces satisfactory attitude tracking of step demands injected in Roll axis,
thus, leaving the coupling as primary cause for the assignment of HQR of 4, which is
upper Level 2 flying qualities. This rating points to minor but annoying deficiencies
in aircraft characteristics, that required moderate pilot compensation for attaining the
desired performance.
Quick hop: In the post-flight briefing, the pilot indicated a deviation of + / —10° in
heading- Sheading which had taken place in the deceleration stage of the manoeuvre.

An uncommon + / —5° change in the angle of attack (a) was reported in the course of
the QS manoeuvre. The Pitch climbing rate was found slow but still satisfactory, how
ever, its coupling to other rates was described as unsatisfactory. These moderate to
objectionable deficiencies in the rotorcraft's response characteristics, and the consid
erable pilot compensation required for attaining the adequate performance resulted
in award of HQR of 5, that is Level 2 flying qualities.
Turn to Target: This manoeuvre was performed two times, with 10 sec and 8 sec dura
tion of engagement respectively. The pilot reported satisfactory attitude hold accom
panied with tight lateral-directional oscillation in hover flight regime. These mildly
unpleasant deficiencies in rotorcraft's response characteristics required minimal pi
lot compensation in attaining the desired performance. Therefore the pilot awarded
HQR of 3 which corresponds to Level 1 flying qualities.
The following Table 6.4 presents the qualitative evaluation of several manoeuvres
for the rotorcraft augmented with control law InsqDW. This evaluation was per
formed in view of the handling qualities requirements in ADS-33E for small ampli
tude changes in attitude about each of the principal axes.
The results presented in this section underline, once again, that controllers attain
ing Level 1 flying qualities can indeed be synthesised providing that the appropriate
response types are selected for the intended MTEs, and a high fidelity nonlinear dy
namic model of the Bell 205 is made available.
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HQR

MTE
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Flying
Quality

Precision Hover

3

Level 1

Pirouette

2

Level 1

Turn to Target

3

Level 1

Side Step

4

Level 2

Quick Hop

5

Level 2

e = 0.371
Table 6.4: Flight-test qualitative MTE evaluation of the control law InsqDW

6.5

Non-square plant: Non-diagonal weights -InsqNDW control law

This section presents results from desk-top computer simulations and in-flight evalu
ations of the control law InsqNDW, which was evaluated in-flight in June 2003.

6.5.1

Desk-top simulations: Linear response time domain analysis

Figure 6.44 illustrates the linear response of the Roll channel to step input demand of
0.2 rad. The transient response is slow- with rise time tr « 4 sec, well damped and
without a notable steady-state error (ess), unlike the Roll response of InsqDW control
law.
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Figure 6.44: Linear response to lateral cyclic demand of 0.2 rad
The linear Roll attitude to Pitch attitude coupling ( |) that can be derived from Figure
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6.45 subplot a) is on average 1.5 per cent- which is smaller than its counterpart in
1

Dof diagonal weight controller InsqDW. The Roll attitude to Yaw rate coupling

depicted in Figure 6.45 subplot b) is approximately 4 per cent- slightly higher than
what InsqDW control law provided.
x 10"*
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Figure 6.45: Coupling to lateral cyclic demand of 0.2 rad

sec

a) 0

b) r

The Pitch axis attitude response to a step input demand with magnitude

0.2

rad is

illustrated in 6.46. The response is slow, overdamped with steady-state error ess « 2.5
per cent, and the rise time is larger than expected- with value of 3.9 sec.

i

Figure 6.46: Linear response to longitudinal cyclic demand of 0.2 rad
Cross-couplings in Roll and Yaw channels to the demand of 0.2 rad in Pitch channel
are illustrated in Figure 6.47 subplot a) ( | « 2.5 percent) and b) respectively. It can
be seen that control law InsqNDW has reduced slightly the inter channel coupling
when compared to InsqDW control law cross coupling reduction characteristics.
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Figure 6.47: Coupling to longitudinal cyclic demand of 0.2 rad
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The yaw channel time response history to a rate demand of

0.2

rad/sec is plotted

in Figure 6.48. The response is very fast with rise time tr &

1

sec and significant

overshoot of about 20 per cent.
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Figure 6.48: Linear response to pedal demand of 0.2 rad/sec
Coupling histories to the off axes are illustrated in Figure 6.49, where the coupling to
Roll is significantly larger than the coupling to Pitch.
A careful observation of the linear time domain histories of all primary axis responses
leads to the preliminary conclusion that in general the non-diagonal weights reduce
the amount of inter channel cross-coupling and improve transient response charac
teristics. These linear simulations are only a guide and their validity will need to be
confirmed with nonlinear simulations and flight-test results, which follows next.
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Figure 6.49: to pedal demand of 0.2 rad/sec
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Desk-top simulations: Nonlinear response time domain analysis

Prior to flight testing, simulative step-like doublet type demands, emulating such ma
noeuvres as Quick Hop, Side Step and Turn to Target were performed correspondingly
in Pitch, Roll and Yaw axes on the fully nonlinear (Simulink) model of the helicopter
plant with the objective to assess the performance of the InsqNDW control law. De
mands were 0.25 rad in magnitude in Pitch and Roll channels, whereas in Yaw it was
0.45 rad/sec.
Unlike linear simulations, in order to assess for robust stability, variable actuator gains
and time delays were represented in the model. The helicopter model robustness was
assessed against 40 per cent gain variations at the plant input, and 75 ms time delay,
again, at the plant input.
Subplots in the first column in a matrix structured Figure 6.50 present time histories
of the helicopter's attitude response to doublet type demands with magnitude of 0.25
rad in Pitch and Roll channels, and 0.45 rad/sec in Yaw, in addition to the Pitch and
Roll control axes rates; subplots in the second column show the actuator activity in
each axis actuator during the simulatively performed tasks. The labels on the vertical
axes in the subplots (:,2) should read as: Longitudinal cyclic [-1,1], where 1 is fully
forward; Lateral cyclic [-1,1], where 1 is fully right; and Tail rotor collective [-1,1],
where 1 is fully right.
The demand pattern with magnitude of —0.25 rad (nose down, and then up) or —14°
in Pitch axis depicted in subplot (1,1) of Figure 6.50 can also be considered as a sim
ulation of QH manoeuvre. Comparison with its predecessor, pitch response of 1 Dof
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Figure 6.50: Left column- Nonlinear model: demand, rate, attitude responses; Right column:
actuator activities for InsqNDW
diagonal weight control law (InsqDW in subplot (1,1) of Figure 6.28, shows that the
non-diagonal weight has improved transient response characteristics. The most no
table improvement is that the response is faster- with t r < 3 sec, exhibits good track
ing and results in negligible steady-state off-set. However, all these benefits come at
the expense of increased activity in Pitch axis actuators as depicted in subplot (2,1).
Pitch to Roll ( |) and Pitch to Yaw ( |) cross-couplings that can be seen in subplot (2,1)
and subplot (3,1) respectively are slightly higher in comparison to 1 Dof control law
(InsqDW). Note in particular the Pitch rate to Roll rate couplings, which comes as a
result of increased Pitch rate magnitude. Actuator magnitude illustrated in subplot
(1,2) shows a 100 per cent increase in comparison to InsqD W control law activity.
Although still within the acceptable limits, the magnitude of the actuator signal may
affect the feedback by the Safety Pilot- who has direct-drive cyclic feedback to the
actuators.
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Time response history of the Side Step (side flight to the right) like manoeuvre gener
ated as a result of a demand in Roll channel with an amplitude of —0.25 rad (equiv
alent to —14°) is depicted in subplot (2,1). The transient response characteristics in
dicate some degree of improvement: slightly faster response, smaller angular rate
compared to the same manoeuvre performed with 1 Dof diagonal weights controllerFigure 6.28. From the duration the demand has been imposed it is hard to make any
inferences with regards to the overshoot and steady-state off-set properties of the re
sponse. Attitude coupling from Roll to Pitch ( |) in subplot (2,1) has reduced in the
side flight to the left, and without any significant improvement in the side flight to
the right. The coupling from Roll to Yaw has increased very slightly. Actuator control
power depicted in subplot (2,2) has reduced by up to 40 per cent while performing the
actual step demands in Roll, however, actuator signal magnitude has increased up to
500 per cent (in comparison to InsqDW control law actuator drive signal magnitude)
while performing steps in Pitch channel. This confirms the significant cross-coupling
between Pitch to Roll.
The simulated partial Turn to Target manoeuvre as a result of the demand of 0.45
rad/sec magnitude in Yaw channel is depicted in subplot (3,1) in Figure 6.50. The
response is faster than its counterpart (in InsqDW), underdamped and thus oscilla
tory, which resulted in unacceptable tracking. The oscillatory nature of the response
has significantly exacerbated the well-known Yaw to Pitch and Yaw to Roll coupling.
However, this has not affected the actuator aggressiveness plotted in subplot (3,2).
The magnitude of the drive signal has decreased up to 10 per cent at the instant of the
demand in comparison to its corresponding in InsqDW.

6.6 Flying and Handling Qualities assessment
Figures 6.51 through 6.53 present quantitative evaluations of the augmented (with
InsqNDW control law) linearized helicopter model for three categories of MTE: Tar
get Tracking, Fully Attended Operations and Divided Attention Operations. Eval
uation was performed using ADS handling qualities toolbox [How90]. Some of the
boundaries for small amplitude Roll attitude changes were modified to comply with
the most up to date ADS-33E requirements. The system augmented with control law
InsqNDW, for reasons explained in 6.6.2.1, was not fit for flight-testing -frequency
sweeps, steps, manoeuvres- hence no flight data were recorded. Therefore, no quali
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tative handling qualities evaluations -based on data gathered from flight-tests- were
performed.

6.6.1

Quantitative evaluation: Linearized model based evaluation

Shown in Figure 6.51 are predicted phase limited bandwidth and phase delay han
dling qualities parameters for several MTEs in small amplitude changes about Pitch
axis in low speed flight regime.
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Figure 6.51: Small amplitude pitch attitude changes -hover and low speed- for InsqNDW

Comparison with Figure 6.29 depicting the same measures attained by InsqDW con
trol law augmented linearized model, one can observe that the non-diagonal weight
provided higher phase limited bandwidth and slightly lower phase delay. The latter,
is suggesting a lower slope of the phase curve in the range cji80 and 2lui80 and thus
reduced pilot lead compensation and reduced workload in performing various ma
noeuvres as part of the MTEs. In all MTE scenarios about the Pitch axis the calculated
handling qualities parameters indicate Level 1 flying qualities.
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Figure 6.52: Small amplitude roll attitude changes -hover and low speed- for InsqNDW
Illustrated in Figure 6.52 are the rotorcraft's calculated ADS handling qualities pa
rameter

(u>bw phase

and

Tp )

values for attitude changes w ith small amplitude about

the Roll axis in low speed flight regime. Comparison with its counterpart in Figure
6.30 (predicted with control law InsqDW ) reveals that InsqN D W control law offers
higher rotorcraft bandwidth (thus more control authority) and slightly lower slope
of the phase curve in the region cjiso and 2cji80. Translating the bandwidth on to the
time domain characteristics of the roll attitude response and comparing subplot (1,2)
of Figure 6.50 and subplot (1,2) of Figure 6.28 indicates slightly faster Roll attitude
response with InsqND W in considered MTEs. Calculated HQ parameters indicate
Level 1 flying qualities in all MTE scenarios performed at hover or low speed and

involve small amplitude attitude changes about the Roll axis.
Figure 6.53 depicts the calculated ADS handling qualities for the Yaw channel in the
Target Acquisition/Tracking and all other MTEs. Comparison with InsqD W in Fig
ure 6.31 shows slightly higher bandwidth (thus more control power authority) and
almost identical phase delay parameter values, which point to Level 2 flying qualities
in demanding Target Tracking MTE and Level 1 in other MTE.
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Figure 6.53: Small amplitude heading changes -hover and low speed- for InsqNDW

6.6.2 Qualitative evaluation
6.6.2.1 Pilot Comments
After an initial engagement the controller was reported as stable with satisfactory
attitude hold. However, further evaluations of the control law indicated that the rotorcraft was undamped (even after 10 sec) and the lateral axis exhibited slow ly di
vergent oscillatory response. These characteristics prevented any steps and control
sweeps evaluations on the aircraft w hile in-flight, hence qualitative handling quali
ties evaluations of any of the five Mission Task Elements were not possible.
Thus, the following Table 6.5 presents only the quantitative evaluations of each con
troller in view of the ADS-33E requirements for small amplitude changes in attitude
about each of the principal axes at hover and low speed flight regimes.
Controller

UJB / W

rp

Handling Quality
Target Acquisition and Tracking UCE = 1

InsqNDW

rad/sec

sec

Pitch (0)

3.69

0.055

1

1

Roll (0)

4.16

0.05

1

1

Yaw

2.22

0.03

2

n/a

Table 6.5: Handling qualities: Predicted

In conclusion, when compared with InsqDW control law, it can be seen that control
law InsqNDW, in theory, offers higher bandwidths in all axes and almost similar
phase delay handling quality parameters for the augmented system. However, lack
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of data from flight-tests makes it scientifically challenging to justify the advantages of

InsqNDW control law.

6 .7

Non-square plant: Diagonal weights - 2 n s q D

W

c o n tr o l la w

This section presents computer simulations of the linear and nonlinear helicopter
plants augmented with control law 2nsqDW; the control law was also flight-tested
in June 2003.

6.7.1 Desk-top simulations: Linear response time domain analysis
Figure 6.54 shows the linear response of the closed loop of the Roll channel to a step
demand of 0.2 rad. The response attempts to track an ideal model with rise time of
tr(trideal = 1.3 sec while the tr^ = 3.1 sec. The existing steady-state error is 2.5 per cent.

The system response is stable, overdamped, and thus, without oscillations.

0.2

0.1

0 05

sec

Figure 6.54: Linear responses to lateral cyclic demand of 0.2 rad: system response, ideal model
Figure 6.55 reveals information about the level of cross-axis couplings, which from
Roll to Pitch is ( |

1.25 per cent, and from the Roll attitude to Yaw rate response

this is approximately 7 per cent.
The reference model response together with the plant's response to a 0.2 rad step de
mand in Pitch channel are depicted in Figure 6.56. Although the ideal rise time is
troideai = 13 sec the plants linear attitude response rise time is tre = 3 . 2 sec. Compar

ison with corresponding linear response characteristics of the plant augmented with
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x 10"3
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Figure 6.55: Coupling to lateral cyclic demand of 0.2 rad

a) 0

b) r

InsqDW control law, it is easy to deduce that the rise time is smaller, hence faster
transient response characteristics than observed with InsqD W controller augmented
system.
long -> 8
0.25

0.2

0.15

1
0.1

0 05

Figure 6.56: Linear response to longitudinal cyclic demand of 0.2 rad: system response, ideal
model
The responses presented in Figure 6.57 provide a clear picture of the inter-axis cou
pling between primary axis and off-axis channels after an attitude demand of magni
tude 0.2 rad in Pitch channel; Pitch to Roll coupling appears to be approximately 3.75
per cent.
The ideal transfer function model response together with the linearized plant closed
loop transient response to a 0.2 rad/sec in magnitude step demand in Yaw channel
are depicted in Figure 6.58. It is relatively easy to note the small rise time tr r = 1.9 sec
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Figure 6.57: Coupling to longitudinal cyclic demand of 0.2 rad

a) 0

b)?-

and the relatively high overshoot (M p ^ 10 per cent).
0.25

0.2

0.15

1

0.05

sec

Figure 6.58: Linear response to pedal demand of 0.2 rad/sec: system response, ideal model
Cross-axis coupling is evident in Figure 6.59 and the coupling from Yaw to Roll with
14.7 per cent is the second highest level of cross coupling (amongst all control laws
presented), whereas from the Yaw to Pitch is only 4.7 per cent.
Subplots in the first column in Figure 6.60 illustrate attitude demands, corresponding
responses and associated angular rates whereas subplots in the second column show
actuator aggressiveness for each simulative flight manoeuvre performed on the non
linear model. This is the set of nonlinear simulations for 2 Dof controller architecture
with diagonal weights. The labels on the vertical axes in the subplots (:,2) should read
as: Longitudinal cyclic [-1,1], where 1 is fully forward; Lateral cyclic [-1,1], where 1 is
fully right; and Tail rotor collective [-1,1], where 1 is fully right.
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Figure 6.59: Coupling to pedal demand of 0.2 rad/sec
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Figure 6.60: Nonlinear attitude responses, rates and actuator activities for 2nsqDW

Subplot (1,1) provides with the picture of the nonlinear helicopter plant's closed loop
response performance on replicated Quick Hop manoeuvre with duration of 4 sec.
Comparing with the nonlinear simulations of the 7

“m ix e d ’-sensitivity decoupled
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controller presented in [PPTT02] which lead to Level 1 flying qualities (with HQR 3),
the controller simulated here exhibits similar transient response characteristics.
The attitude response is crisp and sharp with rise time tr <

1.8

sec, while providing

good tracking and remarkably low steady-state off-set (eas « 1.2 per cent). As a result
of the comparison of the Pitch channel attitude response characteristics with other
control laws' Pitch channels' attitude response characteristics one can observe that
2nsqDW control law offers superior tracking characteristics. However, these are at
the expense of increased actuator activity depicted in subplot (1,2). It is rated as mod
erate to high as it is up to

200

per cent greater than the actuator magnitude for the

same manoeuvre of the system plant when it was augmented with InsqDW control
law. The 2nsqDW control law augmented system also shows slightly higher cross
coupling with the Roll attitude and Yaw rates than InsqDW control law augmented
helicopter plant. Higher actuator activity also reflects on the fast build of the pitch
rate q, which could serve as explanation of increased attitude and rate couplings with
the remaining two axes, namely Roll and Yaw.
Tracking of the altitude demand along with the rate changes in Roll channel are
shown in subplot (2,1) of Figure 6.60. This pattern of doublet type demand with —0.25
rad amplitude and duration of 3.5 sec can be thought of as the replica of Side Step ma
noeuvre to the left. Inter-axis coupling from Roll to Yaw is negligible (very small),
and is almost non-existent from Roll to Pitch; both couplings are the best among all
control laws. It can be seen that transient response is fast and crisp with rise time
tr ~ 1.8 sec, negligible overshoot and excellent attitude tracking. The steady-state

error is about

1.2

per cent. These characteristics come, again, at the expense of up to

60 per cent increased actuator signal magnitude with comparison to the smallest in
control law InsqDW for the same manoeuvre. Although the actuator aggressiveness
is the highest among all control laws, except lsqDW , it can, nevertheless, be rated as
low.
The response of the helicopter to a demand in the Yaw channel with amplitude of
—0.45 rad/sec for 4 sec is shown in subplot (3,1) of Figure 6.60. This type of demand
can be seen as partial Turn to Target manoeuvre to the left. The response is relatively
fast with rise time of tr « 1.75 sec but has slight overshoot; the absence of low pass
noise filter contributes to the small (4 per cent) steady-state error, which is comparable
to InsqDW control law for the same manoeuvre. The dominant in all control laws
coupling from Yaw to the other channels responses has been eliminated in 2nsqDW
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control law. As the control input is the rate there is almost no attitude cross-coupling
however, as expected, there is Yaw to Roll and Yaw to Pitch rate coupling. Actuator
driving signal magnitude depicted in subplot (3,2) has decreased on average by up
to 35 per cent in comparison to the same axis actuator's activity in other control laws
while performing the same type of manoeuvre.

6.8

Flying and Handling Qualities assessment

This section presents qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the control law 2nsqDW.

6.8.1 Quantitative Evaluation: Linearized model based evaluation
Handling qualities toolbox of [How90] will be used in the quantitative evaluation of
the augmented (with 2nsqDW control law) linearized helicopter model.
Figures 6.61 through 6.63 summarizes the predicted flying qualities in different axes
for small amplitude changes in low speed flight conditions for three categories of
MTE.
Bandwidth and phase delay handling quality parameters for small pitch attitude
changes around hover flight regime are illustrated in Figure 6.61.
Comparison with Figures 6.29 and Figure 6.51 depicting the same parameters for the
same axis attained, correspondingly, by InsqDW and InsqNDW control laws point
out that 2nsqDW attains the highest phase delay and the second highest bandwidth
after InsqNDW controller. This suggests that the slope of the phase curve between
the natural bandwidth and twice the natural bandwidth is the largest which may
impart the highest pilot workload in performing various MTEs in Pitch axis.
Predicted rotorcraft bandwidth and phase delay parameters indicate that Level 1 fly
ing qualities are possible in all three MTEs: Combat Tracking, Divided Attention Op
erations and Fully Attended Operations.
Shown in Figure 6.62 are calculated ADS33 handling qualities measures for various
MTEs performed while in low speed and hover flight regime about the Roll axis.
Comparison with Figures 6.30 (for InsqDW) and Figure 6.52 (for InsqNDW) reveals
that the rp remained unchanged and that

wbwphase

is the highest bandwidth of all

control laws. This is, in theory, also confirmed by the fastest nonlinear closed loop
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Figure 6.61: Small amplitude pitch attitude changes -hover and low speed for 2nsqDW
Roll axis response to small doublet type demands illustrated in subplot (2,1) in Figure
6.50. The rotorcraft accommodating this control law is predicted to achieve Level 1
flying qualities in all the three distinctive MTEs.
Figure 6.63 plots rotorcraft's Yaw axis bandwidth and phase delay parameters. Cal
culations were made for small amplitude attitude manoeuvres for only two MTEs.
Cross-comparison with InsqDW in Figure 6.31 and InsqN D W in Figure 6.53 indi
cated that 2nsqDW control law has significantly reduced aircraft bandwidth and in
creased phase delay characteristics which resulted in flying qualities of Level 3 for the
demanding Combat Tracking and Level 2 for all other MTEs (UCE= 1 and UCE> 1).
There is a mismatch between predicted results and nonlinear simulations.

6.8.2

Flight test frequency sweeps

In practice it is accepted that in the cases when open loop frequency sweeps are
not possible due to poor natural stability characteristics of the rotorcraft, frequency
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sweeps can still be performed with Stability Augmentation Control Systems (SCAS)
engaged. However, this was not deemed appropriate by the pilots conducting the
evaluation of the control law 2nsqDW. Therefore, control frequency sweeps were not
conducted.
All other M TEs - UCE>1 Divided Att. Ops.
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Figure 6.62: Small amplitude roll attitude changes -hover and low speed for 2nsqDW
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Figure 6.63: Small amplitude heading changes -hover and low speed for 2nsqDW
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6.8.2.1 Time domain sweep history, Frequency domain sweep history-Frequency response
estimation

Instability of the helicopter as a result of small amplitude engagements conducted
around hover prior to the frequency sweeps prevented any pilot-induced frequency
sweeps in any of the principal axes. Thus, neither frequency response transfer func
tion estimation, nor any frequency related data analysis was possible.

6.8.3

Qualitative Evaluation: Flight test evaluation of M ission Task Elements

6.8.3.1 Pilot Comments

In the presence of existing constraints such as: limited number of flights and number
of controllers awaiting evaluation, only one flight test was possible to be allocated
to this control law- 2nsqDW. In view of the time domain performance requirements
a fast enough reference model was selected. However, initial in-flight stability as
sessment by the pilot indicated an aggressive primary axis actuator response which
would have led to instability, if the engagement had been carried out. Additionally
the pilot indicated oscillatory (with frequency of 1 Hz) divergent response. These
characteristics barred any further evaluation of this control law. Unfortunately, there
was no other opportunity for flight testing of the same control law, which would have
undoubtedly allowed pilots' comments to be reflected into a new 2 Dof controller de
sign. This was a “one go"11 control design which, in practice, hardly leads to objective
fulfilling designs. Post-flight evaluations have pointed in the direction of the feasi
bility of the time domain reference model, which was found to be slightly too fast
and thus stood as a potential source of the reported excessive actuator activity and,
reduced stability robustness of the augmented plant.
The following Table 6.6 presents a summary of the quantitative evaluations of each
controller in view of the ADS-33E requirements for several MTEs performed with
small amplitude changes in attitude about each of the principal axes at hover and low
speed flight regimes.
nThe control law design did not benefit from any previously obtained in-flight pilot feedback on 2 Dof controller
architecture, it was based on requirements documented in ADS-33 only.
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Controller

vb / w

Tp

Handling Quality

2nsqDW

rad/sec

sec

Target Acquisition and Tracking UCE = 1

Pitch-(0)

2.78

0.1

1

1

Roll-(0)

2.73

0.06

1

1

Yaw

0.94

0.18

3

2

Table 6.6: Handling qualities: Predicted

6.9

Summary and Comments

This chapter has presented detailed studies and comparative analyses of linear and
nonlinear simulations, together with flight-test based ADS 33 quantitative and quali
tative handling qualities evaluations of various degrees of freedom, coupled Hoo loopshaping controllers which were applied to a practical design problem: the Bell 205
multipurpose rotary-wing aircraft.
The study of the differences between predicted ADS33 handling qualities parameters
(particularly phase delay rp) for small amplitude attitude changes in different MTEs
and, flight-test achieved helicopter's bandwidth and phase delay indicate that remov
ing the source of pure time delay from the model, namely the rotor, as the greatest
source of error, accounts for the significant portion of the mismatch.
The flight-test results from the set of Hoo loop-shaping controllers presented in this
chapter, in [PPTT02] and in [PPT+05] have demonstrated that even if “mixed rates”
Pmix and qmix are not included in the synthesis of Hoo loop-shaping controllers, con

trollers that deliver to the expectations of the pilots and facilitate Level 1 flying quali
ties in-flight can be synthesised. This can be seen as attribute to the increased fidelity
(made possible by the inclusion of high frequency dynamic characteristics) of the non
linear model of the helicopter.
Flight tests have, once again, confirmed that the normalized coprime robust optimiza
tion theory is indeed robust, however, attaining desired handling qualities and re
taining robustness of performance throughout an operating envelope does require a
mathematical model which can accurately and adequately capture the dynamical be
haviour of the plant, as well as appropriate selection of response types for different
missions.

Chapter 7

Concluding remarks
Valuable insight into several control system design approaches in the context of Hoo loopshaping have been gained by utilizing different structured weighting functions. The
limitations of (semi-manually constructed) non-diagonal weighting functions in ap
plications to aeromechanically complex, nonlinear, multivariable, multipurpose heli
copter have been discussed.
The main contributions of this thesis are now summarised and recommendations out
lined for future research.

7.1

The main contributions

7.1.1 Flight control law design
• The work included in this thesis represents the most recent report of the research
carried out using Hoo loop-shaping procedure for the controller designs on the
most up-to-date

(12

Dof) Bell 205 nonlinear helicopter model provided by Qine-

tiQ, Bedford, UK, exclusively for this project only. The model builds on the pre

vious models of the Bell 205 with the inclusion of components characterising
high frequency dynamics and integrating 3 more degrees-of-freedom.
• All the designs have been based on a longitudinally and laterally coupled non
linear model of the helicopter.
• The thesis presents extensive cross-comparative analyses based on the linear and
nonlinear simulations and data gathered during the flight-tests for the three
Dof and one

2

1

Dof (synthesised with one step optimization) H Q0 loop-shaping
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controller architectures. The control laws utilized weights with both diagonal
and non-diagonal structures.
• The techniques for constructing non-diagonal weighting functions reported in
the literature [PG97], [LanOl] considered only square and low order (<

) sys

8

tems. In order to accommodate commonly encountered non-square plants, the
procedure of [PG97] has been extended by using some known properties of the
unitary matrices, to allow for the design of non-diagonal weighting functions for
non-square (rectangular) system plants.
• Extensive study of the design (synthesis and analysis) has been presented for
the non-square

1

Dof Hoo loop-shaping controller synthesised for the 14 state

helicopter plant after shaping the singular values with a non-diagonal weighting
function. To the best of the author's knowledge this comprises the first ever pilot
flight-tested non-square controller with embedded non-diagonal weights. The
challenges which arise in the course of the non-diagonal weight design for such
a high order plant have been carefully addressed.
• The thesis reports on the first flight-tested coupled, non-square 1 Dof Hoo loopshaping control law that achieved Level 1 flying qualities in the demanding and
high precision- Pirouette, Precision Hover and Turn to Target manoeuvres.
• The flight-test of coupled control laws and the achievement of three ratings of
Level 1 flying qualities for demanding and high-precision manoeuvres, under

line, once again, that controllers achieving Level 1 flying qualities can, indeed, be
synthesised providing that the appropriate response types are selected for the
intended MTEs. A high fidelity nonlinear dynamic model of the Bell 205 is made
available and suitable weighting functions used.
• All the coupled

1

Dof and 2 Dof Hoo loop-shaping controllers presented herein

were implemented in the forward path as described in section 4.8, and not in
the observer based form in the implementation stage. They employ only state
feedback of selected state variables (namely attitudes and rates) and yet, deliv
ered highly rated (by the pilots) in-flight performance characteristics. This is in
contrast to many control laws implemented and flight-tested on this helicopter
prior to 2001 [PSW+99], [SWP+01].
• None of the controller designs made use of the Pitch (qmix) and Roll f tw ) “m ix e d ’
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angular rates pmix and qmix, instead, actual rate sensor signals for p and q were
fed back in the designs.
• In the absence of some high frequency dynamic characteristics (such as dynamic
inflow as a combination of uniform and first harmonic components) the cou
pled

1

and

2

Dof Hoo loop-shaping control laws achieved HQR of 4 [PSW+99],

[SWP+01] corresponding to Level 2 flying qualities. The incorporation of high
frequency dynamic characteristics in the nonlinear helicopter model has closed
significantly the gap between predicted helicopter responses and flight-test de
rived results. However, integration of several extra elements such as anti-aliasing
filters, rate-limits, discretisation and truncation of the controller realisation to be
tween six and eight decimal places [PPT+05] has also proved extremely effective
towards fulfilment of this objective.
• The handling qualities toolbox [How90]- based on a previous version of ADS-33
standard- was updated to reflect the most-up-to-date ADS-33E [AnoOO] stan
dard properties. Quantitative handling qualities evaluations of the flight-tested
control laws were then based on the updated version of the toolbox. This has in
creased the compatibility between predicted response flying qualities and pilot
in-flight feedback.

7.1.2 Issues concerning the non-diagonal weight procedure
Tackling a problem of such a complex nature that incorporates a range of unwanted
phenomena (non-square system plant, time delays, RHP poles and zeros, ill-conditioning
at some frequencies- strong directionality) establishes a platform not only for evalu
ating a designer's skills and experience but also for the rigour of the technique under
investigation. This helps to unveil the deficiencies of the technique and by this to set
new research directions for the designer to explore.
In the light of the experience gained by the application of an algorithm to construct
non-diagonal weights and diagonal weights, the following are some remarks and rec
ommendations. These may prove useful in enhancing the effectiveness (in terms of ro
bustness and performance) and reducing the complexity of the non-diagonal weight
design optimization procedure within the context of the Hoo loop-shaping technique.
• The conclusion at this point of time is that, in the context of Hoo loop-shaping, the
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construction of non-diagonal weights provides the designer with more insight
and authority to attain the desired singular values of the shaped plant Gs. This
is because non-diagonal weights can always provide improved singular value
shapes when compared with diagonal weights in the context of 1 Dof and 2 Dof
Hoo loop-shaping. However, the procedure integrates a second pre-filter selec

tion and thus, does not relieve the designer from the step of yet another weight
selection. In fact, as the order of the plant increases, as a part of the algorithm,
the designer faces an even more challenging task with the selection of an even
more complex, diagonal weighting function T as a means to augment the sin
gular values of Gs. The designer still requires significant engineering hands-on
experience and intuition in the course of the selection of the diagonal transfer
function T, which essentially contains the dynamics of the non-diagonal weight.
The resulting non-diagonal weight WJd, in return, through Vs, contains the in
put dynamics of the shaped plant G s. Therefore, it is clear that, unlike classical
diagonal weight selection, the non-diagonal weight's order will be always de
pendent on the nominal/shaped plant. An issue which can clearly exacerbate
computational complexity of the procedure.
• When applied to high order plants (often encountered in real world applica
tions), due to the high number of elements in U and V, to which fittings in the fre
quency domain will need to be performed, the non-diagonal weight algorithm
generates controllers of extremely high order. Considerable effort and time were
spent on model reduction of appropriate elements such as

Vs, Kqq and Kimp

at various stages of the non-diagonal weight construction procedure. Both the
number of states of the system plant and its dimensions lead to high order fit
tings of the right singular vector matrix transfer function.
• In the model reduction stages the designer, if possible, should retain the dynam
ics of the non-diagonal weight

by preserving its structure obtained from

the co-spectral factorization. Instead, s/h e should try careful model reduction
of Vs, the robustly stabilizing loop-shaping controller Koo, or the implemented
controller Kirnp, or both, while using appropriate measures to gauge distance
from the original model. Extensive model reduction of different controllers in
the course of the design becomes inevitable. This requires significant experience
on the side of the designer with the best use of the model reduction techniques
for arriving at practically feasible controllers.
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• The results presented herein also bring to evidence that complex controllers
come with a significant (computational and labour) cost and do not always, and
necessarily, perform better than more simpler ones when, for example, com
pared to those obtained by utilizing diagonal weighting functions in the loopshaping.
• Analysis of both non-diagonal weight construction algorithms suggest that pro
cedures (for controller synthesis) involving fitting in the frequency domain are
bound to culminate in controllers with very high orders. Therefore an algorithm
formulated in state-space form that has a state-space solution should be con
sidered. This will significantly reduce (or eliminate) the number of iterations
the designer has to perform in the frequency domain, and will allow the direct“one shot ” construction of non-diagonal weights. Additionally, this will also al
leviate a problem which may arise when the system has repeated singular val
ues, since then the continuity of left/right singular vectors may not be possible.
• The reader should note that only the non-diagonal pre-filter was constructed for
the shaped plant; the construction of the non-diagonal post-filter was thought
to be unnecessary. However, its construction would have inflated the order of
the implementable controller to an extent that would render its application im
possible. This underlines, once again, that the use of the non-diagonal weights
requires careful consideration and unless certain issues in their selection are ad
dressed, then the disadvantages of using non-diagonal weights on high order
system plants will usually outweigh their advantages (when compared to diag
onal weights).

7.1.3 Issues concerning the weighting of output variables through W 2
• In the 1 Dof controller architecture reducing the relative importance of the Roll

rate ip) and Pitch rate (q) by simply scaling them with numerical values between
0.4-0.95 produced controllers with good performance characteristics but they
were very fragile, i.e with good optimal nominal performance but very sensitive
to changes of inputs of different magnitudes- poor robustness characteristics.
• It was observed that in the 1 Dof controller architecture, where both diagonal and
non-diagonal pre-compensators were constructed, placing an emphasis on those
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elements in W2 which affect p and q leads to shifting the poles to the right of the
complex plane, thus tending to provide the response with additional damping.
• Preliminary studies were carried out on the effect of extra measurements- p and
q on the performance and robustness characteristics of the design. These confirm

that (while retaining the pre-filter Wi) squaring down the system by removing
the measured output rates p and q affects adversely the robustness characteristics
of the augmented plant; an argument strengthened by reduced stability margin
e, and higher peaks in the frequency response magnitude of the co-sensitivity
operator/s. However, this comes at the expense of improved performance char
acteristics: faster responses, smaller steady-state off-set and smaller overshoot.
This is the classical trade-off between robustness and performance. The im
pact of squaring down the system plant on various properties of the controllers
will be problem dependent (and more precisely, dependent on the variables re
moved). Therefore, drawing out more generalizing conclusions about the effect
of extra measurements based on above (mentioned) observation will be incon
clusive. Further theoretical justification will be required so that the results can
be brought to a satisfactory level of scientific scrutiny.
• In the 2 Dof controller architecture, in stark contrast to what has been observed
in the 1 Dof, a slight increase in the emphasis on the Roll (p) and Pitch (q) rate
speeds up the associated channels' attitude responses. These observations are
from empirical simulation studies and will therefore require further theoretical
studies before drawing out conclusive statements.

7.2 Future Work
• Although singular value sensitivities (S, T, KS etc.) are known to be useful ana
lytical operators (and tools) for describing the robustness of feedback properties
of the closed loop under certain type of perturbations to the nominal plant, it
was challenging and not always straightforward to interpret and then to trans
late the frequency response behaviour of those operators, particularly at high
frequencies, onto anticipated time response characteristics or constraints of the
system. Therefore, while these operators remain as valuable sources of infor
mation about the robustness characteristics of the augmented plant, future work
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may concentrate on complementary and rigorous tools, such as p structured sin
gular value bounds and a pointwise version of the stability margin (p). This
could be utilized in the design of the control laws for assessing the robustness
properties of the closed loop system against perturbations at various points.
• In the light of experience gained with the semi-automated non-diagonal weight
construction for square and non-square multivariable system plants, an opti
mization algorithm which integrates and combines Hoo loop-shaping synthesis
(for robust stability) and p structured singular value (for robust performance)
will ensure synthesis of control laws with two distinguished characteristics: ro
bustness and performance- desirable assets of every practically implementable
control law.
• It is typical that a controller designed with this methodology will have an order
comparable to that of the assigned plants. While properties guaranteeing closed
loop stability, and performance are a “m ust” for a controller to be considered
for implementation on a real system, feasibility of the controller in the imple
mentation phase does strongly depend on its order. This underlines the order of
the resulting controller as a constraint which may need to be integrated into the
controller synthesis procedure.
Additionally, in the light of deficiencies such as:
• inability to accommodate diagonal weights or plants with integrators in the co/spectral factorization, and

• inability to take into account explicitly the phase properties of the plant, and
misalignment between controller output subspace R(K*) and the plant input
subspace i?(G),
future work may concentrate on integrating these in the foundations of an alternative
state-space optimization algorithm that will produce non-diagonal weighting func
tions with minimum number of iterations. This may make use of the spectral factor
ization via Hermitian matrix pencils and thus facilitate the use of pre-filters that are
not units. Also:
• Any good design method should offer ways of conveniently translating design
specifications to design requirements on the controller synthesis problem.
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• It would be useful to conduct rigorous studies on the fundamental question:
how are a system's robustness and performance characteristics affected by the
structure (square or rectangular) of the plant? This could perhaps be done by
considering the angles between subspaces [BG73], [MeyOO] of appropriate trans
fer functions.
• The application of the LPV/LMI approach to controller design for the complete
flight envelope in one step (without the need to carry out spot designs followed
by ad hoc gain scheduling) is a direction worth exploring.
• After the construction of the non-diagonal weight it will be beneficial to investi
gate the influence of non-diagonal elements (of the non-diagonal weight) on the
shaping of the (nominal/shaped plant) singular values in an attempt to create a
sparse weighting function which would retain the properties of its predecessor
but will have its order reduced. This will ensure the synthesis of controllers with
smaller order.

7.2.1 Limits of Performance
Control system design is dictated not only by design (performance and robustness)
considerations but also inherent physical constraints that the system possesses. It
is well known that constraints such as geometrical shape of the plant, RHP poles,
non-minimum phase zeros, time delays (arising mostly due to the system's aeromechanical structure and the environment it operates in) set stringent bounds on
the achievable sensitivity S and complementary sensitivity T transfer functions in
linear [Che98], [Che99], [CheOO] and nonlinear [SBG97] MIMO systems. These con
straints will inherently limit the level of achievable performance, independent of the
control design method applied. Therefore it is desirable to recognise, a-priori, whether
or not the desired level of performance is attainable and how different arrangements
of measurements in the system are related to the best achievable level of performance
with the system in hand. This will provide a clear indication on what and how plant
properties may inherently conflict and thus undermine some or all performance ob
jectives; this information can then be integrated in the Hoo loop-shaping controller
design procedure.

Appendix A

Appendix A
This appendix is primarily presented for completeness and thus is a compilation of
some of the key terms, range of concepts, definitions and parameters that are part of
the quantitative and qualitative assessment of any control law for a given task. For a
more detailed and complete exposition on the technical and historical background of
the contents, the reader can consult references such as: [AnoOO], [PadOO] and [Pro95].

A .l Flying Qualities
Stability of the rotorcraft and its safety in flight are an outcome of good flying quali
ties, which will also contribute to enhancement of performance. Since requirements
for military rotorcraft are more performance oriented, and for civil rotary-wing air
crafts are more safety oriented, flying qualities can be seen as a synergy between inter
nal to and external to the aircraft and pilot influencing factors. In [Key88] flying qual
ities were described as stability and performance characteristics (internal attributesfactors) of the rotorcraft, whereas Handling qualities were defined with the task and
environment included (external influences). To evaluate an aircraft's suitability for a
given role or mission task, flying qualities require a quality measurement scale. The
most developed, and widely recognized quality assessment scale is due to CooperHarper [CH69]. Quality and success of the design are assessed according to this scale

and can be measured in three Levels. Table A .l represents Cooper-Harper handling
qualities ratings scale, where Level 1 flying qualities constitute the most desirable and
required for most conventional helicopters rating; Level 2 is rated as acceptable, ad
equate performance is attainable but the pilot may be subjected to significant work
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load; Level 3 signifies major deficiencies in the control law characteristics and thus in
rotorcraft flying qualities, it is therefore unacceptable, though the rotorcraft may be
still controllable and flyable.

A.2 Handling Qualities Ratings-HQR
Each of the flying qualities Levels are further subdivided into three Handling qualities
ratings. These are subjective ratings awarded by the pilots for a rotorcraft flying an
MTEs (Mission Task Elements), and are based on a judgement of task performance
achieved and work load exercised, all in accordance with the specifications embed
ded in the Cooper-Harper handling qualities scale [CH69] illustrated in Table A .l. Task
performance, as flight-path accuracy, attitude retention and tracking performance, is
measurable, whereas pilot work load is difficult to quantify. Therefore pilots usu
ally resort to subjective qualifiers like: minimal, moderate, significant, extensive and
maximum to describe the compensation required. Since pilots skill and experience
is variable, and misinterpretation of HQRs and Cooper-Harper scale is common, the
use of HQR is usually supported by pilot comments and after-flight task performance
analysis. A blending of those two distinct assessors and accurate translation of the
comments onto the controller design parameters requires significant designer experi
ence.

A.3 Aeronautical Design Standard-ADS
Aeronautical Design Standard, described shortly as ADS33, evolved as a result of
task performance requirements. On the contrary of Design Standard specifications for
fixed wing aircrafts, ADS33 is not categorized according to aircraft size, or intended
role of use of the rotorcraft, but only according to the required MTEs, therefore ADS 3 3
holds a generic value. ADS33 quantify responsiveness and sensitivity and lay down
quality boundaries on measurable parameters [PadOO].

A.4 Usable Cue Environment-UCE
Environment cues, as one of the influential factors on pilots7decision, are ranked on a
Usable Cue Environment (UCE). The Usable Cue Environment measure is a result of
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Demands on the pilot in

Pilot

characteristics

selected task or required operation

rating

Excellent

Pilot compensation not a factor for

1

Aircraft

Highly desirable

desired performance
Pilot compensation not a factor for

Good
Negligible deficiencies
Fair-some mildly
unpleasant deficiencies
Minor but annoying

2

desired performance
Minimal pilot compensation required for

3

desired performance
Desired performance requires moderate

4

pilot compensation

deficiencies
Moderately objectionable

Adequate performance requires

deficiencies

considerable pilot compensation

Very objectionable but

Adequate performance requires extensive

tolerable deficiencies

pilot compensation

Major deficiencies

Adequate performance not attainable with

5

6

7

maximum telerable compensation.
Controllability not in question
Major deficiencies

Considerable pilot compensation is required

8

for control
Major deficiencies

Intense pilot compensation is required

9

for control
Major deficiencies

Control will be lost during some portion of

10

required operation

Table A.l: The Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating scale

pilot's subjective rating of the quality of visual task cues. In dependence to the quality
of the visual task cues, UCE is divided into three: UCE of 1 indicates normal daylight
visual environment and very good visual cues to support the control of either attitude
or velocity, or both, while UCE 3 indicates extremely poor (night visual environment),
deficient visual cues where the pilot is restricted with the amount of corrections s/h e
can make to any of the controlled responses. The pilot combines the UCE information
with the demanded task to be performed to decide on the type of response for the
application.
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A.5 Response Types
The response-type is associated with the character of the attitude response in the first
few seconds (i.e. the transient characteristics of the response) after a pilot has applied
a step control input through any of the control inceptors.
Different visual conditions (UCE) require different response-types to be applied in
order to attain the same Level 1 of flying qualities. This becomes more evident in
Degraded Visual Environment (DVE), or nap-of-the-earth flight- (p.341) Figure 6.4
in [PadOO]. Therefore, UCE, MTE and the speed in (low/hover or forward) flight play
key role in the selection of response-types. Some of the response types known are:
• AcC- Acceleration Command
• AC-Attitude Command
• RC-Rate Command
• TC- Turn Coordination (applies to yaw and pitch response)
• PH- Position Hold (applies to horizontal plane)
• ACAH- Attitude Command Attitude Hold (applies to roll and pitch)
• RCAH- Rate Command Attitude Hold (applies to yaw)
• RCDH- Rate Command Direction Hold (applies to yaw)
• RCHH- Rate Command Height Hold (applies to heave)
RC is the regarded as the simplest practical response-type applied in conventional he
licopters. It must be noted that some response-types allow more gentle and sensitive
corrections to be made during an assigned MTE, however, induces more pilot work
load. For example, AC is easier to fly than RC, and TRC is easier to fly than ACAH
which requires significant pilot attention. Highest performance can be achieved with
AcC response-type through a direct force/moment inceptor but with significantly in
creased pilot work load.
Definition of the response-type alone is not sufficient in the tasks the pilot is likely to
encounter, further characterization of the response-type in terms of amplitude (small,
moderate and large) and frequency (short, medium and long term) is required. ADS 3 3
quantitative evaluations are made based on short term response.
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A.6 Short-term response
Minimum requirements are established for control response-types and their charac
teristics. These requirements are categorized into terms of small, moderate, and large
amplitude changes and are defined for comparison with the rotorcraft characteristics.
This provides a quantitative assessment of the Levels of rotorcraft handling qualities
based upon flying qualities parameters. The small amplitude response requirements
include both short-term and mid-term responses; the short-term response refers to
the rotorcraft characteristics in pilot tasks such as closed-loop, compensatory track
ing; the mid-term response criteria is intended to ensure good flying qualities when
less precise manoeuvering is required.
Short-term response has been focal point of handling qualities research both for fixedwing and rotary-wing aircrafts and it is just one of the several criteria defined in
ADS33. Short-term responses are characterized by the higher frequency ranges where
the vehicle's dynamics is dominated by short period pitch mode and the roll subsi
dence mode.

A.7 Frequency response data- Frequency sweeps
Although frequency response data are more difficult to capture in-flight, and certainly
more time consuming to analyze, they also provide an environment for conducting
more robust analysis in comparison to properties of the time domain response crite
ria. Frequency response data will serve as a platform for determining key handling
qualities parameters like bandwidth and phase delay. Frequency response plots are
obtained through analysis of the data acquired in flight and in the course of the so
called frequency sweep manoeuvre. The sweep manoeuvre is generated by the pilot
manually applying at a primary control input a sine wave form with gradually in
creasing frequency. This excitation of aircraft on one of the control axis' continues for
about a minute. Figure A .l illustrates an example of frequency sweep manoeuvre ap
plied to Yaw axis of Bell 205 helicopter; presented are the pilot demand and helicopter
response- in the top subplot, and related actuator activity- in the bottom subplot.
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to convert the time response data of sweep ma
neuver (performed in [0, T]) into the frequency domain complex function using the
relation:
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Figure A.l: Yaw axis sweep- top subplot: demand, response; bottom subplot: actuator dis
placement

y ( u ; , T ) = f T y(t )e-**dt.
Jo

(A .l)

where cu = ^ in rad/sec. The frequency response analysis assumes that the inputoutput relationship is approximately linear and, if there is any “noise”, it is random
and uncorrelated with the primary response.
Frequency response amplitude and phase characteristics for a given rotary-wing air
craft can be obtained by exciting the rotorcraft around the natural frequencies. The
data obtained provides characteristics to which low-order models can be fitted nu
merically. Thereafter natural frequency and damping can be estimated. The fre
quency range of the sweep maneuver need to include the phase characteristics of the
response up to 2u;i8o- This may not be known prior to the test, therefore some prior
tests are necessary. Frequency sweep maneuver is carried out without any frequency
augmentation, and thus, particularly in the low frequency range of the sweep, nat
urally, helicopters will be prone to divert from the trim conditions. To maintain the
validity of the data, and free of contamination by excessive nonlinear characteristics,
gathered during the sweeps, and the trim conditions, the pilot will apply uncorrelated
corrected inputs superimposed on the sweep. This can be a very cumbersome task for
sweeps conducted close to hover or for pitch axis sweeps at high speed. Providing
that the rotorcraft is naturally stable the duration (which is usually between 50 sec to
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sec) of a frequency sweep manoeuvre is dependant on the frequency range and

the rate of change of frequency.
Frequency sweep is a demanding task, not only from the pilots perspective, but also
because it imparts significant structural damage (fatigue) to the (main/tail) rotor and
airframe (fuselage). Therefore, meticulous preparations are required before the test,
and careful analysis to quantify the damages after the test. Potential structural reso
nances and rotor/fuselage coupled modes must be identified.

A.8 Bandwidth- c

o b w

This unique handling qualities parameter (measured in rad/sec) has a different defi
nition than the control engineer's perception for the bandwidth. The only similarity
that it bears with its name likewise is that, both of them are defined in the frequency
domain. The bandwidth criteria in terms of ADS33 address small amplitude, short
term handling qualities.
The definition of bandwidth stems from the crossover model [MK74]. When the pilot
is operating like a pure gain system Kpnot, the neutral stability frequency is defined
as o>i8o- The 180° phase is of paramount importance in ADS33, as it was from control
theory perspective, because it represents a potential stability boundary for closed loop
tracking control by the pilot. It is the frequency beyond which the rotorcraft will
become unstable without any lead compensation, which will impart a significant pilot
work load.
Two definitions of the bandwidth can be presented: the phase-limited and, the gainlimited bandwidth. Each of them deriving its name from the sources they have been
obtained, correspondingly, the gain, or the phase frequency response of attitude to
pilot's cyclic command.
Phase limited bandwidth- ubw phase

The phase limited bandwidth is defined purely on the phase plot of the frequency
response, and is the frequency at which the phase is 135°, that is, the attitude response
lags behind the pilot's control input command by 135°. In control terms, this is the
frequency where the phase margin is 45° with respect to the neutral frequency. From
physical point of view low values of bandwidth, will result in slow, sluggish response
(the response significantly lags behind the input command.)
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Gain limited bandwidth- bw gain

The gain limited bandwidth makes use of both the gain and phase characteristics of a
frequency response; it is derived by the frequency at which the gain has increased by
6

db relative to the gain (at the frequency) when the phase was 180°. That is, the fre

quency where the gain margin is 6 dB with respect to the neutral stability frequency.
Physical interpretation of

6

dB gain margin, translates to allowance for the pilot to

increase his feedback gain by a factor of two before threatening stability.
It is important to emphasize that in ADS33 framework the bandwidth criteria apply
to both rate and attitude response types, with an exception that for attitude response
types (e.g. ACAH) only the phase limited bandwidth applies. Justification for not
including the gain limited bandwidth is given in [HMA89], but generally speaking
attitude command control systems allow the pilot to back-off and use a very low gain
on attitude. ACAH response types should be avoided where the gain bandwidth is
less than the phase limited bandwidth, especially where super-precision maneuvers
(e.g. pirouette, hovering turn, transition to hover) are required.
It is known that for wide range of helicopters the phase limited bandwidth is equal
to or less than the gain limited bandwidth {ujbwphase < ^BWgain)- For Rate response
types, our bandwidth will be selected as the smallest of the two frequencies.
A high phase limited bandwidth will allow the pilot to operate as a pure gain con
troller, accepting his own natural phase lags without threatening stability. The gain
bandwidth limit protects against instability at high frequency, if the pilot decides to
increase his gain or his level of aggressiveness. We would, naturally, like to have high
gain limited bandwidth in response types where applicable, since a low value of gain
margin is likely to lead to system which is PIO prone. In fact, if u>Bwgain < ^ bw phase
the rotorcraft may become PIO prone in super-precision maneuvers. This is so be
cause, small changes in the pilot gain result in a rapid reduction in phase margin.
[HMA89] describes PIO as insidious phenomenon depending on the piloting tech
nique, pointing out that non-aggressive, smooth piloting may never come to en
counter PIO whereas, a more aggressive piloting may encounter severe PIO.
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A.9 Phase-delay
Phase delay rp (measured in sec) is another important frequency domain handling
quality parameter measure used to represent the shape of the phase and is used to
gether with the bandwidth in quantitative analysis of helicopter frequency response
characteristics. Although this handling quality measure is independently computed,
in the frequency domain, and beyond the bandwidth frequency, there is a unique re
lationship between the bandwidth frequency and the shape of the phase curve. The
steeper the roll-off of the phase curve, the smaller the bandwidth, which affects ad
versely performing tasks requiring high precision and adaptation of control strategy
to even small changes in frequency. Pilots are particularly sensitive to the slope of the
phase at high frequency- beyond the bandwidth frequency, but still within the range
of piloting, e.g. > 10 rad/sec. The shape of the phase is defined as:

A $ 2 a ;i8 0

p

57.3 x 2w180

/ a 0\

K ' '

Where A $ 2wi8o ^ the phase difference between the cross-over frequency o>i80, and
2a;i8o- This frequency range is critical since the phase delay is related to the slope of
the phase curve in this particular frequency range. The phase delay parameter serves
information about system's effective dead time.
Large phase delays have several sources: filters, computational delays, actuators lags,
but the most contributing of all is due to the rotor system. Delays resulted from the
rotor system, for conventional helicopters, can vary in the range from 65 ms to 130
ms. It is also known that pure time delays, which impose bandwidth reduction, are
more tolerable by teetering rotor helicopters.
The phase delay captures the dynamics of the helicopter beyond the bandwidth fre
quency. The pilot can still command the helicopter beyond the bandwidth frequency
and neutral stability frequencies by introducing lead-compensation, which, in fact, in
creases the pilot's cross-over frequency. However, in the presence of very large phase
lag the pilot's lead-compensation may become insufficient to prevent instabilities or
PIOs since large values of rp indicate that the rotorcraft is very much prone to be
coming unstable. Whereas small values of t p indicate that the pilot can increase the
input frequency and still apply lead-compensation. Phase delay does not measure
non-linear phase effects, such as rate limiting.
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A.10 Cross-coupling
Pitch to roll (refers to roll response to longitudinal cyclic input) and roll to pitch (stem
ming from pitch response to lateral cyclic input) cross-coupling criteria adopted in
ADS33 is based on a time domain formulation. It represents the ratio of the peak offaxis response to the desired on-axis response after approximately 4 sec following an
abrupt step input. For example roll to pitch-

and pitch to roll- ¥ •

Flying Qualities

¥ ¥

Level 1

<0.25

Level 2

<0.6

Level 3

>0.6

Table A.2: Roll-to-pitch and Pitch-to-roll coupling criteria for forward flight and hover

Table A.2 illustrates the coupling limits in ADS-33E for Roll to Pitch ( ^ ) and Pitch to
Roll ( ¥ ) for hover and low speed flight regime.
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